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Vivarium XXX, 1 (1992) 

INTRODUCTION 

WILLIAM J. COURTENAY 

The papers collected in this issue represent voices (sometimes 
divergent) in a renewed discussion over the origin and meaning of 
twelfth-century Nominalism. Throughout most of the present century 
there was little question over what Nominalism' was or when and 
through whom it entered philosophical debate. From the brief account 
given by Johannes Turmair (Aventinus) in the sixteenth century to 
the first full-scale study by Josef Reiners in 1910, Nominalism' was 
a position on the ontological status of universal concepts, introduced 
by Roscelin and modified by Peter Abelard, which rejected the view 
that such universais referred to real entities or corresponded to com- 
mon natures that inhered in things (res) but were instead mere names 
or labels ( nomina ) that referred to linguistic or conceptual entities.1 
Scholarly debate focused almost entirely on differences between 
Roscelin and Abelard, and the degree to which the label Nominalism' 
was an appropriate description for Abelard's position on universais. 
Although by no means the last word, the position arrived at by Jean 
Jolivet in his magisterial Arts du langage et théologie chez Abélard and in 
subsequent publications was to substitute Non-realism' in place of 
Nominalism' as a description for Abelard's thought.2 

Two developments in the 1980s fundamentally altered the terms of 
traditional discussion. The first was the gradual collection of twelfth- 
and thirteenth-century references to the opinions of the Nominales - a 
process begun by M.-D. Chenu and Arthur Landgraf earlier in the 
century but expanded significantly through the manuscript research 
and editorial efforts of scholars in the Netherlands and at the Institut 
for graesk og latinsk Middelalderfilologi in Copenhagen.3 The second 
was the suggestion, foreshadowed by Chenu, Landgraf, and Gabriel 
Nuchelmans and independently proposed by Calvin Normore and 
William Courtenay in papers written in 1986, that the label 
Nominales - and thus the original meaning of nominalism - did not 

1 J. Turmair, Annales ducum Boicarum , VI, c.3, in Sämtliche Werke , vols. 2-3, ed. S. 
Riezler, vol. 3 (München 1884), 200-2; Reiners 1910. 
2 Jolivet 1969; Jolivet 1981. 3 Chenu 1934, 1935-36; Landgraf 1943; Pelster 1944-46; Hunt 1950; De Rijk 1962, 
1967, 1975, 1988; Green-Pedersen 1977, 1984; Braakhuis 1980; Kneepkens 1982, 
1987; Ebbesen, Fredborg, and Nielsen 1983; Ebbesen and Iwakuma 1983, 1990; 
Iwakuma 1992a. 
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result from a position on the ontological status of universais but rather 
from a theory of propositions as bearers of truth, based on a theory 
of the unity of nouns and their function in propositions.4 Courtenay 
took the further step of calling into question Abelard' s relation to the 
group known as the Nominales and thus his relation to nominalism. 
The thrust of these two papers was not to dismiss five centuries of 
historical/philosophical consensus but to raise the possibility that the 
fifteenth-century understanding of nominalism adopted and disse- 
minated through Turmair may have been incorrectly superimposed 
on the twelfth century, and that both the original meaning of the label 
and the role played by Abelard need to be re-examined and proved on 
the basis of a fresh reading of all the evidence, instead of assuming the 
validity of the traditional view and fitting the new evidence into that 
pre-established picture. 

To facilitate and speed up this endeavor, it was thought desirable 
for those involved in the assembling and analysis of the texts and 
theses of the Nominales as well as those challenging the traditional view 
should meet together with others who had expertise on these issues or 
who had worked on Abelard and his 'school'. The task at hand was 
to abandon as much as possible presuppositions formed by the tradi- 
tional view and to construct a picture of the thought of the Nominales 
initially only from contemporary references to their opinions. 
Through the financial support of the National Endowment for the 
Humanities and the Burdick-Vary funds of the Institute for Research 
in the Humanities at the University of Wisconsin, this goal was 
realized at Madison, Wisconsin on October 3-5, 1991. 

The sequence of papers as presented at the conference was designed 
to move from questions of origin and background in the late eleventh 
and early twelfth centuries to the role of Abelard, the opinions of the 
Nominales , and finally to the impact on theology in the second half of 
the twelfth century. Much of that arrangement has been retained in 
the published sequence, but the present order attempts to group pieces 
on the basis of the interrelation of content. The first two papers, those 
of Mews and Kneepkens, examine issues in the pre-Abelardian 
period, respectively logic and theology in Roscelin and the gram- 
matical background for the theory of the unity of the noun. The next 
paper, that of Marenbon, directs its attention to logic and the question 
of universais in the generation of Abelard. The theories of the 

4 Nuchelmans 1973; Normore 1987; Courtenay [1986], 1991a. 
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Nominales in the third quarter of the twelfth century and their relation- 

ship to the thought of Abelard are examined by Ebbesen, Normore, 
Iwakuma, and Martin. Finally, the theological tradition from 1140 to 
1200 is explored by Luscombe, Colish, and Courtenay from the stand- 

points, respectively, of the followers of Abelard, the use Lombard 
makes of 'nominalist' theories, and the place of nominalism in the 

thought of Peter of Capua. The footnotes of all articles have been 

simplified according to the texts assembled by Iwakuma and Ebbesen 
as well as the bibliography at the end. 

A consensus emerged during the conference on several issues - a 
result that might otherwise have taken years to achieve, First, 
although the reasoning differed among various participants, there was 

agreement that the labels Nominalis and Nominales , which appear in 
texts soon after 1150, designate positions and persons active in the 
third quarter of the twelfth century, certainly not before 1140. The 
demise of the Nominales as an active 'school' was variously dated from 
C.1180 (Iwakuma) to 1210 (Courtenay). Second, it was accepted that 
the origins of the Nominales lie in the closely related areas of logic and 

grammar, although whether they were natural successors to the Vocales 

(Iwakuma, Ebbesen, and Marenbon) or represented a markedly dif- 
ferent approach (Courtenay, and to some extent Normore) was not 
resolved. Third, there was also agreement that whatever meaning lay 
behind the label, it did have some connection with Abelard, although 
the precise nature of that relationship remained in dispute. Fourth, 
what had initially seemed opposing views on origin, namely a theory 
about universais vs a theory about nouns and propositions, began to 
be seen as related elements in a broader and more complex 'system'. 
Which of those elements was more important for the origin of the label 
Nominales , however, still remained in dispute. 

It is to be expected (and probably healthy) that the authors of these 

papers, each privileging and interpreting a slightly different group of 
source texts, should not speak with one voice. And the complexity of 
their reasoning does not easily allow them to be aligned precisely on 
different sides of the 'unresolved' issues. The points of agreement, 
however, have considerably advanced research on the origin and 

meaning of nominalism in the twelfth century. As others begin to 

study the texts assembled and provisionally interpreted here and in 
recent articles listed in the bibliography, it is expected that the early 
decades of nominalism - and thus the history of an important 
philosophical movement - will come into better focus. 

Madison, Wisconsin 
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Vivarium XXX, 1 (1992) 

Nominalism and Theology before Abaelard: 
New Light on Roscelin of Compiègne 

CONSTANT J. MEWS 

Roscelin of Compiègne is commonly remembered as one of those 
modern "heretics of dialectic' ' who, according to St Anselm, "do not 
think universal substances to be anything but the puff of an utterance 
(flatum vocis), who cannot understand colour to be other than a body, 
or the wisdom of man different from the soul."1 Anselm accused 
Roscelin of blindly applying to the Trinity an inane logic that denied 
the real existence of universais. Roscelin reportedly argued that the 
Father, Son and Holy Spirit had to be three separate things in God 
if one was not to argue that the Father had become incarnate with the 
Son. Anselm considered such speculation both logically absurd and 
spiritually dangerous. 

Anselm' s savage summary, delivered c. 1093, has been instrumental 
in moulding subsequent perception of Roscelin as an unspiritual 
logician - a ' 'maverick' ' in the words of Richard Southern.2 A more 
positive angle on his achievement was presented almost seventy years 
later by Otto of Freising, who remarked that Roscelin was the first 
person to establish the sententia vocum in logic.3 Otto was comparing 
Abaelard' s rash application of this doctrine to theology with the pru- 
dent reflection of Gilbert of Poitiers on the voces of trinitarian belief. 
Far from criticizing Roscelin's thought, Otto supported precisely that 
definition of the three divine persons as three things which Anselm 

1 Anselm, De incarnatione verbi [henceforward DIV'> ed. F. S. Schmitt, Anselmi Opera 
Omnia VI, Rome-Edinburgh 1938-68, II 9.20-10.1. For a full discussion of Anselm's 
writing about Roscelin, see Mews 1991, 55-97. Fuller treatment of contemporary 
testimony about Roscelin, as well as arguments for his authorship of various writings 
mentioned in this paper will be put forward in a forthcoming study. 2 Cf. Richard Southern, in Saint Anselm. A Portrait in a Landscape , Cambridge 1990, 
176: "Roscelin made enemies wherever he went, but he was irrepressible, and he 
touched nothing that he did not exacerbate. Far more than either Berengar or 
Abelard, who - though they both brought execration and condemnation on their 
heads - were essentially sober and well- versed theologians, Roscelin was always a 
cause of dissension wherever he went." 
3 Otto of Freising, Gesta Frederici I 48, ed. G. Waitz and B. De Simson, Hannover- 
Leipzig 1912, 69. 
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had abhorred. In Otto's mind, Abaelard had blurred the substantial 
distinction between persons which he considered Gilbert to uphold. 
Unlike Anselm, Otto thought that there was nothing intrinsically 
wrong with the new emphasis on voces in logic. 

Although John of Salisbury considered Roscelin a logician whose 
opinions on voces had fallen into oblivion, Otto's judgement has tended 
to prevail.4 His comments about Roscelin and the sententia vocum 
inspired Aventinus in the early sixteenth century to identify Roscelin 
as founder of 4 'a new way of philosophizing" that came to include 
Abaelard, Ockham, Buridan, and Marsilius of Inghen. Aventinus 
considered medieval philosophy to have been an inane civil war 
between realists and nominalists, initially instigated by Roscelin.5 The 
mythology which subsequently developed around Roscelin as 
nominalist "hero and rebel" has shown no sign of abating, notwith- 
standing François Picaveťs dissection of the legend.6 In focussing on 
nominalism as a cohesive school of medieval thought prefiguring 
"modern philosophy", we are heir not only to Aventinus' reading of 
the history of philosophy, but perhaps to his misreading as well. 

Anselm never claimed that Roscelin had established a new school 
of dialectic, only that he was just one of a new breed of "modern" 
dialecticians. The author of the Historia Francica , writing in the early 
twelfth century, noted in a less polemical vein that Roscelin, like 
Robert of Paris and Arnulf of Laon, was a follower of a certain John 
who taught dialectic to be an ars vocalis. 7 Robert of Paris may be the 

4 Metalogicon II 17 (ed. Webb 93). 5 Annales Ducum Boiariae VI 3, ed. S. Riezler, Munich 1884, II 200-2 [initially pub- 
lished Ingolstadt 1554]. Gerald Strauss comments on his encounter with nominalist 
philosophers in Paris in Historian in an Age of Crisis. The Life and Work of Johannes Aven- 
tinus 1477-1534 , Cambridge Mass. 1963, 33-5. 6 See for example Heinrich Christian Meier, Macht und Wahnwitz der Begriffe. Der 
Ketzer Roscellinus, Aalen 1974, which adds little to Picaveťs pioneering Roscelin , 
philosophe et théolgien d'après la légende et d'après l'histoire , Paris 191 12, a much enlarged 
version of the 1896 edition. See too Eike-Henner W. Kluge, Roscelin and the Medieval 
Problem of Universals , in: Journal of the History of Philosophy, 14 (1976), 405-14. 
Medieval nominalism has its own not inconsiderable literature; for most recent views 
see Normore 1987, 201-17 and Courtenay 1991a. I am indebted to Courtenay for 
allowing me to see this article in typescript, as for the same reason to Yukio Iwakuma, 
who is preparing an article on Vocales , or early nominalists. 7 Historia Francica , ed. A. Duchesne, Historiae Francorum Scriptores IV, Paris 1641, 89- 
90 and by M. Bouquet, Recueil des historiens des Gaules et de la France XII, Paris 1781, 
3: 4 'Hoc tempore tam in divina quam in humana philosophia floruerunt Lanfrancus 
Cantuariorum episcopus, Guido Langobardus, Maingaudus Teutonicus, Bruno 
Remensis, qui postea vitam duxit heremiticam. In dialéctica quoque hi potentes 
extiterunt sophistae: Ioannes, qui eandem artem sophisticam vocalem esse disseruit, 
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Robert who, according to notes attached to the Glosule on Priscian in 
the Chartres MS Bibl. mun. 209, f. 86v, held that the substantive 
verb did not 4 'have any substances' ' but signified substantial dif- 
ferences of a thing.8 All we know of Arnulf of Laon is that his teaching 
about voces , like that of Roscelin, was satirised within a poem in the 
Codex Udalrici . 9 I will come back to the unknown John later in my 
paper. While scholars have often glumly lamented the paucity of 
documentary evidence relating to early nominalism, I want to suggest 
that our sources may not be so scarce, if we extend our gaze to 
theology and grammar. 

The Trinitarian theology of Roscelin 

Roscelin' s dialectic and theology are known more through his critics 
than through his own words. Anselm was informed of his argument 
about the Trinity in 1090 by John, a highly placed Roman cleric and 
former monk of Bee sent by Pope Urban II to act as advisor to Fulco, 
the newly appointed monastic bishop of Beau vais. He reported that 
Roscelin argued that the three persons could not be one thing or other- 
wise the Father must have become incarnate with the Son.10 We can 

Rotbertus Parisiacensis, Roscelinus Compendiensis, Arnulfus Laudunensis. Hi 
Ioannis fuerunt sectatores, qui etiam quamplures habuerunt auditores." 
8 Notes edited by Hunt 1941-43; repr. in Collected Papers 31: "Magister uero 
Ruobertus dixit hoc uerbum non habere substantias aliquas, sed potius substantiales 
difíerentias cuiuslibet rei significare de qua predicatur ipsum subiectum, et illas dif- 
ferentias esse actionem illius uerbi, ut cum dicimus 'Homo est', hie 'est' significai 
rationalitatem et mortalitatem, et in aliis similiter." On this Chartres MS, see below, 
p. 14. 9 Ph. Jaffé, Bibliotheca rerum Germanicarum, Berlin 1869, V 187. 
10 Anselm reproduces the argument quoted by John in Epistola 128 (ed. Schmitt III 
270-71), almost verbatim in DIV { I 282, 285; II 4, 6-9): "Si < + in deo DIV2> tres 
personae sunt una tantum res et non sunt tres res < + unaquaeque DIV12> per se 
< + separatim DIV2> , sicut tres angeli aut tres animae, ita tarnen ut volúntate et 
potèntia omnino sint idem: ergo pater et spiritus sanctus cum filio incarnatus est.' " 
In Epistola 136 (III 279) to Fulco, bishop of Beauvais, Anselm omits the syllogistic 
form of Roscelin's argument in order to make it seem even more absurd: "dicit in 
deo tres personas esse tres res ab invicem separatas, sicut sunt tres angeli, ita tarnen 
ut sit voluntas et potestas; aut patrem et spiritum sanctum esse incarnatum; et tres 
deos vere posse dici, si usus admitteret." Gillian R. Evans' claim in Anselm and Talking 
about God y Oxford 1978, 98 that "Apparently Roscelin had been saying that Lanfranc 
and Anselm had both agreed that the Father and the Holy Spirit had been incarnate 
with the Son" is a considerable distortion of the argument reported to Anselm. 
Similarly inaccurate is Southern's claim (St Anselm. A Portrait , 176) that Roscelin 
"asserted that the three Persons of the Trinity must either be so separate that they 
could (if convention allowed) be said to be three Gods; or so united that all three must 
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only lament that Anselm was unable to find any of Roscelin' s writings 
which might have explained this argument. 

Roscelin's logic has similarly been made notorious by negative 
caricature. Abaelard mocked as 4 'insane' ' his opinion that no thing 
was made up of parts, parts being only voces just like species , and that 
since a house was nothing other than wall, roof and foundation, if one 
of its parts was a thing, that thing would have to be part of itself.11 
Abaelard makes Roscelin look a fool by transforming obsession with 
voces into an atomised view of reality which failed to recognise that the 

parts were only a whole when joined together. In a letter to the bishop 
of Paris (c. 1120) Abaelard similarly ridiculed his teacher for explain- 
ing the scriptural words "the part of a piece of fish" (Luke 24: 22) as 

referring to part of a vox rather than of a thing.12 Like Anselm, 
Abaelard wanted to present Roscelin as an incompetent dialectician 
whose insistence on defining terms as voces led to conclusions that were 

patently absurd. In the face of such a bad press, can we make any 
sense of these ideas? 

The only document so far confidently attributed to Roscelin is a 

long and angry letter to Abaelard, castigating his ungrateful pupil for 
a variety of offences, of which the most serious was to minimise the 
differences between the three persons of the Trinity. It was identified 
by Schmeller within a Benediktbeuern MS in 1849. 13 The malicious 

have been incarnate in Christ." Roscelin was saying that they had to be three things 
(not three gods), if one was to avoid concluding that the Father became incarnate with 
the Son. 
11 Dial. , 554-5: "Fuit autem, memini, magistři nostri Roscellini tam insana sententia 
ut nullam rem partibus constare veliet, sed sicut solis vocibus species, ita et partes 
adscribebat. Si quis autem rem illam que domus est, rebus aliis, pariete scilicet et fun- 
damento, constare diceret, tali ipsum argumentatione impugnabat: si res illa que est 
paries, rei illius que domus est, pars sit, cum ipsa domus nichil aliud sit quam ipse 
paries et tectum et fundamentum, profecto paries sui ipsius et ceterorum pars erit. 
At vero idem quomodo sui ipsius pars fuerit? Amplius: omnis <pars> naturaliter 
prior est suo toto. Quomodo autem paries prior se et aliis dicetur, cum se nullo modo 
prior sit?" 12 Epist. 14 , ed. E.R. Smits, Peter Abelard. Letters I X-X1V, Groningen 1983, 280: "Hic 
sicut pseudodialecticus, ita et pseudochristianus, cum in Dialéctica sua nullam rem 
sed solam uocem partes astruat, ita et diuinam paginam impudenter peruertit, ut eo 
loco quo dicitur dominus partem piseis assi comedisse, partem huius uoeis que est 
piseis assi, non partem rei intelligere cogatur." The text in PL 178, 358D is corrupt. 
This was possibly a veiled suggestion that Roscelin was skating near Berengarian 
heresy in his exegesis of a traditional "eucharistie" verse. 
13 J. A. Schmeller published the text with arguments for its authenticity from Munich, 
Clm 4643, ff. 93v-99r (s. xii) in the Abhandlungen der philosophisch-philologisch Klasse der 
Königlich Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften Bd. 5.3 Munich 1849, 187-210; it was 
re-edited by Reiners 1910 as an appendix, 62-80. 
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8 

insults in this letter have tended to attract more attention than its solid 
speculative reflection. Although Reiners re-edited the letter in 1910, 
he did not analyse its contents, presumably because it did not touch 
on what he believed to be the essence of nominalism - universais and 
the relationship between parts and whole. The letter is mostly about 
the argument that one had to respect the plurality of persons within 
the Trinity.14 Roscelin was fascinated by Augustine's comment that 
what the Greeks described as one essence, three substances, that 
Latins called one substance or essence and three persons.15 The iden- 
tification of person and substance made sense in the light of Priscian's 
definition that a nomen signified substance and quality. In the case of 
names applied of God: 

any nouns do not signify one thing and another, whether according to parts or 
to qualities, but they signify only substance itself, neither divided into parts nor 
changed through qualities. We do not therefore signify through person anything 
other than through substance , granted that we are accustomed out of a certain 
habit of speech to triple person , not substance , as the Greeks are accustomed to tri- 
ple substance . Neither indeed is it to be said that they err in belief in the Trinity 
because they speak differently from us, for they believe the same as us, since - as 
we have said - person . substance or essence signify completely the same thing in 
God. For in speech there is diversity, in belief unity; otherwise there would not 
be a Church among the Greeks. For if they themselves say one thing by speaking 
thus, I do not see why we lie by saying the same thing.16 

Roscelin does not deny the unity of God (as Anselm maintained), but 
emphasizes that plural names are applied out of linguistic convention. 

14 Augustine's De trinitate is the most frequently cited work; there are extracts too from 
his De baptismo , De agone christiano, De coniugiis adulterinis , De Genesi ad litteram, De anima 
et eius origine, In Iohannis euangelium tractatus 124 , Epist. 147 , De doctrina Christiana. Other 
extracts are from: Prudentius, Peristephanon ; Gregory, Epistolae , Moralia in lob ; Leo, 
Sermo 22, Ambrose, De fide , De spiritu sancto' Isidore, Etymologiae ; Jerome, Contra 
Vigilantium. 15 Cf. Epist. ad Abaelardum, ed. Remers 70, 72, 74, quoting Augustine, De trinitate VII 
4 n. 7 (CCSL 50, 259). See too De trinitate V 8-9 (CCSL 50, 216-7). 16 Epist. ad Abaelardum, ed. Reiners 72: "Sciendum est vero, quod in substantia sanc- 
tae trinitatis quaelibet nomina non aliud et aliud significant, sive quantum ad partes 
si ve quantum ad qualitates, sed ipsam solam non in partes divisam nec per qualitates 
mutatam significant substantiam. Non igitur per personam aliud aliquid 
significamus, quam per substantiam, licet ex quadam loquendi consuetudine 
triplicare soleamus personam, non substantiam, sicut Graeci triplicare soient substan- 
tiam. Neque vero dicendum est, quod in fide trinitatis errent triplicando substantiam, 
quia licet aliter dicant quam nos, id tarnen credunt quod nos, quia sicut diximus sive 
persona sive substantia sive essentia in deo prorsus idem significant. In locutione 
enim tantum diversitas est, in fide unitas. Alioquin iam non esset apud Graecos 
ecclesia. Si autem ipsi sic loquendo verum dicunt, quare nos idem dicendo men- 
tiamur, non video." 
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Following Priscian's definition persona signifies a substance, although 
not - in God's case - a quality, as this would suggest mutability in 
God. The argument runs diametrically counter to Abaelard's iden- 
tification of a divine person with an attribute like power or wisdom. 
We use either singular or plural names of God "only on behalf of the 
wish of speakers to whom such a convention of speech is pleasing". 
In language that recalls Abaelard's summary of his teaching on parts, 
Roscelin argues: 

When therefore we vary these names or proffer them in the singular or in the 
plural, we do this not because it might signify one thing rather than another, but 
by virtue only of the will of the speakers to whom such a habit of speech is pleas- 
ing. For if there were different parts there [in God] so as to speak of one person 
and another substance, perhaps there would be a reason why we speak of one 
thing in the singular, another in the plural as we say of a man - since a body is one part, the soul another - that there is one soul but many bodies because 
of the different parts of the body; but neither is there one quality signified 
through person , or another through substance or essence , because - as we have 
already said - in God there is completely no quality.17 

There is an inexorable logic to his argument that the proper names 
'Father', 'Son' and 'Holy Spirit' must each signify a substance if none 
signify a quality. This is not language about the substance of God, but 
discussion of three different nomina , each of which had its own identity, 
as the city of Rome was Rome and water was water.18 The Greek defi- 
nition of the Trinity as a plurality of substances appealed because it 
fitted with Priscian's definition of a noun, modified in only a limited 
way. All utterances used of God had to obey the rules of language. 
One of these rules was the every noun, even those used of God, 
signified a substance. Such "grammatical Platonism" (to use a term 
coined by Jean Jolivet) might be uncomfortable to those who prefer 
to believe with Anselm that modern logicians did not believe in 

17 Ibid. 73: "Quando ergo haec nomina variamus sive singulariter sive pluraliter pro- 
ferendo, non quia aliud unum quam alterum significet hoc facimus, sed pro sola 
loquentium volúntate, quibus talis loquendi usus complacuit. Si enim diversae partes 
ibi essent, ut altera persona, altera substantia diceretur, fortassis ratio aliqua esset, 
cur unum singulariter, alterum pluraliter proferremus, ut hominis, quia alia pars est 
corpus, alia anima, unam animam dicimus, sed plura corpora propter corporis partes 
diversas. Sed ñeque alia qualitas per personam, alia per substantiam vel essentiam 
sienificatur, quia sicut iam diximus, in deo nulla prorsus qualitas est." 18 Ibid. 74: "Quae ergo differentia in hac pluralitate personarum secundum nos, 
substantiarum vero secundum Graecos sit, perquiramus. Nihil enim aliud est 
substantia patris quam pater, et substantia filii quam filius, sicut urbs Romae Roma 
est, et creatura aquae aqua est." 
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universal substances.19 Roscelin believed that words signified things at 
a very literal level. He wanted to respect the identity of every proper 
noun invented by man. His proper nouns are like the individualised 
reliefs of a Romanesque capital, each a human utterance signifying in 
its own way a substantial reality beyond. 

Astonishingly neither Schmeller nor Reiners noticed that 
immediately preceding Roscelin's letter in the Benediktbeuern 
manuscript occur two short theological essays closely related in literary 
style. The first explores both common ground and differences between 
God and creation, with particular reference to the Trinity, defined as 
a plurality of things. The second, inspired by a homily of Augustine 
on John, explains the contrast between Christ's special love for John 
and Peter's special love for Christ in terms of the contrast between the 
active life of this world and the contemplative life of the world to 
come.20 These are the only theological items within an otherwise 
secular manuscript.21 

The first essay, which we shall call Notandum est after its incipit, 
helps explain the argument criticized by St Anselm. In some things 
God and creation are similar: just as different accidents of the same 
substance cannot be identified with each other, so the Father cannot 
be identified with the Son or the Holy Spirit. In God however, unlike 
creation, the divine persons are not divided between substance and 
accident. There is a trinity in God, which can be described as three 
persons or three res. The authority cited for this claim is the Greek def- 
inition of the persons as three ousie or substances.22 The underlying 

19 Cf. Jolivet, 1966 and, in relation to Abaelard, Jolivet, 1975a, 532-43. Jolivet 
examines the grammatical foundations of the teaching of Bernard of Chartres on 
substance within a wider survey of the problem in Eléments pour une étude des rapports 
entre la grammaire et l'ontologie au moyen âge , in: Sprache und Erkenntnis im Mittelalter , ed. 
A. Zimmerman, Berlin 1981 , 135-64. All these papers have been reprinted within his 
Aspects de la pensée médiévale. Abélard. Doctrines du langage , Paris 1987. 
20 Augustine, Tract, in Iohannem 124 (CCSL 36, 680). I am indebted to Anne-Mane 
Bouché for this identification. 
21 These texts follow on from works ol Seneca (copied in the same hand), lhe letter 
is followed by advice on casting a horoscope, a commentary on Boethius' De 
arithmetical an excerpt from Hugh of St Victor on the division of learning and a late 
twelfth-century treatise of logic. The first part of Clm 4643, originally a separate 
manuscript, contains a variety of „historical texts. For an edition of these two texts, 
and discussion of their authorship, see my study St Anselm and Roscelin: Some New Texts 
and Their Implications //, forthcoming (see n. 1 above). 22 f. 91v: "In istis conueniunt creator et creature. In alus differunt. Nam in creatuns 
uel eru<n>t plures substantie, uel plures partes, uel plura accidentia eiusdem sub- 
stantie, ex quo pluralitas est ibi. Hoc autem non est i<n> creatore. Nam in deo sunt 
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argument is the same as in Roscelin's letter: with each divine person 
there is no accidental quality, only a distinct substance. Human words 
inevitably suggest plurality. Such language is far removed from the 
eternal simplicity. 

A similar antithesis is central to an anonymous essay found within 
a Durham Cathedral manuscript (A. IV. 15) containing the first book 
of Abaelard's Theologia Christiana in its earliest known recension.23 This 
text, which we shall call Est una after its incipit, explains on rational 
grounds how there existed a 4 'one and perfect unity in which there is 
a certain wonderful trinity.' 

' The images used to describe this trinity 
are unconventional. The standard Augustinián explanation, 
developed by Boethius, had been that the three divine persons were 
three relations within God. Est una describes each as differentiated by 
a habitudo - a term used by Aristotle in the Categories to describe an 
individual's disposition. 'Father', 'Son' and 'Holy Spirit' are names 
invented to signify three ineffable distinctions in God. 

Each is described singly as a person; according to the property of the Greek 
language they are described as three substances. For what substance is for the 
Greeks, this is sounded by Latins as person ; and these three persons are found 
in certain manuscripts to be spoken of as things, but infrequently.24 

The author then answers the conundrum "if the Father and the Holy 
Spirit are of the same substance, then the Son is begotten of the 
substance of the Holy Spirit" by identifying each attribute as a pro- 
prium of each person. The essay closes with an allusion to Romans 1: 
19-20: "To such a thought you may say that the philosophers of the 
world rose through visible created things." One can arrive at the doc- 
trine of the Trinity by reflecting on categories of the natural world. 

quedam tria; homo dicere (f. 92r) non potest, nec intelligere. Non sunt tres substan- 
tie, ñeque tres partes, ñeque tria accidentia eiusdem substantie. Tres persone uel tres 
res dici potest. Hoc enim dicit autoritas. Greci dicunt tres usie, id est tres substantie, 
sed accipiunt substantias pro personis. Quid autem sint ille persone uel ille tres res, 
explicari non potest. Nam neque sunt substantia ñeque accidens. Sed in deo non sunt 
inmediata substantia, et accidens. Ita aliut est in creatore, aliut in creaturis. Nec est 
mirum si factor a sua factura différât." 
23 I first noted this text within description of the Durham MS in Peter Abelard's 
Theologia Christiana and Theologia 'Scholarium' re-examined, in: RTAM, 52 (1985), 113-5, 
although in this study I had not then realised that it was followed by three other 
patristic texts. 
24 D f. 66v: " Persona tarnen dicitur de his et singulariter ut dicatur primo, persona 
secundo et tertio; et ita dicatur iii persone et etiam secundum proprietatem grece 
lingue dicuntur tres substantie. Quod enim est apud grecos substantia , hoc a latinis 
sonat persona et inueniuntur iste iii persone in quibusdam codicibus dici res , sed rare." 
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Its author imitates the method of Anselm' s Monologion : initial reflec- 
tion on divine unity is transformed into reflection on the necessary 
plurality in God, to which the names of 4 persons' and 'substances' are 
variously applied by Greeks and Latins. This argument, which St 
Anselm reminded potential critics had been upheld by Augustine, is 
central to Notandum est and to Roscelin' s letter to Abaelard as well as 
to Est una. Their common theme is that 'Father', 'Son' and 'Holy 
Spirit' are each proper nouns with an identity as distinct as plural 
substances or things. Roscelin picked up Anselm's perception 
(inspired by Augustine) that there were different possible ways of 
describing the ineffable truth of the divine trinity. However, where 
Anselm tended to emphasise the continuity between human and 
divine language, Roscelin focussed on the gulf between human 
language and divine simplicity. 

Person-things and the "Glosule" on Priscian 

Where did the idea come from, so reprehensible to St Anselm, that 
a divine person could be identified with a thing? Although these texts 
buttress their argument by quoting Augustine, the image is not to be 
found in his writings. Even Abaelard in his Sic et Non only raked up 
one, relatively obscure text by Rufinus, to support the claim.25 
Anselm's invective has tended to make us search for its stimulus in his 
dialectic, in particular his supposed belief that just as the world was 
composed of radically discrete entities, none of which shared a com- 
mon or universal nature, so the three divine persons were also 
radically discrete. It is often assumed that Roscelin was not a serious 
theologian. Did not Abaelard mock his literalism in considering a 
whole (like a house) simply as its parts (a wall, roof and foundation) 
instead of recognising that the parts were only a whole when they were 
joined together? Such criticism can mislead us if we read it as a guide 
to Roscelin' s ontology rather than as a comment on his analysis of 
every term, genus, species or part, as a vox . Roscelin' s unstated 
authority in his letter to Abaelard was Priscian, the great analyst of 
voces. The names Father, Son and Holy Spirit, are voces each of which 

25 Only n. 37 of forty-two excerpts in q. 8 "Quod non sit multitudo rerum in 
trinitate...", of the Sic et Non , ed. B. Boyer and R. McKeon, Chicago 1976-77, 135 
speaks of plural things, Rufinus, Comm. in Symb. Apostolorum (CCSL 20, 139): 
"Quomodo ignis caelestis generai ex se ipso splendorem lucis et producit vaporem, 
et cum sint tria in rebus, unum sunt in substantia, ita trinitas est una maiestas." 
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refers to something called either a person (by the Latins), a substance 
(by the Greeks) or a thing. As this kind of person could not signify a 
quality in God, it had to signify a substance. This theology derives 
from rigorous acceptance of the universal validity of Priscian's defini- 
tion of the meaning of a noun. 

Anselm classified Roscelin as one of those ' 4 modern dialecticians" 
who did not believe that universali substances were anything but a 
flatum vocis. According to the Historia Francka these dialecticians were 
inspired by John, "who taught dialectic to be a vocal art". The 
seminal author for any speculative discussion of voces in the eleventh 
century was Priscian, whose Institutiones grammaticae was beginning to 
outstrip in popularity the Ars maior of Donatus, so beloved of Carol- 
in gian schoolmasters. Was Roscelin inspired by contemporary dialec- 
tical discussion of Priscian' s grammatical categories? Anselm refers 
rather disparagingly to such inquiry into Priscian' s ideas at the end of 
the De grammatico when he complains to his disciple of "the extent to 
which dialecticians in our times are at loggerheads about the question 
which you put - whether grammaticus , classified by Priscian both as a 
noun and an adjective, was a substance or a quality.26 The De Gram- 
matico was his response to such debate. Are these the same dialecticians 
as he warns against in the De incarnatione verbi? 

In no other eleventh-century composition is dialectical interest in 
grammar more evident than in the anonymous Glosule on books I-XVI 
of the Institutiones Grammaticae. Its author is concerned throughout with 
the causae inventionum of the individual voces discussed by Priscian.27 
The earliest complete witness is Cologne Cathedral MS 201, probably 
dating from the late eleventh century. Its text contains a recension dif- 
ferent from, and possibly earlier than that found in four other manu- 
scripts, all from the early twelfth century: Metz, Bibi. mun. 1224, 
ff. Ira- 11 Orb fr0m eastern France; Paris, BN nouv. acq. lat. 1623, 

26 De Grammatico , ed. Schmitt I 168; cf. D. P. Henry, The De Grammatico of St Anselm , 
Notre-Dame 1964, pp. 88-91. 27 The importance of the Glosule was first indicated by Hunt, 1941-43. See too: Fred- 
borg 1977; id., Some Notes on the Grammar of William of Conches , in: CIMAGL, 37 
(1981), 21-41; her chapter Speculative Grammar , in: A History of Twelfth-Century Philoso- 
phy , ed. Peter Dronke, Cambridge 1988, especially 177-86. For what follows on the 
manuscript and incunable tradition of the Glosule I am indebted to the pioneering discoveries of Margaret Gibson, The Collected Works of Priscian: the Printed Editions 1470- 
1859 y in: Studi Medievali, ser. 3a 18 (1977), 249-60 and The Early Scholastic ' Glosule ' 
to Priscian , ' Institutiones Grammaticae': the Text and its Influence , in: ibid., 29 (1979), 235- 54. I am grateful too to C.H. Kneepkens for comment on its text. 
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ff. lr-54v an abbreviated text from Saint-Benoît-sur- Loire; Brussels, 
Bibi. roy. 3920, ff. 12ra-vb (the prologue). The now destroyed Char- 
tres MS, Bibl. mun. 202, ff.lr-68v, contained additional passages not 
found in the other MSS. None of these MSS identify an author to the 
Glosule. Our only attribution is to a ' Johannes de aingre" mentioned 
in the colophon to the 1488 incunable edition of Arrivabenus, a 

printer of Mantua who relied on a good manuscript very like that now 
in Metz.28 An impossible form in Latin, de aingre could well be a 

printer's corruption of dei gratia , the traditional interpretation of the 
name John. The device "by him whose name means the grace of 
God" is used to indicate the author of another very influential glosule 
on the Pauline epistles written in 1102 and closely related to those 
attributed to Bruno of Rheims (also concerned with the causes of 
words, in this case of St Paul).29 Whether these two glosule are by the 
same author still has to be investigated. There is a dry irony in the 
author of a Priscian commentary so concerned with the causes of 
words being identified as "John by the grace of God". 

One word whose cause the Glosule is much concerned with, is 'per- 
son', defined by Priscian in relation to a verb: the first is one who 

speaks about himself, either alone or with others; the second is the one 

28 1488 unfoliated (reset in other editions, e.g. 1492 f. 226; 1511 f. 204): "Iohannis 
de aingre: summos qui inter expositores grammaticae arcem [al. artem] possedit: 
commentum super magno Prisciani uolumine omnibus desideratissimum finit.' ' Cf. 
Gibson, The Collected Works of Priscian 253 n. 14. The Arrivabenus text of the Glosule 
is accessible through a microfilm reproduction of the 1496-97 Venice edition of Pris- 
cian's Opera , published by the General Microfilm Company within their series Italian 
Books Printed Before 1601 , Cambridge, Mass. 1980-, Roll 463 item 2. Subsequent 
references are to the Venice 1511 edition, held in the Rare Books room of Rutgers 
University Library, to whose staff I am most grateful. Unfortunately not all editions 
share the same foliation. 
29 The information comes from the inital rubric to Paris, BN lat. 14442: "In nomine 
patris et filii et spiritus sancti. Incipiuntur glos[u]le epistolarum pauli ab ilio videlicet 
cuius nomen gratia dei interpretatur in anno quo cons[u]l pictaviensis de iherusolima 
rediit." A. Stoelen notes that this could only refer to William VII of Poitou, duke of 
Aquitaine 1086-1126, who left for Jerusalem in 1101, but was present at Poitiers in 
1 102, Les commentaires scripturaires attribuées à Bruno le Chartreux , in: RTAM, 25 (1958), 
177-247 at 186 n. 11. Stoelen edits a long passage from this author on the eucharist 
in Bruno le Chartreux , Jean Gratiadei et la * Lettre de S. Anselme' sur l'eucharistie , in: RTAM, 
34 (1967), 18-83. 30 Instit. Gramm. VIII 101, ed. Keil II 448: "Sunt igitur personae verborum tres, 
prima est, quae de se loquitur sola vel cum aliis, ut 'dico dicimus', secunda, ad quam 
loquitur, de ipsa vel sola vel cum aliis, ut 'dicis dicitis', tertia, de qua extra se et illam, 
ad quam dirigit sermonem, posita loquitur prima, ut 'dicit dicunť. et prima quidem 
et secunda verborum personae finitae sunt, praesentes enim demonstrantur, tertia 
vero infinita est itaque eget plerumque pronomine, ut definiatur." 
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spoken to about himself, and the third is the one spoken about apart 
from oneself and the person being addressed.30 Applying the Boethian 
res-vox antithesis to the senses of 'person' as used by Priscian, the com- 
mentator considers 'person' as both realis (the thing being referred to) 
and vocalis (the word itself). He anticipates his explanation of Pris- 
cian's discussion in VIII 101, with a remark on VIII 66 about the 
relative priority of the first person over the other two persons. Here, 
he glosses a person as a thing.31 Could this have been the point of 
departure for Roscelin's trinitarian theology? In the Theologia 

' Summi 
boni' Abaelard refutes Roscelin's definition of the Trinity as a 
plurality of things by explaining that Priscian' s definition of 'person' 
referred to three properties.32 He is here criticising an idea, not just 
of Roscelin but one laid down in the Glosule. 

The commentator explains himself more fully when expounding 
Priscian' s definition of 'person' in VIII 101: 

The word person can be taken in different ways: for it means a certain quality, 
which we can call personality adjacent to the things themselves, and this pro- 
perly; it designates things participating in that quality which we call persons 
thanks to the thing which they receive; it [the word person] is also taken in 
designation of another quality, namely of signifying personal things - a quality 
adjacent to personal verbs: for when I say 4 4 'I read' is a person" I do not say 
that in this verb is that thing "personality", rather the meaning of things subja- 
cent to personality; so saying " 4 1 read' is a person" is "signifying a personal 
thing."33 

31 I cite the Glosule according to the 1502 edition ( e ), corrected where necessary by 
reference to the Cologne MS (K). K 35va e 114v: "Alia similitudo de ordine per- 
sonarum, quod dicit sicut in dictis aliis modis praeponitur: similiter prima persona 
praeponitur aliis personis propter has causas: quia per ipsam , id est per primam realem 
significatam ab ipsa ostenditur secunda realis: quia ad ipsam loquitur prima et tertia 
realis: quia de ipsa loquitur, et uere per primam ostenditur secunda et tertia: nam nisi 
sit prima realis non erit secunda vel tertia; non dicit non esse res quae dicuntur (-unt 
e) secunda et tertia persona etiam destructa ea re quae dicitur prima; sed sub hac pro- 
prietate non remanere ut dicantur secunda et tertia siue (si non sit e) alia res sub hac 
proprietate ut dicatur prima et ideo etiam preponitur prima persona aliis, quia omnis 
(propriis K) causa efficiens naturaliter est ante causatiua id est ante suos effectus." 
32 TSum II 108, p. 153; Tchr III 175, p. 261. 33 VIII 101 K 40vb e 123v: [Sm/ií igitur <personae uerborum tres>] "Sciendum hanc 
uocem persona diuersis accipi modis: significai enim quandam qualitatem, quam 
possumus uocare personalitatem ipsis rebus adiacentem, et hoc proprie; désignât 
etiam res ilia qualitate participantes quas solemus uocare personas gratia rei quam 
suscipiunt; accipitur etiam in designatione alterius qualitatis scilicet significationis 
rerum personaJium quae qualitas adiacet uerbis personalibus; nam cum dico "lego 
est persona" non dico huic uerbo inesse personalitatem rem illam immo significa- 
tionem rerum personalitati subiacentium, et est dicere "lego est persona", id est 
significans rem personalem. Item accipitur persona significans uerba significationem 
rerum personalium participantia. " 
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In identifying 'person' as both 'word' and 'thing', the commentator 
was trying to clarify the reason behind the imposition of this particular 
word. The first person was both "that thing which spoke about itself' 
and, as a word, "that which signified a thing speaking about itself'. 
One had always to ask whether 'person' was being used as a thing or 
as a word. "A thing is the cause of the vox ",34 In this case the person- 
thing was the cause of the word 'person'. The commentator wanted 
to distinguish a word from that which it signified. By twelfth-century 
standards, this terminology might seem clumsy, but it was an attempt 
all the same. 

The commentator did not accept some people's interpretation that 
"about oneself" in Priscian's definition had to enunciate an action or 
a passion about oneself, distinct from the first person of the pronoun.35 
He argued that the same person lay behind the pronoun as the verb. 
The comen tator then proferred as the opinion of "certain people" 
(i.e. himself) the explanation he had already presented as his own, that 
Priscian was referring to 'person' both as a thing and as a word, 
imposed to designate something real. Expanding on Priscian's defini- 
tion of the first and second persons as finite, he noted that "I read" 
represents the speaker as "You read" represents the one spoken to. 
This was true according to themselves "m/ reales " or according to their 
meaning 

" ut vocales" . The third person, being infinite needed to be 
defined by a pronoun to be a finite thing in itself. 

The commentator's concern to distinguish the cause of 'person' 
(i.e. the thing) from the word itself is only one example of his desire 
to establish the causes of those voces analysed by Priscian. He was 
particularly interested in expanding upon those often brief passages in 
which Priscian tried to establish philosophical principles to different 

34 Ibid. : "Cum igitur his quattuor modis et sine dubio aequiuoce persona accipiatur: 
duas tantum significationes persone hic tractat Priscianus, scilicet agit de persona 
secundum significationem ( K designationem) rerum personalitati subiectarum et in 
designatione uerborum quae duae significationes sunt ei secundarie: cum debet dif- 
finire personam ut superius coniugationem diuidit earn per primam, secundam et ter- 
tiam: in qua dicerem (K 41ra) satis innuitur diffinitio personae. Nam personam 
dicimus realem quae uel de se loquitur , uel ad quam prima loquitur de ipsa uel de qua 
loquitur prima ad secundam, uocalem uero uocem hanc personam significantem. 
Prima est. Hie diffinit primam personam et secundum rem et secundum uocem: et 
competenter facit. Res enim est causa uoeis: et sic dicit res ilia est prima persona quae 
loquitur , id est quae profert sermonem de quocumque habitům siue de se siue de alio: 
ecce realis. Prima uoealis est quae significai rem loquentem de se, et hanc nobis innuit 
cum dicit quae loquitur de se , id est profert uocem se significantem." 35 VIII 101 K 41ra ¿ 123v. 
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parts of speech. Every noun had a 4 thing' or res as its cause. This prin- 
ciple may help us understand the trinitarian argument St Anselm 
found so perplexing. While Priscian never explicitly identified a noun 
with a thing, he did say that it was "a part of speech which distributes 
a common or a proper (i.e. particular) quality of subject bodies or 
things to each" (II 22). Priscian's definition of a noun takes for 
granted the primary existence of subject bodies or things. A quality is 
what these bodies or things share. When explaining that it was proper 
to a noun to signify substance and quality [II 18], the commentator 
observed that here Priscian was not using substance in its customary 
sense of "a thing with subsisting accident s", but in a broader sense 
of all essence. In his lengthy gloss on the definition, he preferred to 
use substance to refer to the specific thing: 

[A noun] ... signifies that substance for which it was found to designate, either 
separate from another through any property or similar < through > the sharing 
of any property. For proper names are found and imposed so that they always 
signify some certain person separate from others through some certain proper- 
ties. Proper nouns are found to designate substances in that they are separate 
in their properties. ... Similarly common names [ appellativa J are found to 
designate substances similar to others in any quality, as man signifies many with 
one common property, namely rationality and mortality, because since man 
signifies that one as much as this one, it signifies a certain common property to 
be in all, in which they agree. Qualities, that is properties, are the especial cause 
of the finding of nouns. For if nouns were found only to designate substances, 
so many different nouns would be superfluous, since this name "substance" 
would suffice; but since substance signifies things in as much as they are or exist 
in themselves if taken strictly, it determines in these things neither corporality, 
animation, sensibility, rationality, whiteness or blackness or anything else of this 
kind. It was necessary to find different names which determined these and other 
different qualities in things themselves.36 

36 II 18 K 13ra e 24v: [ Proprium est nominis significare substantiam ] "... scilicet significai 
illam substantiam ad quam designandam est inuentum, uel discretam ab alia per ali- 
quam proprietatem uel similem communionem alicuius proprietatis. Propria enim 
nomina sic sunt inuenta et imposita ut semper signifìcent aliquam certam personam 
discretam ab aliis per aliquas certas proprietates; non enim sunt inuenta propter dif- 
ferentiam substantiarum, sed tantum ad discernendas proprietates in substantiis 
existentes, ut potest uideri in Socrate. Socrates significai certam ( K 13rb) personam 
et discretam ab aliis non in substantia esse sed per has proprietates quod Sophronisci 
filius est, quod poeta et alia huiusmodi; cum enim eadem substantia sit in omnibus 
hominis indiuiduis, quia omnis homo est animal rationale mortale et non différant 
nisi in qualitatibus, inuenta sunt propria nomina ad designandas substantias in hoc 
quod sunt discretae in suis proprietatibus. Similiter appellatiua sunt inuenta ad 
designandas substantias similes aliis in aliqua qualitate, ut homo significai plures cum 
una communi proprietate, scilicet cum rationalitate, et mortalitate, quia cum homo 
tam bene ilium quam istum significet, significai quandam communem proprietatem 
esse in omnibus, in qua conueniunt. Sunt ergo qualitates, id est proprietates 
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The commentator insists that substance and quality are not signified 
in the same way, as if both substance and quality are nouns. Rather 
a noun names a substance: 

because it [the noun] is imposed on it, while signifying a quality not by 
nomenclature, but by representing and determining in relation to a substance. 
For this reason every noun has two meanings, one through imposition on the 
substance, the other through representation of the quality of the substance, so 
that 'man' signifies the thing of Socrates or of other men, by naming it, deter- 
mining rationality and mortality about it by representation.37 

The commentator was aware that his interpretation did not please 
everybody. Some wanted nouns to name substance and quality joined 
together, so that "Socrates" was the name both of the substance and 
of the accidents which informed it: "which is proved not to be by 
many and various arguments".38 The refutation of their argument 

praecipua causa inuentionis nominum. Nam si propter solas substantias designandas 
inuenirentur nomina, superflue inuenta essent tot diuersa, cum solum hoc nomen 
substantia ad hoc sufíiceret; sed quia substantia res tantum significat, in quantum 
sunt, uel per se existunt si proprie accipitur, nec determinai in ipsis rebus cor- 
poreitatem, animationem, sensibilitatem, rat ionalit atem, albedinem uel nigredinem 
uel aliquid aliud huiusmodi, necesse fuit inueniri nomina diuersa quae has diuersas 
qualitates, et alias huiusmodi in ipsis rebus determinarent." 
37 Ibid. [ = De Rijk, LM II. 1, p. 228 n.]: "Notandum est tamen quod nomen non 
significat substantiam et qualitatem insimul nuncupatiue, scilicet ita ut utriusque con- 
iuncti sit nomen uel utriusque per se nomen sit, sed substantiam nominat tantum, 
quia ei fuit impositum, qualitatem uero significai non nuncupatiue, immo represen- 
tando et determinando circa substantiam; propter quam tamen notandam substantiae 
fuit impositum. Quare omne nomen duas habet significationes: una per impositionem 
in substantia, alteram per representationem in qualitate ipsius substantiae, ut homo 
per impositionem significai rem Socratis et ceterorum hominum, id est nominando 
determinans circa ilia rationalitatem et mortalitatem et hoc representando." 38 Ibid. : "Similiter album per impositionem significat corpus id est nuncupatiue, quia 
qui dixit "dicatur haec res alba", non dixit "substantia et albedo dicantur alba", in 
quo notatur impositio, albedinem uero significat per representationem, ut prin- 
cipálem causam. Sed istud non omnibus aeque placet; uolunt enim quidam nomina 
utrumque coniunctum nominare substantiam scilicet et qualitatem. Verbi gratia, hoc 
nomen "Socrates" dicit nomen esse substantiae et accidentium quibus formatur 
substantia [/č-antur-entie]; albedinem, lineam, Sophronisci filiationem, et cetera 
accidentia {e 25r) quae informant Socratem dicunt esse partes componentes illam 
primam substantiam quae dicitur Socrates; quod non esse multis et uariis necessariis 
probatur argumentis. Si enim albedo esset pars constitutiua rei Socratis cum ipse 
Socrates sit prima substantia et ita fundamentum, albedo erit fundamentum, quod 
est inconueniens. Numquam enim aliquod accidens, uel per se uel cum aliis iunctum 
erit sustentamentum. Item si Socrates est nomen utriusque substantiae scilicet et 
accidentium, illud quod actualiter suscipit illas formas, id est ea accidentia in constitu- 
tione Socratis nihil esse probatur. Nam neque est res per se existens [ K subsistens], 
nec accidentalis. Si dicatur esse res per se subsistens non est accidentalis. Si dicatur 
esse res per se subsistens non est accidentalis, quia homo species esse non potest; 
homo enim ens species nec albedinem nec aliud huiusmodi actualiter suscipit immo 
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forms an important part of his discussion of a noun. "For if whiteness 
was a constitutive part of the thing of Socrates, since Socrates is a 
proper (or particular) substance, thus whiteness will be its foundation, 
which is inappropriate {inconueniens) . For no accident can ever be a 
foundation either in itself or joined with another. Renouncing there- 
fore this opinion, we say that Socrates designates a substance affected 
with qualities, which 'I' and 'you' signify, but they do not represent 
there qualities.,, 

The distinction between substance and quality distinguishes Pris- 
cian's approach to a pronoun from that of Donatus. Like most ancient 
grammarians, Donatus had taught that pronouns stood for a noun in 
general. Priscian on the other hand had insisted that a pronoun stood 
for a proper noun.39 His commentator understood Priscian to teach 
that pronouns signified pure substance, unlike nouns which signified 
substance with quality.40 It was not only 'person' that the commen- 
tator identified as 'thing'; any pronoun came under a similar category 
as it signified a thing or a substance, devoid of any quality.41 

The commentator was fascinated by the implication of Priscian' s 
distinction between subject and quality in the definition of a noun. 
Roscelin of Compiègne took this distinction for granted when discuss- 
ing the three proper nouns 'Father', 'Son' and 'Holy Spirit' as three 
subjects. He defined them variably as things or substances, not signi- 
fying qualities because this would denote variability in God. While the 
Glosule is not concerned with theological issues, it does lay down very 
precise rules about the meaning of a proper noun. Glossing Priscian's 

potentialiter tantum. Socrates iterum non potest esse quia est pars substantiae 
Socratis secundum hanc sententiam. Rursus si Socrates nominat utrumque et sic de 
ceteris nominibus pronominum significatio nulla esse conuincitur. Debent enim pro- 
nomina puram substantiam significare. Sed cum dicam in designationem Socratis 
"Tu legis" et Socrates désignât substantiam et qualitatem, tu utrumque designabat; 
quod est inconueniens. Renunciando ergo huic sententiae dicimus Socratem 
designare substantiam quamdam qualitatibus affectam; quam ipsam significant ego 
et tu, sed non representant ibi qualitates; quod facit Socrates. Hoc autem in hac 
sententia attendendum quod Socrates ipse etsi plures habeat formas quam homo et 
quodlibet aliud superius, tarnen non crescit ab illis in quantitate." 39 Irène Rosier and Jean Stefanini, Théories médiévales du pronom et du nom général , in: 
De Ortu Grammaticae. Studies in medieval grammar and linguistic theory in memory of Jan Pin - 
borg , ed. G.L. Bursill-Hall, Sten Ebbesen and Konrad Koerner, Amsterdam- 
Philadelphia 1990, 285-303, esp. 288. 40 See n. 36 above; see too Glosule on XIII, 31. 41 Glosule on II 29: liQui habeat significare omnem illam rem ad quam proferatur. 
Habet significare et easdem proprietates quas determinai uox ad quam refertur"; cf. 
Rosier and Stefanini, 295. 
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comment about nouns applying to "subject bodies and things", the 
commentator suggested that Priscian could here be referring to two 
kinds of substance - corporeal and incorporeal.42 One possibility was 
that incorporeal substance were things, while bodies were visible to the 
senses (alternatively bodies were substantial things, while things were 
accidental). When explaining Priscian' s definition, the commentator 
preferred to explain 

4 
'subject bodies and things" as 

" 
corporeal and 

42 II 22 K 14ra e 26r [passages not in K are in small type]: " Nomen est pars 
< orationis > . Distinctis a se inuicem partibus orationis per proprietates earum 
breuiter annotatas de singularum proprietatibus sufficienter tractat, incipiens a 
nomine hoc modo. Substantiales enim eius prius ponit proprietates, deinde acciden- 
tales proprietates in quibus tractandis totus nominis tractatus pene uersatur. Tractat 
autem de nomine secundum primam inuentionem, id est secundum signi ftcationem quam habent ex prima 
inuentione, quod est in prima diffinitione et secundum eius ethymologiam et secundum formam uocis. Con- 
siderantur autem in nomine duo cum ilio tertio ethymologia ipsius nominis secundum quae tria 
ipsae disponēt ilium totum tractatum de nomine I significationem scilicet et UOcis compositionem, 
ex quibus duobus omnis eius proprietas nascitur tam substantialis quam accidentalis. 
Secundum significationem enim inest nomini illa proprietas substantialis quae in eius 
diffinitione notatur, scilicet significare substantiam cum qualitate. Secundum formam 
UOcis tantum ualet secundum compositionem, et compositio sine forma ponet in nomine quod illud nomen 
uel non sit sumptum ab aliquo, id est an sit primitiuum an deriuatiuum ut ab album sumptum est albedo. 
Nomen hanc autem diffinitionem sub diuisione distribuit. Cum enim nomen diffiniens 
deberet dicere nomen significai qualitatem substantiae, diuidit qualitatem in com- 
munem et propriam et accedit per hoc ad diuisionem istam. Nomen aliud proprium, 
aliud appellatiuum. Diuidit etiam substantiam in corpoream et in incorpoream. Res 
uocat substantias incorpóreas et omnes res aliorum predite propter substantiam; cor- 
pora uocat ista uisibilia quae sensibus corporeis subiacent: uel corpora uocat omnes 
res substantiales, res omnes accidentales. Nota iterum quia pro significatone ponit 
distribuit exequendo uocis aetymologiam. Nomen enim dicitur a tribuendo, modo 
pro singula uerba prosequemur diffinitionem, non est pars orationis id est signifìcatiua 
uox. Nulla enim uox pars orationis ante debet appellari nisi significet, ut significando 
sensum orationis iuuare possit. Et partem uocat ut supra in dictione non quod semper 
in oratione consistât, sed quia aptum est ad hoc ut pars orationis cum aliis iuncta effici 
possit. Cum ergo nomen partem orationis dicat; ab huius diffinitionis terminado 
syllabas et omnes uoces non significatiuas excludit. Sequitur quod pars distribuit id est 
diuersam scilicet communem uel propriam qualitatem tribuit; uel id est uidelicet 
significationem communem uel propriam qualitatem tributam unicuique corporum siue rerum 
hoc est siue ilia subiecta sint res corporeae siue incorporeae. Sensus est: Nomen 
significat rem subiectam uel similem aliis per aliquam communem qualitatem uelut homo 
significat plures consimiles et unitos in eiusdem conuenientia qualitatis, scilicet 
rationalitatis et mortalitatis uel {K 14rb) dissimilem ab omnibus aliis per propriam 
qualitatem , ut Socrates per proprietatem accidentium quae nunquam erit tota eadem 
in alio significat illam propriam scilicet ab omnibus aliis dissimilem; ita tarnen 
distribuit ut per se non dicat inesse qualitatem substantiae: sed per uerbum in quo 
differt a uerbo et parti quae dicunt inesse qualitatem substantiae: sed per uerbum in 
quo differt a uerbo et particulo quae dicunt inesse: quia uerba non principaliter 
corpus sed actionem uel passionem: et illam inesse significant uel ita distribuit ut 
nominēt substantiam representando qualitatem circa earn per quod differt a uerbis 
quae nihil nominant." 
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incorporeal things" . Grammatica and arithmetica , two of the examples 
cited by Priscian, the commentator identified as appellative nouns of 

incorporeal things. He rephrased Priscian's definition: "a noun 

signifies a subject thing or something similar to others through some 
common quality, as 'man' signifies several similar [men] united in the 

coming together of one quality, namely rationality and mortality." 
One question included in the printed version of the Glosule , found 

in all MSS except the Cologne recension, touches directly on univer- 
sais: ' 'whether collective nouns, words of universais accepted in their 

universality, are appellative or proper." Its author concludes that they 
were appellative according to their initial invention, because when 

they were first found, they were found to signify individual things; 
therefore individual substances are said to be first substances because 
words were first imposed on them.43 The inserted passage elaborates 

upon an existing theme of the Glosule , that the original purpose of a 
noun, as laid down by Priscian was to apply to individual things. 

A sharp awareness of sensible reality informs the commentator's 
perspective on language. When 'man' signified that human species as 
a proper name, that universal nature which it designated was under- 
stood as a one and single man. This was quite separate from 'man' 
as an appellative, its original sense: 

He who found the word 'man' referred not to that unformed species, but to that 
thing (res) subjacent to the senses which he considered as sensible, rational, mor- 
tal and thus he imposed this name 'man' on all others agreeing in this nature. 
Therefore 'man' by its nature is an appellative. If afterwards a rational minded 
through some analogy with other things from all men to one certain common 
thing constant in itself, not in the nature of things, conceived it in the intellect 
alone, and designated it with this name 'man', 'man' ought not for this reason 
be called a proper [noun], since it designates neither a special substance nor 
special quality, rather [a quality] common to many.44 

43 Ibid.' [Text not in K in small type]: "Et sciendum quod haec diffinitio data est 
quasi in collectione quia non singula ( e 26v) nomina attribuunt unicuique subiectorum 
qualitatem communem uel propriam' uel potest dici de singulis omne nomen distribuii 
qualitatem communem uel propriam unicuique subiectorum scilicet si plura subiecta sunt 
pluribus, si unum uni quamuis improprie hoc modo distribuere accipiatur. Obicitur de 
plur<aJ>ibus nominibus quae substantiate et qualitatem significant. Item de collectiuis nominibus, de 
uocibus uniuersalium in sua uniuersalitate acceptorum utrum sint appellatiua an propria. Appellatiua sunt 
secundum primam inuentionem, quia quando primům inuenta fuerunt ad significanda indiuidua inuenta 
fuerunt, ideo substantalia indiuidua dicuntur primae substantiae quia uocabula prius fuerunt eis imposita. 
Item queritur de omnibus quod secundum diuersas appcllatiuum et proprium, sequentia partim soluunt has 
obiectiones." 
44 II 22 K 14rb e 26v: Et commune. Posita nominis diffinitione exemplicat inde per 
partes dicens communem quidem corporum qualitatem demonstrai nomen, ut homo 
rationalitatem et mortalitatem quae in diuersis indiuiduis eadem reperitur. Nota quia 
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The commentator was interested in the way universal names were 
formed by the mind through an analogical process.45 The conclusions 
he arrived at were quite different from those of Boethius in his com- 
mentaries on the Isagoge of Porphyry because he took Priscian's defini- 
tion of a noun as his point of departure. Such a distinction between 
proper and appellative nouns is incidentally also pivotal to the argu- 
ment of a small essay on universais attributed to mag. R. in a Com- 
piègne MS which maintains that a species is a vox , as distinct from the 
universal thing platonically contemplated by the mind.46 

Adjectives, Priscian had noted, derive from a quality and were com- 
mon to many (II 25). His commentator understood this to mean that 
they were appellative because they signify a common quality or quan- 
tity, as in a white (or black or short) grammaticus. They derive from a 
quality, he explains because grammatically they do not come from a 

qualitative noun. Whiteness comes from white rather than vice versa. 
"If anyone asks what common property whiteness designates, we say 
that it signifies an incorporeal thing in that it is bright and contrary 
to black/ ' 'White' signified not a substance, but a quality which could 
be increased or diminished without consuming the subject, "as when 
we say Socrates is whiter than Plato, we say this because of the several 
parts which he has occupied by whiteness, or when we say Socrates is 
less white than Plato, it is to be said because of the fewer parts of 
whiteness". 

This account recalls St Anselm' s rebuke that modern dialecticians 
could not consider colour to be anything other than a body, or a 

quando homo speciem illam significai ut proprium nomen accipitur, cum autem 
uniuersalis ilia natura quam désignât uelut unus et singularis homo esse intelligatur; 
quidem tarnen homo appellatiuum semper affirmant, arbitrantes iudicandum esse de 
nominibus secundum náturám inuentionis ipsorum nominum; non secundum 
quemlibet modum ( K 14va) significai ionis: qui autem inuenit prius hanc uocem 
homo, non respexit ad illam speciem informem, sed ad rem sensibus subiacentem 
quam considerauit sensibilem, rationalem, mortalem sicque illi praesenti cum 
omnibus aliis in hac natura conuenientibus hoc nomen homo imposuit. Itaque ex 
natura homo appellatiuum est. Si autem postea animus rationalis per quandam 
similitudinem [K quadam-dine] aliarum rerum ductus rem quandam unam ex 
omnibus hominibus communem quasi per se constantem [# subsistentem] non quan- 
tum [ K numquam] in rerum natura, ita se habentem solo intellectu concepii, eaque 
hoc nomine homo designauit, non tamen propter hoc homo uidetur debere dici pro- 
prium, cum nec priuatam substantiam nec priuatam qualitatem, immo communem 
pluribus designet. 46 Edited by Judith Dijs, Two Anonymous 12th -Century Tracts on Universais , in: 
Vivarium, 28 (1990), 85-117, especially 113-17. 
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universal to be a flatum vocis. Such ideas, I suggest, were inspired by 
the speculative aspects of Priscian's thinking about voces , in particular 
as interpreted by the Glosule. Its author's definition of a person or any 
other noun as a 'thing' flowed from his desire to distinguish the 
substance of any noun from the qualities with which it was informed. 
He did not deny that a common substance like 'man' was shared by 
different individuals, but he reserved the word 'thing' primarily for 
whatever was differentiated by some accident. He argued that if 
whiteness was a constitutive part "of the thing of Socrates", it would 
have to be part of the foundation of Socrates, an absurdity.47 

Here I must voice disagreement with the suggestion of Reilly and 
Fredborg that the Glosule could be the work of William of 
Champeaux.48 They suggest that the Glosule' $ analysis of the substan- 
tive echoes William's understanding (according to Abaelard) that in 
"Socrates is white", grammatically there was a conjunction of the 
essence of Socrates and whiteness, even though this was different from 
the dialectical sense.49 The Glosule does not make a distinction between 

47 See above n. 38. 
48 Hunt commented briefly ( Studies , 219 n. 1) that there follows " rejection of a 
Nominalist view" in the sentence on II 18: "Iterum quando dicitur verbum 
significare ipsum inherere, perscrutentur verba sic: vel inherere istam vocem, quod 
nichil esset, vel significatum illius, quod iterum non potest esse propter supradictas 
rationes." The rejection here however is of any form of inherence, not of nominalism. 
The Glosule continues its rejection of any idea that with a verb like currit, cursio inheres 
in its subject, an opinion held by "magister noster V." and also rejected by Abaelard 
in Dialéctica , 123. Hunt speculated that William might be its author, although 
misreading a passage in the Historia calamitatum to indicate that William lectured on 
Priscian (art. cit. , 209-10). L. Reilly, Petrus Helias' Summa super Priscianum I-Ill: an Edi- 
tion and Study (D.Phil. Diss., Ann Arbor, Michigan 1978), 579-80 argued in favour 
of Hunt's suggestion on the grounds that sum "has a two-fold nature, signifying both 
action and substance". Yet the passage quoted in n. 49 indicates that the Glosule did 
not consider whiteness to inhere in its subject in this sense of est. Another argument 
raised by Reilly is that William is reported as saying that "humanity" is not the same, 
but is similar in two men, ed. O. Lottin, Psychologie et Morale , V, Gembloux 1959, 192, 
echoing the Glosule , (perhaps after being bested in debate by Abaelard?). Fredborg 
notes a connection between the doctrine of William of Champeaux (according to 
Abaelard's negative critique of his master) that there were two senses, dialectical and 
grammatical, to a proposition and the distinction between copulative and predicative 
functions of the verb esse , in Speculative Grammar , in: Twelfth-Century Philosophy , 178-88. 49 Abaelard, Super Topica , ed. Mario Dal Pra, Scritti di Logica , Florence 19692, 272-3: 
"Dicebant enim quod cum dicitur Socrates est albus , alia est coniunctio rerum quam 
grammatici, alia quam attendunt dialectici. ... et hii [grammatici] tantum copula- 
tionem essentiae fundamenti albedinis ad Socratem attendunt. ... Hanc utique, 
secundum hanc sententiam, singulae propositiones sensus duos, unum dialecticum 
qui largior est et quodammodo superior secundum simplicem inhaerentiam, alium 
grammaticum qui determinatior est circa copulationem essentiae. ... Nolumus autem 
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two simultaneous senses, grammatical and dialectical, in a single 
proposition, only between different possible functions (copulative and 

predicative) of the substantive. It insists that one cannot interpret 
"Socrates is white' ' as 4 ' this thing [Socrates] is that thing [whiteness]' 

' 

in the same way as 
4 'a dog is a barking animal". While William may 

have accepted certain ideas of the Glosule , Abaelard's explicit criticism 
of William - justified or not - is a more elaborate form of an argument 
already raised in the Glosule. It cannot be used to argue William was 
its author. 

A newly discovered draft of two chapters of the De incarnatione verbi , 
less polished than the final version, shows clearly how Anselm 
countered Roscelin' s literalism by applying principles developed in 
the De grammatico to plural words used of God.50 One had to ask 
whether a word signified per se or per aliud. In imagining his adversary 
looked at everything as a collection of parts, Anselm was creating a 
straw man in order to demolish spurious arguments. The term res is 
not the central concept of Roscelin's thought. His theme is that all 
language, including that about the Trinity, had to obey grammatical 
rules and that every word is distinct from its meaning. Roscelin may 
have borrowed the term res from the Glosule on Priscian to refer to the 
meaning of that vox which was a proper noun, in this case 'Father', 
'Son' and 'Holy Spirit'. Far from questioning the unity of God, he 
was only pointing out that in so far as these are proper nouns of 
human origin, they must refer to separate things. 

In the Monologion Anselm had argued that there were three néscio 
quid in God that could be described as either substances or persons.51 
After the work had been criticized by Lanfranc (to whom he had sub- 
mitted it for censure) Anselm included in its preface that passage of 
Augustine's De trinitate which justified the equivalence of the Greek 
definition with the Latin formula, even though it was strictly denied 
by the so-called "Athanasian Creed". What had most irked 
Roscelin's critic, John (then engaged in defending Fulco's recent and 
hotly contested appointment to the see of Beau vais), was that Roscelin 
was claiming Anselm' s support for his argument.52 The essay Est una 

unquam ut in constructionibus alium sensum dialectici, alium attendant grammatici. 
Sed idem ex eadem constructione et dialectici intelligant et grammatici." 50 See my St Anselm and Roscelin I (n. 1 above). 51 Monologion c. 79, ed. Schmitt I 85-86. 
52 According to an entry added to an eleventh-century martyrology of Beauvais 
cathedral a Roscelinus grammaticus bequeathed to the chapter at his death (9 July of an 
unknown year) fourteen books, mostly texts studied grammar, logic and rhetoric, 
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reads as a deliberate attempt to demonstrate superficial continuity 
with the argument of the Monologion , with the addition of res to the per- 
sona! substantia identification. We know that Ivo of Chartres asked 
Roscelin to write such a palinode to clear his name.53 Its 
unacknowledged authority is Priscian, as interpreted by the Glosule. 
Roscelin followed the commentary in emphasising the radical 
discreteness of every proper noun as a separate thing. 

Anselm criticized excessive literalism in understanding the Trinity. 
While Anselm thought that the meaning of a word could change by 
being used per aliud. , Roscelin rejected the notion that a word could 
change its meaning. His strict attitude to individual voces also earned 
the ire of Abaelard, who emphasised that Priscian' s definition of the 
three persons as "he who talks", "he who is spoken to" and "he who 
is spoken about" related to properties and not things. Roscelin' s 
thinking about res as what was signified by voces derived from applica- 
tion of the Glosule' s Boethian categories to Priscian. In engaging in 

although with some theology: "Roscelinus grammaticus dedit libros suos Sancto 
Petro: Augustinum super Johannem, Augustinum de doctrina Christiana, Pris- 
sianum, Macrobium, Arismeticam, Dialecticam, Rethoricam de inventione, Boetium 
de consolatone, Virgilium, Oratium, Juvenalem, Ovidium metamorphoseon, 
Statium Thebaëdos, et troparium." This Roscelin also bequeathed his house in the 
cathedral cloister and eight arpenni of vines at Hosdenc, eight kilometres from 
Beauvais. Léopold Delisle, Notice sur un manuscrit de l'abbaye de Luxeuil copié en 625 , in: 
Notices et Extraits des manuscrits de la bibliothèque nationale , XXXI. 2, Paris 1886, 149-64, 
at 160; see too Henri Omont, Recherches sur la bibliothèque de l'église cathédrale de Beauvais , 
Paris 1914, 2-3. A Roscelinus , cantor of the cathedral of Saint-Pierre, is mentioned in 
a charter of 17 May 1072 as having joined with a certain Nevelon, a canon of Com- 
piègne, in requesting bishop Guy of Beauvais (1063-85) to establish a small com- 
munity of canons in the church of Saint-Vaast, Beauvais, of which they had the care; 
cf. Pierre Louvet, Histoire de la ville et cité de Beauuais , Rouen 1613; repr. Marseille 
1977), III 480-2 and Histoire et antiquitez du païs de Beauvaisis , Beauvais 1631-35, I 694- 
5; Gallia Christiana IX, Paris 1751, 709. The original (Beauvais, Archives municipales 
GG 251) is cited and commented on by Annie Henwood-Reverdot, L'église Saint- 
Etienne de Beauvais. Histoire et Architecture , Paris 1982, 9. Urban II confirmed their 
privileges only in August 1095, after the apparent deposition or death of Fulco. There 
was along history of rivalry between bishop Guy, patron of this Roscelin, and the 
family of bishop Fulco, Anselm's protégé. Much is explained about the political cir- 
cumstances behind the desire to silence Roscelin of Compiègne, if he was one of those 
clerics of Beauvais opposed to Fulco's simoniaca] appointment (cf. Anselm's Epist. 
124). 53 Letter 7 in Yves de Chartres. Correspondence , I ed. Jean Leclercq, Paris 1949, 26: 
"Restât igitur ut palinodiam scribas et recantatis opprobriis vestem Domini tui, 
quam publice scindebas, publice resarcias, quatenus, sicut multis exemplum fuisti 
erroris, sic de caetero fias exemplum correctionis. Sic enim bono odore praecedente 
et pristinum fetorem consúmente, et a nobis et ab aliis diligi et colligi, et beneficiis 
poteris ampliari." 
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argument with Roscelin on the Trinity, Abaelard drew on the 
underlying concerns of the Glosule , while being impatient with its 
excessive use of the term res. 

Roscelin's debt to the Glosule applies not just to his definition of 
'person', but to his understanding of language as a whole. The com- 
mentator's explanation that 'person' was both vox and res is only one 
example of the way in which he expanded upon the tentative dialec- 
tical speculations in Priscian. He was particularly interested in the 
precedent Priscian had set of trying to re-establish the rules of correct 
Latin, free from corruption, on the pattern of the ancient Greek gram- 
marians. Priscian' s comment that younger grammarians were the 
more perspicacious prompted the commentator to reflect that 
linguistic knowledge had been expanding from its earliest days. The 
first " inventor" of words may only have established four letters in his 
life (presumably of the name of God). The next generation could learn 
them in one day and so find the other letters of the alphabet.54 Not all 
subsequent changes were necessarily good, being done to please rather 
than for any rational reason.55 One had to imitate the best the ancients 
could offer. Language was acquired gradually and thus had to be sub- 
ject to rules of human origin. 

The commentator wanted to understand the reasons behind the 
invention of words. The philosophical definition of a vox as the 
smallest unit of air sensible to the ear which opened Book I enabled 
him to launch into a long discussion of the nature of vox as distinct 
from res ,56 4 'Philosophers deal with the definitions of things, gram- 

54 I 2 K lrh-lva e 2V: " Cuius auctores quanto iuniores [quanto perspicaciores] . Arguitur 
inquam scilicet a iunioribus. Et bene a iunioribus potuerunt redarguì, quia sunt 
perspicatiores, et uere sunt perspicatiores, quia et ingenio florent et diligentia, id est 
arte ualent, quia sicut fructus ex flore procedit, sic ex ingenio scientia. Ideo post 
floruisse addit diligentia studii ualet , quia nihil prodest per ingenium florere, nisi 
studium faciat florem ad maturitatem uenire. Et hoc, id est perspicatiores eos esse 
comprobatur omnium auctoritate. Non debet mirum uideri si iuniores grammaticae 
artis dicuntur perspicatiores in inuentione: cum primus inuentor per totam uitam 
suam in quattuor forsitan litteris elaborasset inueniendis: iuniores in solo die poterunt 
eas addiscere, et post ex sua parte alias reperire. Ita per additionem successorum ad 
perfectionem ista ars increuit, sed postquam consummata est non arbitror iuniores 
esse perspicatiores." 55 k jvb e 2V: "Sunt enim qui corrigunt pro solo placito et non pro aliqua causa 
rationabiliter prospecta." 56 K lvb e 3V: "Philosophi definiunt uocem [esse aerem]. Priscianus de littera tractaturus, 
et in descriptione litterae uocem ut genus suum positurus: ne per ignotum genus 
ignotam speciem diffiniret, uocis diffinitionem a philosophis datam conuenienter 
praemittit. Est autem philosophorum diffinitiones rerum; grammaticorum uero 
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marians with forming the etymologies of voces . " Opinions differed 
among philosophers as to the nature of this small quantity of air. Some 
said that animals lived from this air which they breathe in and out; 
other physici said that animals got life not from this small quantity of 
air, but from that air which stretches up to heaven and which by 

uocum aethimologias formare. Vel ad maiorem auctoritatem diffinitionis dicit 
philosophi diffiniunt uocem: ut auctores diffinitionis nominati commendabilem et 
autenticam reddant ipsam diffinitionem, dicentes uocem esse aerem tenuissimum. Ideo 
dicit tenuissimum quia aer naturaliter tenuis est respectu aquae et terrae; qui dum ab 
animali hauritur per arteriarum angustos aditus, et per illa interiora collatoria usque 
ad pulmonem attrahitur, fit tenuior, deponens in attractione si quam sordem sibi ab 
exterioribus contraxerat, ut sicut uinum post colationem liquidius quam prius in 
emissione uero per easdem arteriarum angustias regrediens si quid adhuc 
spissitudinis retinebat illam exuit, et tunc demum fit tenuissimus. Sed quia homo 
cogitans uel dormiens sine alicuius uocis informatione emittit spiritum, addit ictum id 
est percussum; et quia posset percuti digito in ore posito et non tarnen esset uox, 
intelligendum est naturalibus instrumentis ad uocem formandam, uidelicet lingua 
palato labiis dentibus. De isto aere quem ita attrahunt et emittunt animalia, diuersa 
philosophorum opinio est. Alii enim dicunt animalia uiuere ex isto corrupto aere, qui 
nos undique circumscribit per attractionem et emissionem. Phisici tamen aliter sen- 
tiunt, quia dicunt animalia ex nostro aere qui adeo spissus est uitam suam continuare 
(K 2ra) non posse, sed ex ilio superiori qui est extra globo lunae usque ad firmamen- 
tům qui nostri aeris consideratione tenuissimus est, et dicunt illum diuina dispositione 
per quasdam latentes uias et quosdam poros ad nos descendere, et animalia per 
arterias ad pulmonem illum attrahere. In primis quaerendum est an uox sic diffinita 
species sit aeris, id est significet aliquam rem uniuersalem quae sit species in 
praedicamento substantiae: quod dicimus non esse. Vox enim aeres in essentia sui, 
scilicet in hoc quod sunt aeres non significai, set potius ex quadam accidentali causa 
in hoc scilicet quod percussi sunt naturalibus instrumentis. Dicimus ergo hoc 
uocabulum uox accidentale esse, id est sumptum a quadam qualitate, percussione uel 
alia non secundum uocem, sed secundum significationem. Non est ergo substantialis 
diffinitio praemissa si uox aerem non significet. Hanc diffinitionem aJiqui putant se 
infringere hanc hypoteticam in suae rationis exordio ponentes: si uox est aer et est 
corpus. Huic probationi duas regulas supponunt: unam Augustini qui dicit ' 'nullum 
corpus indiuiduale in eodem tempore totum in diuersis locis reperitur"; alteram 
Boetii quae est, "idem sermo totus et integer, cum omnibus scilicet suis elementis ad 
aures diuersorum peruenit in eodem tempore, quasi in diuersis locis est." Inde 
inferunt: igitur uox non est corpus. Salua autem utriusque auctoritate uox poterit 
corpus remanere si quod Boetius dicit recte intelligatur. Est enim uerum quod uox 
formaliter eadem et non materialiter in eodem tempore diuersorum replet auditum 
ut puta iacto lapide in aqua fit orbis. Hic uero orbis iste uicinas undas impellens alium 
orbem facit, et ille alium et sic multi orbes materia quidem et loco diuersi: sed in 
forma idem a primo ilio orbe formantur. Eodem modo aer in ore loquentis 
naturalibus instrumentis formātus uicinos impellit aeres, et in sua conficitur forma, 
et ita fit ut uox eadem secundum formam sit in orationibus diuersorum. Sed quantum ad materiam diuersorum, ut ita dicam, aerum diuersa. Potest igitur esse ut nullum 
corpus in eodem tempore totum in diuersis locis habeatur, et erit uox corpus, et ipsa secundum formam, id est soni similitudinem, eadem in eodem tempore in diuersis 
auditur locis. Et hanc similitudinem de aqua ponit Boetius in prologo quem praemittit in musica." 
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divine disposition descends into our lungs. The second interpretation 
fitted in with the bigger argument he sought to present, that a vox did 
not signify a universal substance, but was rather something acciden- 
tal, so called from its percussive quality. While some argued that rules 
established by Augustine ("no individual body could be found in dif- 
ferent places at the same times") and Boethius ("the same word comes 
complete to the ears of different people at the same time in different 
places'') that a vox could not be a body (as distinct from a universal 
substance), these rules had to be interpreted correctly. When a word 
reached different people, it was a similar sound rather than the same 
sound which all heard. 

The commentator's discussion of voces provides an excellent illustra- 
tion of his thinking about parts and wholes. Voces were all quite distinct 
from each other. No individual thing could be the same in different 
places. Only God, who was truly incorporeal and underwent no 
change, remained the same in all places. 

Just as the continuous whiteness of a wall which rests on different things [i.e. 
walls] is said to be one, not because that whiteness adjacent to this part is 
individually the same as that of another part but because it is similar and judged 
to be called the same in the same species, likewise when I articulate 'man' once 
and I pronounce the same vox 'man' at another time, although they are essen- 
tially different, and materially voces , I affirm that it is as if I have articulated one 
vox , because of [their] similitude. We say as if informed by one because of 
similitude, and therefore one vox.bl 

There is a striking similarity here to the arguments Abaelard 
attributed to Roscelin about parts and wholes. The commentator 
insisted that the words of Boethius and Aristotle about vox and oratio 
had to be rightly construed: 

57 Ibid. : "Nulla enim res indiuidualiter ( e 4r) tota in diuersis locis esse affirmari 
potest, ut una essentialiter remaneat, nisi solus deus qui uerum incorporeum est, et 
qui nullam mutabilitatem recipere potest. Ad hoc respondeo quod sicut continua 
albedo parietis una dicitur quae in diuersis fundatur, non quia ilia albedo quae huic 
parti adiacet sit ilia indiuidualiter quae in alia parte fundatur, sed quia similis est et 
eadem specie iudicatur uocari eadem; ita cum profero homo semel et alia uice eandem 
uocem, id est homo pronuncio, et quamuis diuersae sint essentialiter, et materialiter 
uoces, tarnen propter similitudinem quasi unam eandem uocem protulisse affirmo. 
Similiter cum in diuersis partibus aeris una forma uocis a diuersis audientibus suscipi 
uideatur, tarnen illa qualitatiua forma, quae huic parti aeris copulata est 
indiuidualiter, esse illam unde alia pars aeris effecta est non potest probari. Nos 
tarnen propter similitudinem quasi unam informationem uocamus et propterea unam 
uocem." 
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Others, armed by the authority of Aristotle, define a vox as a quantity... 
Deceived by the ambiguity of oratio , they do not realise that the word signifies 
one thing as a quantity, another as a substance.58 

An issue raised very briefly by Priscian allowed the commentator to 
bring ideas of Boethius and Aristotle to bear on the physical nature of 
the words which grammarians analysed. 

His key theme is that no vox signifies naturally. It is a physical object 
on which meaning is bestowed by the one who forms it by striking air. 
Priscian distinguished articulate sounds, in other words sounds "apt 
to be spoken to show the sense of the speaker' 

' from those "natural" 
sounds which were inarticulate and not uttered from any intention to 
signify. The commentator recognised that Boethius approached 
language differently, in evaluating meaning by what was generated in 
the mind of the listener. Priscian' s physical analysis of sound attracts 
the commentator's sympathy. Meaning is defined by what a speaker 
wishes to say rather than any quality discerned in the language itself. 

Roscelin extended the Glosule* s insight into language as an artefact 
to words used of God. The message of Est una , Notandum est and the 
letter to Abaelard is that the only underlying unity is that of God. 
Roscelin's refusal to accept that the three persons of the Trinity con- 
stituted a common 'thing' was the result of applying litterally the 
Glosule's grammatical definitions to trinitarian doctrine. He was 
inspired by its perception of individuad words as physical objects, each 
with its own dimension, each radically different from the other. 

58 Ibid. : "Est alia sententia quae dicit omnes illos aeres simul acceptos simul unam 
uocem et nullum eorum per se, sed hoc parum ualoris habet. Aliter quidam respon- 
dent obiectionibus praemissis dicentes tantum uocem esse aerem plectro linguae for- 
mátům et nullum alium. Affirmant enim eandem uocem peruenire eodem tempore 
ad aures plurium in diuersis locis existentium, non secundum sui essentiam, sed 
secundum auditum, quemadmodum lapis in oculis plurium uel alicuius dicitur esse, 
non secundum sui substantiam tantum, sed secundum uisum, et in hac sententia 
oppositiones, quae sequentur cum praedictis quiescunt. Opponitur iterum praemissae 
diffinitioni, quae dicit uocem esse aerem quod Boetius in secundo commentario 
Periermeneias dicit uocem esse aeris percussionem per linguam, quod si aeris per- 
cussio qualitati supponitur, uocem eidem supponi necesse est. Sed si quis diligenter 
dicta Boetii consideret, inueniet uocem qualitati non supponi. Non enim dicit 
simpliciter uocem esse percussionem, sed aeris percussionem, id est aerem per- 
cussum, et est dictum ad expressionem. Alii uero Aristotelica auctoritate muniti 
uocem in quantitate ponunt; dicit enim Aristoteles in quantitate orationem esse. Sed 
in quo praedicamento est species, ibidem oportet etiam esse genus illius speciei. Huic 
obiectioni sic respondeo, quia isti aequiuocatione orationis decepti nesciunt illam 
uocem quae est oratio, aliud significare in quantitate, aliud quando subiicitur uoci in 
substantia. Voces enim eaedem saepe et significant substantiam quodam respectu, et 
quantitatem alio respectu, ut corpus ista uox." 
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Anselm found this teaching, that a universal substances was nothing 
but a "puff of air", reprehensible. Rarely in the history of logic, has 
such weight been given to a single derisory and misleading remark. 
Like the commentator, Roscelin might have considered genus and 
species as voces. The Glosule author did not deny that a universal was 
a res , but insisted that the words we used of that universal were voces 
and had to be analysed as such. The accusation that "modern dialecti- 
cians' ' did not believe in the real existence of universais is a red herr- 
ing distracting us from their concern with the nature and meaning of 
voces. 

The res-vox distinction Roscelin used was too crude for Anselm and 
Abaelard when applied to the Trinity. Nonetheless, Roscelin shared 
with Anselm and passed on to Abaelard, a desire to uncover the 
"causes" of language about the Trinity. Whether one spoke of per- 
son, like the Latins, or substance, like the Greeks to refer to that which 
was plural in God, one was dealing with human attempts to define 
what was ultimately ineffable. While Anselm and Roscelin both 
accepted that such language was always subject to rules of significa- 
tion, they disagreed on what these rules were. Anselm was perhaps the 
more original when it came to the interpretation of Priscian. 

The Glosule illuminates the comment of the Historia Francica about 
Roscelin learning from the mysterious John that dialectic is an ars 
vocalis , a discipline founded on voces. To call this John "an early 
nominalist" is to fall into the same trap as Aventinus - reading into 
the past a school of thought which never had such a clear-cut 
existence. While the application to dialectic and theology of Priscian' s 
reflection on nouns was taken for granted in the mid twelfth century 
by people like Gilbert of Poitiers and John of Salisbury, there was 
inevitably much disagreement as to the implications of this process. 
Polarisation between masters was an inevitable consequence of a fluid 
intellectual environment. The distinction Hermann of Tournai drew 
between those who taught dialectic in voce as against in re was between 
"empty talkers" unlike "real philosophers". We should be wary of 
interpreting such groupings as distinct philosophical schools with a 
"real" existence before the mid twelfth century. There is no evidence 
that Roscelin denied the reality of universal substances as Anselm 
claimed. 

The interrelationship between study of voces and philosophy as a 
whole is explained within the prologue to the Glosule. Priscian' s 
primary intention is teach people to speak grammatically: 
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I say grammatically as different from dialectic, which teaches speaking according 
to truth and falsehood and from rhetoric, which teaches speaking according to 
the decoration of words and phrases. Of these arts grammar comes first, because 
one ought to know how to make appropriate joining of words before truth or 
falsehood or the decoration of eloquence is learnt."59 

Grammar was a part of logic, a subject which could be divided into 
what was sermocinalis (to do with language) and what was disertiua (to 
do with finding arguments). Through this "linguistic" 

' 
( sermocinalis ) 

part, grammar was led back to logic as if to its genus.60 The three arts 
of logic, with those of ethics and physics, derived from the "Greek 
springs" of which Priscian spoke at the outset of his work.61 This idea 
had been expressed in similar terms in an eleventh-century poem on 
the seven liberal arts found in a manuscript of Saint-Evroul.62 

The tradition of the Glosule 

Not all previous thinkers had agreed that grammar was an integral 
part of logic.63 Alcuin and others who followed Isidore of Seville 
divided logic into the arts of analysing and finding arguments, dialec- 
tic and rhetoric. (Confusingly Isidore had also suggested that logic was 
another name for dialectic.)64 By contrast Clement, teacher in the 

59 Glosule , ed. Gibson, Studi Medievali, 20 (1979), 249: "Grammatice dico ad dif- 
ferentiam dialectice, que docet loqui secundum ueritatem et falsitatem, et rethorice, 
que docet loqui secundum ornatum uerborum et sententiarum. Quibus artibus prior 
est grammatica, quia prius scire oportet facere conuenientem coniunctionem dic- 
tionum quam ueritas uel falsitas uel ornatus eloquentie addiscatur." 
60 Ibid. 249-50: "Nec dubitandum quin logice supponatur , cuius est ipsa grammatica 
tercia pars. Logice alia pars est sermocinalis, alia disertiua. Disertiua partes habet 
inuentionem et iudicium, que solis dialecticis et rethoricis conueniunt. Sermocinalis 
uero grammaticorum est; ac per earn ad logicam uelut ad suum genus grammatica 
reducitur. " 
61 Ibid. 251 : "Celebrasse dico deriuatam a Jonte Gr eco rum ' Greci enim fuerunt/onj et origo 
omnium artium, quia earum inuentores fuerunt. Cum dicit deriuatam alludit 
metafore, quia dixerat jontibus' latine enim artes quasi riui sunt grece inuentionis. Et 
etiam celebrasse omne genus studiorum , per hoc uocat studia quia in naturis rerum 
inuestigandis uehementior animi applicatio exhibenda est; et ne in omni genere studiorum 
acciperemus pictoriam et sutoriam artem et alia seruilia officia addit genus dico 
prefulgens luce sapientie , quia seruiles artes mentis oculos non illuminant sicut 
philosophia." 62 Printed in PL 151, 729-32 from Alençon, Bibl. mun. 10. 
63 On early medieval classification of the artes , see Bernhard Bischoff, Eine verschollene 
Einteilung der Wissenschaften , first printed in: AHDLMA, 25 (1958), 5-20, reprinted in 
his Mittelalterliche Studien , I, Stuttgart 1966, 273-88. 64 Isidore, Etymologiae (ed. Lindsay) II.xxiv.7, but cf. I.ii.l; Alcuin, De dialéctica, PL 
101, 952C. 
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court of Louis the Pious and author of an Ars grammatica included 
grammar as a subdivision of rhetoric, itself a species with dialectic of 
logica .65 An interpolation into pseudo-Bede's De mundi constitutione 
explained that there were two definitions of logica , one strict that it 
comprised dialectic and rhetoric another loose, that it was a sermocinalis 
scientia embracing dialectic, rhetoric and grammar.66 

The Glosule , like the didactic poem, adhered to the view that 
included grammar within logic.67 Roscelin of Compiègne likewise 
absorbed from the mysterious John the idea that dialectic was "a vocal 
arť' Abaelard reacted against Roscelin' s literalistic interpretation of 
definitions of Priscian. For him logic and dialectic were synonymous. 
Grammatical issues he dealt with in the first tract of the Dialéctica , the 
"book of parts". I have suggested elsewhere that his lost Grammatica 
or "reconsideration of the predicaments", to which he alludes in his 
Theologia Christiana , was a reworking of the first tract of the Dialéctica 
and that it contained new ideas about the relationship between 
substance and quality.68 While Abaelard tended to present himself as 
a great innovator in dialectic and to be silent about his debt to past 
masters, he was in fact developing a speculative tradition rooted in 
grammatical reflection of the late eleventh century. 

Further manuscript discoveries may well illuminate the extent of 
Roscelin's influence on this tradition further than I have been able to 
do here. I have not had time to discuss the fascinating commentary 
on Psalms 1-25, attributed to Roscelin (with good reason I would 
argue) by Stegmüller. This work, surviving in six twelfth-century 
manuscripts, suggest that Roscelin was one of the most philosophically 

65 Clementis ars grammatica 15, ed. Joannes Tolkiehn, Philologus. Supplementband 20.3 
(Leipzig 1928), p. 10. 66 PL 90, 908B: ''Logica est diligens ratio disserendi, et magistra iudicii; sic definita 
stricte accipitur, comprehendens tamen rhetoricam dialéctica. Large vero sic 
describitur: Logica est sermocinalis scientia, et dividitur in tria, in dialecticam, 
rhetoricam, grammaticam." See also Charles Jones, Bedae Pseudepigrapha , Ithaca 
1939, 39. Charles Burnett notes that these interpolations do not occur in the surviving 
MSS of Pseudo-Bede, none earlier than the 12th century, De Mundi celestis terrestrisque 
constitutione , Warburg Institute Surveys and Texts 10, London 1985, 11. 67 Ibid. ed. Gibson 251: 14 Celebrasse dico doctrinam omnis e loquen tie, id est scientiam 
totius logice; et hic includit triuium, quod homines doctos et eloquentes reddit. Doc- 
trinam dico deriuatum a fonte Grecorum; Greci enim fuerunt fons et origo omnium artium, 
quia dixerat fontibus' latine enim artes quasi riui sunt grece inuentionis. Et etiam 
celebrasse omne genus studiorum , per hoc comprehendit ethicam et physicam, in qua 
physica continetur quadriuium." 68 Mews 1987. 
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minded scriptural exegetes of his generation.69 Much remains to be 
explained about his precise contribution to the study of dialectic. I 
hope however to have suggested that he is not a thinker who springs 
out of nowhere. Roscelin studied at Rheims, a city with a proud tradi- 
tion of classical scholarship since at least the time of Gerbert of 
Aurillac.70 There is no better witness to this classical revival in the 
eleventh century than the Glosule on Priscian. Its author, I suggest, 
was the John who taught Roscelin that dialectic was an art that dealt 
with voces. It might be worth investigating whether its author could be 
John of Rheims, the famous grammaticus who came to Saint-Evroul in 
1076/77, remaining a monk there until his death in 1125 and who, 
according to Orderic Vitalis, was continuously engaged in the study 
of the ancients.71 The Chartres MS of the Glosule contained a list of 
twenty-eight books borrowed from Saint-Evroul.72 Bee was not the 
only centre of philosophic discussion in late eleventh-century 
Normandy. 

The Glosule indirectly exerted an enormous influence on twelfth- 
century thought, not least through its impact on William of Conches 
and Petrus Helias. It may be worth studying its influence on Gilbert 
of Poitiers and the whole Chartrian tradition. Otto of Freising may 
have exaggerated Roscelin' s originality in initiating interest in the 
sententia vocum . John of Salisbury considered him to be someone whose 
opinions had long since been overtaken by the achievements of Gilbert 
and Abaelard. Nonetheless, Roscelin did play a significant role in 
emphasizing that both dialectic and theology had to be based on clear 
understanding of the meaning of individual voces. St Anselm was not 
wrong in recognizing the intellectual challenge which he presented. 
Clayton, Victoria 
Monash University 
69 Stegmüller, Repertorium Biblicum no. 7516. He is certainly mistaken however in 
attributing to Roscelin the commentary on Psalms 26-150 in the Troyes MS, Bibl. 
mun. 1750 (in which the entire collection is attributed to "magister Bruno". For full 
discussion of this commentary, see my forthcoming study, St Anselm and Roscelin : Some 
New Texts and Their Implications II (see n. 1 above). 70 Epist. ad Abaelardum, ed. Reiners 65. John R. Williams documents the importance 
of the school at Rheims, perhaps without sufficient importance on its role prior to 
Gerbert, The Cathedral School of Rheims in the Eleventh Century , in: Speculum, 29 (1954), 
661-77. 
71 On John of Rheims and intellectual life at St Evroul in this period, see the eulogy of Orderic Vitalis, Ecclesiastical History , ed. Marjorie Chibnall 6 vols., Oxford 1972- 
80, III 166-70, and the introductory comments of Chibnall in I 11-23. 72 The Chartres MS contained on a flyleaf a list of books borrowed from this abbey to another, according to H. Omont, Catalogue général des manuscrits des bibliothèques publi- 
ques de France XI Chartres , Paris 1890, 108. 
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Vivarium XXX, 1 (1992) 

Nominalism and Grammatical Theory 
in the Late Eleventh and Early Twelfth Centuries 

An Explorative Study 

C.H. KNEEPKENS 

Up to the present, we know of only two explicit references to a 
nominalist statement and one explicit reference to a realist statement 
in late eleventh- and twelfth-century grammatical treatises (List of 
Texts, no 12 & 13; cf. no 25i). In addition, we find the phrases sententia 
Realium! Nominalium mentioned as examples in a description of the 
term 4 sententia ' in an anonymous gloss commentary on Priscian, the 
so-called Glose 'Promisimus' (Hunt 1950; List of Texts, no 25h). How- 
ever, since the glossator does not add any doctrinal material, this 
reference only indicates the current interest in their opposition. This 
does not imply that we do not find any further mention of 
vocalist/nominalist or realist positions in grammatical works. When 
the grammarians explained their interpretation of Priscian' s descrip- 
tion of the meaning function of the noun {Inst. gram. II, 18) or com- 
mented on Priscian's answer to the question "quid est animal rationale 
mortale?" {op. cit. XVII, 35), they sometimes revealed their ontological 
commitments. Nearly all of them appear to have adhered to a non- 
nominalist position, whereas typically vocalist or nominalist views as 
portrayed in other sources are seldom referred to. From this we may 
conclude that even in the dominating realist atmosphere of the late 
eleventh and early twelfth centuries grammar was not liable to realist 
or nominalist positions. However, this did not prevent some gram- 
marians, while discussing particular semantic aspects, to show their 
preferences for one position or the other'.1 

1 Sometimes we even find a double set of observations: one which is suitable for the 
Realist and another for the Nominalists, e.g. in an anonymous Priscian gloss com- 
mentary " Licet Multi in Arte " (MS Oxford, Bodl. Lib., canon, misc. 281; cf. 
Kneepkens 1976, 13-5 & 19871, 47-53) ad Priscian, XVII, 35. Priscian says that when 
the question " quid est animal rationale mortale " is asked, the questioner intends to be 
informed about the species, namely homo , of which Priscian states that it is "common 
to all people". The glossator comments in the following way: (f. 16v) "that species 
is common to all people, that is: it fits ( convenit is the Latin verb) all people; or, the 
glossator continues, it can also be explained in another way: that species which is a 
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So a direct link between a particular grammarian and 12th-century 
logical nominalism or non-realism (Jolivet 1981; cf. Courtenay 1991a, 
14) cannot be shown on doctrinal grounds.2 Nor can it be proven that 
the grammatical thought of the Priscian tradition was particularly pro- 
moting nominalism. Yet it has been claimed that grammatical thought 
paved the way for nominalism, especially for what is called theological 
nominalism3 which recently has been claimed even to have been 

"primary" with regard to "logical nominalism'' (Courtenay 1991a, 
13, 28; cf. Normore 1987). 

Theological nominalism is immediately connected with the discus- 
sions of the identity of God's knowledge and the identity of the belief 
of the People of God.4 There are different ways in which an object of 
God's knowledge or an article of faith was formulated depending on 
where on the time-scale God's knowledge is referred to, or when an 
article was believed. Some theologians tried to explain these dif- 
ferences by claiming only one enuntiabile which was behind the several 
formulations of the same object of knowledge or article of faith differ- 
ing only with respect to the tense of the infinitive verb. In their view, 
this enuntiabile was realized in enuntiabilia in several tenses which 
appear as inflected forms of "the original enuntiabile" . To use two 
famous examples: Abraham believed that Christ would be born, we 
believe that Christ has been born: Abraham's and our belief is the 
same belief, although the way in which it is expressed has changed 
because of the movement of time, which is expressed by a change of 
tense. In the same way is illustrated the tension between God's 

special word {speciale vocabulum), is common to all people, that is: it fits all people by 
appellation {per appellationern)". The move towards a nominalist position made by this 
glossator in this alternative exposition becomes clear when we compare it with the 
remark made in the commentary on Priscian' s De constructionibus which belongs to the 
Glosulae tradition (MS Orléans, B.m. 90; cf. Kneepkens 1978, 114-6). Here the noun 
homo is said to be the common name of all men, whereas the species is "in all men" 
(p. 373a). 2 Except for the case of Ralph of Beauvais (cf. List of texts, no. 25i). Unfortunately, 
the two works by Ralph which have come down to us, are of a rather elementary level 
and do not have much information about the doctrine of the Nominales (cf. List of 
texts, no. 13). 3 For the so-called "theological nominalism", see Chenu 1935-36, Chenu 1957, 90- 
107, Landgraf 1943, Nuchelmans 1973, 177-89, Normore 1987 and Courtenay 
1991a. 
4 For an in depth discussion of the far-reaching consequences of "theological" 
nominalism for the other theological aspects and the philosophy of language, see 
Courtenay 1991a, 20 and Normore 1987, 206-10. 
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knowledge that the world would be created, which was true knowledge 
before the creation of the world, and the status of this knowledge after 
the creation of the world. 

On the face of it, this solution must have sounded odd to mediaeval 
ears, and some of these theologians defended their theory by referring 
to the adjective albus , which though having a masculine form albus , a 
feminine form alba and a neutral form album , remains one and the 
same adjective albus.5 Later on, by authors of the middle of the thir- 
teenth century, this phenomenon was called the unity of the noun 

(unitas nominis ), and the theologians who supported this in this debate 
were called nominales. 

The notion of the unity of the noun is clearly grammatically based. 
Chenu (1935-36/1957) saw the roots of this ' 'theological' 

' nominalism 
hidden in early twelfth-century grammatical thought, especially in a 

theory on the denominatives which, according to John of Salisbury 
{Metal. Ill, 2), was maintained by Bernard of Chartres. This famous 

magister scolae of Chartres (/Z. 1120; Southern 1970, 61-85) maintained 
that the denominatives principally signified the same as the words 
which they were derived from and only differed in consignification. So 
the principal signification of albedo , album and albet is the same, but 
their consignifications differ. Chenu's surmise is clear. In Bernard's 

grammatical theory we also find the principal meaning preserved on 
the one hand, and the differences between the several parts of speech 
which were only caused by the differences in consignification on the 
other. And if not this theory, what other grammatical theory could be 
the cradle of the notion of the unity of the noun? 

Recently, the introduction of Bernard of Chartres and his semantic 

theory into the doctrine of the unity of the noun has been criticized 

(Courtenay 1991a, 22). It has been argued that in the writings of 
Aristotle, Augustine and Anselm of Canterbury the important ingre- 
dients were already present, viz. consignification, the oneness of the 
noun and verb based on an underlying meaning and the secondary 
status of tense. Furthermore, Bernard's theory was said not to be a 

theory of the unity of the noun, but a Platonizing interpretation of 
Aristotle's section on the denominatives. This criticism is, to a great 
extent, correct. There is no compelling reason to accept Bernard's 

teaching as the root of theological nominalism. On the other hand, 

5 For the similar application of this grammatical phenomenon in the doctrine of the 
Trinity, see Valente 1990, 73. 
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saying that the theory mentioned by John was only Bernard's inter- 
pretation of a small section of Aristotle's Categories, does not do full 
justice to the Old Master of Chartres. Furthermore, it has been 
argued that in the discussions of the universais the transition of 
vocalism to nominalism was only possible, after a process of de- 
lingualization of the noun, which was closely connected to the notion 
of the unity of noun, had come about (Courtenay 1991a, 25). 

At present, one of the first tasks will be to investigate whether there 
existed some sort of theory of the unity of the noun in late eleventh- 
and early twelfth-century grammar, and if so, what was its impact on 
the linguistic status of the noun. As has been rightly observed 
(Courtenay 1991a, 22), the ingredients may have been present, but 
they needed to be brought together in order to obtain an operative 
theory or notion. In a first investigation I found two domains in which 
such a unity of the noun could have been developed. 

2. The theory of the unity of the noun 

2. 1 The doctrine of denomination 

The first domain in which one can look for the origin of the notion 
of the unity of the noun is the doctrine of the denominatives which we 
have already met in the discussion of Bernard's theory. Here we must 
bear in mind that there were two doctrines of denomination operative 
in this period. One belongs to logic and has its roots in Aristotle's first 
chapter on the categories. According to the glossing master of one of 
the Priscian commentaries in the Notae Dunelmenses (Hunt 1943, 196- 
8), the Aristotelian approach concentrated on the " causae rerum ' 
According to the glossing master, the other doctrine of denomination 
is to be found in Priscian and has a purely grammatical character 
focusing on word derivation: the origines and formationes verborum are 
said to be its subject. The grammarians of the period under discussion 
were acquainted with both theories,6 but Aristotle's conception of 

6 Cf. Notae Dunelm . , f. 77ra: "Notandum etiam aliter accipi denominatiuum ab 
Aristotile et aliter a Prisciano. Aristotiles enim dicit album denominan ab albedine 
respiciens ad causas rerum, Priscianus uero albedinem ab albo respiciens quasi ad 
origines et informaciones uocabulorum." 

For a similar opinion see the so-called Tractatus (Vat. lat. 1486; cf. Fredborg 1977), 
f. 29ra: "Nota Priscianum accipere denominatiuum contrario modo quam 
Aristotilem. Quod inde procedit quod quia iste ad formationem uocis respicit que fit 
mutatione uel additione littere uel literarum, ut iusticia fit a iustus, iusti , addita eia, ille 
uero ad sensum maxime respiciens, quod requirit prius esse rem in aliquo quam 
tarnen nomen recipiat, iustus et similia uocauit denominatiua. 
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denomination was by far the most influential for the development of 

grammatical thought (Jolivet 1974 & 1975). 
Another aspect, which we have to bear in mind, is that in the 

Aristotelian discussion only nominal derivation is considered. Aristo- 
tle considers relationships such as that between fortitudo and fortis. The 
same tendency we find in Boethius' commentary on the Categories. 
Here Boethius identifies the protagonists as the nomen principale and the 
nomen transfiguratum (which only differs from the nomen principale by 
means of a casus). According to Boethius, who introduces the Platonic 
notion of participation into the doctrine of denomination (Jolivet 
1975, 225), three conditions must be met before one can speak of 
denomination: the formal participation on the level of the res 

{albedo! albus) , the material participation on the level of the noun, and 

finally transfiguration, for there must be an "external" difference 
between both nouns. 

In the grammatical commentaries of the late eleventh century the 
Aristotelian-Boethian tradition of denomination was enlarged with the 
doctrine of a semantic affinity between verb and adjective. A central 
notion of the verb-adjective relationship is the res verbi , about which 
the Mediaevals found material in Priscian. Basically, every verb 

signifies its res verbi in a special, viz. verbal, manner as inhering. What 

exactly the res verbi was and what its ontological status was, was not 
made clear, but there was a common agreement based on Priscian 

(XVIII, 43) that you could find the res verbi by looking at the meaning 
of the respective infinitives, since the infinitive was considered to be 
the name of the res verbi , which generally could also be represented by 
a verbal noun: legere means lectio } currere cursus , albere albedo and so on. 
This was also considered to be the function of the cognate 
denominative adjective albus and the participle currens. It turned out 
that legit signified lectio as inhering, legens did the same, whereas a 

(substantive) noun such as lector also signified lectio in an inhering posi- 
tion. The result was that the grammarians built up a sort of Platoniz- 

ing semantic web based on Boethius' interpretation of Aristotle's doc- 
trine of denomination, enlarged with Priscian' s doctrine of the res 
verbi , which could be reduced to the principal signification of the nomen 

principale. 
It appears from the texts that the outlines of this approach were 

commonly accepted in the early twelfth century (Jolivet 1975, 232-3). 
We meet it for instance in Abaelard's writings (Jolivet 1975, 233-4). 
There was less consensus, however, about the ways in which the parts 
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of speech agreed and differed. Bernard of Chartres accepted an agree- 
ment on the level of the principalis significatio which he regarded 
equivalent to the res verbi, and assigned the differences to the level of 
the consignificatio .7 We find this view also mentioned in the Notae 
Dunelmenses (f. 93ra-b) and the Tractatus. In these texts, however, we 
do not find the term "consignificare" , but only significare alio modo 8 or 
the observation that the differences must be looked for not in the prin- 
cipal meaning, but in the accidentia , since verbs signify with tenses and 
moods and nouns do so without these accidentia.9 Other grammarians 
considered for instance the principalis significatio the criterion for the 

categorization of the parts of speech, or made a distinction in the prin- 
cipalis significatio between significatio substantialis , which in the case of a 
verb indicated the verbal signification, and the significatio accidentalis , 
which stood for the res verbi.10 

We have to admit, the doctrine of the significative identity of the 
denominatives taken in a wider sense was too non-specific to be the 
direct source of the notion of the unity of the noun and we do not find 
it mentioned in this context. On the other hand, those theories which 
claimed a difference between noun and verb which was only based on 
the accidentia and spoke of the significationis identitas as the glossator of 

7 Incidentally, we must bear in mind that consignificatio is the term which was used 
by John of Salisbury, who lived about forty years later than Bernard (cf. J. Pinborg, 
Die Entwicklung der Sprachtheorie im Mittelalter , 1967, 32 & 34). 8 Note Dunelm. f. 93rb: "Et bene concedunt quod albet, albedo et album idem signifi- 
cant, sed diuersis modis." 
9 Tractatus (Vat. lat. 1486), f. 43vb: "Nota in hac principali significatione nullam 
esse differentiam inter quedam nomina et uerba, ut inter album et albet , et sedens 
nomen et sedet. Et ut plus dicam inter significationem supradictorum et uerborum 
nulla secundum hanc significationem inuenitur differentia. Nam quemadmodum uer- 
bum actum [actiuum MS] uel passionem [passiuum MS] secundum quod [hoc MS] 
insunt significant, sicut et supradicta res quas primo notant non simpliciter, sed 
inquantum inherent, significant. Sed licet in hoc nulla sit differentia, tarnen in 
accidentibus magna est, scilicet in temporibus et modis. Verba enim cum modis et 
temporibus actum uel passionem inesse, nomina uero sine illis significant." 10 Notae Dunelm. (Durham MS), f. 35ra: "Secundum itaque illam primam generálem 
et principálem ac substantialem uerbi significationem hic agit de uerbo. 

Obicitur autem adiectiua nomina in hoc non differre a uerbo, ut ab albus albet, lector 
a legit. Concedimus quod hoc et uolumus. Cum enim omne uerbum ex natura sua 
sit adiectiuum, non debet differre immo conuenire cum adiectiuis quibuslibet siue 
nominibus siue aliis in modo significando Non est inconueniens [inconueniens bis 
MS] si uerbum conuenit cum quibus [an aliis MS] nominibus in significatone sua 
principali, dum tarnen alio modo conueniat alio uerbo et alio nomini, uerbo scilicet 
ut significatio substantialis, nomini uero ut accidentalis, presertim cum licet in hoc 
quoquo modo conueniant, in multis tamen aliis différant." 
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the oldest version of the Glosulae already had done,11 must 
undoubtedly have contributed to an atmosphere which stimulated the 
development of such a notion based, for the most part, on a combina- 
tion of the absolute predominance of principal signification over 
secondary signification and common origin. 

2. 2 The domain of inflected words 

The other domain in which a unity of the noun could be spoken of, 
is far more restricted. It can be recognised for instance in observations 
such as those by Godfrey of Poitiers and Saint Bonaventure about the 
words albus! -bal -bum which being three voces , are nevertheless one 
noun, or which being three nouns, are nevertheless not different 
nouns (Chenu 1935-36; Courtenay 1991a, 16-7). It is obvious that this 
is the direct domain of the inflected forms and that the unity of the 
declinables is at stake, as was also recognised by the Mediaevals them- 
selves. 

Here too, the approaches of grammar and logic turn out to be 
diametrically opposed. In Aristotle's De interpretatione (c. 2, 16bl; c. 3, 
16bl 7-8) and in Boethius' commentaries on this work, the Mediaevals 
found the view that the casus of a noun and the casus of a verb were 
not a noun and a verb respectively. This view opposed the position 
maintained by the grammarians, who believed that case, mood and 
tense were accidentia , and did not affect the categorical status of the 
declinata. On the level of semantics it was the grammarians' view which 
was not only generally adhered to by the grammarians, but also by the 
logicians. Abaelard's position is evident in this respect {Dial 125, 2- 
3): the casus rectus and the oblique cases are of the same signification, 
although their constructional behaviour is absolutely different, and the 
same holds true for the adjectives albus , alba and album: the same 
meaning, but of a different gender.12 The author of the Introductiones 
Montanae Maiores,13 who was doctrinally cognate with Alberic of Paris, 

11 Glosulae (MS Köln, 201), f. 28ra: "Nota in hac principali significations nullam 
esse differentiam inter nomina quedam et uerba, ut inter album et albet ... Sed licet 
nulla sit in hoc differentia, tarnen in accidentibus magna est, scilicet in temporibus 
et modis. ... Quidam tarnen hanc significations identitatem uolentes deuitare 
12 A similar view is held in the Tractatus (Vat. lat. 1486 , f. 48va). The verbal forms 
legebam and legi signify the same lectio , but differ in the mode of signifying, since the 
former signifies it as being imperfect, the latter as perfect. 13 Preserved in MS Paris, BN, lat. 15141, 47r-104rb; cf. E. P. Bos, La théorie de la 
signification de la "uox significatiua ad placitum ' ' dans les Introductiones Montanae Maiores, in: 
Gilbert, 73-90. 
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said (f. 49r) that there are two definitions of the noun: A strict defini- 
tion which removes oblique cases, infinite nouns etc. from being a 
noun, viz. the Aristotelian definition, and a large definition which 
includes all the nouns, oblique nouns, adverbs etc., at least if they are 
"of a certain signification7 ' 14 So esse certae significationis was a criterion 
for being classified as a noun. 

An interesting point of the Montanist' s discussion of the noun is 
that he is struggling with a problem which put anachronisticly shows 
some resemblance to the distinction between the lexeme and word- 
forms (cf. Lyons 1981, 101). It is asked whether the oblique cases of 
the proper noun ť Socrates' are separate nouns. The author admits that 
the noun Socratis , Socrati and Socratem is the proper noun of the man 
Socrates, but he refuses to call Socrates for that reason binomial. This 
noun Socratis , the genitive case, he continues, is not this noun Socratem , 
the accusative case, (that is: the word-forms are not the same) nor is 
it another noun (that is: it does not belong to another lexeme), but it 
is the same noun: " idem cum ilio nomen " 

(that is: both are word-forms 
of the same lexeme):15 albus! alba! album are forms of the same lexeme, 
which in modern notation would be written as 'albus'. 

In my view, the Alberican approach is not only a fine example of 
the way in which the notion of the unity of the noun was operative in 
order to cope with the linguistic problem of the relationship between 

14 MS Paris, BN lat. 15141. f 49ra: "Ad quod dicimus quod due sunt nominis [modi 
exp. MSC] difílnitiones quemadmodum et uerbi, una laxa secundum quam omnia 
aduerbia certe significationis et obliqui nominum et nomina infinita nomina sunt, hec 
scilicet uox significatiua ad placitum sine tempore cuius nulla pars separata est 
significatiua, que diffinitio omnibus istis potest assignari. Est alia difinitio nominis 
strictior secundum quam et aduerbia et obliqui et nomina infinita a nomine remouen- 
tur. Vnde Aristotiles ait: "Catonis et Catoni non sunt nomina, sed casus 
nominum...." 
15 MS Paris, BN lat. 15141, f. 49ra: "Rursus opponitur: "Socrates est nomen; ergo 
est proprium uel appellatiuum. Et cum non sit appellatiuum, unde est proprium 
Socratis, cum non sit alterius. Et si est Socrates nomen Socratis, Socrates habet hoc 
nomen Socratis et eadem ratione Socrate<m>, Socrate. Et ita uocatur hoc nomine 
Socratis, Socrati, Socratem, Socrate, quod est absurdum concedere. Nos non con- 
cedimus quod uocetur aliquis [f. 49rb] Socratis uel uocationem fieri nisi per 
nominatiuum et uocatiuum, ut hic uocetur Socrates [Socrates] uel o Socrata. Ad quod 
dicimus esse concedendum quod hoc nomen Socratis Socrati, -tem est proprium 
nomen Socratis. Et Socrates [-tis MS] habet hoc nomen Socratis et Socratem. Non 
tarnen habet plura nomina, quia iam esset binomius. Et hoc nomen Socratis non est 
hoc nomen Socratem nec aliud nomen, sed idem cum ilio nomine. Sed quamuis 
habeat Socrates hoc nomen Socratem, non potest uocari isto nomine, sed potest 
appellari nomine isto et uocari nomine quod est idem cum isto." 
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several forms of one word (the lexeme/word-form aspect), it also 

paved the way for the acceptance of a lexeme status of a noun which 
is not equivalent to the status of being a mental noun. 

Another interesting source for a theory of a noun at the level of the 
lexeme in connection with the unity of the noun does not date back 
to early decades of the twelfth century, but to the 1160s, viz. the 
Summa "Breve sit" by Robert of Paris (ed. Kneepkens 1987II). But it, 
in turn, has an earlier predecessor. 

Near the end of the first book (97-103) Robert of Paris quite com- 

prehensively discusses the semantic and taxonomie relationship of the 
nomina to their diminutiva , e.g. Antonius and its diminutive Antoniaster. 
One of the problems which these nouns give rise to is whether they are 
two different ' 'nouns' ' or one "noun". To illustrate the problem in 
more depth, Robert appends the question whether the Latin form and 
the French form of a name, e.g. Robertus and Hubert, are one name or 
whether the person who can be called by both names is binomial. His 
conclusion is that they are the same noun. He supports this view by 
pointing to the Latin noun homo and the Greek noun anthroopos. These 
nouns are the same noun, not, however, the same Greek noun or the 
same Latin noun, but just as eo and is are the same verb, but not the 
same monosyllabic or disyllabic verb. This identity of the noun is 
based by Robert on the identity of their definition. For the Greek defi- 
nition of man and the Latin definition of man are the same definition, 
because according to Boethius the definitions are the same for all 

people. Thus the words which are defined by means of the same defi- 
nition must be the same word. 

What is meant by 
" idem nomen " in this context? At first glance, it 

seems that we are at the crossroads of two traditions of mental 

language. One has its roots in Augustine's observations on the interior 
word.16 This interior word is not the word that can be pronounced nor 
the mental counterpart of an utterable word conceived of in a vocal 

sequence in the mind. It is that word of the rational animated being, 
which precedes all the signs by means of which it can be expressed, 
and finds its origin in the knowledge which remains in a man's mind. 
It cannot be pronounced nor conceived of in any vocal sequence, 
which is a condition necessary for its being a word of any human 

16 Cf. G. Nuchelmans, Het Mentaals, de taal van het denken , in: id., Wijsbegeerte en taal , 
Meppel 1976, 153-72 and H. Arens, ' Verbum cordis Zur Sprachphilosophie des Mit- 
telalters , in: Historiographia Linguistica, 7 (1980), 13-27. 
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language, as Augustine argues {Trin. XV, xi, 20). So it is the word 
which does not belong to any spoken language (e.g. Trin. XV, x, 19). 
We find these three ways of "speaking" repeated in Anselm's 
Monologion (c. 10). Anselm argues that we can use our tongue and say 
for instance "man", and we can tacitly conceive of the same name 
'man'. Thus far Anselm is in absolute conformity with Augustine. But 
Augustine's third way of speaking, the real interior word, is sub- 
divided into two kinds by Anselm. One happens by means of a pic- 
ture, the other by means of reason. The latter takes place when one 
considers for instance man's universal nature: " animal rationale mor- 
tale1 ' . The words of the third way of speech as Anselm emphasizes in 
Aristotelian-Boethian words, are naturalia and the same for all nations 
(. Monol . c. 10). 

The other tradition stems from Boethius' commentary on Aristo- 
tle's Perihermeneias. Boethius, working in the tradition of the Greek 
Aristotle commentators, distinguishes between a written sentence, a 
vocal sentence and a sentence on the level of the intellectus or concepts 
(Nuchelmans 1976, 157). We find this triad mentioned by Robert in 
his section on the diminutives, where he explicitly refers to Boethius' 
three kinds of words with the terms: nomen scriptum , nomen prolatum and 
nomen intellectum (ed. Kneepkens 1987II, 101, 21-2). 

It is undoubtedly tempting to accept that the notion of the 
"unspoken word" underlies Robert's statement that ť homo ' and 
4 
anthroopos 

' are the same noun, but such an interpretation does not 
appear to be correct. Anselm' s interpretation of Augustine shows that 
the Mediaevals of the late eleventh century recognised two forms of 
mental language in Augustine's words. One is based on psychological 
imagination, and the other is based on reason. The latter indisputably 
approaches the Aristotelian-Boethian "intellectus" . Robert joins both 
traditions by attributing to the definitio the role of the Boethian 
intellectus. He is able to do so because Anselm had already explained 
the universal essence of man with the help of the definition of man. 
Furthermore, Anselm himself had already made a direct link between 
these two traditions. The problem is, however, that the Augustinian- 
Anselmian "interior word", and Boethius' intellectus or definition are 
exactly that which this "idem nomen" should be the noun of. More- 
over, in my opinion it is not correct to postulate "a third nomen": the 
nouns homo and anthroopos are said to be the same noun, but otherwise 
as in the case of the definitions, Robert does not say that these nouns 
are the same noun " apud omnes " - a condition necessary for being a 
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mentad noun - but they are said to be the name of something which 
is the same for all people, and therefore they are the same noun. 

We find an earlier version of Robert's discussion in Abaelard' s 
commentary on Aristotle's De interpretatione in his Logica 'Ingredienti bus1 
(ed. Geyer, 323, 17). But Abaelard still speaks of voces and not of 
nomina (Jolivet 1981, 176; Courtenay 1991a, 25). Criticizing Aristotle 
in this respect, Abaelard argues that it happens that the voces (Jolivet 
1981, 184) of various languages are the same according to the same 
way of signifying the same thing. For, Abaelard continues, anthroopos 
signifies the same thing in the same way as homo , viz. that it is " animal 
rationale mortale ' ' . In modern terminology Abaelard and Robert would 
have said: The Greek lexeme 'anthroopos' and the Latin lexeme 
'homo' are the same lexeme, that is they have the same meaning and 
significative function in their respective languages. 

Concluding this part of my article, I would argue that in the 
linguistic thought of the first half of the twelfth century the unity of 
the noun (or verb) or rather the identity was an operative notion. 
When we compare the approaches of the generation of Bernard of 
Chartres and the Alberic/Robert period, we see that in addition to the 
interest in the identity of meaning on the level of denominative affinity 
(denomination taken here in a wider sense) the grammarians and logi- 
cians of the later period paid increasing attention to the identity of 
words which differed only by inflection, and to the related semantic 
problems. 

Furthermore, the following three aspects undoubtedly corroborated 
the position of the noun as an appropriate successor of the transient 
flatus vocis in the theory of the logicians who adhered to a vocalist posi- 
tion (Courtenay 1991a, 25): first (1) the tendency to detach the noun 
from its spoken language forms, giving rise to the development of a 
mediaeval counterpart to the modern lexeme, second (2) the claim 
that the diversity of the languages was no impediment to the identity 
of corresponding lexemes, and third (3) the yet remaining language- 
bound character of the noun. This happened not only on the level of 
predication theories, but also in semantics as the substitution of 
Abaelard' s vox with Robert's nomen shows. 

Another point which deserves our attention in this context is that in 
their commentaries on Priscian grammarians comprehensively dealt 
with the verbal infinitive. They discussed the phenomenon of the res 
verbi , and considered the constructional and semantic aspects of the 
infinitive. Furthermore, we find extensive discussions of the several 
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tenses of the verb and of the distinction between time and tense. But 
it is surprising that the grammarians did not mention the problem 
which will occupy the nominalist theologian: the semantic differences 
between the different tenses of the infinitives. This is the more striking 
since Abaelard had already manifestly dealt with the problem of the 
dictum propositionis . In his discussion of Abaelard's view on the 
ontological status of the denotatum of the dictum propositionis , 
Nuchelmans (1973, 156) has referred to Abaelard's inclination to con- 
sider the whole dictum as a sort of name or noun ("quasi nomen ") of that 
which is expressed by the proposition itself. We find several analogies 
between Abaelard's conception of this "quasi-nomen" and the "real 
noun". Abaelard speaks of its "impositio" ; the vocal sequence " Socrates currit " in the proposition 

" ' Socrates curriť est verum" functions 
as subject and is not a proposition itself, but it is the noun of that 
which is given the attribute "true": " nomen eius cui uerum attribuitur " 

(Dial. 150,20). It must be noted that Abaelard, who in his theological 
works dealt with theological and epistemological problems caused by 
enuntiabilia which differ only in tense (ed. Mews, TS, 61 sqq.; 
Courtenay 1991a, 23-4), in his Dialecta did not even touch upon the 
difference between ilSocratem currere" and " Socratem cucurrisse" . Even 
the grammarians of the second part of the twelfth century, who 
devoted separate quaestiones to the several aspects of the substantivated 
infinitive and entered upon the constructional status of object 
language sentences within a metalinguistic context avoided 
elaborating on this topic. Petrus Hispanus, the author of the Absoluta 
cuiuslibet defended a nominalistic view on the de dicto and de re inter- 
pretation (ed. Kneepkens 1987, IV, 71; cf. List of texts, no 50c), but 
one looks in vain in his work for the problem of the infinitives or rather 
dicta with a view to their different tenses. The only conclusion I dare 
to draw at this point is that this was material which was not dealt with 
in grammar, but remained reserved for the theologians. The gram- 
marians were only interested in congruency and construction analysis. 
In this respect the propositions 

" Christum natum esse est verum " and 
" Christum nasciturum esse est verum " do not differ. God's knowledge, the 
ontological status of the object of epistemic verbs and truth and falsity 
are not the grammarian's concern. But as soon as de dicto and de re 
problems arise, the grammarian is present in order to distinguish 
between the various constructional relationships. 
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3. A note on grammatical theory and the discussion of the universais 

Finally, I would like to make some observations on the role which 
grammatical theory played in the nominalist discussions on the 
universais. In my view the relationship between noun and definition 
which we have met in the discussion on the identity of the noun might 
have played an important role in the move from the focus on the vox 
to the nomen within this theory. 

The famous codex Orleans 266 has preserved in the pages 276a to 
281a a treatise which is called in the manuscript 

" Positio vocum senten- 
tiae" . 17 The text starts with Porphyry's description of the genus in the 
translation of Boethius (II, 4, ed. S. Brandt, 179-80): 

" 
quod de pluribus 

et differentibus specie in eo quod quid sit praedicatur 
' 
(cf. 181 , 14-5), whereas 

the species is described in the same words the only difference being il numero differentibus 
" instead of " specie differentibus1 

1 . After some 
general remarks the author of the /W/zo-treatise proposes to start with 
an inquiry into the universal, universale , which he defines as 4 'that 
which is aptum natum praedicari de pluribus" . Next, three definitions of 
the term praedicatum are given, the second of which is of special interest 
to the author. In it he defines the term praedicatum as 

il 
quodlibet 

vocabulum alii coniugibile veraciter affirmative vi substantivi presentís 
According to the author, praedicatum in this interpretation is applied in 
the definition of the universale ,18 Next, the definition of the universale 
given in the beginning of the treatise is rephrased with the help of this 
definition of praedicatum : li Universale est quod ui substantiui uerbi presentís 
ueraciter et prorsus coniungibile est pluribus" . 

Obviously it is of great importance to the vocalist or nominalist to 
remain on the ' 'linguistic' 

' level. On the other hand, he needs to be 
in contact with the extra-linguistic world which in his view consists of 
individuals only. Furthermore, there is on the level of language a 
plurality which he must avoid, viz. a plurality which could be caused 
by signification, which taken here in a stricter sense opposes nominatio. 
For when Socrates is sitting and reading and is being pointed at by the 

speaker, the following two propositions are true: 

(x) this sitting being is Socrates 
and 
(x) this reading being is Socrates, 

17 An edition by Dr. Y. Iwakuma is forthcoming. 18 Incidentally, this implies that the universale is a vocabulum : a linguistic entity. 
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which would lead to the admission of the proper noun Socrates into the 

category of universais. For legens and sedens are not only different 

(spoken) words, they are also different in their principal signification, 
since 'sitting' represents 

' sessio ' and 'reading' 'lectio', and therefore 

plura ,19 
To get around this difficulty the author introduces the semantic 

notion of nominatio : plura in the definition of the universal must 
indicate a plurality based on nominatio. That is why he inserts: plura 
nominatione. 

Nominatio is a technical term which belongs to the doctrine of 
nominal signification. Although in detail some of the texts show a 

divergence as we shall see, the term nominatio was commonly used to 
indicate the denotative or rather 4 'naming" function of the noun. 
Nominatio opposes significatio in the strict sense, which in its turn was 
said to indicate the relation between the name and a quality or a 
nature with reference to the thing denoted. We find this theory held 
in both camps: the vocalists/nominalists and the realists. William of 
Conches, a realist, explicitly argued that the noun homo names 

{nominat) ipsos homines , i.e. the individual men, and not the quality 
which it signifies: 

" 
significai communem qualitatem omnium 

hominum" {Logica Modern. , II, 1, 224). The nominalist Abaelard main- 
tained a similar position. He claimed that the noun homo denotes 

{nominat) Socrates, that is the individual man, but signifies man's 
nature: animal rationale mortale {Dial. 562-3), of course conceived of by 
Abaelard only as a concept. 

It appears that the author of the Positio also adhered to this common 
interpretation of nominatio and nominare , but he nevertheless considered 
it appropriate to eliminate another, deviating application of nominatio. 

19 MS Orléans 266, p. 276b: "Quia uniuersale est quod ui [scr. qui MS] substantiui 
[scr. subiectum MS] uerbi presentís ueraciter et prorsus coniungibile est pluribus. 
Plura autem oportet accipi in nominatione, ut hec '<hoc> sedens' et 'hoc legens' 
de quibus Socrates predicatur multa in nominatione non sunt, quia eandem personam 
significare habent. 

Opponitur quia cum etiam Socrates ex parte subiecti ponitur, coniungibile est 
pluribus, quia homini et [in MS] animali, que plura sunt in nominatione, quia animal 
tale quid significat, quod non significatur ab homine. 

Ad quod dicimus quod eis quidem coniungi potest, apponi uero eis prorsus non 
potest. Predicati autem apponi [potest MS, sed exp.] est, idest superponi, subiecti uero 
subponi et quasi subiectum. Et illud etiam dici potest, quia homo et animal diuersa in 
nominatione non sunt, quia aliquid ab aliquo contentum ab altero etiam personaliter 
contineri habet." 
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He felt himself challenged to meet the objection that the noun Socrates 
put in subject position is also able to be joined to liplura' since it can 
be joined to the nouns homo and animal in predicate position: 

(x) Socrates est homo 
and 
(x) Socrates est animal 

which are " plura in nominatione" , for animal signifies a 
" tale quid 

" 

which is not signified by the noun homo. Our author points to the dif- 
ference between a noun in subject position and predicate position, 
whereby incidentally he uses the verbs supponere and apponere , and 
argues that in regard to universais we are speaking of words in 

predicate position only. But he also denies that these nouns, animal 
and homo , are different in nomination, since the thing which is denoted 
by one of the two can also personally be denoted by the other one. 
What is meant by the adverb " personaliter 

" becomes clear e.g. from 
Ralph of Beauvais' observation on persona ( Gl. s . Donatum, 21,2 sqq).: 
it is the individual essence of a rational creature. The emphasis, how- 
ever, is on 'individual'; persona is not said of a communis essencia, which 
is signified by a universal noun but not denoted. This means that our 
vocalist author as well as Abaelard and William of Conches use 
nominatio in regard to individuals only. On the other hand it turns out 
that the position which he attacks was not invented ť 4 pour besoin de 
la cause", but a view really maintained in the early twelfth century. 
We find it referred to in the Tractatus.20 The anonymous glossator 

20 MS Vat. lat. 1486, f. 17ra: "Huic sententie opponitur quod qualitas nominis 
uidetur pars nominat[iu]i esse, ut cum homo nominēt [MSf in marg. notet MS' animal 
tale attribuendo ei illam talitatem, uidetur ilia talitas pars esse nominati. 

Ad quod respondendum. Sicut animal tale, scilicet ilia specialis natura, licet constet 
ex animali per illam qualitatem quam ponit homo , tamen non est ilia duo coniuncta, 
scilicet animal et qualitas, sed est animal sic formátům, ut sedens non est persona et 
sessio sed affecta sessione, ita cum dicimus homo nominare animai tale, idest specialem 
naturam, non nominamus utrumque, idest animai et qualitatem coniunctam,sed 
animai formátům actu illa proprietate quam ei attribuit homo. 
 Demissa ergo hac sententia ad primam redeamus uel aliam substantiam 
nomini demus quam et plerique ponunt. Considérant enim triplicem nominum 
significationem: unam in substantia, secundam in qualitate, terciam id quod 
nominatur, quod in substantiuis et adiectiuis discrete uideamus. Socrates hoc nomen 
substantiam habet specialem naturam hominis, qualitatem eandem quam superius 
diximus, nominat uero indiuiduam rem cui positum est. Similiter homo substantiam 
habet animal ipsum, qualitatem quam prius, nominat uero specialem rem cui et 
datum est. Ita et alia substantiua substantiam habent materiam rei quam nominant 
uel quasi materiam, qualitatem id quod redigit materiam in id quod nominatur." 
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argues that the "common view" maintains that nominal signification 
has three aspects: the signification of the substance, the signification 
of the quality, and the nomination. In practice, this theory says that 
the proper noun Socrates has as its substance the special nature of man, 
viz. homo , as its quality socratitas, and it signifies both of these, but it 
nominates the individual thing on which it was imposed. In the same 
way the common noun homo has as substance animal also called 
"materia" , and as quality humanitas, but it nominates the " specialis res 

" 

to which it has been given: homo , which is not an individual. The 
glossator summarizes his position by saying that the substantive nouns 
have as substance the matter of the res , which they nominate (e.g. in 
the case of homo : animal ), as quality that which reduces ( redigit ) the mat- 
ter to that which is nominated, homo {res specialis). 

So it turns out that the notion of nominatio was of paramount impor- 
tance to the nominalist position in the debate on the universais. It kept 
the whole predication on the level of language; not only the predicate 
but also the subject of the predication was a term or rather a noun. 
This fact was even referred to in the grammatical treatises, as the 
observation by Robert of Paris shows (List of texts no 12). Further- 
more, nominatio introduced the noun as a product of imposition, not 
as a mere voice which existed only during the time of its pronuncia- 
tion, the challenged flatus vocis. Besides, nominatio as taken by the 
author guaranteed a direct link between the outer world and the 
predication: for the subject term of the predication always names an 
individual being. 

4. Final remarks 

Summing up my investigations I would like to make the following 
final remarks: 

1. The Aristotelian-Boethian theory of denomination, enlarged by 
the grammatical theory of the res verbi and the logical theory of the 
affinity of verb and adjective, created a semantic atmosphere which 
was appropriate for the development of the notion of the unity of the 
noun. It must be stressed, however, that we do not find it mentioned 
in this context. 

2. The confrontation of the grammatical doctrine of the identity of 
the principal signification of the forms of the declinabilia with the 
Aristotelian theory of a fundamental difference between noun and 
verb and their respective oblique cases, in connection with the doc- 
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trine of binomy and the Boethian tradition of the identity of the defini- 
tion, compelled the twelfth century scholars to elaborate a sort of "lex- 
eme' ' notion, the unitas (identitas) nominis , with the result that they 
could speak about a noun not directly bound to any individual 
language without, however, leaving the level of vocal language. 

It must be noted that in the grammatical texts one does not find 
references to the problem of tensed infinitives nor the question of what 
is called the identity of the enuntiabile (Courtenay 1991a, 17). These 
problems were apparently part of the domains of the logician and the 
theologian; they were not the grammarian's concern. 

3. I have not found a specific grammatical theory which was 
exclusively related to (logical or theological) nominalism just as Por- 
retan linguistics, for instance with its substantive construi and the 
significative status of the predicate noun, was related to Porretan 
thought. On the contrary, grammatical doctrine turned out to have 
been neutral to realism and vocalism or nominalism, and could inspire 
both theories. 

4. If the introduction of the grammatical or rather semantic notion 
of nominatio into the theory of predication of the vocales was not respon- 
sible for the shift from vox to nomen , it undoubtedly supported it.21 

Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen 
Instituut Oude Letteren 

21 Thanks are due to Drs. Th. Harmsen for his help with the translation of this 
article. 
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Vivarium XXX, 1 (1992) 

Vocalista, Nominalism and the Commentaries on 
the Categories from the Earlier Twelfth Century 

JOHN MARENBON 

Commentaries on Aristotle's Categories are a rich, and hardly 
explored, source of information about twelfth-century logic.1 The 
evidence they offer about nominalism supports the traditional view of 
its origins against those historians who have argued that the nominales 
were so called, not because they were said to describe genera and 

species as nomina , but because they adhered to a theory of the 'unity 
of the noun.'2 This paper will explore three main aspects of this 
evidence: the use of the word nomen in logic; the controversy between 
Abelard and Alberic over universais; and the origins of the thesis quod 
semel est uerum, semper est uerum. 

1. Nomina , nomina nominum and the Categories 

Those who argue against the traditional account of the origins of 
nominalism point out that, whilst a number of thinkers in the early 
twelfth century held that genera and species are uoces , and whilst 
Abelard subsequently modified this view, and described universais as 
sermones , there is much less evidence that Abelard or anyone else des- 
cribed their position as being that genera and species are nomina .3 And 
so the nominales can hardly have acquired their name because of their 
views about universais. But the linguistic usage of Abelard and his 
contemporaries was less fixed than this argument allows. Even 
William Courtenay, the most eloquent proponent of the view, admits 
that in both of his long Porphyry commentaries Abelard did refer to 
universais from time to time as nomina .4 The background to this usage 
is provided by Boethius's commentary on the Categories. 

1 See Marenbon, Medieval latin commentaries for a catalogue and general discussion of the 
material. References to thiscatalogue are made in brackets in bold print - ee. (C 8). 2 First suggested in Chenu 1934 and 1935-36 (1957), the view is presented in detail 
in Courtenay 1991a; cf. also Normore 1987. 
3 Courtenay 1991a, p. 15. 4 Courtenay 1991a, n. 23. 
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Boethius explains that, in discussing the ten categories (which are 
the most general genera), Aristotle was concerned with words, rather 
than directly with things: words, however, considered not as the sub- 
jects of grammatical investigation, but in that they signify (160 A). 5 In 
his introduction he describes the ten categories interchangeably as 
uoces and as nomina .6 and he begins by making a distinction between 
nomina of the first imposition (which signify things, such as the words 
for the categories) and nomina of the second imposition (terms of gram- 
matical description, which signify just other words) (159 A-C). Nomen 
was thus established as a useful alternative to vox when a term is 
needed which means 4 word' not in the sense of a physical sound, but 
as that which signifies. The early twelfth-century Categories commen- 
taries show clearly how this usage was absorbed. In C 8, probably 
from c. 11 10-1 120, nomen is used often in passages taken directly from 
Boethius; otherwise it occurs in phrases where the commentator is 
contrasting the use of a word in the first or second imposition - a nomen 
rerum , as he puts it, or a nomen uocum.7 But once it is used as a direct 
alternative to uox;8 and this tendency becomes marked in the inter- 
polations to C 8 probably dating from the 1120s9 and in Abelardo 
long commentary on the Categories .10 
5 References to Boethius' s Categories commentary are to the columns of Patrologia 
Latina 64. 
6 For example: 4 In hoc igitur opere haec intentio est, de primis rerum nominibus, et 
de vocibus res significantibus disputare (159C); 'Haec ... unum substantiae nomen 
includit ... uno quantitatis nomine continentur ... unum tamen nomen concludens 
omnia qualitatis . ..' (160C-161A); '... de primis vocibus , prima rerum genera 
significantibus ...' (161 A): '... ad multitudinem generum nomina ipsa dispertit; nam 
quoniam decern rerum genera sunt non secundum orationem, sed secundum rerum 
significationem in decern praedicamenta voces dividit ...' (163 AB); 'Quoniam hic de 
nominibus tractatus habetur ...Y184A). 7 This commentary is found in Paris BN lat. 13368, ff. 195r-214v; Munich elm 
14458, ff. 95r-102r (incomplete); London BL Royal 7.D.XXV, ff. 55r-63r 
(incomplete); interpolated version: Vatican Reg. lat. 230, ff. 41r-71r. (See Maren- 
bon, Glosses and commentaries , 0 6 for this dating, where (° 7) a fuller treatment of the 
introduction to this commentary will be found.) Eg. 'Accipitur enim substantia nomen 
rerum ... Item accipitur substantia nomen uocum ...' (Vatican Reg. lat. 230, f. 44v). 
(This passage, and that quoted in the following note, are found also in the other, 
uninterpolated manuscripts). 8 'Quando autem substantia nomen uocum ... tunc habet hanc descriptionem. Substan- 
tia est uox ilia que aliarum uocum fundamentum est . ..' (ibid.) 9 'Sed quia Aristoteles de rebus substantialibus per hoc nomen quod est substantia est 
tractaturus, et in diuersis preceptis hec uox que est substantia diuersis modis accipitur, 
huius uocis significatio aperienda uidetur' (ibid.); '... substantia per fundamentum 
significai uoces , scilicet nomina earum, ponens in eis sustentationem ... Vnde fun- 
damentum est equiuocum ad res et ad uoces. (ibid., ff. 44v-45r) 10 All references to Abelard' s logical commentaries are to Geyer' s editions (1919- 
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Vox remained the standard term to contrast with res, and those who 

rejected the position that universais are things were called uocales .n 
But thinkers were troubled by the physical connotations of uox. Both 
the writer of C 8 and Abelard try to avoid these problems by 
distinguishing carefully between uoces in essence, regarded as physical 
things, and uoces regarded as bearers of signification.12 Eventually, in 
his later long commentary on the Isagoge ,13 Abelard decided to solve 
the problem by defining another term, sermones , to mean words as 
instituted by humans to signify, and letting uoces stand for words as 
physical entities. By this terminology universais, are, of course, ser- 
mones , not uoces (522: 10-524:20). Abelard chose sermo rather than nomen 
as his term, partly perhaps because he wanted to insist on his own, 
precise technical definition, and partly because he thought that 
verbs - which it would sound strange to call nomina - could be univer- 
sais (18:1-2). He was aware, however, that he risked bewildering his 
readers by the use of a term in a new, technical sense, and so he was 
careful, almost immediately after he first uses sermo , to gloss it with the 
familiar nomen : 4 Quid enim aliud est nativitas sermonům sive nominum , 
quam hominum institutio? Hoc enim quod est nomen sive sermo , ex 
hominum institutione contrahiť (522:17-19). It would be surprising 
if, after his criticism of uox theories, Abelard and those who followed 
his views on universais should have continued to be called uocales ; but 
not at all implausible that they should have been called, not after the 
term sermo , but after the more familiar, if less accurate, nomen. 

One passage in Boethius's commentary on the Categories provides 
another reason why the title nominales would have been thought 
appropriate. In order to explain why it does not follow from 'Socrates 

1933): Eg. 112:8-12: 'Quod igitur haec decern nomina primas voces vocavit, multis de 
causis accipi potest. Possunt namque primae dici in eo quod de eis intenditur secun- 
dum primam nominum impositionem ... Est namque duplex vocum impositio ...;' 
116:35-117:3: 'Arbitror autem hanc disiunctionem praedicamentorum magis con- 
sideratam secundum significationem vocum quam secundum naturas rerum ... Sed 
profecto secundum nominum significationem haec ratio visa est 
11 See Iwakuma 1992b. 
12 C 8: 'Videndum quod secundum illam sententiam quod uox est in substantia, una- 
queque uox secundum proprium esse considerata prima substantia est. ... Secundum 
hoc uero quod uox est tantum in quantitate nulla uox in proprio esse suo prima uel 
secunda substantia est.' Vatican Reg. lat. 230, f. 45rb; Abelard (earlier long com- 
mentary on Porphyry) 37:40-38:40. 
13 Known, from its opening words, as the Logica nostrorum petitioni sociorum. Constant 
Mews (1985, 77-8) has suggested a date between 1120 and 1124, but an even later 
dating is not impossible. 
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is a man' and 4 Man is a species' that 'Socrates is a species', Boethius 
explains (176D) that species and genera sunt quodammodo nominum 
nomina. He probably intends merely to say that the word 'species' and 
the word 'genus' are words which describe other words rather than 
things.14 But early twelfth-century logicians, such as the writer of C 8 
took the passage as supporting the position that universais are words, 
not things.15 Abelard takes Boethius's remark in the same way and 
extends it, so as to make it support even more clearly his theory of 
universais. In the sophism 'Socrates is a man, 'Man is a species', 
'Socrates is a species', it is not merely (as Boethius had noted) 
'species' which is not predicated in substance. The middle term, 
'man', Abelard adds, changes its meaning from the major premise, 
where it is the name of a thing, to the minor premise, where it refers 
to itself (133:24-31). And Abelard may have used this passage more 

prominently on another occasion, if credence can be given to a 

twelfth-century gloss on Priscian which attributes to Abelard a work 
entitled Incipiunt nomina nominum.16 

2. Abelard and Alberic on universais 

One of the earliest references to the nominalists is John of Salisbury's 
remark that Alberic was 'a very keen opponent of the nominalist sect' 

(List no. 5). Does this mean that he was an opponent of Abelard and 
his followers? Courtenay thinks this conclusion is not proven, 
although he does trace an opposition between Abelard and Alberic 
over the 'unity of the noun' and over parts and wholes.17 From their 

exegeses of the Categories , however, it can be shown both that Alberic 
attacked Abelard over the nature of the universais, and that this dif- 
ference marks a fundamental division between their understandings of 
the place of language within logic. 

14 As Reiners 1910, 6-8 rightly explains. 15 'Confirmât etiam Boethius in eodem commento [sc. super Cathegorias] ... uoces 
esse genera et species, dicens et genera et species 'quodammodo nomina nominum 
sunt", Vatican Reg. lat. 230, f. 41v. A 'realist representation of the nominalist 
theory' found in an Isagoge commentary in Vienna 2486 (P 20) represents some as 
holding that Porphyry's five predicables are 'nomina tantum nominum' (discussed by 
Iwakuma in his article in this collection: see below, p. 101). 16 Cf. Barrow, Burnett, Luscombe 1984-85, 269 (referring to the gloss Promisimus , 
Oxford Laud. lat. 67, f. 22r) 17 Courtenay 1991a, 16, 25-6. 
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Abelard' s long commentary on the Categories is well known. 
Alberici exegesis of the work can be reconstructed from a variety of 
sources. In Paris Arsenal 910 (Ar), an important logical collection, 
there is a fragment of a commentary on the Categories (C 21: ff. 143r- 

144r) which includes only the introduction and the very first glosses. 
By its polished style and its lack of references to a master or masters, 
it appears to be a particular master's own exposition of his views. 
Since a number of the comments it contains correspond exactly to 
what in C 15 and C 17 are recounted as Alberic's views, there is a 

strong probability that this fragment comes from a commentary by 
Alberic himself, or is very closely related to such a work. Ar contains 
another commentary (C 20: ff. 147r-162v) which covers about the 
first half of Aristotle's text. It too puts forward many of the views 
known to be Alberic's, but is less full and less polished than C 21. 
Close to the beginning it attributes a view which is very probably 
Alberic's to 'the master'.18 There seems every reason to take this com- 

mentary as the work of a pupil, based on Alberic's teaching. Then 
there are the two commentaries C 15 and C 17, which give an impres- 
sion of the debates about the Categories which took place on the Mont 
Saint Geneviève in the 1130s.19 Finally, there is another, very 
incomplete Categories commentary also in Ar (C 16: ff. 145r-147r), 
which consists just of the discussion on most of the chapter on 
substance. This commentator remarks about a certain view which he 
has just mentioned: 'In Alberic's time, this was the opinion of 
everyone, which Alberic himself condemned, in the following way' 
and he proceeds to give Alberic's argument (f. 145v). From this it is 
clear that C 16 was written some time after Alberic lectured on the 
Categories, but by someone who thought Alberic's views still 
valuable. 

The opposition between Abelard and Alberic over the nature of 
universais is clearest in their treatment of the category of substance. 
Abelard argues that Aristotle's division of substances into primary and 
secondary is hard to understand if it is supposed to be a division of 
things, rather than words. If it is taken as a division of things, Aristotle 
will be 'saying that, of the things which are substances, some are 
universal, some singular, as if one were to say: of man, that is the 

18 See n. 24 below. 
19 See De Rijk 1966, 31-9. 
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thing which is man, one is universal, another particular' (141:2-4). 
Abelard objects that this statement would have the unacceptable con- 
sequence of making what is universal exactly the same as what is 
singular. He admits that Boethius took the division to be one of a 
genus into species. But on this view primary substance would be a 
species of substance, which it cannot be, since every substance - 'that 
is, every individual of substance' - is primary substance. Moreover, 
one of the species, secondary substance, would contain universal 
substance, which is what is being divided. These difficulties are 
avoided, he concludes, if the division is taken as one of words (in 
which case it is of an accident into accidents) (141:16-24). 

Alberic's views are very different. He is willing to recognize that 
'substance' is a word with many different meanings. But the sense in 
which 'substance' means 'the name which signifies substance' is not, 
he says, a significatio but rather a trans latio - a metaphorical rather than 
a literal sense of the term.20 The division of substance into primary 
and secondary substances is, he claims (citing the authority of 
Boethius' s commentary on the De interpretatione which Abelard men- 
tions but rejects), one of a genus into species. The commentary proba- 
bly written by a pupil of Alberic's (C 20) adds a reference to 'obstinate 
people who say that the division is of an accident into accidents.' They 
say that Aristotle's division means: 'of the words which signify 
substance some are discrete in their signification, some non- 
discrete...'. This view is emphatically rejected. According to it, the 
commentator says, neither primary nor secondary substance is 
substance or is contained in any of the Categories.21 The commentator 
recognizes as a possible argument against seeing the division as one 
of genera into species the fact that this implies realism about universais 
'which is regarded as an objection by them.' But the commentator 
happily accepts that 'primary and secondary substance are substances 

20 C 16: 'Accipitur etiam substantia pro nomine significante substantiam. Sed non 
est significatio, immo translado' (f. 145r); C 20: 'Dicitur etiam < substantia > pro 
nomine significante substantiam, ut hic: 'omnis substantia uidetur hoc aliquid 
significare' - quod potius est translatio' (f. 150r) 21 'Quidam tarnen obstinati dicunt earn [sc. hanc diuisionem] esse accidentis in 
accidentia, et dicunt hanc diuisionem talem esse: 'substantia alia prima, alia 
secunda', id est uox significans substantiam alia est discreta significations , alia est 
indiscreta, uel alia est significans substantiam ut hoc aliquid, alia ut quale quid ... 
Sed secundum hoc nec substantia prima nec secunda sunt substantia, nec in aliquo 
predicamento continentur.' Paris Arsenal 910, f. 150r. 
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and things existing in themselves ' and calls on the authority of 
Boethius' s commentary on Porphyry in his support.22 

Abelard had done more in his reading of the Categories than merely 
to repeat and reinforce the position he advocated in commenting Por- 

phyry. The approach to signification which underlies his view of 
universais affects the very way in which he elucidates Aristotle's inten- 
tion in the work. Certainly, Abelard wishes to stay within the main 
lines of Boethius' s interpretation. He allows that one of the reasons 

why the categories are called 4 first words' is that they are words of the 
first imposition. 'Although "substance" and "quality" are in a cer- 
tain way the names of words', he remarks, 'they are not treated here 
in that sense', but rather as names for things (1 12:23-5). Yet, by a few 
subtle changes to otherwise Boethian phrases, Abelard insinuates his 
own views. He cites with approval Boethius's statement of Aristotle's 
intention - 'to discuss the first words signifying the first genera of 

things in that they signify things' - but he immediately adds the gloss: 
'that is, to reveal their signification according to the natures of the 

things subject to them' (111:18-21); and, in the passage which follows, 
instead of following Boethius (161 A) in mentioning the ten genera 
referred to by the ten category- words, he prefers to speak of ten 
'natures' of all things (111:26). The expression is carefully chosen, 
since in Abelard's terms 'natures' are not themselves things. And, at 
the end of the introductory section, Abelard strikes out more boldly, 
with the judgement that 'this distinction into categories is based rather 
on the meanings of words than the natures of things. For, as regards 
the natures of things, there is no reason why Aristotle should not have 
set out fewer or more categories than he did' (1 16:35-117:2). 23 

Abelard's view is, then, that whilst a study of the Categories does 
reveal something about how things are (in this sense it is, as Boethius 
said, concerned with words signifying things, not words signifying 
other words), the ten Categories themselves are not things, and their 

organization does not even reflect a fundamental patterning in the 
order of things, but merely a feature of how language signifies them. 

22 si hec est diuisio generis in species tunc ... genera quaedam esse res per se 
existentes quod pro inconuenienti habetur apud eos ... Ad hec autem omnia que 
obiecta sunt facimus breuem solutionem, in primis dicentes primam substantiam et 
secundam esse substantias et res per se existentes, quod etiam testatur Boethius in 
commento super Porfirium ubi questiones de generibus et speciebus tractat.' ibid. 
23 The same view is put in the earlier of Abelard's long commentaries on Porphyry: 
54:32-4. 
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Alberic rejects this whole line of approach. Not only does Abelarďs 
talk about the 'natures' of things (as opposed to their genera) vanish; 
he also attacks Abelard's fundamental idea that the scheme of ten 

categories is based on language. He mentions that some, instead of 

saying that Aristotle's intention is to discuss the ' first words' for the 
first genera of things, say 

4 the ten first words'. Alberic objects to the 
insertion of ťten': it is found nowhere, he says, in Boethius's commen- 

tary. And anyway is not the case, he believed, that there are ten words 
which signify the ten genera of things.24 

Alberic's differences with Abelard covered many areas.25 But the 
evidence here, along with that in Part II, makes it most plausible that, 
when John of Salisbury described Alberic as an opponent of the 

nominalists, he was referring to his attacks on the followers of 

Abelard, and that one of the central issues he had in mind was the 
nature of universais. 

3. Abelard and ' Quod semel est uerum , semper est uerum ' 

One of the positions most commonly attributed to the nominales is that 

quod semel est uerum , semper est/erit uerum .26 This apophthegm appears in 
none of Abelard's surviving works, but it has been recognized that, in 
a passage of the Theologia scholarium without parallels in the Theologia 
Summi Boni or Theologia Christiana a similar idea is proposed in connec- 
tion with God's knowledge of Abelard's birth.27 In C 17, however, the 
thesis quod semel est uerum , semper est uerum is explicitly mentioned as 
'Master Peter's', by which the commentator doubtless means 
Abelard's.28 One of Abelard's arguments for this position, the com- 

24 C 21: 'Sic igitur dicendum est Aristotelem disputare de primis uocibus - dicunt 
quidam 'de decern primis uocibus'; sed nusquam reperitur hoc in commento, (f. 143r); 
C 20: 'In quibusdam commentis habetur 4 decern uocibus', in quibusdam non. Sed 
melius est, ut dicit Magister, quod ibi non habetur 'decern' ut sit doctrina generalior 
et quia etiam non sunt decern uoces que decern rerum genera [rerum] significant' 
(f. 147r). 25 See n. 32 below, and cf. De Rijk 1966 and Martin 1986 and 1987. 
26List of texts nos. 46; 50a, b; 51a; 52d; bzd. Keîerences to this doctrine are aiso maae 
in different words in nos. 64a; cf. 44a, e; 52e; 64c; 65a. 
27 TS, 526: 821-837; cf. Normore 1987, 207 and Courtenay 1991a, 23 (& cf. 27). 
28 (The passage is unfortunately obviously corrupt m certain places). < secundum > 
hanc auctoritatem dicit M < agister > P<etrus> quod semel est uerum, semper est 
uerum et semper fuit uerum, et semper erit uerum, et quod < semel > fuit 
< uerum >, semper fuit < uerum >, semper erit uerum, semper est 
uerum: ut 'Socrates sedeť hoc uerum semper fuit quia opinio secundum quam 
concipitur hoc uerum est immobilis; ergo illud uerum semper est. Set [etiam] 
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mentator says, concerns the object of faith. Abelard wishes to say that 
the prophecy 'A virgin shall give birth' means that a virgin will (in the 
future) give birth and, since this is not (now) the case, what the 
prophet said was untrue. And so he argues that what the prophet said 
(the dictum ) is always true and never false, but it is signified (now) not 
by the proposition 'a virgin shall give birth' but 'a virgin has given 
birth.' But quod semel est uerum , semper est uerum is also linked to the 
passage of Aristotle's Categories being discussed at this point. The rela- 
tion might seem puzzling, since Aristotle seems to be proposing 
exactly the opposite position - that the same statement ( oratio ) or belief 
{opinio) varies between being true and false depending on the cir- 
cumstances in the world ('Socrates is sitting' is true when he is sitting 
and becomes false when he stands up).29 It becomes clearer, however, 
in the light of Abelard' s discussion of this passage from the Categories 
in his Logica ingredientibus and Dialéctica , and in the light of another 
thesis which C 15 also attributes to Abelard at this point. 

Aristotle has identified the capacity to receive contraries whilst 
remaining numerically one as distinctive of substance (4al0). He then 
considers the hypothetical objection that statements and beliefs too can 
receive contraries, since they are true at one time, false at another. He 
begins his answer to it by explaining that substances, unlike 
statements and beliefs, receive contraries by a change in themselves. 

<non> semper significatur eadem propositione, quia quandoque significatur pro- 
positione de futuro: tunc significatur propositione de futuro quando res non 
ad<h>uc est, ut antequam Socrates esset, hoc uerum signifìcabatur hac proposi- 
tione 'Socrates sedebit in tali instanti in quo modo sedeť; et, Socrate stante, 
signifìcabitur hac propositione 'Socrates sedit' (ms. sedet), et ita idem uerum 
significatur a diuersis propositionibus per diuersa tempora. Quod etiam probat per 
dieta profetarum et sacramenta hoc modo. Dicit profeta 'uirgo pariet'. Hec propositio 
significat uirginem parituram, set uirginem parituram est falsum; ergo profeta dixit 
falsum. Et ne hoc inconueniens concedamus, ideo dicendum est dictum est uerum et 
numquam falsum, set non significatur hac propositione 'uirgo pariet', set ista 'uirgo 
peperiť. Similiter (ms. spniliter) Socrates iurauit Platoni daturum nummum in die 
dominico; transacto die dominico, hoc est falsum, ergo Socrates iurauit falsum. Et ne 
hoc inconueniens sequatur, dicendum est quod hoc - Socratem Platoni daturum 
nummum in die dominico - est uerum, set non significai < ur> hac propositione, 
'Socrates dabit nummum in die dominico' set ista, 'Socrates dedit nummum in die 
dominico.' (Berlin lat fol. 624, f. 83v). It is likely that the preposition before hanc auc - 
toritatem at the beginning of the passage which the grammar requires is secundum 
because the previous sentence reads 'Oratio et opinio omnino immobilia perseueranť 
(a reference to Aristotle's view that statements and beliefs do not themselves change, but rather circumstances). For references in C 15 to Master P. ( = Abelard), cf. De 
Rijk 1966, 33-4. 29 4a20-4bl5; Arist. lat. I, 53:13-54:10. 
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In his commentary on the Categories and in the Dialéctica. Abelard asks 
why Aristotle bothers to add his explanation, since the objection is 
obviously inapposite for various reasons.30 In particular, he explains, 
statements and beliefs are excluded by the requirement that what 
receives contraries is numerically one. The objection supposes that 
'Socrates is sitting' is numerically the same statement every time it is 
uttered. This is indeed, Abelard admits, a common way of talking, 
but not an accurate one.31 What he seems to have in mind is a distinc- 
tion between sentences and the statements they are used to make. He 
brings this out far more clearly by another position which is attributed 
to him at the same point in C 15 (and also in C 17). According to the 
commentator, Master Peter says that 'the verb refers to the instant 
before it is spoken.32 As the objections the commentator goes on to 
rehearse confirm, Abelard was arguing that, if I say, 'Socrates is sit- 
ting* , the statement I express is that Socrates is sitting at t, where t 
is the moment before I begin to make the remark. By doing this, he 
brings out in terms of time the difference between sentences and 
statements. A temporally-indefinite sentence such as 'Socrates is sit- 
ting' will express a different statement every time it is uttered. The 
corollary of this is the position attributed to Abelard just before: that 
the same statement will need to be made, at different points of time, 
by different sentences. And since even sentences which are temporally 
indefinite in form express statements which are temporally defined by 
reference to the time of their utterance, what is once true will be true 
always. 

The passage from C 15, is then, shows that the nominalist thesis 
quod semel est uerum , semper est uerum was explicitly proposed by Abelard 

30 Categories commentary, 161:5 ff.; Dialéctica , ed. de Rijk, 53:11 ff. 31 quippe oratio quae profetur sedente Socrate et quae profetur eo stante, non est 
eadem numero ... sed magis secundum hominum acceptionem' (161:20-24); cf. 
Dialéctica , ed. cit., 54:14-18; cf. also the earlier long commentary on Porphyry, 
38:11-15. 
32 'Dicit M < agister > P<e trus > quod uerbum refertur ad illud instans quod 
antecedit prolationem.' (Berlin lat. fol. 624, f. 83v); and , for C 17, De Rijk 1966, 
p. 45: 'Hie confunditur error Magistři Petri dicentis quod ' Socrates sedeť est alia oratio 
prolata a Socrate et alia prolata ab eodem in alio instanti . . . ' The same position (not 
attributed to any named master) is attacked in C 20, the commentary probably by 
a pupil of Alberic's (Paris Arsenal 910, f. 153v); and C 17 shares with C 20 one of 
the main arguments against this thesis - that it would make it impossible directly to 
contradict any statement. It seems probable, then, that this was another area on 
which Alberic attacked Abelard. 
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himself and it also suggests that the background to the view lies, not 
in theories about the 'unity of the noun', but in speculation about 
statements and beliefs in the context of Aristotle's views about 
substance and contraries. 

Cambridge 
Trinity College 
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Vivarium XXX, 1 (1992) 

What Must One Have an Opinion About 

STEN EBBESEN 

In this paper I want to give an impression of the sort of issues that 
interested, united and divided philosophical schools (sectae) in the 
second half of the twelfth century. Insider- and outsider-testimonies 
combine to suggest that membership of a secta was defined by 
adherence to a " creed" (professio ) constituted by a number of theorems 
( positiones ), virtually all connected with the Old Logic. I shall argue 
that Nominales formed a school in this sense, named after the 
trademark slogan genus est nomen , whereas Reales did not not: any non- 
nominalist1 group could be thus called. I shall produce new evidence 
suggesting that Nominales were the spiritual children of master Peter 
(Abélard?). 

Several outsider sources ascribe certain theses to Nominalists, Por- 
retans etc. In three texts insiders list theorems of their respective 
school and then provide a rationale for each item on the list. 

The biggest of the three is the Compendium Logicům Porretanum 2 

(henceforward Comp. Porr.) with some 116 theorems listed and proved. 
The first person plural is used in a way that clearly identifies the 
author's group as followers of Gilbert of Poitiers, and the theorems 
confirm that he represents what outsiders called Porretani. He occa- 
sionally admits dissent in the group, saying that "some of our people' 

' 

have another opinion than the rest. 
Secta Meludina (henceforward S.Mel.) lists 53 theorems. In our sole 

copy (Ms London, B.L., Royal 2.D.XXX) the ensuing discussion 
only covers theorems 1-3 and partly 4. 3 The author explicitly identifies 
his secta as that of Melun. Like his Porretan colleague he admits occa- 
sional dissent in the group: 

1 I use 'nominalist' and 'realist' as translations of the sources' nominalis, realis ; no 
modern connotations are intended to follow the two words as used in this paper. 2 Ebbesen, Fredborg & Nielsen, 1983. I quote by theorem number. When quoting 
this and other medieval texts I do not respect the orthography of either manuscripts 
or editors, but classicize all way through. 3 See De Rijk 1967, at 11.1:283-286. I refer to the theses by the numbers assigned 
to them by De Rijk. 
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Consueverunt tarnen quidam nostrorum individuum non dicere nisi contentum 
proximo loco sub specie specialissima secundum quod omne individuum est 
prima substantia et non econverso. (Ms cit., f. 97vB) 

S.Mel, discusses each theorem at length with digressions on matters of 
similar interest, instead of focussing sharply the reason for the 
theorem as does Comp. Porr. . 

Finally, we have a Positiones Nominalium (henceforward Pos. Nom.).* 
The title is my invention, inspired by the incipit: Positiones nostrae.5 This 
work lists some 17 theorems; the subsequent proofs, for no apparent 
reason, stop after N° 4. The first person plural is used in a way that 
could be pluralis maiestatis but probably indicates that the author speaks 
on behalf of a group which he contrasts with that of the realists (Text 
60). 

Many school theorems are at first blush as outrageous as the Stoic 

paradoxes ("Only the sage is rich etc."); they were meant to attract 
attention. In the competition for pupils a list of a school's paradoxical 
opinions may have had an advertising function similar to that of a 
restaurant menu displayed in the window. The Porretans claimed that 
Omne nomen significai duo (Comp. Porr. 1.8)' yet Omne nomen aequivocum 
una sui prolatione unum solum significat (1.10). The Melun people held 
that Nullum nomen est aequivocum (S.Mel. 13);6 and Nulla species 
praedicatur (S.Mel. 8). The nominalists insisted that nothing grows 
(Texts 26, 37, 40b, 53), and Pos. Nom. enhances the provocation by 
loudly advertising that "we" hold that opinion in the teeth of no less 
an authority than Aristotle. The paradoxical nature of school theses 
is expressly mentioned in Text 26 (they are inopinabilia to outsiders; 
cf. Text 37), and another contemporary notices the surprising fact that 
obviously false propositions have reputable thinkers for their pro- 
ponents: 

multa sunt manifeste falsa quae tamen non dicuntur inopinabilia, quia a viris 
authenticis sunt posita, ut nullum nomen esse aequivocum < thus Meludinenses , 
cf. above >, nomen esse genus <thus Nominales > ? 

What, then, must one have an opinion about? First and foremost, 
controversial points relating to Logica Vetus. Some texts attribute 

4 Edited in Ebbesen 1991. Editio princeps in Pelster 1944-46, rp. Amsterdam 1971. 
5 References of the type "Text 8", "Text 60" etc. are to the list of texts published 
by Y. Iwakuma and myself in this issue of Vivarium. 
6 Cf. the extracts from Ars Meliduna in De Rijk 1967 II. 1, 297. 7 S. Ebbesen, Anonymi Aurelianensis I Commentarium in Sophisticos Elenchos , in: 
CIMAGL 34 (1979), 68. 
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overtly theological propositions to certain schools, but none occur in 
the lists produced by insiders, not even in S.Mel, whose author claims 
to deal exhaustively with the tenets of his school.: 

Meludinae professionis (quam ea pars philosophiae quae ratio disserendi dicta 
est sibi ducem elegit) perfecta et integra in huius operis volumine consummatur 
cognitio (Ms London, B.L., Royal 2.D.XXX, f. 95rA). 

Admittedly, the parenthesis may not have been so parenthetically 
meant; if it wasn't, the author only claims that his treatise provides 
full information about the sect's dialectics, not about all of its doctrine; 
but Jacques de Vitry's story about the bishop who had been a 
nominalist when teaching the arts (Text 53) supports the notion that 
the school-defining tenets all belonged to logic. 

I shall now treat of some selected theorems, first some with a clear 

background in the exegesis of Ars Vetus , inclusive of Boethius' logical 
opuscula , then some which could be suspected of having no such con- 
nection; I will try to find one even in their case. 

(I) Theorems linked to Isagoge or Categories. Such are the many that con- 
cern universais and singulars, equivocity, categories, and predication. 
In several instances one school's thesis was obviously formed as an 
answer to another's (though we cannot always tell which came first). 

The very first theorem of S.Mel, is Nullum singulare praedicatur de ali- 

quo and we are told that there is a good reason to start thus: 

Propositorum vero primům est nullum singulare praedicari de aliquo. De quo 
a controversantibus maxima solet fieri dissensio ad utramque partem contradic- 
tions multis inductis rationibus. Quid igitur de singulari sentiat nostrae profes- 
sionis opinio primo est pertranseundum. ( ms cit. 95vA) 

There was indeed disagreement on the point. The Porretans held that 
In omni propositione in qua aliquid praedicatur, praedicatur singulare 
(Comp. Porr. 2.8). But if Porretans and Melun people sometimes held 

opposing opinions, they also shared some. S.Mel, asks utrum omne 
singulare sit individuum et econverso (ms cit., f. 97vB), and we are told of 
a minor disagreement in the sect, but also that they agree that omne 
individuum est singulare et non econverso (e.g. "this animal" is a singular 
but no individual), which is identical to Comp. Porr, theorem 3.28. 
Similarly, S.Mel. 53 is partially identical with Comp. Porr. 2.3. 

The question about singulars and individuals arises naturally from 
a discussion of Porphyry's universais. As with other mereological 
problems, its relevance to Trinitarian and C histological discussions 
(cf. Text 10) indubitably contributed to the interest it attracted, but 
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as the concepts of "parť 
' and ' 'whole' ' were routinely used in a great 

variety of philosophical contexts one should not overstress the 

theological background. There were lots of reasons to talk about such 
matters in dialectic class. 

Of all questions relating to the Old Logic the most famous is and 
was "What sort of entities are universais?" Godfrey of St Victor (Text 
18) uses the different views about what a genus is to distinguish 
between realists and nominalists, and also makes special mention of 
the collectivist aspect of Porretan lore on what a genus is. 

I know of no self-styled realis , and the theses attributed to reales by 
others make it clear, I think, (a) that it is a collective term designating 
all non-nominalists, and (b) that the distinction between realists and 
nominalists is primarily used in connection with the subject of univer- 
sais and the significates of general terms and propositions. Only four 
basic theses are attributed to realists, viz.: 

Realist thesis /7/. A genus is a thing ( genus est res), and not a name 
of some sort. (Text 43. In Text 18 [1] is stated indirectly by con- 
trasting the excusable errors committed by realists with the inex- 
cusable madness of those who believe that a genus is a name.) 

The case of the genus is clearly meant to be paradigmatic for 
universais (cf. Text 5), and with thesis [1] come the corollaries "What 
is signified by a common noun like 'man' is a universal not a status" 
(Text 13), "In predication a thing is predicated of a thing" (Text 
22a), "An individual is not a predicable because it does not signify a 
natural thing" (Text 48d), and "There is something besides the par- 
ticular" (Text 60). 

Realist thesis [2]. The truths signified by true (and, of course, 
tensed) propositions, and objects of belief, knowledge and power are 
not tenseless.8 (Not stated in exactly these terms; see Texts 29, 44a, 
52d; cf. 70). 

8 I here assume that the nominalist view rejected by the realists construed the objects 
of belief, knowledge and power alike as dicta. Calvin Normore has pointed out that 
this might not be true and that their reason for accepting 4 Quicquid deus potuit potesť 
might be altogether different from their reason for accepting * Quicquid deus scivit sciť 
and for claiming that the patriarchs believed in the same articles of faith as Christians. 
However, the information that nominalists held that God can whatever he could 
whereas realists were uncertain about the matter, occurs as a note on Peter Lombard, 
Sentences I d.44 c.2, and is meant to inform us that the view Peter defends there is that 
of the nominalists; but what Peter actually says is that just as God always wills and 
knows whatever He willed or knew at some time, so He always can whatever He could 
at some time. Lest any doubt should linger about what sort of things may be sub- 
sumed under ' quicquid ' Peter illustrates his points with the three pairs of propositions, 
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Realist thesis [3]. Nothing follows from the impossible (Text 59). 
Realist thesis [4]. Something grows (Text 70). 
Notice that all four theses are just the common-sense answers to 

startling nominalist claims. They owe their explicit formulation to the 
nominalist theses which they deny. 

At least one man presents himself as a nominalist (the Anonymous 
of Text 22b), and two more seem to do so (Godfrey of Poitiers and 
Peter of Capua, but Godfrey's case hangs on a sim in Text 48c which 

may, for all I know, be a private reading of one manuscript; and in 
Peter's case we are in a disputational context in which a first person 
need, perhaps, not refer to the master or his sect). 

This is a satisfactory overlap between what the self-styled 
nominalist(s) consider(s) nominalist doctrine, what the anti-realist of 
Pos. Nom. presents as 'our theorems', and what outsiders attribute to 
nominalists. A well-attested theorem is " Universals, such as genera 
and species are nouns/names" ( nomina , but in Text 4 vocabula ; see 
Texts 4, 44c, 60) with variants, such as "Some names are universais" 

(Text 5), and the handy genus est nomen (Text 18 [where nominalists are 
contrasted with realists and the latter exempted from this madness]; 
40a, 44d [where it is added that per hoc nomen "genus" non supponitur nisi 

vox].) With the central thesis come the corollaries "There is nothing 
besides the particular" (Text 60), and "In predication a term is 

predicated of a term, not a thing of a thing 
" 

(Text 22a), as well as 
"What is signified by a common noun is a specific or generic status" 

(Text 13). 
Apparently there was less diversity among nominalists than among 

realists on the question of universais. Perhaps not so strange if we 
think of how the question was conceived by, e.g. the author of Ars 
Meludina : 

Universale sic Aristoteles in libro Perihermeneias définit: universale est quod est 
natum praedicari de pluribus, i.e. praedicabile aptum natum praedicari de 
pluribus. Sed illud praedicabile quid sit, utrum sc. sit res an terminus contingit 
dubitare. Quidam enim ponunt solos terminos esse praedicabilia, alii res i.e. ter- 
minorum significata. (Ms Oxford, Bodleian, Digby 174, f. 218vB) 

That is, the question is conceived in the form "is it common terms 
or things signified by such terms that are universal?" The common 

1 Deus potuit resurgere Deus potest resurrexisse', ' Deus scivit se resurrecturum V 'Deus seit se 
resurrexisse7 and ' Deus voluit resurgere '/' Deus vult resurrexisse and tells us that they are 
strictly parallel. Cf. also the anonymous commentator on the same Peter Lombard 
passage in Text 50a-b. 
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terms are taken for given, the universais are sought. The realist who 
identifies universais with significates ought to tell us what sort of thing 
he thinks common terms signify. The nominalist does not have to do 
that to answer the question about universais since he identifies them 
with what was given. This opens the possibility that the 'nominalist' 
label was applicable to people with very different views on, e.g., the 

signification of general terms, but just sharing the creed that only 
words are universais. The lone source that says they thought common 
nouns signify status (Text 13) could be thinking of a typical nominalist 
view rather than the only one. 

Nevertheless, I doubt that ' nominales ' resembled ' reales 9 in being a 
blanket term for several groups with no institutional and few doctrinal 
bonds to join them. As we have seen, at least one man identifies 
himself as a nominalis. Second, and most important, nominales are often 
not just contrasted with realists but treated as parallel to, and con- 
trasted to, such groups as Montani, Porretani and Adamitae (Texts 11, 
47, 53), and they can exemplify a group of people with special tenets 
(Text 37) just as can Meludinenses or Adamitae (Text 21). Third, the 
nominalists are said to have held several theses with no obvious con- 
nection to the question whether universality is a property of words or 
of things (see, e.g., Text 48a); and at least one theory of considerable 
complexity is ascribed to them, namely the one which by 
distinguishing between a person and the substance/essence which is 
that person (Texts 33a, 40b), allows the substance to cease to exist 
without endangering the person. The "Nothing grows" thesis presup- 
poses the distinction (persons grow, substances do not, they are 
destroyed and yield their place to new ones if someting is added to 
them; cf. below). Such a complex theory was scarcely the common 
property of several schools with otherwise different views. Finally, 
Godfrey of St Victor (Text 18) expressly operates with severed schools 
of realists without subdividing nominalists. This fits well with the 
testimony of Jacques de Vitry who identifies two groups of people first 
as nominalists and Adamites, then refers to them as nominalists and 
realists (Text 53); apparently, 

' realists ' in his generic name for those 
whose specific name is 'Adamites', whereas nominalists cannot be 
divided into species. 

The Adamites were considered realists, and so were the Melun- 
people. Both rose to the nominalist challenge, but they did not present 
a united front. The Adamites accepted the proposition Hoc genus 
"ammalia" est genus huic speciei "homo" (Text 21, cf. 55-56); S. Mel. 
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denies it in theorem 39, Nullum nomen pluralis numeri significai universale 
vel singulare ; - though the author of Ars Meliduna (ms. cit., 221vB) is 
less strict, holding that both the nominative plural and the oblique 
forms signify the same universal as the nominative singular. 

(II). Theorems linked to Peri hermeneias or Boethian opuscula. Several 
theorems may derive from the study of Peri hermeneias , and this is the 
obvious background for S.Mel. 40 about the requirements a proposi- 
tion must fulfil if something is to be predicated of something. De dif- 
ferenti topicis clearly lies behind theorems concerning inferences and 
the notions of argumentatio and argumentum {S.Mel. 22, 23, 26, 43; 
Comp. Porr. 2.17, 2.19, 2.20, 3.40, 3.41). Many theorems in 
Comp. Porr, derive from Gilbert of Poitiers' commentaries on the 
Opuscula Sacra , but also belong in purely logical contexts. 

(III). Theorems about molecular propositions are many, but often dif- 
ficult to link to the exegesis of some particular text, as both the Organon 
and several Boethian opuscula have contributed to the development of 
this branch of logic, which attracted so much attention in the twelfth 
century that Godfrey of St. Victor saw fit to characterize the followers 
of Alberic with a cryptic remark that probably alludes to their views 
about the proposition 'Socrates is well or ill* or 'if Socrates is well, 
Socrates is not ill'. An Albrican is one 

cuius Sortes aeger sit, sed non manet sanus. 
Sed quia velociter transit homo vanus 
etiam dum moritur maneat insanus. (Text 18) 

According to Text 25b the Albricans thought that the inference 'X is 
a man, therefore X is a man or an ass' is invalid. The Porretans 
disagreed: Omnis disiuncta est vera cuius altera pars tantum est vera 
{Comp. Porr. 2.27); i.e. they would not proscribe propositions with dis- 
joined predicates which are such that no subject that at any time 
satisfies one of the predicates can ever satisfy the other. The same mat- 
ter is debated in Introductiones Montanae Maiores (henceforward 
I. Mont. Mai. ; ms Paris B.N. lat. 15141, about ff. 65v-67r),9 and one 
of the standard examples is Socrates est aeger vel sanus , which ought to 
be acceptable even to those who do not allow just any pair of disjoined 
predicates. I. Mont. Mai. accepts such propositions because 'ill' and 
'weir may apply in turn to a given subject (they permutantur) . This 

9 Apart from the ms I have had access to a partial transcription by Prof. E.P. Bos, 
whom I would like to thank. 
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might be the sort of view Godfrey alludes to, and he may also have 
in mind a thought expressed in I. Mont. Mai. to the effect that 'Socrates 
is ill or weir is no categorical proposition: it performs no predication 
but indicates that either 'ill' or "well" is a predicate of Socrates. I.e., 
in the proposition in which illness is actually predicated of him (£. est 
aeger) no trace remains of his potential health ( sed non manet sanus). 
Thus we may have an interpretation of Godfrey's first line, the sequel 
however remains undeciphered. 

Alternatively, Godfrey could be alluding to the debate about locus 
ab immediatis. It appears from Introductiones Montanae Minores 
("I. Mont. Min. '^10 and I. Mont. Mai, ms cit. f. 77rB-vA, that the 
group to which these authors belong accept Si Socrates non est aeger , 
Socrates est sanus and reject the claim that this legitimates the proof 

(1) Si nulla res est, nullus asinus est 
(2) si nullus asinus est, nullus asinus est sanus 
(3) si nullus asinus est sanus, omnis asinus est aeger 
(4) si omnis asinus est aeger, omnis asinus est 
(5) si omnis asinus est, quaedam res est 
(6) ergo si nulla res est, quaedam res est. 

I. Mont. Mai. accepts (2) but rejects (3); the consequence, he says, holds 
only if a constantia is asserted (i.e. if there is an existential presupposi- 
tion), thus: si nullus asinus est sanus , cum sit animal, omnis asinus est aeger. 
Perhaps, then, we should emend Godfrey and read Cuius Sortes aeger 
sit, si non manet sanus , and take the following verses as a reference to 
a claim that Si Socrates non est, Socrates non est sanus is true. We could 
then paraphrase Godfrey's satire thus: 

The Albrican's Socrates may be ill, but then he has shed his health/sanity. Yet, 
though he looses the property of being ill by dying, this happens so fast that he 
has no time to exchange it for health/sanity: in death he can stay in-sane. 

Or, perhaps the Albrican claim was that while health and illness can- 
not be properties of the same subject, illness and death (in the sense 
of dying) can; hence, paradoxically, the minor calamity, illness, 
destroys health, whereas the major calamity, death, does not destroy 
the property that succeeded health. This interpretation was suggested 
to me by an anonymous commentator on the Categories : 

Solet quaeri de morte et vita utrum sint privatio et habitus, sed quando fit talis 
quaestio debemus interrogare ipsum quaerentem an quaerat de illa morte unde 

10 Ed. De Rijk 1967 II. 2, 67. 
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dicitur moriens an de illa unde dicitur mortuum." (Ms Paris, BN, lat. 17813, 
f. 50rA) 

Or, finally, the Albrican view may have been that the Socrates who 
was healthy is in some sense replaced with another one on the advent 
of disease, while the passage from being just ill to dying does not affect 
his self-identity. Anyhow, whatever the thesis really was, it surely 
belongs in a debate which drew at least part of its original inspiration 
from chapters 10-11 (on opposites) of the Categories. The example of 
the sick and healthy Socrates suffices to show that much. 

The same chapters makes a commentator with nominalist leanings, 
Anonymus D'Orvillensis,11 introduce the "Nothing grows" thesis. 
First he relates an argument purporting to show that with his view that 
omnis demptio partis et omnis additio et omnis partium transpositio variai essen- 
tiam totius he cannot make sense of the proposition sanum potest esse 

aegrum , for what is ill cannot cease to be so without loss, acquisition 
or transposition of some part; so, if it ceases to be ill it ceases to be, 
and consequently it cannot be well. To this he answers that quicquid 
est sanum est naturaliter sanum <and thus cannot be ill>, et quicquid est 

aegrum naturaliter aegrum , tarnen idem homo qui est sanus potest esse aeger. The 
answer exploits the essence/person distinction.12 The man's 
' 'essence' ' ceases to be when parts are added, lost or rearranged, but 
the person, "this man", persists. 

In his comments on Categories ch. 15, the same author spends much 
time on generatio, corruptio, argumentation deminutio , and ends by 
deviating from standard nominalism by saying Concedimus tamen quod 
aliquid crescit. However, the deviation is more apparent than real, for 
he denies the identity between the thing ( essentia ) with the fewer parts 
and its successor. The smaller thing ceases to be, the bigger comes into 

being out of its predecessor plus some additional parts. 'Grows' 
describes the genesis of the successor thing, its predecessor does not 

grow. 

11 See Ebbesen 1991, at 438ff. 12 Cf. Ms Oxford, Bodl. L., D'Orville 207, f. 3rA, on Cat. ch. 2 (not printed in my 
1991 paper): Item nobis, qui dicimus quod nihil erit Socrates quod modo sit si aliqua 
pars ei addatur vel subtrahatur, sic obicitur: "Risibilitas est in hoc homine, nihil est 
hie homo quod eras erit hie homo, et haec risibilitas eras erit, ergo in nullo erit in 
quo modo sit, ergo non est in homine ut in subiecto." Ad hoc dici potest quod haec 
risibilitas est in homine ut in subiecto, non in essentia hominis sed in persona, licet 
idem sit persona quod essentia, tamen aliquid convenit personae et aliud essentiae. 
Vel dicatur melius quod risibilitas confuse est in homine ut in subiecto, non haec 
risibilitas, sed quaedam, et eras quaedam erit in hoc homine ut in subiecto. 
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(IV) Mereology. Theorems 3.9-12 of Comp. Porr, all concern wholes 
and parts. 3.12 (cf. Text 11) mentions an inter-school debate concern- 

ing tota contigua , but also that most schools agreed that a collective 
whole is several things (plura ); the Melun school appears to have been 
the exception, for S.Mel. 31 says Nullus populus est plura. The two 
schools agreed that no part of an integral whole is a different thing 
from the whole {Comp. Porr. 3.11, S.Mel. 20), but Comp. Porr. 3.10 adds 
that every whole is a different thing from its part. 

If these mereological debates have an origin in the exegesis of auc- 
tores , Boethius' section on locus a toto in De differentiis topicis and 

Categories ch. 6 (on quantity) might be the places. Anonymus 
D'Orvillensis on Cat. 6 says: 

Item aliqua species quantitatis est sub qua invenitur(?) omnis res quam cito ipsa 
est, et nulla talis est qualitatis, ut numerus. Quam cito enim aliquid est, est 
unum vel plura secundum quod dicit Boethius in commento sub hac forma 
vocis: 4 'Quam cito aliqua res est, est unum vel plures". Quidam ab his verbis 
talem sensum eliciebant: "Quam cito res est, est unum, ut simplex; est plures 
res, ut composita", et ita aliquid est plures res, et sic aliquid est suae partes. Nos 
sic dicimus: "Aliqua res est unum, i.e. aliquis terminus unum solum habet 
appellatum, ut hoc nomen 'Socrates'; aliquis terminus plura habet appellata, ut 
'populus'. (Ms Oxford, Bodleian, D'Orville 207, f. 7rA) 

Comp. Porr, theorems 3.20-23 are about the "successive congregative" 
whole called time. We learn that each concrete thing has its own time 

{mora), which is concomitant with its form in the same way that its 
truth and unity are. A thing's temporal location is the collection of 
other morae co-existing with its own. The mora does not count as an 
item of the ontology since it just adiacet (like the relation of being to 
the right), whereas real forms 4 4 are in" their subject. This account of 
time is a tidier version of thoughts found in Gilbert of Poitiers, who 
also sketched how an analogue of this time-theory could be applied to 
divine eternity;13 in a late 12th-century Sentences commentary we find 
an epigrammatic formulation of his thoughts: 

Hie breviter est quorundam opinio annotanda dicentium aeternitatem esse 
moram quae adiacet deo. (Summa Breves dies hominis , ms Bamberg, Patr. 136: 
3vA) 

Quite elegant. The Porretan principle that the structures of natural 
language must be preserved in theological discourse is respected; and 
no inconvenient entity is introduced since eternity just adiacet. Notice, 

13 De frinitale, 1.4.82, in Nikolaus M. Häring, The Commentaries on Boethius by Gilbert 
of Poitiers , Studies and Texts 13, Toronto 1966, at 1 3 1 f . 
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however, that in Comp. Porr, there is no mention of eternity, only of 
time. 

Boethius' theological opuscula played an undeniable role in the 
development of Porretan time theory, but there are other sources too. 
Comp. Porr, theorems 3.20-23 all show a concern about the unity and 
multiplicity of time, and so do S.Mel. 4 and 45. The same concern 
found expression in a question An unum solum tempus sit an plura in ms. 
Wien ÖNB lat. 2459 ff. 104vA-105rA,14 and underlies the Albrican 
thesis that Omnia tempora sunt (Text 24), and this establishes a link to 
the exegesis of Categories ch. 6. I quote two anonymous commentators: 

Ms Berlin Staatsbibl. 2° 624, f. 84vA-B: Quidam dicunt quod nullum tempus 
est [... Neither the past nor the future nor the present is, they argue ] Dicit 
magister A(lbericus) quod praeteritum tempus et futurum sunt partes principales 
praesentis temporis ex quibus praesens tempus constat; ut Augustus est pars 
anni, id est particulariter succedit in anno, sic praeteritum tempus et futurum 
particulariter succedunt in praesenti tempore, non tarnen sunt si tantum 
praesens tempus est, quod constituitur ex his quae non sunt, quia ex praeterito 
et futuro. Si vero dicatur "Non existente parte principali non existit totum", hoc 
est intelligendum de illis totis quae habent existentiam secundum(?) moram par- 
tium, et non de his quae existunt per partium successionem, ut tempus et vox 
et cursus. Potest tarnen probari praeteritum tempus esse, quia praeteritum 
tempus est id secundum quod aliquid dicitur prius, ergo praeteritum [est] 
tempus est; < futurum > tempus est id secundum quod aliquid dicitur posterius, 
ergo futurum tempus est. [...] Si autem opponatur 'Omne praeteritum tempus 
est, ergo quadragesima est, ergo abstinendum est a carnibus', non sequitur, quia 
non quicquid est nunc est. 
Ms Padova, Bibi. Univ. 2087, f. 28rA: Vidimus quid sit tempus per defini- 
tionem, nunc videamus ex quibus partibus constet. Hic diversae sunt sententiae; 
Quidam enim dicunt quod tempus non est totum praeteriti et futuri et 
praesentis, in qua sententia sunt sibilatores. Alii dicunt quod tempus est totum 
praeteriti et futuri temporis, in qua sententia fuit Aristoteles et Boethius, et 
etiam est Alb(ericus) [...]. Nostrae sententiae sie opponitur: "Praeteritum 
tempus est pars temporis, sed praeteritum tempus non est, et tempus est, ergo 
aliquid quod non est <est> pars eius quod est". Fallo simili et ratione. Simili 
sic: rosa est herba florens in aestate, sed rosa non est, ergo aliquid quod non est 
est herba florens in aestate. Ratione sic, quia hic terminus 4 est' dissimiliter 
aeeipitur, quia cum dicitur ' < praeteritum > tempus est pars temporis* id est 
"conti <n>git praeteritum tempus fuisse partem temporis cum contingit ipsum 
fuisse", sed cum dico 'praeteritum tempus non est' id est "non existit", ideo 
non sequitur. 

S. Mel. 19 states that Nullius hominis pars est anima and the same thesis 
is defended in Ars Meliduna . 15 It is the result of a debate anchored in 
commentaries on Porphyry's chapter De specie . Arbor porphyriana would 

14 Edition by Y. Iwakuma in preparation. 15 Ms Oxford, Bodl. L., Digby 174, f. 223rB-vB. Extracts in De Rijk, 1967 II.l, 315. 
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seem to make rationality a property of bodies (man is a rational cor- 
poreal substance, i.e. a rational body). But doesn't rationality belong 
to the soul rather than to the body? Are body and soul parts of man? 
And if so, can the whole man and one of his parts share a predicate 
without sharing it with the other? Two twelfth-century commentaries 
on the Isagoge report master P(eter),s views on this matter. 16 According 
to the one in ms Wien, ONB, lat. 2486, he held that properly speaking 
'man' is a name of the body only, and this is also the sense when we 
say that man is rational, for that just means that he is a body animated 
by a rational soul. Then it is objected that on Peter's view man is a 
thing that neither understands nor discerns nor sees nor uses reason, 
since man is a body, and by Peter's own avowal all these activities 
belong to the soul alone: sed quod homo sit res quae neque intelligit nec discer- 
nit nec videt nec ratione utitur, ille <i.e. Petrus > concedit nec pro inconve- 
nienti habet. Which is exactly the paradoxical thesis that Text 26 
ascribes to the nominalists! 

The nominalist view was not shared by the author of Comp. Porr. His 
theorem 3.5 is Solus spiritus est rationalis, and he explains that some 
aberrant members of his school accept 3.6, Omnis homo est corpus et 
spiritus , because in normal usage both bodily and spiritual predicates 
are said of the whole man ('Socrates is white' 'Socrates is rational'). 
Himself, he rejects 3.6, for strictly speaking spiritual properties belong 
to the spirit only, corporal ones to the body only, and properly speak- 
ing Socrates in his soul rather than his body. The author wants us to 
believe that he is in accord with Gilbert, but it more looks as if the 
' 4 aberrant" group was so.17 

(V) Enunciables. Several theorems in S.Mel. (15, 37f.) and Comp. Porr. 
(2.10, 4.2-16) deal with enunciables (enuntiabilia! dicta). This is a typical 
12th-century subject of interest. The nominalist view that truths are 
sempiternal is of theological relevance, but it may have been for- 
mulated in the exegesis of Categories 5, 4a34ff., where Aristotle claims 
that propositions and opinions may change truth value. The commen- 
tator in ms. Padova, B. Univ. 2087 says that master Peter denied the 
identity of 'Socrates is sitting' uttered at tj with 'Socrates is sitting' 
uttered at t2, on the ground that they do not signify the same, for the 
tense of verb makes a location in absolute time, viz. the moment of 

16 See De Rijk 1966, at 24-29. 
See Gilbert, De Trinitate 1.2.73-85, ed Häring, 94-97. 
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utterance, part of the proposition's meaning.18 There is but a short 
step from this to holding that differently tensed propositions which are 
true respectively before, during and after some event signify one and 
the same dictum/truth. And, in fact, commenting on the same passage 
of the Categories , the anonymous of ms. Berlin, Staatsbibl. 2° 624, 
f.83vA says: 

"oratio et opinio immobilia persévérant". < Propter > hanc auctoritatem dicit 
M(agister) P(etrus): Quod semel est verum, semper est verum et semper fuit 
verum et semper erit verum; et quod fuit <verum>, semper erit verum, 
semper est verum, ut Socratem sedere, hoc verum semper fuit, quia opinio 
secundum quam concipitur hoc verum est immobilis, ergo illud verum semper 
est. Sed non [non: etiam cod. ] semper significatur eadem propositione, quia 
quandoque significatur propositione de futuro; tunc significatur propositione de 
futuro quando res non acihuc est, ut ante quam Socrates esset, hoc verum 
significabatur hac propositione 'Socrates sedebit in tali instanti' in quo modo 
sedet; et Socrate stante significabitur hac propositione 'Socrates sedeť et ita 
idem verum significatur a diversis propositionibus per diversa tempora. Quod 
etiam probat per dicta prophetarum et sacramenta, hoc modo: Dicit propheta 
"Virgo pariet", haec propositio significat virginem parituram, sed virginem 
parituram est falsum, ergo propheta dixit falsum. Et ne hoc inconveniens con- 
cedamus, ideo dicendum est dictum esse [est a.c.] verum et numquam falsum, 
sed <nunc> non significatur hac propositione 'virgo pariet' sed ista 'virgo 
peperiť. 

(VI) Theorems occasioned by the Sophistici Elenchi? Some Melun people 
held that Nulla quinqué sunt duo et tria nec duo et tria sunt quinqué {S. Mel. 
28; also Text 16a). The sophism 

4 Five are two and three' derives from 
Aristotle's Sophistici Elenchi 4, 166a33, and we may wonder, as did one 
12th-century scholar,19 why the Meludinenses did not join Aristotle in 
saying that there is a fallacy of composition and division (i.e., that in 
one sense we are dealing with one proposition with a compound 
predicate, viz. 'five are two-and- three', in another sense with a con- 
junction of propositions, viz. 'five are two, and five are three'). 

The theorem is discussed in Ars Meliduna,20 and according to 
Fallaciae Melidunae it fell under a more general Melun theorem, viz. 
Nulla coniuncta est vera nisi vera sit disiuncta , nec disiuncta nisi vera sit con- 
iuncta (Text 16a). The first part of this rule seems to state that a propo- 
sition de praedicato copulato should always be treated as a conjunction of 

18 Ms. cit., 20rB: cum profero in hoc instanti significat ipsum sedere in hoc instanti, 
et cum profero in alio instanti significat eum sedere in alio instanti, ergo significat 
aliud, ergo non est eadem. More context quoted by De Rijk 1966, 45. 19 See Ebbesen & Iwakuma 1991, 47-112, at 83. 20 See De Rijk 1967 II. 1, 334f. 
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propositions. This is strange enough, but when the second part of the 
rule is added, the effect is even stranger, since disjunctive propositions 
turn out to be equivalent to conjunctive ones. One might think the for- 
mulation is just sloppy and that the rule about disjunction should be 
understood to mean 'no disjunctive proposition is true unless either of 
its parts could be true' so that the purpose was to avoid declaring 
ť Socrates is a man or a pearl' a true proposition and yet be able to 

accept Omnia animalia sunt rationalia vel irrationalia (= S.Mel. 27). But 
Fallaciae Melidunae's rule about dis- and conjunction looks suspiciously 
like the same source's rule about conditionals viz. Nulla hypothetica 
<i.e. conditional > est vera nisi categorico 'e ex quitus constat sint verae. 

Together the two rules amount to saying that no molecular proposi- 
tion is true unless all its constituent propositions are so. Now, a well- 
known Melun thesis is Ex falso nihil sequitur (Texts 18, 21, 38; S.Mel. 

11). If you add what a later age expressed by saying Ex falso non nisi 

falsum, you have the formulation Ex falso non sequitur verum nec ex vero 

falsum which Text 23 ascribes to the Melun people, and which is for 
all practical purposes equivalent to the thesis that no conditional is 
true unless its constituent categoricals are so. It looks as if a rule that 
was invented to deal with conditionals was extended to conjunction 
and disjunction and thus was overstretched. 

The proposition 'Five is two and three' comes from the Elenchi , but 
we can now see that the Melun theorem belongs in a debate about 
molecular propositions that moves within a universe of problems 
established before men started to study the Elenchi. All that book con- 
tributed was an example. 

S.Mel. 24, Omnis elenchus sophisticus est necessarius may depend more 
importantly on study of the Elenchi , but its ultimate origin could con- 
ceivably be exegesis of a Boethian passage, such as the end of De dif- 
ferentiis topicis I. 

The best candidate for an origin in Elenchi exegesis in Pos. Nom. 6, 
"Being is predicated univocally of all things", because it is accom- 
panied by a reference to Zeno that presupposes acquaintance with 
Sophistici Elenchi ch. 10, though the thesis itself does not: the standard 
doctrine which it rejects, viz. that 'being' is not univocally related to 
all things, was available from Porphyry's Isagoge. 

(VII) Aristotle's Analytics or Topics ? Not a single school theorem seems 
to presuppose acquaintance with Topics or Prior Analytics , though the 
author of Comp. Porr, had some familiarity with both. Similarly, with 
one possible exception (see later), there is no trace of influence from 
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the Posterior Analytics, though several masters from the later 12th cen- 
tury must have studied that work even if they did not teach it.21 

(VIII) Grammar. A few grammatical propositions occur in our corpus 
of theses. There are four in Pos. Nom. , all criticad of Priscian, viz. 

(11) Syllaba potest habere infinita tempora in metro. 
(12) Interiectio sub adverbio collocanda est. 
(13) Priscianus est insufficiens, quia species troporum non erudivit. 
(14) Nulla constructio est vitiosa. 

Of these at least N° 1 1 may have its origin not in the exegesis of Pri- 
cian but of Categories ch. 6, where Anonymus D'Orvillensis says: 

Nos dicimus quod productio et correptio non sunt quantitates vocis sed 
qualitates. Si enim productio vel correptio esset quantitas vocis, ergo si 
minueretur quantitas vocis minueretur ipsa vox, sed eadem vocalis correpta est 
et producta, et tarnen non decrescit.22 

Two theorems in Comp. Porr, apparently undercut the grammatical 
distinction between noun and verb, between participle and noun, and 
between the active and the passive voice: 1.5 Eadem dictio est nomen et 
verbum , 1.21 Omne activum et suum passivum idem significant quomodo etiam 
participium et suum nomen verbale , but appearances are deceptive. The 
proofs offered for those theses show they were not meant to change 
grammar. 

An anonymous grammarian makes the Porretans hold that Nomen 
in apposito nullius est personae (Text 25d). But he makes it clear that this 
thesis, though genuinely grammatical, is a by-product of the sect's 
views on predication. According to Text 25e they considered a 
genitive ending in -tus as a criterion for belonging to the word-class of 
pronouns rather than adjectives. This sounds like pure grammar, but 
once again it may well be a by-product of something else, possibly 
Trinitarian theology, in which such words as unus and solus play a 
crucial role. We do have a fragment of a grammar composed by a Por- 
retan.23 But neither in- nor outsiders seem to have thought specifically 
grammatical theses were an important part of what distinguished a 
Porretan from the rest of mankind. 

21 See, e.g., the texts in S. Ebbesen, Anonymus Aurelianensis //, in: CIMAGL 16 
(1976); id. Anonymi Aurelianensis I Commentarium in Sophisticos Elenchos , in: CIMAGL 
34 (1979). 22 Quoted from Ebbesen 1991, 435. 23 See K.M. Fredborg & C.H. Kneepkens, Grammatica Porretana , in: CIMAGL 57 
(1988), 11-67. 
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The same applies to the Meludinenses, whose Nulla oratio est 
imperfecta (S.Mel. 33) of course operates with the grammatical notion 
of perfection, but probably was a by-product of their logico-semantic 
views. Similar considerations apply to the view attributed to Montani , 
that demonstrative pronouns are not parts of speech (Text 25a); and 
to a Parvipontanean thesis about the function of relative pronouns and 
attributive adjectives (Text 49); it probably originated in investiga- 
tions of the truth-conditions of propositions with embedded pred- 
icates. 

Conclusions 

The temporal distribution of references to the schools show that 
their great time was the mid-late 12th century with at most a feeble 
after-life in the 13th c. Anonymus D'Orvillensis just may and the 
author of Pos. Nom. probably does belong to the early 13th century. He 
may have been the last nominalist. 

All non-theological theses attributed to schools by in- or outsiders 
fall within the fields of enquiry defined by the old logic with just a 
sprinkle of Sophistici Elenchi and a tiny little dose of Priscian. The only 
possible exceptions are some theorems of Pos. Nom. that may owe a 
debt to books that became available only in the second half of the 
twelfth century. The prime suspects are theorems 3-5, 10 and 15, viz. 

(3) Nihil augmentatur 
(4) Non contingit aliquid moveri 
(5) Non est actio nisi per poros. 

(10) Grammatica, dialéctica et rhetorica sunt scientia una 
(15) Omnis scientia est demonstrativa et nulle topica. 
(3) is stated in explicit defiance of De generatione et corruptione , and (4) 

of the Physics , but this may just be an attempt to make old goods look 
modern. (3) really is just the old " Nothing grows", as is strongly sug- 
gested by Anonymus D'Orvillensis: 

Concedimus tamen quod aliquid crescit [...], crescere enim nil aliud est quam 
augmentan (Ebbesen, 1991, 440)24 

" 
Nothing moves' ' has a better claim to an origin in discussions of the 

new Aristotle, but perhaps it is just an extension of 4 'Nothing grows"; 

24 Notice that at Categories 15al3 "Translatio Boethi" has crementum , whereas 
"Translatio composita" has augmentum. 
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a slightly less radical extension is actually found in Anonymus 
D'Orvillensis: 

dicimus quod omnis demptio partis et omnis additio et omnis partium 
transpositio variat essentiam totius (Ebbesen, 1991, 438). 

As it stands, Pos. Nom.' s proof of (4) employs terminology from the 
Physics , but it is easily rephrasable in terms that were available prior 
to any acquaintance with the Physics. 

Theorem 10 is stated to be contra divisionem Alpharabii , but does not 
for its formulation require acquaintance with his work. Theorem 15 
was probably inspired by the Posterior Analytics , but could be a revamp- 
ing of one originating in, e.g., a discussion of the end of Boethius' De 
differentiis I. 

The one proposition that surely presupposes acquaintance with a 
new book is "There is no action except via pores", for it is only 
intelligible when seen on the background of De generatione et corruptione 
1.8. 

With these exceptions the non-theological theorems reflect a stage 
of development reached already about 1150, as far as spheres of 
interest are concerned, though some may have received their final 
shape somewhat later. Thus many of the theorems of Comp. Por. are 
recognizable in Gilbert of Poitiers' works, but he did not formulate 
them as neatly as his pupils. Perhaps we can go further back in time 
than 1150. For all I know, virtually all the theses could have sprung 
from the debates of the predecing decades. We have to except one or 
more of the Pos. Nom. theorems already discussed and perhaps a couple 
that seem to presuppose acquaintance with Sophistici Elenchi (section 
VII above). 

Perhaps not all the theological theses that later sources attribute to 
schools could be older than 1 140/50, but many of them do have roots 
that far back. More than is generally recognized may have started as 
theorems of secular logic. None occurs in any of the lists. 

I will tentatively conclude that the school division was created by 
masters of arts who were pupils of the great masters of the meriod 
1120-40. Like members of religious groups, members of the 
philosophical sects identified themselves by their adherence to a creed 
formulated in the early days of the sect, considering whatever views 
they might hold in new fields irrelevant to their sectarian affiliation as 
long as these new views did not interfere with the creed, which con- 
tained (almost) solely propositions pertaining to the logic that had 
developed from exegesis of Logic Vetus. 
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Theologians issued from the same logic school could not help shar- 
ing many theological positions, and someone steeped in Porretan logic 
is easily recognizable whatever he writes about. A pervading Porretan 
smell clings to the " somebodies' ' criticized for wrong opinions in the 
Sentences-c ommentary Breves dies hominis (ms Bamberg, Patr. 136) and 
Humbertus names them as proponents of many (wrong) theological 
views (Text 36). Did the school distinctions carry over from the arts 
to theology? Perhaps only in the sense that outsiders could reasonably 
label as Porretan or Nominalist such theological theses as were 
(characteristically) held by adherents of one or the other creed in logic. 
Perhaps not in the sense that any theology master advertised himself 
as Porretan or Nominalist. It might be all right to belong to a secta in 
logic, but though Alain of Lille dared write Regulae Caelestis Iuris , 
wouldn't a list of positiones nostrae in theology look like setting up a 
haeresis? 

Copenhagen 
Institute of Greek and Latin 
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Vivarium XXX, 1 (1992) 

Abelard and the School of the Nominales 1 

C G. NORMORE 

Philosophical confusion is often a sign of historical confusion. A 

position or an argument grows up within a particular historical con- 
text as a solution to a particular set of problems, and when the context 
and the problems change and the original context and problems are 

forgotten, the argument is often left orphaned, ripe for exploitation 
and misunderstanding. At this point philosophers may put it to new 
and rather awkward uses under the illusion that these were the original 
uses. Different philosophers try to twist the terminology and concep- 
tual resources in what are really different and incompatible directions 
while intending to use them as their teachers did. The result is 
muddle. 

This seems to be the situation with Nominalism. Even a cursory 
glance at the current philosophical scene will reveal that the term is 
now applied to a motley of views about universais, about abstract 
objects, about whether there are natural necessities and even about 
principles of parsominy and plenitude. Most of these views seem 

logically quite independent of one another and seem to be even about 
very different subjects, and yet philosophers are, on the whole, quite 
unaware of this and often, just because the terminology is common, 
seek to fit the views into a common framework. 

So much confusion is a likely sign of a fairly deep and fairly old 
misunderstanding about what Nominalism was. To uncover such 
misunderstanding is a task best undertaken from a position of meth- 

odological innocence. Let us suppose that we do not know at all what 
Nominalism is and try out to seek out its origins in the earliest texts 
we have. What do we find? 

A plausible starting point is the supposition that 'nominalism' is a 
position (or cluster of positions) having to do with nomina. Equally 
plausible is the suggestion that these positions are conncected with the 

1 This paper was completely rewritten while I was a Visiting Professor in the Philoso- 
phy Department of the University of California, Irvine. I would like to thank U.C.I, 
and my colleagues there for creating such an hospitable working environment. 
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twelfth-century group referred to as the Nominales and the fourteenth- 
century figures referred to in the fifteenth-century as Nominalistae. But 
who were these groups, why were they so-called and what do they have 
to do with one another? 

1. Abelard and the Nominales 

There seems to have been no one before Abelard who is explicitly 
linked with the Nominales in the texts we have. On the other hand, 
Abelard is linked with them three times in early texts. First, the Gesta 
Friderici of Otto of Freising speaks of him as someone who held the 
'sententia vocum seu nominum'.2 Second, the Metalogicon of John of 
Salisbury speaks of Alberic as a bitter enemy of the 'secta Nominalis' 
in the same breath as he speaks of Abelard' s leaving Paris, and in such 
a way that it would be natural to read the text as suggesting that he 
was therefore a bitter enemy of Abelard too.3 Third, the De Nugis 
Curalium of Walter Map speaks of him as 'princeps nominalium'4 
These are all early and reliable witnesses leaving little room for doubt 
that Abelard was at least a significant figure among the Nominales. 

Was he the founder of the group? The best evidence to the contrary 
seems to be the text from Otto of Freising mentioned above. There 
Otto explicitly claims that it is Roscelin who 'first in our time estab- 
lished the sententia vocum in logic'. Otto then goes on to speak of 
Abelard as 'holding the sententia vocum seu nominum in the natural 
faculty' and as 'incautiously introducing it into theology'.5 If we can 
safely identify the 'sententia vocum' and the 'sententia nominum' as 
Otto seems inclined to do, then we have good reason to think that 
whoever founded the group it was certainly not Abelard. 

But, despite Otto's apparent identification of them, there is reason 
to doubt that the sententia vocum is the sententia nominum. First, there is 
John of Salisbury's remark in the Metalogicon that the opinion that 
'voces themselves are genera and species' has 'vanished readily with 
its author' at the very moment that texts about the Nominates begin 
to appear.6 Second there are several texts, all admittedly rather late, 
which explicitly distinguish 'nomen' and 'voces' and ascribe to the 

2 List of texts, 6. 3 Ibid., 8. 4 Ibid., 19. 5 Ibid., 6. 6 Metalog. II, 17 (ed. Webb, 93). 
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Nominales the thesis that 'unum nomen est plures voces' or its 

equivalent.7 While it is possible that someone might carefully 
distinguish voces and nomina at the same time that others identify their 
views indifferently as the sententia vocum or sententia nominum , it is not 
particularly plausible. Third, there are the reasons advanced in 
Iwakuma ([1992b]) for thinking that the vocales were an earlier group 
(perhaps associated with a certain John, Roscelin's teacher) who were 
supplanted by the Nominales around the middle of the twelfth cen- 

tury.8 From this perspective, as Iwakuma points out, Otto's identifica- 
tion can be seen as a sign that he saw historical and doctrinal con- 

tinuity between the two 'sententiae', but not as evidence that the term 
'Nominales' was used of anyone before Abelard. 

What of the positive evidence that the Nominales were in any sense 
Abelard' s followers. Otto says that Abelard held the 'sententia vocum 
seu nominum' in natural philosophy and introduced it into theology, 
and Walter Map says that he was 'princeps' among the Nominales. 
We know that Abelard was a charismatic and popular teacher, and we 
have no evidence at all of his followers (who must have been many) 
being called by any other name. We must conclude, then, that either 
he did not found a distinctive school or that the Nominales are that 
school. 

On the other hand I know of no text which both identifies itself as 
from the Nominales and calls Abelard 'our master' and no text which 
attributes views identified in the text as Abelard' s to the Nominales. The 
identification of the Nominales as Abelard's followers would, then, 
have to rest squarely on finding them characterized by distinctive 
theses which we have independent reasons to think of as in some way 
peculiar to Abelard.9 

2. Opinio Nominalium 

If we examine the texts which we can date more or less securely to 
before 1230 and which mention the Nominales we find a fairly large 
and disparate collection of theses attributed to them. These include: 

7 List of texts, 52c, 52f, 54a. 8 The key text here is the Historia Francica in Recueil des historiens des Gaules et de la 
France , vol. 12 (Paris 1877) 3; cf. Courtenay 1991, p. 14. 9 The need to find distinctive theses and not merely theses which Abelard and the 
Nominales both held is emphasized in Courtenay [1992a]. 
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1) Some names ( nomina ) are universais10 

2) 'Genus est nomen'11 (two attributions) 
3) Genera and species are vocabula or voces 12 

4) Nothing save a vox is supposited for by this name 'genus'13 
5) No complex sermo is a genus or species14 
6) Almost every whole is its parts15 
7) 'Nulla res (or nihil) cresciť16 (Four attributions) 
8) 'Aliquid' is not properly speaking superior to 'homo'17 

9) There is a difference between supposition for the person {persona ) 
and supposition for the thing ( essentia ) so that 'Socrates' and 'that 
which is Socrates' supposit differently18 

10) To be Peter is esse quern and not esse quid 19 

11) Terms are predicated of terms not things of things20 (two 
attributions) 

12) Topical loci are not required (aptï) for syllogisms21 
13) One may not infer negative claim from an affirmative22 

14) It is not the case that "Posito falso possibili, potest concedi et 

probari quodque contingens"23 
15) 'Quidquid potuit potest'24 
16) The same belief can be expressed by a future tensed claim at 

one time (e.g. that the Messiah will come) and a past tensed claim 

(e.g. that the Messiah has come) at another25 (four attributions) 
17) 'Unum nomen est plures voces'26 
18) That the act and the concomitant voluntas are the same sin.27 

10 List of texts, 5. 11 Ibid., 40a, 44c. 12 Ibid., 4. 
13 Ibid., 44d. 
14 Ibid., 22b. 
15 Ibid., 11. 
16 Ibid., 26 cf. also 37, 40b, 48c, 48d, and 53. 
17 Ibid.. 33b. 
18 Ibid., 33a, 33b, 48d. 
19 Ibid., 40b. 
20 Ibid., 22a; cf. also 12. 21 Ibid., 20. 22 Ibid., 23. 23 Ibid., 58. 24 Ibid., 29. 25 Ibid., 44e, 46, 48b, 52d + f. 
26 Ibid.. 52c. 
27 Ibid., 48a. 
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In this list the these most frequently and most widely attributed to 
the Nominales are number 7, the claim that nothing grows, and 
number 16, the claim that the same articles of faith can be expressed 
using different tenses. There is another cluster of very closely related 
theses (8-10) above which could all be characterized rather vaguely as 
claiming that there is a significant difference between picking out X 
and picking out that which is X. Then there are the linkings (in theses 

1-5) between genera and species and nomina or vocabula. One way of 
testing the connection between Abelard and the Nominales is to see 
whether these widely attributed theses are indeed Abelardian and 
whether they are distinctively Abelardian. 

But first we must get as clear as we can about the views the 
Nominales held. Since we do not have any extensive treatise which is 
both uncontroversially from the Nominales and which discusses the 
views of the school in detail this can at most be done tentatively. First 
then about predication. In his early Summa Breve Sit Robert of Paris 
attributes to the Nominales a distinction between the subject of a 
predication which they say is a term and the subject of a locution 
which they say is a thing.28 If we suppose that the Nominales held that 
predication is fundamentally a linguistic affair but that what language 
is about in the sense of what is picked out by linguistic expressions are 
things in the world, then this falls into place. It also suggests a connec- 
tion with one of the most characteristic theses of the Nominales - that 
the same thing can be picked out by expressions in one tense at one 
time and in another tense at another. Perhaps the simplest way to 
make sense of this is to suppose that an accusative infinitive signifies 
what without ontological prejudice we may call a state-of-affairs and 
consignifies the time of that state of affairs from the point of view of 
the speaker. Thus two accusative infinitive constructions which differ 
only in tense will signify the same state of affairs. In the extended 
sense suggested by Robert of Paris we can regard that state of affairs 
as the subject of a locution like 'That the Messiah would come was 
what Abraham believed ' This picture connects in a natural way as 
well with the thesis about the unity of names through variation of case 
and of gender. Such variation would be thought of as producing 
changes of consignification (changes, if you like, in how things are 
signified but not in what is signified). If we suppose that the Nominales 

28 Ibid., 12. 
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thought that only a change in what was signified could produce a 
change in which expression (e.g. which name) was under considera- 
tion, then we have the 'unity of names' doctrine. 

If we turn to the views of the Nominales about 'universais' one of 
the things which leaps to mind is that most of these ascribed to them 
in this area are not about just any universais in the sense which 
everyone in the period understood the term 'universal' - i.e. what is 
fit to be predicated of many - but about genera and species. We are 
told that the Nominales think that genera are nomina , that some nomina 
are universais, and that the Nominales feign that genera and species 
are vocabula. We are also told that 'genus' itself stands for a vox on their 
view. Perhaps most important here is to get clear about what is not 
being claimed. It is not being claimed that all universais - i.e. 
everything fit to be predicated of many - are nomina , only that 
some - the genera and species - are. Second we are told that at least 
'genus' stands for a vox. This last point, I think, fits well with the much 
repeated claim that the Nominales draw a distinction between predica- 
tions of (say) 'Socrates' and predications of 'that which is Socrates'. 
The difference seems to be that a term like 'Socrates' could on dif- 
ferent occasions pick out different substantia. Perhaps on any given 
occasion Socrates is one such substantia , but Socrates might be different 
substantia on different occasions. If we ask then what the term 'genus' 
picks out on a given occasion the answer might be 'that vox' pointing, 
for example, to a token of 'homo'. We could then correctly say (poin- 
ting to the vox) 'That is a genus'. This does not mean that we would 
have to say that a genus is a vox. A genus is a nomen and different voces 
may be the same nomen. Still a vox may be a nomen and some voces are 
genera. 

This also suggests a way of understanding the thesis 'nihil crescit'. 
In what is probably our earliest reference to this thesis the anonymous 
Parisian author of the Commentary on the Sophistici Elenchi puts this as 
'nulla res crescit'. If we take this as a perspicuous rendering and put 
it together with the suggestion that 'aliquid' is not superior to 'homo' 
(Thesis 8 in the above list of theses of the Nominales) it suggests that 
the Nominales could well admit that (say) 'Socrates grows' while 
denying that the substantia or res which is Socrates grows. Two of our 
texts make very clear that the thesis that nothing grows does not entail 
that Peter does not grow or that a man does not grow. Thus the thesis 
is specifically about the behavior of certain expressions - 'aliquid', 
'res' and 'nihil' it seems. 
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There are a large number of logical theses attributed to the 
Nominales. Among these is the rejection of the (derived) rule of 

Obligatio that any contingent sentence follows from a false positum 
(Thesis 14 above). By itself this has little connection with any debates 
we know of in the logic of the time, but the reasoning attributed to the 
Nominales as the basis for rejecting the rule provides a strong basis 
for attributing to them also the rejection of the principle that from the 
impossible anything follows. According to the Obligationes Parisienses 
the Nominales reject the reasoning which leads to the derived rule that 
any contingent sentence follows from a false positum because they hold 
that if that reasoning were valid, then we could by the same reasoning 
conclude from a false positum to an impossibility. The reasoning which 
supports the derived rule can be illustrated as follows: 

Suppose that as a matter of fact Socrates is black and that the positum 
of our Obligatio is 

4 4 Socrates is white" 

1) Socrates is white (the positum) 
2) Socrates is white and you are not a bishop (rejected) 
3) Not (Socrates is white and you are not a bishop) (conceded) 
4) Socrates is white (conceded) 
5) Not (You are not a bishop) (conceded) 
6) You are a bishop 

The argument here is relatively straightforward. 6 has to be conceded 
because it is the negation of 5. 5 is conceded because it follows by dis- 
junctive syllogism (or the third Stoic indemonstrable) from 3 and 4. 
4 is just the positum. 3 is conceded because it is the negation of 2. 2 
is rejected because it is false and it does not follow from 1. 

The Nominales hold, according to the text, that if we replace "you 
are not a bishop" in 2 by the opposite of something impossible, the 

argument will still go through. For example if we replace it by "God 
exists" and so get 

2') Socrates is white and God exists 
we will be able, by the same reasoning as before, to conclude 

6') God does not exist 
This is obviously unacceptable and so they reject the procedure. 

Why, we might ask, are the Nominales the ones to point this out? 

Why doesn't everyone reject the procedure? The answer is that if we 

replace "You are not a bishop" by a necessary truth (the opposite of 
an impossible) in 2, most would regard the resulting sentence as follow - 
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ing from the positum , and so not irrelevant, and thus to be conceded 
rather than rejected as 2 was. This is because if you accept a) that the 

necessary follows from anything, and you accept b) that the positum 
follows from itself and you accept c) that if B follows from A and C 
follows from A, then B&C follows from A, then you have to accept that 
T follows from 1. Thus if you deny that T follows from 1, as the 
Nominales did according to the Obligationes Parisienses , you must give 
up one of a, b, or c. To suppose that the Nominales gave up b or c 
would be to ascribe to them a very strange logic indeed and one which 
would suggest rather different comments from the author of the Obliga- 
tiones Parisienses. The only plausible conclusion then is that they reject 
a - that the necessary follows from anything. But if you accept that 
from the impossible anything follows and accept contraposition you 
are committed to a. There is certainly no reason to think that the 
Nominales gave up contraposition and so the only plausible conclu- 
sion is that they also rejected the rule that from the impossible 
anything follows. 

This is a rather lengthy chain of reasoning but it is a chain of 

reasoning which would immediately suggest itself to a logician reflect- 

ing on the argument in Text 58 and certainly to anyone trained in the 
kind of dialectic that the Obligationes Parisienses involves. I suggest that 
it provides very strong reason to think that the Nominales did not 

accept either that from the impossible anything follows or that the 

necessary follows from anything. 
If, indeed we have good reason to think that the Nominales were 

committed to rejecting these 4 paradoxes of strict implication' then we 
have another problem. In the anonymous De Communibus Distinc- 
tionibus in Vat. lat. 7678, it is claimed that according to the opinion 
of some Nominales 4 'from the impossible anything follows". It would 
seem then that either we must discard one of these sources or suppose 
that they reflect a difference of opinion among the Nominales. I will 
return to this below. 

The brief discussion above leaves several theses of the Nominales in 

logic and grammar to be explained as well as the striking views that 
almost every whole is its parts and that the act and the voluntas are 
the same sin. Our texts tell us so little about these claims that there 
is no way to test a theory about why the Nominales hold them unless 
we anchor it elsewhere. As we shall see in a moment if we allow 
ourselves to treat Abelard as a characteristic Nominalis these texts too 
become intelligible. 
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3. Opinio Abaelardi 

Abelard was a master of may subjects - among them logic, philoso- 
phy of language, ethics and theology. In each of these areas he carved 
out a distinctive reputation and distinctive positions. The definitive 

study of Abelard' s philosophy is far from being written and too little 
is known to try to identify a small body of central intuitions which 
would connect his many views. Her I can hope only to point some of 
his more striking philosophical theories which may be connected to 
what we know of the Nominales. 

Abelard's logic is distinctive. As Christopher J. Martin has argued, 
while he was among the very first to discover and employ proposi- 
tional logic in the Middle Ages, he mixed this discovery with a conser- 
vatism about inference.29 The core of his account of inference was a 
division of inferences into perfect ones which needed no topical locus 
as a justification and imperfect ones which had to be reduced to perfect 
ones by a topical rule.30 Aristotle's syllogistic provided a paradigm 
case of perfect inference. In advocating this picture Abelard was tak- 

ing a stand on a controversial issue in twelfth century logic - namely 
the relative positions of syllogistic and topical inference. He was also 

accepting thesis 12. 
Abelard's relation to topical inference is, on the whole, unusual. He 

rejects the locus ab oppositis , and because he rejects this locus he rejects 
the claim that a negative follows from an affirmative or vice versa. He 

rejects all of these because he has a battery of arguments designed to 
show that if they are accepted one will be able to derive from a given 
claim the negation of that claim. It is (as Christopher Martin has 

shown) a basic principle of Abelard's logic that one cannot derive a 
claim from its negation. From this basic principle also follows 
Abelard's rejection of the Parvipontanean thesis that "from the 

impossible anything follows". There are other grounds on which one 

might reject the Parvipontanean thesis (Robert of Melun's followers 
seem to have done so because of a view that entailment is a real rela- 
tion among things, for example), but it is not easy to conceive a 
coherent position different from Abelard's and plausible in the twelfth 

century which would have one give up exactly the logical principles 
Abelard abandons. It is striking that the Nominales too abandoned the 

29 Cf. C .J. Martin, The Logic of the Nominales in this issue. 
30 Cf. Dialéctica III, 256 11.30-35. 
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view that one can infer a negative from an affirmative. Unlike the 
inference of an affirmative from a negative which many later logicians 
rejected on the ground that affirmatives have existential import and 

negatives do not, the rejection of the inference from negative to affir- 
mative seems hard to motivate for other than Abelardian reasons. If 
we take it together with the commitment of the Nominales to denying 
that anything follows from the impossible, it suggests a close connec- 
tion with Master Peter. 

If we turn from Logic to Metaphysics we find Abelard advancing 
an interconnected set of theses in ontology which have some startling 
consequences. Abelard holds that the only res there are are individual 
forms and individual essentiae. Like many of his contemporaries he 
seems to have been an atomist about matter. Abelard has an extremely 
sophisticated account of identity and difference and he seems to have 
had a deep interest in what is really the Chrysippean growing paradox 
(though it is unlikely that he knew of the ancient discussion of it). The 

growing paradox has several forms but one simple one is just this. 

Suppose that Socrates is identical at a given time with a particular col- 
lection of matter and forms. Call the collection A. Since A is a par- 
ticular collection of matter and forms, adding more matter would yield 
something a little bigger than A; call it B. B is not identical with A 

(for one thing it is bigger). But if Socrates is identical with A, then B 
is not identical with Socrates either. Abelard worries about various 
forms of this problem in several places including his Dialéctica and his 

Theologia Christiana .31 In his Theologia Christiana Bk. Ill Abelard faces 
the problems of sameness and difference among the members of the 

Trinity with a theory of identity formulated with the growing paradox 
in mind. Abelard works here with two distinct relations: things can be 
the same (or not) and can be diverse (or not). It is possible to have a 

non-diversity without having sameness. For example a thing is not 

numerically the same as one of its parts but is not numerically diverse 
from it either. Abelard distinguishes numerical sameness and dif- 
ference from essential sameness and difference. A thing and its proper 
part are essentially diverse even though not numerically diverse. 

Again sameness of essentia does not guarantee the next level of 
sameness, sameness of proprietas , and this sameness does not guarantee 
sameness of definition. Individuals have definitions.32 The notion of 

31 Op. cit. p. 42 Iff. 32 These claims are worked out and defended in Theologia Christiana in Opera theol. Ill, 
147-157. I owe much here to Monika Asztalos, Peter King and Martin Tweedale. 
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essentia at work here has little in common with the notion as we find 
in Aquinas, for example. An essentia is typically what is picked out by 
a bare demonstrative - that, pointing towards Socrates. Abelard 
insists that any change of parts creates diversity of essentia. Hence if 
Socrates loses a finger we no longer have the same essentia , though such 
a loss does not create numerical diversity and we do not have a dif- 
ferent Socrates before and after. Abelard applies his account to the 
Trinity (where we have sameness of essentia but not sameness of pro- 
prietas) and to the analysis of augmentation - where an essentia cannot 
be said to grow, though a person can. This seems to be precisely thesis 
7. 

Abelard is probably most famous as a semantic theorist and for his 
account of the behavior of general terms - especially species and genus 
terms. On occasion he seems to accept Aristotle's suggestion that a 
sentence consists minimally of a name which signifies and nominates and 
a verb which signifies and consignifies time. On other occasions he 
claims that names too consignify time and change their nomination 
with time. Abelard seems to claim consistently that names nominate 
things, express properties and have statuses. A status for Abelard is 
not a thing. Accusative-infinitive constructions pick out statuses, and 
Abelard claims that different statuses yield different definitions. In his 
mature work, at least, Abelard claims that a genus or species is a name 
or incomplex sermo (Thesis 5) and he carefully distinguishes between a 
name or sermo and a vox.33 A vox and a sermo he claims to be wholly 
the same in essentia but to be different in institution (and so we might 
add in proprietas and definition).34 Because a sermo and the correspond- 
ing vox are identical in essence, we can assert both 'Genus est vox' and 
'Genus est sermo' (Theses 2 and 4). Because he uses 4 sermo ' and 
'nomen' quite indifferently in his discussions of genera and species, 
we can also commit him to 'Genus est nomen' (Thesis 2). Because 
they are not the same in property or definition, we can assert 'sermo 
est genus' and 'all sermones are voces' without being committed to 
'Vox est genus'. On the more general question of which expressions 
are universais Abelard claims that verb and infinite names as well as 
finite names count, but he does not suggest that verbs of infinite 
names could be genus or species terms.35 It seems then that he accepts 
every one of thesis 1-5. 

33 Abelard LI p. 16 1.19-22 for the view that only incomplex sermones are universais. 
34 Abelard LNPS p. 522 110-32. 35 Abelard LI p. 17. 
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In Ethics Abelard is famed for his view that value lies not in acts 
but in what in his Scito Te Ipsum he calls 'consents' to acts. Abelard 
insists that whether or not the external act is performed and whether 
or not one has a voluntas to perform the act are both ethically irrele- 
vant. What matters is the consent alone. Such a view requires only the 
shift from the vocabulary of consent to that of voluntas (in some ways 
a more traditional terminology for this notion anyway) to yield thesis 
18. 

Finally, in modal theory Abelard was famed for the view that God 
could only do what he did in fact do. This position Abelard founded 
on a more general position - that what is possible for X is just what 
is compatible with the nature of X. In formulating this position 
Abelard seems to have had in mind Boethius' discussion in his Second 
Commentary on Aristotle's De Interpretatione of the difference between 
Stoic and peripatetic views of modality. The Stoics, Boethius says, 
regard as possible for X whatever is compatible with X and the atten- 
dant circumstances. The Peripatetics, on the other hand, regard as 
possible for X whatever is compatible with the nature of X alone. 
Abelard seems to have endorsed the peripatetic view and to have 
understood 'nature' in such a way that things of the same kind have 
the same nature. In God's case Abelard' s view entailed that since per- 
fect goodness was part of God's nature, God could do only what was 
for the best, i.e. what he did do. In any case though, since the natures 
of things do not change with time, Abelard is committed to the view 
that what is possible for X at one time is always possible for X, i.e. 
to thesis 15. 

4. Is the opinio Nominalium the Opinio Abaelardi? 

The thumbnail sketch I have just given of some of Abelard' s views 
will no doubt sound familiar. There is not a single thesis in the above 
list of theses attributed to the Nominales which conflicts with a view 
of Abelard' s. Nearly all of them are explicitly asserted somewhere by 
Abelard and those which are not can be easily defended from others 
of Abelard' s known views. Even if we look at theses attributed to the 
Nominales in the thirteenth century only one, the attribution to 'some 
nominales' of the view that everything follows from a contradiction, 
raises any difficulties. Even these difficulties are not very serious 
because even if we omit the (non-negligible) risk of scribal error or a 
misunderstanding on the author's part, we could explain the conflict 
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between this and the rejection of the thesis I argued above to be 
implicit in the Obligationes Parisienses as the result of confusion among 
Abelard' s followers about how to respond to the devastating attack on 
Abelard' s theory of inference mounted by Alberic of Paris.36 

Thus there seems to be an uncanny similarity between Abelard's 
views and those attributed to the Nominales in our early texts. Is the 
similarity enough to father the Nominales on Abelard. I think that it 
is. The only other alternative would be to see Abelard as basically 
reflecting, refining, and elaborating a complex set of views which were 
already held by others (by the mysterious vocales perhaps). This is not 
impossible, but it does seem unlikely. Abelard is the only figure 
securely linked by name with the Nominales, attributions to the 
Nominales are not found during his lifetime or before but are found 
within twenty years of his death, and there is an uncanny similarity 
of complex and frequently unusual doctrine over a wide range of 
subjects. 

5. Why were the Nominales so-called? 

There are, so far as I know, three plausible accounts of where the 
Nominales get their name. The traditional account is that they were 
so called because they held the view that genera and species were 
names. The second view (which Stephen Menn has proposed to me 
in conversation), is that the name comes from their characteristic 
account of predication. The third view, which both W.J. Courtenay 
and I have defended, is that the sobriquet comes from a set of theses 
which they held about the unity of the name.37 Are we in a position 
to evaluate these proposals? 

Let us first consider the traditional view. There can be no doubt 
that the traditional view is a medieval view; Zenon Kaluza has shown 
that Jean de Maisonneuve, Jean Gerson and others associated with 
them around 1400 explicitly identify the Nominales as so-called 
because of their views on universais.38 What is not clear is how 
authoritative that identification is. De Maisonneuve et al. seem to be 

36 I pursued this line of thought in The Tradition of Medieval Nominalism. In that paper 
I persisted in calling the Alberic who launched this attack * Alberic of Rheims'. I owe 
the correction to W.J. Courtenay and C.J. Martin. On the authenticity of the 
Nominalist 21 impossible rule, see under Courtenay 1992a and Iwakuma 1992a. 
37 Cf. Normore (1985), Courtenay (1991a). 38 Kaluza 1988. 
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relying almost exclusively on remarks Albertus Magnus made about 
the Nominales and perhaps especially on a passage from Albert's Liber 
de Praedicabilibus (Text 61). Here it is explicitly claimed that "those 
who are called Nominales say that commonness exists only in the 
intellect. Moreover they claim that the intellect is bare of preexisting 
dispositions,'39 

Two things are worth noting about this text. The first is that Albert 
does not say that the Nominales are so-called because they held this 
claim about community being found only in the intellect. Indeed it is 
not easy to see how such a view could give rise to the name 
' Nominales' unless it were accompanied by a very strong theory of 
mental language. The second is that Albert is almost among our 
witnesses in suggesting that the Nominales make a claim about intellec- 
tual commonness. Several early texts suggest that the Nominales think 
that genera and species are linguistic items in some sense, but none 
suggest that they are in any way mental items. The only independent 
connection between the Nominales and the idea that genera and 
species are in some way mental is found in a note which K.H. Tachau 
found in a manuscript of William of Auxerre's Summa Aurea .40 Tachau 
suggests that the note is in a thirteenth of fourteenth century hand, 
and the author in a list of three differences between Nominales and 
Reales puts first that " Reales say genera and species to be something 
in re, Nominales say them to be nothing in re but to be certain conceptiones 
animae ."41 It is difficult to assess this witness and at this point it seems 
most plausible that what both Albert and the anonymous author of the 
note have done is take the connection among the Nominales between 
genera and species and vocabula and turn it into a connection between 
genera and species and intellectus or conceptiones. Within a mid- 
thirteenth century milieu the slide is understandable enough. 

Outside of the fifteenth century Albertine tradition there do not 
seem to be texts claiming that the Nominales take their name from 
their views about universais. Even the anonymous author of the note 
just mentioned simply includes the position about universais in a list 
of significant differences between Nominales and Reales which also 
includes the notorious articles of faith and 'nihil cresciť theses. There 
are however several texts which distinguish the Nominales and the 

39 Kaluza 1981, 19. 40 List of texts, 70. 41 Ibid. 
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Resiles in terms of their positions about universais. Besides those men- 
tioned above both the Archpoet and Godfrey of Fontaines rely for 
their dramatic effect on their readers knowing that the Nominales and 
Reales had different views of universais.42 There can be no doubt then 
that a position about universais was associated with the Nominales 
both early and often. Associating a group with a position is not, how- 
ever, the same thing as claiming that they were named for that posi- 
tion and the fact remains that there is no hard evidence connecting the 
appearance of the term 'Nominales' with their views about universais. 

The second view - connecting the term 'Nominales' with their 
views about predication - has not been sufficiently explored. The root 
intuition here - that Nominalism is the view that names and not things 
are involved in predication - receives direct support from Text 12 and 
is suggested by Text 22a. Although I cannot explore it further here, 
it deserves, I think, serious attention. 

The third view, that the Nominales were so-called because of their 
view that a name was invariant under changes of case and of gender, 
and more metaphorically that the signification of an expression was 
invariant under changes of tense as well, is the only view to receive 
direct support before the last few years of the fourteenth century. In 
Bk.l d.41 a. 2 q.2 of this Commentary on the Sentences of Peter Lombard 
Bonaventure expressly endorses the view. He opens the passage by 
alluding to the view of those who say that 'albus', 'alba' and 'album', 
although they are three voces and have three modes of signifying, carry 
the same signification and so are one name. He continues by drawing 
the analogy with enuntiabilia which differ in tense yet signify the same 
thing, and he concludes by saying that "this was the opinion of the 
Nominales who are called Nominales because they found their position on the 
unity of the name ."43 

Bonaventure is not in this passage claiming that the distinctive 
thesis of the Nominales was that variation in gender did not vary the 
name. He is rather claiming that that was a special case of a more 
general thesis which is also alluded to by William of Auxerre (Text 
52c), namely the thesis that sameness of signification makes for 
sameness of a nomen. 

The texts linking the Nominales with the thesis that sameness of 

42 For the passage from the Archpoet see the paper of C.J. Martin in this volume; 
for Godfrey of Fontaines see list of texts, 18. 43 List of texts, 64a. 
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signification entails sameness of nomen are not quite as old as those 

linking them with problems about universais, but they are nearly as 
frequent and the difference in their age is at most one generation. 
Although Bonaventure does not display any extensive knowledge of 
Nominalist views, what he says in the few passages in which he 
discusses them is otherwise confirmed by other sources. It seems then 
that we have no good reason to discount his testimony about how the 
name arose. Thus while none of the three theories mentioned above 
has been either proved or disproved beyond reasonable doubt, it is the 
third view which the preponderance of evidence slightly favors. 

6. Nominales and Nominalistae 

Even as recently as five years ago there seemed to be no way of con- 

necting up the ascription of the term 'Nominales' in the twelfth cen- 
tury with the term 'Nominalistae' in the fifteenth.44 Since the modern 
term 'Nominalism' seems as connected to the fifteenth century as to 
the twelfth, this lack of continuity made it very unclear just what is was 
that the modern usage was supposed to go back to. With the publica- 
tion of Zenon Kaluza' s Les Querelles Doctrinales à Paris all that has 
changed. Kaluza has, I think, cleared up one of the more important 
historical questions about medieval nominalism by showing that at 
least one strand of the fifteenth century use of the term 'Nominales' 
can be traced back to Albert the Great's remarks about the twelfth 
century Nominales. Kaluza has done more; he has shown that 
precisely because it is parasitic upon Albert's use, the fifteenth century 
use of 'Nominalistae' is, at least in the mouths of some, to pick out 
a position (or a range of positions) about the problem of universais. 

Kaluza' s work marks a significant step in our understanding of how 
the twelfth century Nominales and the fifteenth century Nominalistae 
came to be connected historically, but it raises a number of new ques- 
tions. The Albertine tradition seems to have thought of the labels 
'Nominales' and 'Nominalistae' as pejorative. Yet by the time of the 
Royal Edict of 1473 which bans the teaching of nominalism at Paris 
there were clearly doctors who identified themselves with these labels 
and who seem not to have regarded the Albertine account of what the 
labels signify as definitive. If the letter responding to the Royal Edict 

44 This was the situation when I wrote The Tradition of Medieval Nominalism , for 
example. 
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is to be taken seriously, the problems of universais did not loom large 
in the minds of these doctors as what united them.45 

7. A Fable 

Very little about the Nominales is beyond reasonable doubt. For the 
moment we are like Timaeus, in the realm of the likely story. Here 
is the one I would tell: 

Once upon a time a number of thinkers including perhaps Roscelin 
and the Garlandus of the Dialéctica , began to think that many dif- 
ferences among words - especially genus and category words and 
tense and gender indicators - did not reflect any differences in things. 
They began to claim things like "Vox est genus". They had a brilliant 
student in Peter Abelard who saw that the views they were advancing, 
though on the right track, were far too crude and invited refutation. 
Abelard significantly changed the views while preserving much of 
their spirit. He began to claim that semantics was the province, not 
of the bare word (the vox ) but of the significant word (the nomen) and 
the significant expression (the sermo) and to utter claims like "Nomen 
est genus" and "Albus et alba idem nomen sunt". He attracted 
students not merely because of these views but because of his brilliance 
and his original and articulated work in a variety of fields. People 
began to talk about Abelard and his group as Nominales. Abelard in 
due course died but the movement, unified by reverence for his 
memory and close adherence to his teaching, survived into the end of 
the twelfth century and the memory of it never quite faded away. 

This is a likely story. It fits the evidence adduced and it fits other 
things too like the Dialéctica Ars which William, bishop of Lucca, 
donated to the Church of St. Martin in that city and which refers to 
Abelard as 'the Philosopher' - a sobriquet later reserved for Aristode 
alone. Perhaps most important it suggests a line of philosophical 
research. By thinking of Abelard and the Nominales and figures like 
the author of the Dialéctica Ars as parts of a single if loosely defined 
movement we can hope to get new insight into the position each held. 

University of Toronto The Ohio State University 
Ezindale College Department of Philosophy 

45 For this episode cf. L. Thorndyke University Records and Life in the Middle Ages New 
York (1944), 355ff. 
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Vivarium XXX, 1 (1992) 

Twelfth-Century Nominales 
The Posthumous School of Peter Abelard 

IWAKUMA Y. 

The label ' nominales * was originally attached to those who belonged 
to the logic-school of Peter Abelard. It is one of several schools active 
in the second half of the 12th-century. In this paper I shall discuss why 
nominales were so called (§§1-2), when they appeared (§3) and disap- 
peared (§4), and what was understood by 

' nominales ' in the 13th- 

century (§5). 

1. The unitas nominis theory and nominales 

Bonaventure (#64a)! says that nominales were called so because of 
their holding the unitas -nominis theory, or the thesis 4 4 'albus' '-a' 
'-um' sunt unum nomen". Two more 13th-century sources attribute 
the theory to nominales (# 52c, 54a). Supported by these sources, M.- 
D. Chenu and W.J. Courtenay argue that the basis of the nominalism 
was in the unitas-nominis theory, and they search under this presup- 
position for the origin of the nominalism into teachings of masters 
other than Abelard.2 It is true that nominales actually held the unitas- 
nominis theory.3 But still the testimonies on which Chenu and 
Courtenay rely turn out to be unreliable, if we study 12th-century 
sources. 

1 The numbers with are those in Iwakuma Y. & S. Ebbesen, Logico-theological 
Schools from the Second Half of the 1 2th- Century: A List of Sources , in the present volume 
of this journal. 2 Chenu 1935-36; Chenu 1957; Courtenay 1991a. 3 A 12th-century treatise in ms Vienna, VPL 2459, ff. 107v-lllra, discusses, 
together with other theses of nominales (cf. n. 20 below), the unitas-nominis theory 
(109va-b) as follows: "Quaeritur si 'albus, -a, -um' sit idem nomen vel diversa. 
Quidam dicunt quod diversa; quidam quod idem nomen; alii dicunt <quod> hoc 
nomen 'albus' est plura nomina, non tam plura asserentes (] asserentibus ms) quod 
sit nomina diversa. < Primis > sic opponitur  Contra nos: 'albus, -a, -u<m> 
est idem nomen, <ergo> nullam terminatione<m> habet hoc nomen <'albus'> 
quam non habeat hoc nomen 'alba'. Fallacia  Item contra illos qui dicunt quod 
plura nomina, non tarnen plura, sie opponitur  " 
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The unitas-nominis theory was first proposed in somewhat a different 
formula, viz. "oblique cases are the same noun as their nominative". 
This theory is against what Aristotle says in his De interpretatione (2, 
16a32-bl, transi. Boethii): 

" 'Catonis' autem vel 'Catoni' et quaecum- 
que talia sunt non sunt nomina, sed casus nominis". In his Dialéctica 
Peter Abelard gives comments to this Aristotle's idea to the effect that 
signification remains the same through different cases or gender; and 
in his Logica Ingredientibus explicitly says that 'Cato' and 'Catonis' are 
the same noun in so far as one pays attention to the identity of their 
signification.4 It is almost certain that Abelard was the first person to 
propound the unitas-nominis theory in these forms, since none of the 
extant earlier Perihermenias- commentaries gives similar comments to 
Aristotle's phrase.5 

By Abelard' s last days this issue became a matter of discussion. The 
Introductiones Montanae maiores says as follows (Ms Paris, BN, lat. 
15141, f. 49ra-b): 

Rursum opponitur. 'Socrates' est nomen, ergo proprium vel appellativum; et 
cum non sit appellativum, est proprium; Socratis, cum non sit alterius; et si est 
'Socrates' nomen Socratis, Socrates habet hoc nomen 'Socratis', et eadem 
ratione <'Socrati'> 'Socrate<m>' 'Socrate'; et ita vocatur hoc nomine 
'Socratis' 'Socrati' 'Socratem' 'Socrate', quod est absurdum concedere. 

Nos non concedimus quod vocetur aliquis /49rb/ 'Socratis' vel vocatio est fieri 
nisi per nominativům et vocativum, ut hic vocetur Socrates 'Socrates' vel 'o 
Socrates (] socrata Mr)'. Ad quod dicimus esse concedendum quod hoc nomen 
'Socratis' 'Socrati' '-em' est proprium nomen Socratis, et Socrates (] socratis 
Ms) habet hoc nomen 'Socratis' et 'Socratem', non tarnen habet plura nomina , quia 
non (] tam Ms) esset binomius(!); nam (] in Ms) hoc nomen 'Socratis' non est 
hoc nomen 'Socratem' nec aliud nomen, sed idem cum ilio nomen. Sed quamvis 
habeat Socrates hoc nomen 'Socratem', non potest vocari isto nomine, sed potest 
appellari nomine isto, et vocari nomine quod est idem cum isto. 

This work reports the teachings of Alberic of Paris in the mid- 12th- 
century, and often contrasts them with those of Peter Abelard. In the 

4 See Dial., 124.36-125.15, and LI , 344.14-17. 5 For the extant Perihermeneias- commentaries and the brief dating, see J. Marenbon 
[forthcoming]. All of earlier commentaries interprete that Aristotle intends by the 
phrase to excluse oblique cases (as well as infinite nouns) from noun. Only two of the 
17 extant commentaries listed there say that Aristotle gives two-fold definition to 
noun, a loose one which includes infinite nouns and oblique cases as nouns, and a 
strict one which excludes them. They are H15 (ms Paris, BN lat. 15015, f. 183va), 
dated to mid-1 130's, and H10 (ms Paris, Bibl. Arsenal 910, f. 166va), dated by 
Marenbon after 1 120, but I am inclined to date it later. Both of them were later than 
Abelard's works, and therefore most presumably they were written under the influ- 
ence of Abelard's unitas-nominis theory. 
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passage quoted above the name of Abelard is not mentioned. How- 
ever, it is highly probable that in his last days Abelard taught the 
unitas-nominis theory, which he had arrived at in his younger days; and 
Alberic followed him in this issue, though otherwise being a bitter 

opponent of Abelard. 
The Introductiones Montanae maiores provides evidence that the 

Albricani , followers of Alberic, asserted the unitas-nominis theory as well 
as nominales. Moreover, Porretani accepted the unitas-nominis theory, 
too. Thesis 1.2 of the Compendium logicae Porretanum asserts that plures 
voces esse unum terminům , or oblique cases are the same noun as the 
nominative; and Thesis 1.3 asserts that plures dictiones sunt unum nomen , 
or 'albus* '- a 9 '- um ' are the same noun.6 

These two questions are dealt with as the same one in another 
source, a treatise in Ms Munich elm 29520(2) (an unfoliated frag- 
ment). The treatise is a product of the Petit-Pont school, as I argue 
elsewhere.7 Unfortunately only the beginning part is extant. It tells 

nothing of Parvipontani s view on the issue: 

Generalis solet esse quaestio: utrum nominativus cum suis obliquis, et diversi 
nominativi quorum unus formatur ab altero, sint idem nomen vel diversa 
nomina, ut 'albus' 'alba' '-bum', 'Socrates' '-ti'. Circa quod multiplex est 
opinio. Fuerunt qui dicerent hos (] hi(us) ms) non solum esse idem nomen, sed 
etiam eandem vocem. Quod prorsus obviât rationi et veritati. Contra quos sic. 
Aliquid est pars huius vocis 'albus', quod non est pars huius vocis 'alba', et e 
converso; ergo haec vox non est illa. Et hoc ab Aristotile ... (there is one line 
more, but it is damaged to be illegible).... 

Ars Meliduna reports various opinions to this issue propounded in the 
second half of the century (Ms Oxford, Bodl. libr. , Digby 174, ff. 
21 lvb-213ra): 

Consequenter ergo quaeritur utrum obliquus cum suo recto dicendus sit idem 
nomen vel non. 

Triplex super hoc modernorum invenitur opinio. Dicunt enim quidam obli- 
quum esse aliud nomen quam suum rectum, eo quod alia sit eius terminatio; alii 
dicunt quod sit idem nomen, eo quod eadem sit significatio et institutio obliqui 
et recti; alii quod nec idem nec aliud; non idem, quia non eadem est vocis ter- 
minatio recti cum obliquo; non aliud, quia non alia est eius significatio vel 
institutio quam recti. 

Et prima quidem opinio répugnât auctoritati grammaticorum et usui, et ex 
ipsa multa sequuntur inconvenientia. .../212ra/.... 

Secundam diximus esse opinionem dicentium obliquos cum suis rectis esse 
idem nomen propter identitatem signifìcationis et institutionis. Sed haec iterum 
opinio variatur. Dicunt enim quidam eorum obliquos cum recto esse et idem 

6 Ebbesen/Fredborg/Nielsen (ed.) 1983, 3. 7 Iwakuma Y. [1992a], §3. 
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nomen et eandem vocem; et sicut idem nomen ita et eandem vocem plu res 
habere terminationes, quia ad esse nominis duo exiguntur, vox et institutio; 
unde cum dicitur "hoc nomen 'homo' est hoc nomen 'hominis' sensus est, 
i.e. haec vox est haec vox, et habet eandem institutionem. Al i i vero dicunt rec- 
tum cum obliquis esse idem nomen, sed esse diversas voces propter diversas ter- 
minationes; et sic plures voces esse idem nomen. 

Sed his posterioribus multipliciter potest obici  
Notandum ergo quoniam eorum quae conveniunt dictionibus declinabilibus 

quaedam sibi in omni terminatione, quaedam non in omni conveniunt. Et quae 
(] quod Ms) secundum omnem terminationem insunt, possunt attribuì qualibet 
terminatione dictionis nominata, ut hoc nomen 'albus' est adiectivum mobile, 
declinatur, est alicuius casus, generis, numeri; similiter hoc verbum 'curriť 
signifícat actionem, est tertiae coniugationis, est alicuius modi, personae, tem- 
poris, et huiusmodi; quae per omnes terminationes sunt vera. Quae vero non 
secundum omnem terminationem insunt, possunt attribui non <nisi> 
nominando terminationem, ut nomen quod profertur ab isto est masculini 
generis, est feminini, est neutri, posito quod proférât tantum hoc nomen 'albus' 
in hac terminatione; similiter terminatur in '-us', in '-a', in '-um', est 
nominativi casus, est genitivi; eodem modo verbum quod profertur ab isto est 
praesentis temporis, praeteriti, futuri, indicativi modi, imperativi, optativi, 
infinitivi. Sed si velimus nominare terminationem dictionis, ilia sola erit 
nominanda secundum quam istud praedicatum illi convenit, ut hoc nomen 
'albus' est masculini generis, et hoc verbum 'curro' primae personae; sed non 
similiter dices: hoc nomen 'albus' est feminini generis, vel hoc verbum 'curro' 
est secundae personae, quia tale praedicatum non convenit alteri istarum dic- 
tionum in hac terminatione vel in illa. Itaque nominata terminatione dictionis 
non erit, ut diximus, aliquid attribuendum sive copulandum quod ei /212rb/ non 
conveniat in illa terminatione. Similiter nominando plures terminationes non 
erit aliquid attribuendum quod non insit secundum illas terminationes. Unde 
non est verum quod hoc nomen 'albus, -a, -um' sit alicuius generis, quia non 
est alicuius generis secundum omnes illas terminationes, sed magis aliquorum; 
nec hoc nomen 'dominus, domini, domino' est alicuius casus, sed aliquorum. 
Fortassis autem nec hoc ipsum bene dicitur " 'dominus, domini' est nomen", 
vel " 'curro, curris, -it' est verbum", sicut nec istud "haec species 'homo, 
hominis, homini' praedicatur de aliquo". 

Nec tarnen solutio quam diximus potest infirmari hoc modo. .../213ra/.... 
Nunc tertiae opinioni obviandum, quae scilicet asserit 'homo' 'hominis' 

diversas esse voces, sed nec idem nomen neque diversa  
Sunt etiam al i i qui non recipiunt hanc vocem esse illam nec aliam ab ea, sicut 

nec nomen. At vero hanc opinionem multae ex supradictis rationibus videntur 
interimere, ideoque nihil aliud nunc contra earn dicemus quam quae dicta sunt 
prius. 

It is evident that Meludinenses , too, held the unitas -nominis theory, but 
in a different form, viz. according to them oblique cases are not only 
the same noun but also the same voice as the nominative. 

These pieces of evidence8 prove that in the second half of the 1 2th- 
century the unitas -nominis theory was held by rather many logic 

8 There is another 12th-century text discussing the issue from the stand-point that 
oblique cases are different nouns from the nominative. See Ms Oxford, Bodl. Libr., 
Digby 174, f. 242vb. 
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schools, each with a slightly different formula. It cannot be exclusively 
attributed to nominales , as the 13th-century sources say. And if so, the 
label ' nominales ' cannot stem from their holding that theory as is 
asserted by Bonaventure. 

2. Why were nominales called so? 

As is well-known, Peter Abelard developed the theory that univer- 
sais are sermones , not voces as had traditionally been formulated. J. 
Reiners argues that Abelard took sermo to be identical to nomen , and 
later his theory of universais came to be formulated as ' 'universais are 
nomina" .9 Thus J. Reiners suggests that the label 'nominales 9 

originated 
from their theory on universais in this formulation. 

The formula 4 'universais are nomina " is frequent in 12th-century 
sources (#5, 18, 40a, and John of Salisbury's Polycraticus VII- 1 2 ; cf. 
etiam 25i, 43). It is therefore very likely that the label comes from that 
formulation. It is highly improbable, however, that nominales them- 
selves adopted the formula. Abelard would never agree with the for- 
mulation, since for him not only nouns but also verbs and participles 
are universais. And a text written by a nominalis10 says 

ť 'universalia 
termini sunt, et ... quaedam sunt nomina, quaedam sunt alii 
termini". 

Even realists were cautious of using the term ' nomen ' when they 
sincerely intend to discuss their rival's theory on universais. I know 
three realist representations of the nominalist theory. (1) A treatise on 
universais (#4), where the nominalist theory is formulated in terms 
of vocabula. (2) Porphyry-commentary in Ms Vienna VPL 248611; 
there the term ' nomina 3 is used together with ' vocabula ' and 'termini* , 
but ' nomina ' does not play a central role. (3) Ars Meliduna II (Ms 
Oxford, Bodl. Libr., Digby 175, f. 218vb): 

Universale sic Aristoteles in libro Perihermenias (De Int. I, 17a39-40) définit: 
universale est quod est natum praedicari de pluribus, i.e. praedicabile aptum 

9 Reiners 1910, 46: "So stellt Abälard die sermones gleich mit den Namen", 58: "So 
ist die Lehre Abälards mit dem Losungswort nomen in den Vordergrund getreten". 
10 Ms Paris, Bibl. Arsenal 910, ff. 141va-142vb, at f. 141va. 
11 M. Grabmann, in his Ein Tractatus de Universalibus und andere logische Inedita aus dem 
12. Jahrhundert im Cod. lat. 2486 der Nationalbibliothek in Wien , in: Mediaeval Studies, 
9 (1947), 65-70, edited the text on ff. lr-4r as an independent treatise on universais. 
Later De Rijk 1966, 24, discovered that the same text is included in the Porphyry- 
commentary on ff. 45r-60v of the same manuscript. 
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natum praedicari de pluribus. Sed illud praedicabile quid sit, utrum seil, sit res 
aut terminus, contingit dubitari. Quidam enim ponunt solos terminos esse 
praedicabilia; alii res, i.e. terminorum significata  Ponentibus solos terminos 
esse universalia vel singularia, manifeste obviât Aristoteles ... (there follow 
quotations from Authorities against the nominales ' thesis). 

Here only the term ' termini ' is used. 
The term 1 vocabula ' appears in (1) and (2) above. The latter (2) was 

written in the mid- 12th-century12; and the former (1) is dated around 
the same period, since it sometimes still uses the term 'voces', the key- 
term of the nominalist theory in the earlier stage. The Ars Meliduna (3), 
where the key-term is 

' termini ' is dated to 1170/1 180. 13 Presumably 
nominales adopted in the mid- 12th-century the term ' vocabula ' instead 
of Abelard' s 'sermones' as the key-term to express their theory, and 
then gradually shifted to the term 'termini'. The term 'termini' would 
be better than 'sermones' or 'vocabula' to express what Abelard means, 
since for Abelard the universais are only those words which can be 
terms, predicate terms in particular. 

One can conclude, then, that the formula " universais are nomina " 

was originally coined by realists as a rough and inexact one. Realists 
would have mocked their adversaries, attaching them the label 
'nominales '. Nominalists gradually accepted the label to refer to them- 
selves, as is the case in a nominalist text,14 but they never accepted the 
formulation itself. 

3. When did nominales appear? 
I have elsewhere shown that earlier nominalists were called vocales , 

and their theory sententia vocum. 15 The label ' vocales ' was later replaced 
by 'nominales'. When did it happen? 

The label 'vocales' must have been derived from the early 
nominalists' theory that universais are voces, not res. And the replace- 
ment of the label into 'nominales' must have had something to do with 
the transformation of the nominalists' view from the pox-theory to the 
sermo- theory. As is well-known, the ¿¿rmo-theory is first recorded in 
Abelard' s Logica ('Nostrorum petitioni sociorum" written in ca. 
1 1 20/24(?). 16 This is the terminus post quem of the appearance of the 
nominales. 

12 See De Riik 1966, 30. 13 See Hunt 1975, 18, n. 8. 
14 A treatise on predication (#22b), where the author says "nos nominales". 
15 Iwakuma Y. [1992b], §1. 16 I tollow the dating by C. Mews 1985. 
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The terminus ante quem is suggested by John of Salisbury's Metalogicon 
11-10 (#8), the earliest source with definite date where the word 
' nominales ' 

appears. John describes there his apprenticeship in France 
between ca. 1136 and 1146/7. Was the term ' nominales ' 

already cur- 
rent in the period of John's apprenticeship, or should we think of 1 159 
when the Metalogicon was completed? 

The latter is more probable. For in a Porphyry-commentary a 
vocalis is attacked as holding the sermo- theory, not vox- theory (Ms 
Oxford, Bodl. libr., Laud. lat. 67, f. 7rb-va): 

Dicunt quidam genera et species esse sermones incomplexos, et hoc pluribus auc- 
toritatibus confirmare conantur. .../7va/.... Ad eiusdem (= huius opinionis) 
infirmationem propriis argumentationibus utamur. Ut enim dicimus, auc- 
toritates adducere alieno est uti testimonio. Itaque quod et per hoc genus 
'animal' idoneis testimoniis et propriis rationibus monstratum fuerit, circa omne 
genus et omnem speciem constare nemo mortalium ambigat. Vocalis : hoc genus 
'animal* est hoc nomen 'animal'. Cantaber: ergo hoc genus 'animal' est aliquid 
quod est hoc nomen 'animal' vel non ... (there follow long counter-arguments 
by Cantaber, or Guarinus of Cambridge, against the vocalis ' thesis).... 

I date this commentary to 1140's. For, first, this commentary adopts 
the rather elaborated heads which R. Hunt calls 4 4 type D + type 
C"17; it was hardly before ca. 1140, and indeed all the Porphyry- 
commentaries written before the 11 30' s adopt heads of type C. 
Secondly, this commentary reports a lecture of Guarinus of Cam- 

bridge, who later became abbot of St Albans between 1 183 and 1 195; 
therefore his mastership was hardly earlier than 1140's. Thirdly, it is 

improbable that this commentary is dated after the mid- 12th-century, 
because the logica nova literature is never mentioned. If my dating is 
correct, then old Abelard and his followers were still called vocales , not 
nominales. 

Other earliest sources referring to 
' nominales ' are the Summa 

sophisticorum elenchorum ( # 5) and De figuris syllogismorum ( # addendum). 
The former is dated to 11 55/60. 18 The latter, a collection of instantiae 

17 See R. W. Hunt, The Introductions to the 'Artes' in the Twelfth- Century, in: Studia 
mediaevalia in honorem admodum Reverendi Patris Raymundi Josephi Martin , Bruges 1948, 
85-1 12 (repr. in his Theory of Grammar , 1 1 7-44). For the beginning of this commentary 
which enumerates heads of type D, see De Rijk 1967, 80. After discussing those 
heads, the commentary proceeds to discuss the head of type C (f. 6rb): "Assignatis 
illis quae circa artem extrinsecus erant consideranda, de eis quae circa hunc librum 
sunt inquirenda restât dicendum. Ea sunt haec: quae sit auctoris materia, quae inten- 
tio, quis modus, quis ordo tractandi, quis finis, quis titulus, cui parti philosophiae 
supponatur, quae sit causa compositionis". 18 De Rijk 1962, 89. 
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against the valid modes of syllogism, is from around the same period, 
too. For, on the one hand, the instantiae exclude the date before the 
mid- 12th-century. On the other, it would hardly be dated after the 
mid- 12th-century, since it still calls followers of Abelard ' vocales ' as 
well as 'nominales'. 19 Otto of Freising suggests, too, that even in the 
late 11 50' s the word ' nominales ' was still felt as new-fangled. In his 
Gesta Friderici (#6) written in 1156/58 he refers once to "sententia 
vocum M, the name attached to the vocales ' theory, and he calls it at 
another time " sententia vocum seu nominum" . It suggests that Otto had 
some hesitation to say simply "sententia nominum" . All these sources 
indicate that the label 'vocales' was gradually replaced by 

' nominales ' in 
the 1150's. 

Several logic-schools rivaled nominales , presumably in Paris, in the 
second half of the 12th-century. The earliest record of the rivalry is 

John of Salisbury's Entheticus (ft 7a), where John mocks followers of 
Adam of the Petit-Pont, Robert of Melun, Alberic of Paris, and Peter 
Abelard (John does not refer there to Porretani , or followers of Gilbert 
of Poitiers, but why?). The Entheticus was written in 1154/62. By the 

period the school-founders, including Abelard, are known to have 
died or retired from logic-teaching. It means that their schools were 
succeeded by their disciples. The label * nominales ' was coined in place 
for ' vocales ' in the rivalry of those schools. 

The school of nominales was characterized not only by holding (1) the 
nominalistic view on universais (#4), but also many other theses: (2) 
ex affirmativa non sequitur negativa ( # 23), (3) ex negativa non sequitur afir- 
mativa, (4) nullum tempus est nisi praesens , (5) omne fere totum est plures 
( # 1 1), (6) propositio est argumentum , (7) loci non sunt apti syllogismi ( # 20), 
(8) quicquid semel est verum , semper est verum , and (9) nihil crescit (#26, 
40b). All of these theses originate from Abelard's teaching.20 And the 
rival schools did not usually share the theses.21 The 12th-century 

19 Ms Wolfenbüttel, Herzog August-Bibl., Guelf. 56.20 Aug. 8°, f. 81v: "Secundus 
modus eiusdem ( = secundae) figurae sic falsificatur. ... Vel sic: omnes vocales sunt 
litterae, sed nulli clerici m(agistri) P(etri) sunt litterae, ergo nulli clerici m(agistri) 
P(etri) < sunt > vocales ' ' . The same treatise also calls clerici tenentes sententiam magistři 
Petri ' nominales * (here ' magistři Petri * is not abbreviated); see # addendum. 
20 As for the origin, see Abelard's Dial., 395.7-400.6 and 547.27-555.19, for the 
theses (2)/(3) and (4)/(5) respectively; Abelard's Super Topica glossae , 222.35-38 (ed. 
Dal Pra) and 319.30-31 for (5) and (6). As for (7) and (8), see n. 32/33 and 37 below. 
The Vienna text mentioned in n. 3 above discusses affirmatively (2), (3), (6) and (8). 21 There is little space to prove this claim. 
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nominales developed a system of whole logic consisting of these theses 
and of others common to rival schools like the unitas-nominis theory. 

4. When did nominales disappear? 

It is without doubt that nominales completely disappeared by the 
mid- 13th-century. Albert the Great, Bonaventure, and Thomas 
Aquinas all refer to nominales 9 

opinions in past tense ( #61, 62d, 64a-c, 
65a, cf. etiam 50c-d, 71). 

It is highly probable, however, that nominales ceased to be active far 
earlier. As is shown in §1 above, the unitas-nominis theory was held not 
only by nominales , but by Albricani, Porr etani, and Meludinenses , each 
with a slightly different tone. William of Auxerre left the earliest false 
testimony that the unitas-nominis theory was to be exclusively ascribed 
to nominales ( #52c). William's Summa aurea is dated between 1215 and 
1229. 22 Assuming that he wrote his Summa in his thirties, his appren- 
ticeship at Paris would have been around 1200 at the earliest. If so, 
then around the turn of the century they had lost the exact knowledge 
of the rivalry of the 12th-century schools and of the nominales 9 doctrine. 
It means that the schools disappeared ten or more years earlier. 

It is certain that the other 12th-century schools rivaling nominales 
disappeared by the end of the century. As for the Albricani , Montani , 
and Meludinenses , no 13th-century sources refer to them at all. Faint 
echos of Parvipontani or Adamitae are sometimes discovered in 13th- 
century sources;23 but Gervase of Melkley's Ars versificatoria , dated to 
121624 and the earliest source from the 13th-century, says 

' 4 
Parvipon- 

tani olim...censuerunt..." (#49, cf. etiam 56). The name of Porretani is 
very often mentioned in the 13th-century sources; but Humbert of 
Balesma's Summa , which is dated to 1 194/1200, 25 already refers to Por- 
retani9 s doctrines in past tense (#36c-d). 

Among the 12th-century schools, the Petit-Pont school was without 
doubt active when Alexander Nequam studied there between ca. 
11 75-82. 26 The Meludinenses , too, were certainly active in 1170's, if, 
and it is very likely, Hunt's dating of the Ars meliduna to 1 170/80 is cor- 

22 J. Ribaillier, Magistři Guillelmi Altissiodorensis Summa aurea ; Introduction générale ( = 
Spicilegium Bonaventurianum XX), Paris/Roma 1987, 16. 23 See Lewry 1983. The sources he collects there are #39b, 42, and 55-57. 24 Farai 1924, 37. 25 Heinzmann 1974, 20-24. 26 For the date of Alexander s study in Paris, see Hunt 1984, 4. 
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rect.27 And the Compendium logicae Porretanum might possibly have been 
written around the same period, maybe slightly earlier.28 It is con- 
cluded, then, that those schools disappeared very soon after producing 
those fruits of their doctrine, if my previous conclusion is correct and 
the memory of the rivalry of the schools was already forgotten around 
1200. This swift disappearence of the schools would need explanation. 
I am inclined to consider that it had something to do with the 
reorganization of education at Paris promoted by Pope Alexander III 
in 1 170's. But this is a major problem beyond the scope of this present 
study. 

A source appears to contradict my claim above, viz. nominales and 
other rival schools disappeard around the 1180's. It is a 13th-century 
treatise * ' Positiones nostrae 9 9 

( # 60), which enumerates and proves theses 
"contra opinionem realium" . But was the anonymous author a real 
nominalist? 

Most of the positiones enumerated there are completely alien from 
those of 12th-century nominales. Some similarity is found only in the 
first positio , viz. universais are nomina ; and in the third, viz. nothing 
augmentatur. But the formulation of the positiones are spurious. The 
former is formulated in terms of 'nomina' , which 12th-century real 
nominales would not have accepted as is argued in §2 above; the latter 
is formulated "nothing augmentatur9 

9 
, but the genuine formulation is 

"nothing crescit99 . Moreover, the rationes to prove them are completely 
different from 12th-century ones. There is another question on the 
anonymous author. He sometimes disagrees with Aristotle and sides 
with Zeno ( positiones 3, 4, 6, & 15); he also challenges Priscian in favour 
of a Stoic theory {positiones 11 & 12). But it is highly unlikely that there 
were people who sincerely tried to attack such authorities as Aristotle 
or Priscian in favour of Zero or Stoicism. 

For these reasons I consider the " Positiones nostrae 99 is not a work by 
a real nominalist, but a record of a school exercise in which one was 
demanded to prove nonsenses, including those which were supposed 
to be of the notorious nominales. The term 'positio 

3 does not mean there 
a positive assertion, but an assumption to be taken as true only in the 
course of the exercise. The term is used in such sense in 13th-century 
writings, thus ' positio falsi 

3 or 'positio impossibilis 
J in obligatio- literature. 

27 See n. 13 above. 
28 See the introduction to the edition (cf. n. 6 above), vii. 
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5. The 13th-century nominales in theology 

Among the 12th-century logic-schools the names of 'nominales' and 
'Porretani' survived the next century. But it is in theology rather than 
in logic that sources from the century mention their names. 

In the sphere of logic, neither nominales nor Porretani are known to 
have been active in the 13th-century, unless the anonymous author of 
the {(Positiones nostrae" (#60) had been a real nominalis. Two more 
logic texts mention nominales ' theories ( # 58-59). But none of them are 
supported by 12th-century reliable sources. Or rather they are simply 
false. For instance, the source # 59 attributes to nominales the thesis "ex 
impossibili quidlibet sequitur ", but this is a theory of Parvipontani,29 not 
of nominales. One may say that 13th-century people were ready to 
attribute any such eccentric theories to nominales. 

In the sphere of theology sources began to mention nominales and 
Porretani in the last decades of the 12th-century (seil, sources after 
#29), that is to say after the disappearance of the logic-schools. 
Abelard and Gilbert of Poitiers, the founders of those schools, were 
influential but notorious theologians. They were known to have been 
condemned at councils. 

Very few 13th-century manuscripts are extant for Abelard' s 
works,30 while rather many for Gilbert's. It suggests that 13th-century 
people had little interest in Abelard' s works, while Gilbert's continued 
to be copied and read. It was possible to refer to Porretani' s doctrine, 
directly addressing Gilbert's works. ' Porretanus 3 in singular came to 
refer by itself to Gilbert of Poitiers (#54b, 62a, 63, 66d); and ' Por- 
retani ' in plural simply meant those who followed Gilbert in this or that 
theory.31 But the relation between ' nominales ' and Abelard's doctrine 
was not so straightforward. His teachings were transmitted through 
several channels, more or less inexactly. 

Abelard asserts that God always knows, wills, or can do what he 
once knows, wills, or can do.32 His successors in logic, the 12th- 
century nominales , reformulated this idea into a form irrelevant to the 

29 See Iwakuma [1992a], §1. 30 See J. Barrow/Ch. Burnett/D. Luscombe 1984-1985. 
31 Albert the Great reports that some of his contemporaries thought Gilbert had not 
erred (#62c). Cf. also Albert's usage of ' Porretanus * and ' Porretani ' in #62b. 
32 See his Introductio ad theologiam, or the longer version of the Theologia "Scholarium", 
PL 191, col. 1103A and 1104A. 
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divine nature, viz. ' 
quicquid semel est verum , semper est verum'.33 In 

theology, on the other hand, Peter Lombard adopted Abelard' s theory 
in his Sentences (I, dist. 41, c. 3 and dist. 44, c. 2); and in his solution 
he touched on the immutability of the object of faith across time (I, 
dist. 41, c. 3). This was one of the roots of " theological nominalism". 
Neither Abelard nor Peter Lombard explicitly say what are the objects 
of the immutable divine knowledge, will, and volition, or what are the 
articles of faith common to Christians and the Patriarchs. Theologians 
in the third quarter of the 12th-century developed several theories to 
explain the immutability of the divine knowledge, etc., or the com- 
monness of the faith; but they never referred to nominales .34 It was after 
the last decades of the century that theologians began to associate a 
type of the theories with the nominales' semel- semper thesis, or to remark 
that Peter Lombard speaks as if a nominalis in these respects ( # 29, 44a, 
44e, 4635, 48b, 50a-b, 51a, 52d, 51f). 

Another root of the theological nominalism is in the question 
whether voluntas and actus are the same sin or not, which Peter Lom- 
bard does not definitely answer in his Sentences (II, dist. 42, c. 1). As 
is well-known, Abelard argues in his Ethica that the sin is par 
excellence in voluntas rather than in actus. In the third quarter of the 
12th-century some theologians asserted that they are the same sin, and 
used to refer to the unitas-nominis theory as an analogy, viz. according 
to them, voluntas and actus , though different in themselves, are the 
same sin, just as 'albus' 'alba' 'album', though different in themselves, 
are the same noun.36 They would not have mentioned the unitas- 
nominis theory if it had not been widely accepted by logic- schools in 
their day. In the early 13th-century, however, theologians began to 
ascribe the same-sin theory falsely to Abelard,37 and consequently the 

33 Salisbury, Metalog. III-32, 200.22-201.3 and Neckám, Nat. rerum , c. 173, refer to 
those who held the thesis. They are undoubtedly nominales (see # 46a, 50a-b, 51a, 52d, 
62d, 70). 34 See relevant passages of Udo, Simon of Tournai, Peter of Poitiers, and Bandinus, 
all cited in A. Landgraf 1943, 199-204. 35 In our list, we date #46 to 1206/10, following G. Lacombe, La vie et les oeuvres de 
Prévostin , Kain 1927, 181. But it should be dated to 1188/94, according to Landgraf 
1973, 154. 36 See J. Varichez (ed.), Les Disputationes de Simon de Tournai , Louvain 1932, Disp. 
59, Q.4 (169), and Disp. 93, Q.3 (270); Peter of Poitiers, Sententiae, II c. 14 (PL 211, 
col. 989C7). Bandinus in his Sententiae , II Dist. 42 (PL 192, col. 1068D), mentions 
the "unitas-verbi", or the sameness of 'amo' and ' amas ' Cf. also a passage of Udo's 
commentary on Peter Lombard's Sententiae , cited in Landgraf 1943, 201 f. 37 See the passage of Peter of Capua's Summa cited in Landgraf 1943, 202, n. 81. 
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same-sin theory together with the unitas-nominis theory to nominales 

( # 48a, 52c, 54a). It is also noticeable that the unitas-nominis theory was 
never mentioned in the same contexts as the semel-semper thesis until 
Bonaventure did so ( # 64a). The former theory was never taken as the 
basis of the latter until the mid- 13th-century. 

The third root of the theological nominalism is in the 12th-century 
nominales 9 thesis "nihil cresciť ' The thesis played a role in Trinity- 
theory in decades before and after 1200 (#40b, 48c, cf. etiam 33a-b, 
48d, 53, 70). 38 And lastly, the very label ' nominales ' retained the 
memory of the nominalisti view on universalis, though in the inexact 
formula "universais are nomina " (#40a, 44c-d, 60, 70, cf. etiam 61). 

These are all that 13th-century people understood as 
"nominalism", viz. (1) the semel-semper thesis associated with a type 
of theory to explain the immutability of God's knowledge, etc. (2) the 
unitas-nominis theory associated with the same-sin theory, (3) the thesis 
"nihil cresciť ', and (4) the nominalistic view on universais. Some of 
them are genuine theses of the 12th-century nominales , but some are 
not. And the other aspects of the whole system of logic developed by 
the 12th-century nominales were forgotten. Some 13th-century 
theologians tried to defend the nominalistic views, particularly those 
supposed to be of the magister Sententiarum. Some even professed to be 
nominales as Peter of Capua did ( # 44c). But their nominalism was con- 
siderably different from that of the 12th-century original one. The 
nominalism was taken as such during the 13th-century, and became 
the basis of the further development in the next century. 

Fukui, Japan 
Fukui Prefectural University 

38 According to #40b, the thesis means that a universal nature like substantia does not 
grow, although a persona like Peter does; and natures are interrogated by 'quid', while 
personae by 'quis'. This distinction between 'quid' and 'quis' can be traced back to 
Abelard' s Logica " Ingredientibus " and "Nostrorum petitioni sociorum" (36.23-26 and 
537.26-33 ed. Geyer). Cf. also the same type of distinction between 'aliud' and 'alius' 
in his Dial. 549.16-18. 
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Vivarium XXX, 1 (1992) 

The Logic of the Nominales, 
or, The Rise and Fall of Impossible Positio 

CHRISTOPHER J. MARTIN 

Introduction 1 

The twelfth century Nominales were without doubt the followers of 
Peter Abaelard and they were probably so called on account of their 
theory of universais. As my witness I call the Archpoet who on a Sab- 
bath night probably in 1 164 or 1 165 had a vision of heaven where, he 
tells us: 

Hie nec Aristotilem vidi nec Homerum, 
tarnen de sententiis nominum et rerum, 
de naturis generum atque specierum 
magnus mihi protulit Augustinus verum. 

Post hec ad archan gelům loquens Michaelem, 
qui regit per angelos populum fidelem, 
ab eo sum monitus, ut secreta ceiem, 
et celi Consilia nemini revelem.2 

Though Bonaventure' s account of how the Nominales got their name 
is surely a red herring,3 the Nominales do seem to have maintained the 
unity of propositional contents in the face of variations in tense. What 
we know of their views suggests, indeed, a simpler reason for their 
name than that offered by Bonaventure. They apparently held that 
accusative infinitive constructions may serve as names for what is 
signified by the corresponding propositional tokens. These 
nominalizations are called 'quasi-names' by Abaelard. 

I think that we are safest, however, if we follow the Archpoet since 
as far as we know he had no philosophical axe to grind. Chenu' s 
association of the Nominales with the realist Bernard of Chartres is 
entirely untenable. 

1 This is an extract from a much longer paper of the same title. In order to save space 
I have done away almost entirely with Part 1, condensed the argument in Part 2, and 
suppressed all but the barest textual references in the footnotes. I hope at some time 
to publish the paper in its entirety. 2 Heinrich Krefeld, Die Gedichte des Archipoeta , Heidelberg 1958, Text V, p. 62. 3 List of texts, 64a. 
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Just like today's anti-realists Abaelard derived conclusions about 
entailment and argument from ontology and philosophical semantics. 
Where today's anti-realists are intuitionists, however, Abaelard and 
the Nominales were connexivists. Connexive logic has as its leading 
idea that 4 no proposition should imply or be implied by its own nega- 
tion'.4 Since half of this principle is found in the Prior Analytics and is 

reported in de Syllogismo Hypothetico , it was bound to be acknowledged 
in some form by all dialecticians. Abaelard held that the most 

peculiarly proper principle of Nominalist logic followed from the basic 
connexive principle. This is the claim that conditionals whose antece- 
dent and consequent differ in quality are false. To understand the 
character of Nominalist logic it is thus necessary to understand the 
nature of Abaelard' s support for connexivism and in particular why 
he advocates this account of the conditional. 

Abaelard' s connexivism ultimately rests upon an ontology of 
individual forms and I so will begin with a very brief survey of this 
and its relationship to his theory of language. The main part of the 

paper explores Abaelard' s theory of logical relations and its applica- 
tion by the Nominales. In particular I propose that they were probably 
the inventors of positio and that they rediscovered the Liar. I conclude 
with a discussion of two paradoxical claims made by his followers but 
not by Abaelard and some suggestions about the later history of the 

logic of the Nominales. 

1. Abaelard' s Ontology: A Very Brief Summary 

The mediaeval problem of genus and species is not the same as the 
modern problem of universais. Mediaeval discussions concern a very 
limited range of predicates and have three distinct aspects, 
ontological, epistomological and semantical. We moderni , on the other 
hand, tend to be generous with respect to candidate predicates but to 
limit ourselves mainly to questions of ontology. A crucial difference is 
that two mediaevals might both have radically individualistic 
ontologies, or even the same ontology, but yet offer quite different 
resolutions of the problem of universais. Their different accounts of 

predication could easily allow each to abuse the other as a proponent 
of the sententia nominum or sententia rerum. 

4 See A.R. Anderson & N. Belnap, Entailment , vol. 1, 29.8, 'Connexive implication', 
p. 438. 
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That said, it is Abaelarďs ontology to which we must look if we are 
to understand his account of the conditional. I propose that he may 
be characterised in contemporary terms as a transferable trope anti- 
realist. Abaelard as I read him thus offers an account of substance and 
nature like that recently found in Metaphysics Zeta by Frede and Pat- 
zig. Perhaps unlike Aristotle in the Metaphysics , however, Abaelard is 
also committed to individual accidental forms. To Socrates* individual 
whiteness, for example and Sophroniscus' individual paternity with 
respect to Socrates. These forms cannot exist apart from the 
substances to which they now adhere but before their attachment they 
might have gone elsewhere. Unlike Ockham, Abaelarďs anti-realism 
does not extend to a radical or even moderate reduction of the varieties 
of forms. 

For Abaelard' s theory of the conditional what is crucially important 
is the difference between what I will call external relationships and internal 
structure. External relationships hold between distinct existents. 
Between substances, for example or between a substance and its 
accidents. The strongest connection that can hold in this case is that 
of what I call strict inseparability. A is strictly inseparable from B if it 
is impossible for A to exist and B not to exist at the same time. The 
internal structure of an existent on the other hand consists of the rela- 
tions which hold in virtue of its being the kind of thing that it is. The 
relations, for example, between a kind of substance and its material 
essence, or between the various substantial forms that constitute this 
essence. According to Abaelard the connection characteristic of inter- 
nal structure is that of what I call conceptual inseparability : A is concep- 
tually inseparable from B just in case being A requires being B in the 
sense that being B is part of the meaning of 'A' 

Abaelard insists that in imposing the name 'man' on a particular 
existent the original impositor may have no notion at all of its internal 
structure. In doing so, however, he is in effect stipulating that 
speakers of his language will call a man whatever has an internal struc- 
ture exactly resembling that of the sample. It is assumed, of course, 
that we can recognise other men as exactly resembling even if we can- 
not give an account of their internal structure. According to Abaelard 
the act of original imposition gives the word 'man' its sense. Just what 
the sense is is something which the philosophical logician must 
discover and which he does, according to Abaelard, by cooperating 
with the natural scientist. It is crucial for a dialectician to discover the 
sense of words since otherwise he will be at a loss to distinguish truth 
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from falsehood and so a sound argument from an unsound one. In 

particular he will not be able to recognise a true conditional when he 
sees it or to prove that it is true, since what is required for the truth 
of a conditional, according to Abaelard, is that the sense of the antece- 
dent contain the sense of the consequent. 

Furthermore, and importantly, Abaelard maintains that proper 
names have a sense. When Sophroniscus chose a name for his son, the 
child still had to acquire most of those features which we know and 
love. The baby was neither bald nor pot-bellied and though he proba- 
bly had a snub nose, he might not have had one. The name 'Socrates' 
was introduced by Sophroniscus solely to designate a particular man, 
and it has for its sense just the sense of 'man'. 'If Socrates is Socrates, 
then Socrates is a man' is thus a true conditional. 

The late antique theory of consequences as it appears in the account 
of the conditional and the topics presented by Boethius is an attempt 
to characterise the various internal and external relations of 
substances. Abaelard' s reconstruction of it is absolutely remarkable. 
The ancient theory, however, was a theory of the relationship between 
the significata of simple predicates, which Boethius characterises as res , 
or sometimes, like Priscian, as essentia or existentia rerum. Its concern 
was to establish consequentiae rerum , the relationships between the 

predicates or the forms in virtue of which something is, say, a man and 
able to laugh. There is no notion of propositional content available for 
the theory and so no suggestion that the relationships in virtue of 
which conditionals are true are relationships between contents, or 
states-of- affairs. The logic of such a theory is quite properly connex- 
ive: it follows immediately from the principle of non-contrariety that 
a contrary cannot be a consequence of its contrary. Abaelard on the 
other hand insists that conditionals are true in virtue of relations 
between propositional contents. 

2. Abaelard and the Logic of Propositions 

Abaelard is famous for his insistence that the ultimate bearers of 
truth and falsity are not propositional tokens nor the understandings 
constituted in our minds when we hear them uttered but rather a quite 
different kind of item. It seems to me that these items, what it is that 
propositions signify in virtue of their being used to assert something, 
are what we would now call states-of-affairs. 

On this account of propositional meaning a non-quantified affir- 
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mative categorical proposition and the corresponding mental token 
signify a positive state-of-affairs and are true if that state-of-affairs is 
the case, that is if the world is as it is said to be. Mutatis mutandis a non- 
quantified negative proposition signifies a negative state-of-affairs. In 
the Dialéctica Abaelard preempts Boethius' terminology and uses ' essen- 
tia rei and ' existentia rei as well as ' essentia and existentia rerum ' to 
designate what is signified by affirmative propositions. He introduces 
' non-existentia rei! rerum1 for ťas it were' the things subject to negative 
propositions. In the Ingredientibus and the glosses on de Topicis Differen - 
tiis he calls the same items dicta. 

To refer to existentia rei! rerum or dicta as the bearers of truth and 
falsity misleads if it implies any suggestion of a further item in virtue 
of some relationship to which they bear the truth-values that they do. 
These existentiae are rather what we would now call truth-makers, and 
when he is discussing Cat . 10 on what ' underlies' affirmation and 
negation it is clear that this is how Abaelard thinks of them. He follows 
Aristotle and speaks of existentia and non existentia rei! rerum not as true 
or false but as being or not being.5 

This is all well and good and as transferable trope anti-realist 
Abaelard seems bound to introduce states-of-affairs in addition to 
substances and their accidental forms. It just will not do to 
characterise the world as consisting of this man and that man, of this 
whiteness and that whiteness. It remains to be said where the 
whitenesses belong since it is not of their nature to be attached to a 
particular substance. The moral of the argument is generally taken to 
be that states-of-affairs have to be introduced into the ontology. 
Abaelard famously argues for just the opposite conclusion. For him 
existentiae rei/rerum are not res since they are neither substances or 
forms. They are, however, what it is that have logical properties and 
stand in logical relations; they are necessary, possible, logically 
opposed to one another, entail one another and so on. The need to 
ground logical relations is, indeed, a major argument for introducing 
them as one of the significata of propositions. The other candidates are 
for the most part transitory and certainly do not have the necessary 
connection required for the truth of conditionals. 

What Abaelard has hit upon is the concept of propositional content. 
At the same time he seems to be the first mediaeval to give clear 
account of the concept of a propositional operation. That is of an 

5 LI, 275; compare Dial , p. 293. 
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operation for forming propositional contents from propositional con- 
tents. For example for forming from the contents of the propositions 
'Socrates is a man' and of 'Socrates is an ass* each of which says one 

thing about the world the content of 'if Socrates is a man, then 
Socrates is an ass' and of 'Socrates is a man and Socrates is not an ass', 
each of which, Abaelard maintains, also says only one thing about the 
world. 

In one sense there are exactly as many truths as there are truth 
makers, since there are as many states-of-affairs as there are states-of- 
affairs, and just as many of these as there are nominalized proposi- 
tions. But in another sense we may ask a question which Abaelard 
would presumably have rejected as ill-formed: How many kinds of 
states-of-affairs are there? Abaelard himself explicitly recognises affir- 
mative and negative states-of-affairs and also consequences. Disjunc- 
tions reduce to the latter and particular states-of-affairs to the former. 
Beyond this he is perhaps committed to modal and temporal states-of- 
affairs but not, I think, to general states-of-affairs. 

Abaelard shows great care in setting out the theory of existentiae 
rei! rerum or dicta and, in particular, in discussing sameness of content 
in the face of difference in tense when dealing with divine knowledge 
in the Theologia 'Scholarium'.6 We must thus treat with caution the 
reports from St. Bonaventure and St Thomas that the Nominales dealt 
with this problem by claiming that different enuntiabilia signify the 
same res. 

Abaelard insists that for a conditional to be true the antecedent must 
be inseparable from the consequent in the sense that it is impossible 
for the antecedent to be true when the consequent is false. This condi- 
tion of strict inseparability is not sufficient, however, to capture the 
relation of consequence, or entailment, between states-of-affairs. 
Indeed Abaelard claims that it does not even express a genuinely 
hypothetical connection but is rather entirely categorical. He notes 
that if it were accepted as necessary and sufficient, then anything 
would follow from an impossibility. 

The condition that Abaelard proposes as necessary and sufficient for 
the truth of a conditional is that the antecedent requires the consequent 
in that the sense of the antecedent contains that of the consequent, the 
antecedent is thus conceptually inseparable from the consequent. 
Abaelard maintains that this condition is satisfied paradigmatically by 

6 TSch , III. 61. 
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the conditionalisations of the moods of the categorical and 
hypothetical syllogism. Each of these is a perfect entailment in the sense 
that in virtue of its complexio, or form, it is clear that from the truth 
of the antecedent the truth of the consequence follows. Like Aristotle, 
Abaelard has nothing moré to say on this point. There can be no 
appeal to reason against someone who will not concede the truth of 
such conditionals. As an alternative characterisation of perfect 
entailments Abaelard proposes they obey the principle that uniform 
substitution preserves consecution. 

Abaelard claims that the connection between antecedent and conse- 
quent is the same for all the figures of both varieties of syllogism. The 
difference between the first and the other figures is one of evidentness. 
The less evident secondary figures may be shown to be valid by con- 
version to the first figure. 

In satisfying the condition of uniform substitutability perfect 
entailments differ from imperfect entailments. In these the sense of the 
antecedent does indeed contain that of the consequent, but it does so 
in virtue of a topical relationship. Consecution is preserved in such 
cases only by the substitution of terms the subject things of which 
stand in the appropriate topical relationship. 

More to the point, Abaelard claims that condi tionals true in virtue 
of a topical connection may be proved to someone who is in doubt 
about them. Indeed in the Dialéctica the theory of the topics is 
presented almost entirely as an apparatus for proving conditionals. It 
seems to follow that conditionals true on the basis of a topical connec- 
tion have the status of what we would now call analytic a posteriori 
truths. Thus to prove 'if something is a man, then it is an animal': 
1. Of whatever a species is predicated so is its genus, 2. ťman' is a 
species of 'animal'; therefore 3. if something is a man, then it is an 
animal. 1. is the maximal proposition of the argument and so an a 
priori truth. 2. is a truth about a relationship between words estab- 
lished by the original impositor, although he may well not have 
realised that it holds - suppose a man was not one of his paradigms for 
'animal' . The cooperation of physici and dialectici would then have been 
necessary to discover that the topical relationship holds and what they 
would have discovered is, if anything is, an analytic truth. 

Though Abaelard maintains that the paradigms of true conditionals 
are conditionalised syllogisms, he refuses in general to allow that an 
argument is good if and only if the corresponding conditional is true. 
He realises that all that is needed for a good argument is that its 
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premisses are true and that it is impossible for them to be so without 
the conclusion also being true. Thus the strict inseparability rejected 
as insufficient for the truth of a conditional is just what is wanted for 
the validity of an argument. It follows that Abaelard cannot allow con- 
ditionalisation as a means for generating true conditionals. Many 
topics, for example, will warrant a truth-preserving move from 
premisses to conclusion but will not provide an entailment. Abaelard' s 
refusal to grant conditionalisation amazed John of Salisbury but was 
accepted at least by implication by the author of the Summa Dialéctica 
Artis1 and ought to be a characteristic feature of Nominalist logic. 

Another and related characteristic is recorded as an ť error 
Nominalium' .8 Abaelard insists that no locus is needed to support a 

syllogism or to guarantee the corresponding conditional. A syllogistic 
inference may be set out in a general rule but such a rule is not a max- 
imal proposition. The principle that uniform substitution preserves 
consecution requires no particular relationship between substituands, 
but that it mention such a topical relationship is one of the defining 
features of a maximal proposition. The problem here for Abaelard is 
that Boethius characterises de Topicis Differentiis as an investigation of 
which loci are suited to syllogisms. The best that Abaelard can do with 
this is to propose that Boethius had in mind that one of the premisses 
of a syllogism might be construed as assigning a locus for the 
enthymeme formed from the other and the conclusion. But as he 
points out the maximal propositions appealed to in this case will not 
in general support containment of sense. 

Abaelard insists that entailment, or consequence, holds between 
states-of-affairs. In an extremely important but dense and rather cor- 
rupt section of the Dialéctica he presents a series of arguments against 
those who would construe logical relations as holding between things 
signified by the terms appearing in true conditionals. The occasion for 
the discussion is the need to clarify the rules for the manipulation of 
conditionals. In particular Abaelard proposes that it does not follow 
from the fact that a conditional expresses a consequence that if its 
antecedent is destroyed, then its consequent is destroyed. In opposi- 
tion he brings forward someone who I will cadi a termist. The termist 
points to examples such as sickness and health which are related by 

7 Guglielmo Vescova Di Lucca, Summa Dialecta Artis , Lorenzo Pozzi (ed.), Padua 
1975. 
8 List of texts, 20. 
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immediate opposition. They are exclusive and exhaustive alternatives 
for the class of subjects of which they hold. Boethius maintains that a 
conditional of the form 'if it's not A, then it's B' holds only if A and 
B are immediate opposites. For such conditionals, then, it is true that 
if the antecedent destroyed, the consequent is also destroyed, i.e. if it's 
A, then it's not B'. 

In response Abaelard claims that this feature of immediate opposi- 
tion is not relevant to the concepts of antecedent and consequent 
deployed in the rules for the manipulation of conditionals. The termist 
wants to account for the relationship of consequence by appealing only 
to the nature and properties of things as set out canonically in 
Boethius' account of the topics. Abaelard insists against him that the 
connection should be understood less narrowly in terms of the rela- 
tions between states-of-affairs. If he is right to claim that there are con- 
sequences between states-of-affairs which cannot be reduced to a rela- 
tionship between things, this will not merely be a matter of 
redescription. In particular Abaelard maintains that the termist will be 
embarrassingly at a loss to give an account of certain consequences 
with impossible antecedents. To account for conditionals with such 
antecedents is one of the major problems of later twelfth century logic. 
They are not, however, the only problem for the termist. Abaelard 
challenges him to find a connection between the terms of the antece- 
dent and consequent to account for the truth of the following condi- 
tionals: (CI) if every animal is a stone, then some stone is a stone; 
(C2) if Socrates is Brunellus (i.e. Brunellus the ass), then Socrates is 
a man; (C3) if Socrates is an animal, then Socrates is a man. 

Let us consider C2. It is embarrassing to the termist, since: 

... if we attend to the opposition of Brunellus and man in the second consequence 
how can we grant that the predication of one requires the predication of other.9 

Indeed the termist, following Boethius' account of the dialectical 
loci, ought, if anything, to maintain its contrary: 'if Socrates is 
Brunellus, then Socrates is not a man'. Appealing to the maximal 
proposition for opposites that if one of a pair of opposites is predicated 
of something, its opposite is removed. 

Abaelards proof of C2: 

C2.1 If Socrates is Brunellus, then Socrates is Brunellus, 
C2.2 if Socrates is Brunellus, then Brunellus is Socrates, 

9 Dial., 293. 
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C2.3 . ' if Socrates is Brunellus, then Socrates is Brunellus and 
Brunellus is Socrates. 

C2.4 if Socrates is Brunellus and Brunellus is Socrates, then 
Socrates is Socrates, 

C2.5 if Socrates is Socrates, then Socrates is a man, 
C2.6 if Socrates is Brunellus, then Socrates is a man. 

According to Abaelard, termists try to avoid embarrassment in 
three ways the first two of which present themselves as complaints 
about the 'dissimilarity of the middle' and so the impropriety of the 
appeal to the transitivity of entailment.10 

[A] The Argument Is Unsound 

Those objecting in this way insist, in effect, that considered 
independently of the argument, C2.5 is true in virtue of Socrates 
being essentially a man. Abaelard agrees with them. They go on to 
claim, however, that since the supposition made in the antecedent of 
C2.1 is incompatible with Socrates' being a man, C2.5 as it appears 
in the argument is false. Abaelard argues to the contrary that 
'Socrates', 'Brunellus', and 'man' have the same sense throughout 
and that C2.5 would only be threatened by a categorical assumption 
that Socrates is Brunellus. He further argues that the position adopted 
by these termists is incoherent since they claim that from the supposi- 
tion that Socrates is Brunellus it follows not that Socrates is a man but 
that he is an ass. But as Abaelard points out this entailment is on aill 
fours with the one which they reject. He generalises the ad hominem: 
opponents of this sort offer no coherent account of conditionals with 
impossible antecedents. Abaelard insists that some must be rejected as 
false and others accepted as true but the termist has no way of non- 
arbitrarily distinguishing one sort from the other. 

[B] The Argument Is Valid 

A second group of termists continue to claim that the argument fails 
because of the difference in meaning of the putative middle but they 
concede that each of the conditionals is true as it appears in the argu- 
ment. They maintain that the argument does not in fact instantiate the 

10 Dial 288-305. 
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proper formulation of the transitivity of entailment, since this must 
include a proviso that the terms are construed in the same way. 
Against them Abaelard insists that (i) the satisfaction of such a clause 
can never be read off the terms of an argument and (ii), once again, 
the senses of the terms in these arguments do not vary from one occur- 
rence to the next. His point is, I think, that the sense of expressions 
are constructed 4 by addition' from those of their components and not 
vice versa. 

Abaelard goes on to offer a number of other arguments in the most 
important of which he proves by contraposing the premisses and con- 
clusion of an argument which they accept the soundness of one which 
he claims they must reject. 

[C] The Argument Isn't Embarrassing 

The last group of termists claim to accept the premisses of the argu- 
ment and its validity but to find nothing at all embarrassing about the 
conclusion. They maintain that the antecedent of C2.1 amounts to the 
supposition that being Brunellus is not opposed to being a man. 
Abaelard insists that this is not so, and if it were so the argument 
would be quite a different one in which the antecedent of C2.1 would 
express an identity. The intention here is quite otherwise. Brunellus 
is an ass and Socrates is a man and being a man is opposed to being 
an ass. Abaelard claims that the only way to avoid embarrassment is 
to adopt his own account of consequence as a relationship between 
what it is that propositions assert. In particular he connects the conse- 
quent of C2. 1 to the antecedent by appealing not to a topical connec- 
tion but rather to a basic principles of his ontology and philosophical 
semantics: 

For how could the substance of Socrates either as Socrates be something else or 
something hold of it as Socrates, if it itself should not be what it is said to be and 
remain under one essence. But if it itself should remain the peculiar property of 
Socrates just as it is located with the name 'Socrates', certainly it is necessary 
that it have the nature of man.11 

The first two responses of the termists have them maintaining that 
in a union with Brunellus Socrates would not remain a man. Abaelard 
has argued that they cannot have him becoming an ass either. Though 
Abaelard thinks it incoherent, a natural thesis for a termist to adopt 

11 Dial ., 302. 
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would thus be that nothing follows from an impossible combination. 
Strikingly this is just the theory attributes to the Reales in one discus- 
sion of the Parvipontanian principle that everything follows from an 

impossibility.12 Furthermore, according to the Introductiones Montane 
Minores , at least by implication, Alberic, the most bitter opponent of 
the Nominales ,13 argued that in the impossible combination Socrates 
would not retain his nature. Here, then, is another, and perhaps the 
deepest, reason why the Reales and Nominales might have been so 
named. In calculating consequences the Reales insist that one attend to 
the res. Abaelard maintains to the contrary, as presumably did the 
Nominales , that what is crucial is names and their imposition. 

Before I move on to Alberic and the schools, however, let me men- 
tion a quite remarkable and previously unnoticed use to which 
Abaelard puts his theory of the conditional. A conditional, he claims, 
is true if and only if the sense of the antecedent proposition contains 
that of the consequent. Thus Aristotle's argument for fatalism from 
division and Boethius' argument from divine foreknowledge fail. 
Abaelard' s solution is that of Chrysippus though with a quite different 
distinction between conditionals. Indeed Abaelard seems to require 
for the truth of a conditional what the Peripatetics did, rejecting as 
only categorical inseparability the criterion for truth proposed by 
Chrysippus. We cannot infer the necessity of the future from divine 
foreknowledge since: 

... although the event and God's providence of it are conceded to be equals and 
associates < comitantia > , there is no necessary entailment between them since 
neither is understood in the assertion of the other.14 

Abaelard' s solution to the argument from division, on the other 
hand, is to appeal to a corollary of the requirement of containment, 
the most characteristic logical thesis of the Nominales , that conditionals 
with antecedent and consequent of different quality are false. The 
premiss that if everything is necessary, then nothing occurs by chance 
is just such a conditional. 

This is all quite wonderful but trouble is very close at hand. 
Abaelard does not prove directly that opposites cannot be related by 
containment but rather taking the basic connexive principle as his 

12 List of texts, 59. 13 List of texts, 8. 14 Dial., 219. 
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axiom for containment he argues that the contradictory of that princi- 
ple follows if we accept a conditional connecting opposites. 

The flaw in Abaelard' s marvellous construction was eventually 
noticed by Alberic. He argued that Abaelard must accept that if 
Socrates is a man and not an animal, then Socrates is not an animal, 
but if Socrates is not an animal, then Socrates is not a man, and if 
Socrates is not a man, then it is not the case that Socrates is a man 
and not an animal, so if Socrates is man and not an animal, then it 
is not the case that Socrates is a man and not an animal. Alberic' s 
argument asks for very little in order to obtain its conclusion. A condi- 
tional which Abaelard agrees is true, simplification, contraposition 
and transitivity. 

Another source tells us that 4 pressed with this argument Master 
Peter conceded it to be necessary ' 15 And indeed he might since he 
himself had shown how to block most of the plausible ways of avoiding 
it. He is committed to simplification, since he explicitly accepts repeti- 
tion and strengthening the antecedent. He also insists, as we have 
seen, on transitivity especially in the face of impossible antecedents. 

The obvious principle to give up would be contraposition. Abaelard 
holds that the consequence expressed in an imperfect entailment 
instantiates an explanatory connection between antecedent and conse- 
quent as a law of nature. It is certainly not unreasonable to maintain 
that explanitoriness does not survive contraposition. But Abaelard is 
in a difficult position here since, although his support for the con- 
trapositive of a true conditional turns on a proof by reductio which 

guarantees only strict inseparability, he employs exactly the same 
device to derive the secondary from the primary figures of the 
syllogism. Lower the status of the contrapositive and there seems no 
reason to accept that any but the primary figures satisfy the contain- 
ment condition. All well and good, you may say, perhaps we can 
finally make sense of Aristotle's claim that the primary figures are evi- 
dent in a way that the others are not. For Abaelard, however, as for 
us, all syllogisms hold equally in virtue of their form, and he surely 
would not have bought the primary figures at the expense of the rest. 

The Introductiones Montane Minores 16 and the Ars Meliduna tell us that 

15 In the commentary on Boethius' de syll. hyp. in Berlin Lat. Fol. 624 quoted by 
L.M. de Rijk 1966, 1-57 esp. 54. 16 ' Introductiones Montane Minores1 , in: L.M. de Rijk 1967 II. 2, 9-71, p. 66, correcting 
the text in the obviously necessary ways; 4 Ars Meliduna' , Oxford Digby 174, ff. 211- 
241, ff. 235ra-vb, quoted in L.M. de Rijk 1967 II. 1, 352-3. 
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some people, presumably the Nominales , responded to the argument by 
claiming, in effect, that simplification to the negative conjunct fails 
when the conjuncts are of mixed quality, since in such a combination 
the negation is 'not so strong' as when it occurs adone. This is a possi- 
ble response, and it recalls a recent distinction between negation plus 
conjunction as a cancellation of content and negation plus conjunction 
as explosion of content. It would be difficult for Abaelard to accept, 
however, since he must regard the copulative combination of affirma- 
tion and negation as negative if he is to save as paradigms of entail- 
ment the syllogisms of the first figure with negative consequents. Fur- 
thermore nothing in the argument for simplification suggests any 
independent reason for disallowing strengthening of the antecedent of 
a repeated affirmative with a negative proposition. The cancellation 
view of negation would also, of course, require us to give up 
simplification to the affirmative conjunct, but unfortunately we seem 
to have been left with no record of the view of the Nominales on this 
point. 

Had they insisted on it they would have been well on their way to 
the development of something more like modern connexive logics. 
These typically save simplification as a rule of inference at the expense 
of conditional simplification and the deduction theorem. We do know 
that in the face of Alberici argument something like this was 
advocated by the Porretani who seem to have rejected simplification in 
any form. The Montani , following Alberic, adopted the termist posi- 
tion criticised by Abaelard and maintained that what grounds tran- 
sitivity is a connection between predicates, and that the conditions for 
the application of the rule are not satisfied here. Two extreme alter- 
natives are represented by the Melidunenses and the Parvipontani . The 
first maintained that not only does nothing follow from an 
impossibility but indeed nothing follows from a falsehood. The 
followers of Adam Parvipontanus, on the other hand, and temporarily 
the victors in the debate, seem to have given up the containment con- 
dition and embraced the ' paradoxes' of strict implication. 

These alternative accounts of the conditional became available 
around about the middle of the twelfth century. Not long afterwards 
the earliest surviving account of obligationes must have been written. It 
distinguishes between possible and impossible positio and explicitly 
rejects the application of the consequentia Adamitorum in the latter. It was 
presumably not written by a follower of Robert of Melun and proba- 
bly not by one of Gilbert of Poitiers or Alberic, since there seems to 
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be no restriction of simplification nor any suggestion that transitivity 
rests upon a connection between predicates. 

That leaves the Nominales , and one of them is surely the most plausi- 
ble candidate for author of the Tractati Emmerani, For though they are 
rather garbled, both the semantical and syntactical constraints placed 
there upon the notion of following under an impossible positio are those 
of Abaelard' s containment conditional. 

If the Nominales were the inventors of positio , they must also be 
leading candidates for the honour of having rediscovered the Liar and 
its solution by cassatio. Note, however, that the majority of evidence 
on the early Liar and on cassatio in particular comes from the Obliga- 
tiones Parisienses , which in view of a reference to the inapplicability of 
the consequentia Nominalium in a particular argument was presumably 
not written by one of them.17 

There is further evidence that at least the Tractatus Emmeranus de 
Impossibili Positione was written by a Nominalis . We know from a couple 
of sources that the Nominales propounded the paradoxical thesis that 
nothing grows and from one source that they also asserted that nothing 
moves. Normore has argued that Abaelard is committed to both of 
these theses but if we examine his works we find that he accepts neither 
of them. He certainly considers both claims, but in each case offers 
accounts of movement and change to save the appearance. 

Turning to the Tractati Emmerani we find a quite different story. The 
treatise on impossible positio is much occupied with the varieties of 
union. It distinguishes as did Abaelard but in an un-Abaelardian way 
between essence and person and proposes that there may be a union 
of one or of both of these. Obviously the questions of the character of 
the Trinity and the Incarnation are in the background here: 

It is to be noted that sometimes there is a union of essence only, sometimes of 
persons only and sometimes of both essence and person. And granted that 
essence and person are the same and that one cannot exist without the other, 
nevertheless one of them may indeed be understood without the other. And 
because it may be understood it may be posited since impossible positio comes 
about with respect to understanding. The essence is the suppositum understood 
without form and the person is the suppositum understood with form. And note 
that those terms are called essential which are so predicated of a whole as to be 
predicated of each of its parts, for example 'body', 'wood' and the like. Those 
terms are called personal which are so predicated of a whole that they are not 
predicated of each part of it, for example the term 'man' and the term 
'animal'. 18 

17 Martin 1992. 
18 Tractatus Emmeranus de impossibili positione , in L.M. de Rijk, Some Thirteenth Century 
Tracts on the Game of Obligation , Vivarium, 12 (1974), 94-123, 120. 
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The Tractatus goes on to note that neuter adjectives are essential 
terms, a point earlier made by Abaelard, though he has it that they 
denote a nature rather than a person. We are then given some rules 
for predication. If a union is of essences, then an essential term 

predicated of one of the members must also be predicated of the other 
but not so a personal term. Posit the essential union of Socrates and 
Brunellus and ' Socrates est idem quod Brunellus ' must be conceded but not 
4 Socrates est Brunellus' . So also, presumably, as Abaelard argues, 

1 Pater 
est idem quod Filius 9 but not ' Pater est Filius ' For personal union it is just 
the opposite, we must deny 

' Socrates est idem quod Brunellus 9 but concede 
' Socrates est Brunellus 9 and so, presumably, 

4 Deus est Homo 9 but not ' Deus 
est idem quod Homo9 . 
The Tractatus claims that amongst forms there are some, like blackness 
and whiteness, which belong to both essences and persons. Others 
such as growth and decrease belong only to persons. Though we are 
not told so it seems reasonable that we should deny the predication of 
the corresponding predicates of essences, that is we should deny 'this 

body grows' and 'something <aliquid> grows'. But if we deny that 

something grows we must grant its opposite: 'nothing grows'. If 
'movement' is a form belonging only to persons then we will have the 
second paradoxical thesis too. 

The Tractatus Emmeranus is the last text that I know to mention 
Abaelard' s logic for the conditional. Towards the end of the twelfth 

century a new theory and classification of the conditional was 

developed perhaps based on a reading of Book V of the Topics. The 
containment relation is still mentioned as characteristic of natural con- 
ditionals, but these often appear as an afterthought besides formal and 

simple conditionals. They are important for Scotus, however, since 

just the conceptual separability captured by the distinction between 
the two kinds of necessity acknowledged by Abaelard is required to 
locate a formal distinction. Not surprisingly Scotus makes use of 

impossible positio. What is curious, however, is that while Ockham has 

nothing to say about natural conditionals beyond claiming that they 
are evident to everyone, he does nevertheless recognise impossible 
positio. In fact the Summa Logicae seems to provide the last account of 
this obligatio in the middle ages. 

Ockham obviously has his doubts about impossible positio and in con- 
cluding his discussion of it he asks if there is any use for the device. 
He grants that there is and claims surprisingly that it is sometimes 
useful for investigating the distinction of things. Perhaps the reason 
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that impossible positio disappears after Ockham and so the last trace of 
the twelfth century Nominales in the fourteenth was the realisation that 
talk of evidence to everyone is much too vague to ground the use of 
the device. On the other hand any attempt to provide a special condi- 
tional for use under impossible hypotheses runs the risk of providing 
a tool for making the sort of distinctions that Abaelard and Scotus 
were so fond of but which the great fourteenth century Nominalist 
abhorred. 

Auckland 
The University of Auckland 
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Vivarium XXX, 1 (1992) 

The School of Peter Abelard Revisited 

DAVID LUSCOMBE 

My concern in this paper is not with works of logic associated with 
Peter Abelard but with writings of a theological kind containing mate- 
rial which is similar to that also found in Abelard' s own writings.1 

To these works of theology, largely collections of sentences but also 

including some works of biblical commentary, I gave attention in a 
book which I published in 1969 under the title The School of Peter Abelard 
and with the sub-title The Influence of Abelardos Theology in the Early 
Scholastic Period.2 After the passage of more than twenty years I 
welcome Professor Courtenay's mandatum to me to revisit what I 
called, following a well-established convention, the school. Whether or 
not this school looks any different now than it did two decades ago is 
one legitimate concern of this colloquium which seeks to raise new 
questions and to explore different possibilities than I have previously 
done. When John of Salisbury, as he tells us in his Metalogicon, made 
a return visit to the Mont Sainte-Geneviève after an absence of twelve 
years to see again the contemporaries and pupils of Abelard, he was 

disappointed to find that they had not progressed one bit; John's 
enquiries revealed nothing that had not been known earlier.3 Perhaps 
not in the case of John and the logicians from 1136 to 1148, but my 

1 See Julia Barrow, Charles Burnett, David Luscombe 1984-5, 183-302. Part 3 of this 
Checklist (259-261) gives information about a few works which put forward doctrine 
identifiable as Abelard's; Part 2 gives information about Abelard's own writings (240- 
258). See also Luscombe 1969: chapter 3 ('The Diffusion of Abelardian Writings', 
60-102) includes some details of writings on logic and theology inspired by Abelard 
as well as of those written by him; chapters 5 and 10 (143-172, 224-260) examine 
works of theology from Abelard's school. 
2 See n. 1 above. 
3 'Iucundum itaque uisum est, ueteres quos reliqueram et quos adhuc dialéctica 
detinebat in monte reuisere socios, conferre cum eis super ambiguitatibus pristinis, 
ut nostrum invicem ex collatione mutua commetiremur profectum. Inuenti sunt qui 
fuerant et ubi. Ñeque enim ad palmum uisi sunt processisse. Ad quaestiones prístinas 
dirimendas, nec propositiunculam unam adiecerant. Quibus urgebant stimulis, 
eisdem et ipsi urgebantur. Profecerant in uno dumtaxat, dedicerant modum, 
modestiam nesciebant. Adeo quidem, ut de reparatione eorum posset desperari', 
John of Salisbury, Metalogicon , 11.10, ed. J.B. Hall with the assistance of K.S.B. 
Keats-Rohan, CCCM 98, Turnhout 1991, li 83-93. 
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hope is that a fresh return visit to Abelarďs followers in theology will 
reveal some fresh considerations. 

When considering the theological literature of the twelfth century in 
all its diversity and quality, we should remember that the writings 
which are either ascribed to Abelard or which contain features 
characteristic of his teaching are not especially numerous or very 
much copied but they were remarkable in their contents and character 
and caused considerable controversy. 

We have knowledge, in the first place, of Abelard's own books, 
especially his Theology in its many successive versions4 and his Ethics. 5 
Then there are the various collections of sentences. Of prime impor- 
tance here are the Sentences called the Sentences of Master Peter Abelard 
(SPA).6 From time to time they have been called the Sentences of Her- 
mann because a certain Hermann names himself in one version of the 
work. But Peter Abelard names himself in another version.7 Clearly 
this collection of sentences represents the teaching given by Abelard 
to students as reported or copied, perhaps by some of those students. 
This is a well written work; it is far from being a set of loose reporta - 
tiones. 

Other collections of sentences also summarise Abelard's theological 
teaching in more or less similar ways to that found in SPA : the short 
Sentences of St. Florian ( SF) for example,8 the Sententie Parisienses edited 
by Landgraf and which I cadi SPI.9 In this way we may distinguish the 
first collection of the Paris Sentences from SP2 which is a second collec- 
tion of Sentences also reporting Abelard's teaching and found in the 
same MS of the Bibliothèque nationale, latin 18108. 10 

4 TSum , TSch, Tchr, Tsch. 
5 Peter Abelard's Ethics . An Edition with Introduction, English Translation and Notes by D.E. 
Luscombe, Oxford Medieval Texts, Oxford 1971. 
6 Most recently edited by S. Buzzetti, Sententie maģistri Petri Abelardi (Sententie Her- 
manni ), Pubblicazioni della Facoltà di Lettere e Filosofia dell'Università di Milano 
101. Sezione a cura dell'Istituto di Storia della Filosofia 3, Florence 1983. Also PL 
178, 1695-1758. 7 Buzzetti, op. cit., 4-6 explains the problem of authorship and suggests that one 
magister Hermannus revised the text of the Sentences of Abelard and that, in so doing, 
he substituted his name where the name of Petrus appears in one group of manuscript 
copies of the work. See further Constant J. Mews, The Sententie of Peter Abelard , in: 
RTAM, 53 (1986), 130-84. 8 Sententie Florianenses , ed. Heinrich Ostlender, Florilegium Patristicum XIX, Bonn 
1929. 
Ed. Arthur Landgraf, Ecrits theologiques de I ecole d Abelard. Textes inédits , Spicilegium 

sacrum Lovaniense. Etudes et documents 14, Louvain 1934. 
10 Ed. J. Trimborn, Die Sententiae, Quoniam mis so, aus der Abaelardschule, Cologne 1962. 
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All the features that are common to these sentence works derive 
from Abelard and from Abelard alone. Of especial concern to 
Abelardo critics towards the end of his career was a lost work which 
was simply called Liber sententiarum magistři Petri (LS). Abelard denied 
having written it. It was taken into account by Bernard of Clairvaux, 
William of St. Thierry and Thomas of Morigny as they prepared for 
the condemnation of Abelard. Some of the work can be reconstructed 
on the basis of the quotations made from it by Abelard' s accusers, and 
an edition of as much of the text as survives in this way was published 
by Constant Mews in 1986. 11 

Some additional texts have also come to light. In the British Library 
MS, Cotton, Faustina A.X (saec. XII1) there are lengthy loose notes, 
written in the margins of an Anglo-Saxon work, which report 
Abelardo ethical teachings.12 This is not a structured sentence collec- 
tion like those I have just mentioned, merely a set of reportationes or jot- 
tings. They show an especial interest in the notion that sin is not act 
or deed, that forgiveness is not obtained by anything that man or the 
church does. This writer usefully amplifies, although in small ways, 
what we otherwise know mainly from Abelard' s little work on Ethics , 
the Scito te ipsum. 

I showed in my book on The School that in addition to the narrow 
but consistent stream of sentence works which contain neat doses of 
Abelard' s own teachings, there also developed another narrow and 
less consistent stream of hybrid sentence collections which mixed 
together sentences of Abelard and teachings from the school of Hugh 
of St. Victor.13 Leading examples of this current of writing are the 
Sentences of Roland (SR)1* and the Sentences of Omnebene (SO)15 As 
recently as 1988 Charles Burnett brought to light another such collec- 
tion, a Summa sententiarium by a certain Alberic who was a monk in the 
Veneto.16 His collection is sometimes long-winded. It cites magister 
Petrus explicitly on seven occasions, and incorporates passages from 

11 Mews, The Sententie 168-83. 
12 N.R. Ker, Catalogue of Manuscripts containing Anplo-Saxon, Oxford 1957, 194-6. 13 The School of Peter Abelard , especially chapter 10 ('Abelard' s Disciples and the School 
of St. Victor', 224-60). 14 Ed. A.M. Gietl, Die Sentenzen Rolands , Freiburg 1891. 
15 These are inedited although extracts were printed in the notes to Gietl' s edition of 
SR and Dr. Julia Barrow (University of Nottingham) has prepared for me a full edi- 
tion, as yet unpublished, based on all the known manuscripts. 16 Ch.S.F. Burnett, A new text for the "School of Peter Abelard" Dossier? , in: AHDL 1988, 
7-21. 
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Abelarďs Theologia as well as from SPA. Alberic also includes passages 
that correspond to a version of SPA that has not so far come to light. 
This means, incidentally, that Alberic's Summa has now to be taken 
into account in constructing the new edition of SPA. Like ¿ill the 
writers of all the other sentence works from Abelard' s school, Alberic 
distinguishes sins from acts and from will; and like all the other 
followers of Abelard he attaches the properties of power, wisdom and 
love to the three persons of the Trinity, Father, Son and Holy Ghost 
respectively. 

These, then, are some of the texts that have to be taken into account 
both collectively and singly when, as historians of medieval thought, 
we try to evaluate the trends or the tendencies for which Abelard may 
be held to have been responsible. We have a recognisable body of 
material, large enough to enable comparison and cross-checking of 
contents to take place. 

There is a second preliminary consideration that I wish to propose. 
This owes everything to the work of Jean Jolivet and especially to the 
closing pages of his justly celebrated book on the Arts du langage et 
théologie. 17 Jolivet argued that Abelard is better represented as a non- 
realist rather than as a nominalist, as a dereifier, especially in logic. 
However, at the end of his book Jolivet widened the scope of his 
enquiry beyond grammar and logic. He suggested that in all his 
thought, including his theology and his ethics, Abelard was always 
dereifying, always evading res , always evacuating terms of the 
thingness which people tended to put into them, always seeing in 
words the power to convey meaning flexibly and variably. This is as 
much part of Abelard's effort in the Prologue to his Sic et non , in his 
Theologia and Ethics as it was in his commentaries on the logic of 
Boethius. One identical method, one unified philosophy of language, 
was employed throughout Abelard's oeuvre. To this moment Jolivet' s 
is the most dominant and convincing general interpretation of 
Abelard' s thought. It still occupies a uniquely important position. It 
does contain some troublesome spots, as when Jolivet on p. 362 goes 
beyond his demonstration of the unity of Abelard' s method and style 
to speak of "un système bien articulé". In fact Abelard tended to fire 
away at almost every possible target. Opportunism and consistency 
marched together, but he had diverse inclinations to try to keep in 

17 Arts du langage et théologie chez Abélard , Etudes de philosophie médiévale LVII, Paris 
1969; second edition 1982. I refer to the second edition. 
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step. On earlier pages (p. 353, p. 354 n. 59) Jolivet described 
Abelard' s thought as a curious amalgam which preserves, along with 
the dereifying impulse, elements of Platonism and which recognises 
relationships or habitudines that are real, although beyond time and 

language. He left behind a number of unresolved issues. 
With these two preliminaries stated, I would like in the main part 

of this paper to bring together some illustrations, taken from the vari- 
ous sentence collections associated with the school of Abelard, of how 
Abelardian 'non-realism' was applied within his school to a range of 
issues belonging to the realm of Christian belief and doctrine. The 
common features and the common structure as well as contents of the 
sentence collections of the school should be kept in mind. 

Christian belief, what is needed for salvation, consists of three 

things - faith, charity and sacrament.18 The sentence collections are 

accordingly divided into three parts: first, a section on God, the 
Trinity and Christ; then sections on sacraments and on ethics. Of the 

greatest interest, and also among the best preserved in the manu- 
scripts, are the discussions of God and Trinity, and I shall delay com- 

menting on these until I have considered some other matters more 
briefly. These matters relate to the redemption, charity, merit, virtue, 
vice, sin and the remission of sin. On these matters Abelard' s main 

viewpoints are shared by his school, though often with some loss of 
nuance. 

First the redemption and the attack made by Abelard, as previously 
also by Anselm of Canterbury, on the theory of the devil's right. The 
devil had no ius whereby to hold captive fallen mankind. This view is 

prominent in the third fragment of the Liber sententiarum : the devil held 
fallen mankind captive until the death of Christ but only because God 
had permitted him to do so.19 As Roland writes, ius has its propria 

18 Tria sunt, ut arbitror, in quibus humane salutis summa consistit, scilicet fides, 
caritas et sacramentum, S/M c.l, ed. Buzzetti 25; PL 178, 1695A. Cf. SF c.l, ed. 
Ostlender 1; SPI, ed. Landgraf 3; SP2 , ed. Trimborn 146; SR, ed. Gietl 1; SO, ed. 
Barrow (Munich Staatsbibliothek Cod. sim. 168 (= M) p. 151; Naples, Biblioteca 
Nazionale MS VII C 43 ( = N) io. 1). Also, TSch, ed. Buytaert and Mews 1.1, //. 
1-2; tsch, ed. Buytaert 11. 
19 LS Fragment 3, ed. Mews 177-8. SPA c. XXIII, ed. Buzzetti 102-3, //. 14-37; PL 
178, 1730C-31A: SF c.30, ed. Osdender 14. Also, Abelard, Commentary on St. Paul, 
Epistle to the Romans, ed. E. M. Buytaert, Petri Abaelardi opera theologica 1 , CCCM II, 
Turnhout 1969, 114-15 (this work is abbreviated henceforth as Comm. Rom.). Likewise 
the anonymous Ysagoge in theologiam ( = YT) II, ed. Arthur Landgraf, Ecrits théologiques 
de l'école ď Abé lar d, 156. 
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significatio, and the term is not used properly in this context of the 

power exercised by Satan. Dominium is the correct term, the fact of 
domination over fallen man, not a rightful lordship.20 What ratio , 
therefore, needs to be discovered for Christ's incarnation, life and 
death? Was there any necessitas or opus for either the incarnation or the 
crucifixion as a means of redeeming mankind? For God could have 
redeemed mankind sola iussione or solo verbo.21 In fact God chose to take 
on a human nature in order to display divine love and wisdom to 
mankind tam verbo quam exemplo , the example being an example of obe- 
dience even unto death, the verbum being preaching and spoken 
teaching.22 

Moving on to ethics, R. Wielockx has drawn attention recently to 
certain interesting aspects of the Abelardian notion of caritas. 23 These 
are picked up in the sentence collections in the school. The Ciceronian 
distinction between honestum and utile was familiar enough to moralists 
in the Middle Ages; in defining caritas as amor honestus , and not as 
caritas pursued propter aliquam utilitatem , the sentence collections were 
following in the stoic tradition. But amor honestus was set in a Christian 
context as well: caritas is love of God for God's sake and love of one's 
neighbour also but for God's sake. We should do nothing, whether it 
be eating food, going to sleep or getting married, for any other reason 
than for God's sake. Augustine had written of charity that it has its 
climax in and ultimately consists in the enjoyment or fruitio of God 
himself. But the Abelardian school distills out all notion of recompense 
or reward. Charity is love of God for God's sake; it is therefore defined 
simply and strictly for what it is, not for what it entails.24 

A similar comment may be made about Abelardian perspectives 
concerning merit and blame. Merit and blame are not conditional 
upon human achievement. Merit, for example, is not attached to the 

20 SR, ed. Gietl 161-2. 
21 LS fragment 4, ed. Mews 178; Comm. Rom. 116. 
22 LS fragments 6-9, ed. Mews 178-9; SPA c. XXIII, ed. Buzzetti 103-5, PL 178. 
1731A-1732A; SF ed. Osdender 15. Cf. Abelard, Comm. Rom. 117-8. 
23 R. Wielockx, La sentence De caritate et la discussion scolastique sur l'amour , in: 
Ephemerides Theologicae Lovanienses, 58 (1982), 50-86, 334-56; 59 (1988), 26-45. 24 SPA c.I, XXXI, ed. Buzzetti 25-6, 139-40, PL 178, 1695B-D, 1747C-1748A; SF 
C.2, ed. Ostlender 1-2; SPI , ed. Landgraf 5, 48-51; SR ed. Gietl 314-22. See also 
Abelard, TchrV. 51-2, ed. Buytaert 369-70; tsch 13-15 ed. Buytaert 405; TSch I, 3-8 
ed. Buytaert and Mews 319-21. Wielockx (see previous note) shows that Abelard and 
his followers were influenced by writings more recent than Augustine, De doctrina Chris- 
tiana III. 10. 16, CCSL 32, 87. See also YT I, ed. Landgraf 85-91. 
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act of martyrdom or the practise of fasting. Rather, as SPA say, it con- 
sists in the will alone: a good will brings its own reward; merit and 
blame are not created by external conduct. This is not only because 
merit and blame are independent of the sphere of behaviour external 
to the human will - the sphere of acts - but also because the fragility 
of creation is such that merit and blame are functions of divine grace 
which enable or disable the human will. But man can himself - using 
free will and reason (with which to choose between good and evil) - 

accept or not accept God's grace.25 
The decoupling effected by Abelard (especially in his Ethics ) of the 

notion of sin from res is well enough known. Abelard's followers 
similarly remove the notion of sin from the sphere of acts and locate 
it inwardly in the mind which knowledgeably opts for contempt of the 
creator. Sin is distinguished from vice, from all external materia such 
as temptation or concupiscence. Like Abelard, the school worked hard 
to purify the concept of sin of all non-essential ingredients.26 

Likewise the economy of forgiveness is separated from the external 
spectrum of requirements comprising confession, ecclesiastical absolu- 
tion and satisfaction. Forgiveness by God and the human sigh of 
remorse are simultaneous and coincident and inside the mind; an 
external frame of requirements is needed but to serve wider 
purposes.27 

These examples show how Abelard and his school scraped away all 
superficialities that may obscure the thinking mind of the 
knowledgeable believer. A clear, knowing choice or consent or even 
contempt that is exercised in response to the grace proferred, and to 
the perfection of the goodness displayed, by God is all that ultimately 
counts. The place of externalities in relation to the workings of reason, 
conscience and understanding was sharply circumscribed. 

Finally I must turn to God about whom it was always necessary for 
the Abelardians to say at once that God is beyond language. As SPI 
explain, the art of division, the use of vocabula , the rules of the arts, 

25 LS fragments 15-16, 21, ed. Mews 180-2, 183; SPA c.XXXIV, ed. Buzzetti 153-5; 
PL. 178, 1754-6; SF c.27, ed. Ostlender 13; SPI ed. Landgraf 57-60; YT ed. Landgraf 
91-2. Cf. Abelard, Ethics , ed. Luscombe 26-9, 48-51; Commentary on Romans , ed. 
Buytaert 240-2. 
26 LS fragment 24-5, ed. Mews 183; SPA c. XXXIII, ed. Buzzetti 150-1; PL. 178. 
1753A-D; SPI , ed. Landgraf 55-6; YT, ed. Landgraf 106-9. 27 SPA c.XXXV-XXXVII, ed. Buzzetti 156-63; PL. 178. 1756A-8D; YT, ed. Lan- 
dgraf 207-16; SR, ed. Gietl 243-9. Cf. Abelard, Ethics, ed. Luscombe 98-127. 
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are of no help to philosophers who try to learn about God.28 This was 
in fact like an 'official health warning': the Abelardians did not in 
practise prohibit the use of uocabula. The school, like Abelard, 
defended a theory of transference or translation of meaning. Thus, we 
continue to use personal names - father, son and spirit - to designate 
three persons in the Trinity. Nonetheless, the names of Father, Son 
and Spirit sunt translata a propriis significationibus in order to signify per- 
sons in the Trinity.29 Yet the dissimilitudines that are thereby created 
are not total; the names reflect limited likenesses: res ille , as both the 
author of SP2 and SO write, quarum nomina sumuntur debent habere aliquam 
similitudinem cum re ilia ad quam significandam sumuntur ,30 Thus the 
Father is like a father who begets a son from own being; the Spirit is 
like the breath with which a mother shows her feelings to her creature. 
Nonetheless, such personal names are used improprie of God. By the 
time Abelardo censors had highlighted - if indeed they did not them- 
selves provide - that adverb in the Liber sententiarum in 1 139 to 1 140 it 
was easy, although wrong, for William of St. Thierry to allege that 
Abelard and his supporters had denied three divine persons.31 

Several of the compilers of the sentence collections go to some trou- 
ble to reproduce Abelard' s summaries of differing notions of persona. 
In grammar, a person is one who speaks to another, is spoken to by 
another, is spoken about. In rhetoric, a person is someone about 
whose actions or speech someone else argues or speaks. In Boethius, 
a person is substantia rationalis individua.32 For all their many 
resemblances, it is here on God and the Trinity that Abelardian 
sentence collections most display characteristic differences of selection 
and emphasis. The SPA , which have a good claim to represent the 
actual teaching of Abelard, are in fact the closest of all to being an 

28 SPI , ed. Landgraf 6-7. Cf TSum 11.64-74, ed. Buytaert and Mews II. 546-678; Tchr 
III. 11 5-30, ed. Buytaert IL 1338-1570; TSch 11.75-93, ed. Buytaert and Mews IL 
1138-1399. 
29 SP2 , ed. Trimborn 176, IL 22-4. Cf. SPA c.XV, ed. Buzzetti 73, /. 4; PL. 178. 
1716D. SO is very similar to SP2, ed. Barrow (M p. 163, N fo.27v). 30 SP2, ed. Trimborn 176, //. 25-7 (Trimborn prints creaturae ilhus instead of cum re 
ilia). SO , loc. cit. 31 LS fragment 1, ed. Mews 177. 
32 SPA c.XIII, ed. Buzzetti 70-1; PL. 178. 1715D-16C; SFc.lO, ed. Ostlender 5; 
SPI , ed. Landgraf 30; SP2 , ed. Trimborn 182; SO, ed. Barrow ( M pp. 164-5, N 
fo.29). Cf. Abelard, TSum 11.106-12, ed. Buytaert and Mews, II. 1003-59; Tchr 
III. 174-81, ed. Buytaert II. 2153-2231; TSch II. 104-9, ed. Buytaert and Mews II. 
1520-1612. 
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anthology of quotations from the Bible and the Fathers. SP2 , on the 
other hand, boldly eschew quotations from the authorities and are 
seriously philosophical. What, they ask, does individua mean in 
Boethius' definition of a person as substantia rationalis individua? 
Individuum means that which non potest dividi. An atom is individuum 
because it is too small to be divided. Steel which is too adamantine to 
be fractured is individuum. Anything that is predicable of one thing 
only is an individual.33 SP2 painstakingly examine, in the light of 
Boethius' definition, the question of persons in the Trinity: a divine 
person is not individua , because God the Son was joined to man in unam 
personam through the Incarnation; yet there had not been two 
separable persons, God and man, before the Incarnation occurred. 
That was one reason for questioning the use of the noun, person, in 
the Trinity. A second reason is that, on Boethius' definition of person, 
there would be not one but three rational substances in one God.34 

Why, then, if the word person raises problems when used of the 
Trinity, do Christians use it? The sentence collections, even where 
they blend Abelardian with Victorine teachings, are reasonably con- 
sistent and persistent in their answer. Person, in the Trinity, means 
not substance but property. The distinctions within God are not 
distinctions into three individual, rational substances, but distinctions 
into three properties which are power, wisdom and charity. Together 
these three properties of power, wisdom and charity constitute perfec- 
tion of being; they constitute the summum bonum. 35 

Still, the writers of the sentence collections are not content to let the 
matter rest there, having challenged the notion of person in the 
Trinity and having reproduced Abelard' s idea that three properties 
together constitute the summum bonum. They also raise, like Abelard, 
the question why there is a Trinity, not just one undivided permanent 
substance. The properties of power, wisdom and charity constitute a 
supreme goodness, but why cannot one divine person be this power, 
wisdom and charity? Why three persons? The answer given is that in 
order to persuade men to worship God a display of a diversity of pro- 

33 SP2 , ed. Trimborn 182. Cf. SO , ed. Barrow (M p. 165, N fo.29-29v). 34 SP2 , ed. Trimborn 182-6; SO , ed. Barrow (M p. 165, Ní os. 29v-30). " LS fragment 1, ed. Mews 177; SPA c.V, ed. Buzzetti 34-6; PL. 178. 1699C-1700D; 
SPI , ed. Landgraf 7-13; SP2, ed. Trimborn 188-204; SR , ed. Gietl 21-5, 46; SO, ed. 
Barrow (A/pp. 158-9, Nfos. 12-13). Cf. Abelard, TSum 1.2-9, ed. Buytaert and Mews 
II. 20-97; Tchr I, 4-7, ed. Buytaert IL 49-101; TSch I. 30-5, ed. Buytaert and Mews 
Ii 336-89. 
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perties is helpful: people will fear God if they perceive his power, they 
will love him if they learn of his wisdom and experience his love. And, 
although the sentence collections are not fully explicit on this point, 
an appreciation of God's properties will be easier if each of the three 
properties is specially and properly associated with one of three divine 
persons, power with the Father, wisdom with the Son and charity with 
the Spirit.36 

The problems associated with use of names for God are very domi- 
nant in the sentence collections. They distinguish two principal types 
of name. On the one hand there are personal names which are the par- 
ticular names of each of three divine persons: Father, Son and Spirit. 
On the other hand, there are natural or substantial names which are 
common names of the essence of God.37 These latter are of two kinds. 
One of these is of names secundum se or ex se: thus when we say God 
is immense or omnipotent or just or wise or eternal we apply names 
to God's substance. The second kind of natural names of God is of 
names which arise in respect of the relationship between God and 
creation: examples are just, merciful, creator etc.38 In SPA these 
names secundum nos or respectu creaturarum are either temporal names 
such as creator or lord, or they are eternal names such as provident 
or prescient.39 However, SP2 are not so easily satisfied. To say that 
God is immense and just and eternal is certainly to use names secundum 
se because if there was no creation God would still be eternal, just and 
immense. But these same names are also names secundum nos : God is 
immense respectu rerum que non sunt immense , he is eternal respectu tem- 
porum . 40 And this leads SP2 to take the further unusual step of qualify- 
ing Abelard' s argument that the distinctions in God are distinctions 
between complementary properties. The distinctions between (for 
example) God's wisdom, justice and mercy are not distinctions 
between different properties but distinctions between the diverse 

36 SPA c.V, ed. Buzzetti 35-8; PL.178, 1699D-1702A; SP2 , ed. Trimborn 188-94; 
SO , ed. Barrow (M pp. 158-9, Affos. 12-13). Cf. Abelard, TSum 1.2-4, ed. Buytaert 
and Mews li 21-49; TChr 1.4-6, ed. Buytaert, II. 49-87; TSch. 1.28-35, ed. Buytaert 
and Mews, II. 324-89. 37 SPA c.XIV, XVII, ed. Buzzetti 72, 79-80; PL.178. 1716CD, 1720A-B; SP2 , ed. 
Trimborn 174; YT , ed. Landgraf 258, 260, 263-4; SR , ed. Gietl 43-8; SO, ed. Barrow 
(M pp. 163-4, Níos. 27-28v). 38 SF C.9, ed. Ostlender 4 ('Quaedam nomina competunt Deo ex se, quaedam ex 
nobis'); SP2> ed. Trimborn 176. 
39 SP2t ed. Trimborn 176. 
40 SP2, ed. Trimborn 176. 
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intellectus which men form in the light of their diverse reactions to God 
acting wisely, judging justly and forgiving mercifully.41 Once again 
we see, as in Abelard' s Ethics , the switch from nouns to adverbs, from 
what to how. An effort is made in the school of Abelard to define the 
names of God from both an intrinsic and an extrinsic viewpoint. 
Moreover, SP2 find the plurality of the non-personal names of God 
somewhat unnecessary. 

Before leaving this matter of names, one final point must be made 
about the Incarnation. The Incarnation for the Abelardians is not a 
union of two persons. Abelard's followers deny that two natures or 
two substances are fused in one person. Divinity joined to humanity 
remains divinity just as bones joined to flesh remain bones. So it is 

improper or figurative to say, à propos of Christ, that God was made 
man or was made flesh.42 Out of this objection was born the doctrine 
usually known as Christological nihilism.43 

Nowhere in the Abelardian sentence collections need we expect to 
find brand names such as nominales or Abelar diani. But the 
resemblances between the texts of the school and Abelard' s own 

writings speak louder than any label in favour of the existence of a 
distinctive school of thought which was inspired by Abelard himself. 
For a while in the twelfth century considerable interest was shown in 
Abelard's teachings. This interest dwindled after the 1170s or so. The 
Victorines and Peter Lombard had by then provided a counter- 
balance; the condemnation of Abelard in 1140 had identified 
troublesome spots. This does not mean that Abelard' s followers 
achieved little. To be overtaken is not necessarily to fail; Abelard and 
his school had radically changed the agenda of theological discourse. 
Their new agenda was largely about names, as I have tried to show. 
As Otto of Freising wrote in his Gesta Friderici (I, 47) Abelard had at 
the time of his first condemnation at Soissons in 1121 appeared to 
reduce the persons of the Trinity to vacua nomina tantum - whereas the 
church faithfully taught that the three persons were res distinctae suisque 
proprietatibus discretae. And Abelard had, as Otto wrote, incautiously 

41 SP2 , ed. Trimborn 180. 
42 SPA c.XXIV ed. Buzzetti 106-9; PL 178. 1732-4; SF c.34 ed. Ostlender 16-17; 
SPI y ed. Landgraf 31-2; SR ed. Gietl 172-9; SO, ed. Barrow (M p. 187-9, C( = Monte 
Cassino, Archivio della Badia MS 386) pp. 69B-70B). Cf. Abelard, TSch III. 74-81, 
ed. Buytaert and Mews II. 991-1 1 12. YT does not follow Abelard in this, ed. Landgraf 
164. 
43 See Luscombe 1969, 250-2, 272-3. 
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applied the sententia vocum seu nominum to theology.44 In 1139-40, 
William of St. Thierry complained that Abelard was still attenuating 
the reality of the divine persons by speaking of their nomina as impropria 
and by focussing on what is significativam potius quam realem 

Here was a powerful current of theological thought. It was not 
called nominalist but it was much concerned with nominal issues. 

Sheffield 
The University of Sheffield 

44 Gesta Friderici imperatoris 1.47, ed. MGH, Scriptores XX, Hanover 1868, 376. 
Abelard certainly regarded the question of whether the Trinity consisted of a real 
diversity of person as of great concern to his contemporaries: 'Aut enim, inquiunt, 
hec diversitas personarum in solis uocabulis consistit, non in re ... aut in re sola et 
non in uocabulis, aut simul in re et in uocabulis1, TSum 11.44 ('prima obiectio 
aduersus trinitatem'), ed. Buytaert and Mews //. 397-401. Cf. Tchr III. 90, ed. 
Buytaert II. 1148-51. 
45 Disputatio adversus Petrum Abaelardum, PL 180, 532A, 256D. 
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Vivarium XXX, 1 (1992) 

Peter Lombard and Abelard : 
The Opinio Nominalium and Divine Transcendence 

MARCIA L. COLISH 

This paper has a double inspiration. One is my own investigation 
of Peter Lombard's doctrine of God, as part of a larger study of his 
theology. The second is the discovery, on the part of William J. 
Courtenay, following Artur Michael Landgraf, Marie-Dominique 
Chenu, and Johannes Schneider, of the fact that the Lombard appeals 
to an argument derived from the Nominales of the early twelfth cen- 

tury. Citing this argument, whose earliest expression he traces to 
Peter Abelard, Courtenay describes it as "the principal opinio 
Nominalium , namely, that whatever God at one time knew, willed, or 
was able to do, He always knows, wills, or is able to do. By the third 
quarter of the twelfth century, this theory had been reduced to the 
axiom: once it is true, it is always true {semel est verum , semper est 
verum)."1 As Courtenay points out, this principle, stated in Abelardo 

Theologia "scholarium", rests on the idea that nouns have a unitary 
signification, although they also have other consignifications when 
they are used in propositions that include verbs in different tenses, 
voices, or moods. In the Theologia "scholarium", Abelard uses this 
notion to support one of his most notorious ideas, the claim that God 
cannot do better, or other, than He does.2 

There is another argument of the Nominales , mentioned in passing 
by Courtenay,3 to which Landgraf, Chenu, and Schneider called 
attention earlier, a parallel analysis of verbs. According to this view, 
a verb signifies two things, an action and the time when the action 
takes place. A single action is signified, irrespective of the time. The 
time is only a passing circumstance. It is a consignification which does 
not alter the proper signification of the verb. Thus, the nominalist 
maxim, semel est verum , semper est verum , can be applied just as easily to 

1 Courtenay 1990, 46. I have capitalized "He" in referring to the deity in this quota- 
tion for the sake of consistency. 2 Ibid., 46-50. 3 Ibid., 46, 56 nn. 8, 12. 
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propositions stating actions as to propositions making statements 
about the things signified by nouns. As these earlier scholars note, the 
Lombard makes express reference to this nominalist argument con- 
cerning verbs in his treatment of God's power.4 For his part, 
Courtenay adds as well that the Lombard reprises Abelard' s 
nominalist argument in his treatment of God's knowledge. As with 
Abelard, Courtenay observes, he uses it to defend God's 
immutability. At the same time, the Lombard turns the self-same 
argument against Abelard, in attacking his claim that God cannot do 
better or other than He does.5 

It is precisely the Lombard's appeal to this nominalist principle of 
the semantic unity of nouns and verbs and his concurrent anti- 
Abelardian application of it that I want to address in this paper. At 
first glance this looks like a paradox or inconsistency. But, I will 
argue, the Lombard's tactics are perfectly comprehensible in the light 
of the doctrine of God which he defends more generally, in the light 
of his views on what we can know about the divine nature, and in the 
light of how he sees the function of the artes in helping us to clarify our 
ideas in so doing. In this connection, what is at issue is not only the 
nominalistic understanding of nouns and verbs but also the type of 
logic which this understanding accompanies. As for the first point, the 
Lombard seeks to reclaim for western Christian thought a theology of 
divine transcendence.6 In this theology the deity is seen as absolute 
being, being as such, the supreme metaphysical reality. Man, accord- 
ing to Peter, can gain an understanding of this reality through 
metaphysical reasoning. He views the deity as utterly inexhaustible in 
Himself and as totally unconditioned and unbounded by His workings 
in the creation and man. At the same time, Peter's goal is to de- 
Platonize the nature of God. For him, God's actions are always free. 
They are never constrained, either by anything external to Him or by 

4 Landgraf 1943, 192-4, 199; Chenu, 1957, 93, 96, 99; Johannes Schneider, Die Lehre 
vom dreieinigen Gott in der Schule des Petrus Lombardus , München 1961, 43-4, 53. 5 Courtenay 1990, 53-5. 6 To date, the best accounts of the Lombard's doctrine of God are Ermenegildo Ber- 
tola, Il problema di Dio in Pier Lombardo , in: Rivista di filosofia neo-scolastica, 48 (1956), 
135-50; closely followed by Guiseppe Lorenzi, La filosofia die Pier Lombardo nel Quattro 
libri delle Sentenze , in: Pier Lombardo, 4 (1960), 24-8. Also important, particularly for 
accenting his emphasis on God as essence, are Cornelio Fabro, Teologia dei nomi divini 
nel Lombardo e in S. Tommaso , in: Pier Lombardo, 4 (1960), 79-81; Etienne Gilson, 
Pierre Lombard et les théologies d'essence , in: Revue du moyen âge latin, 1 (1949), 61-4; 
Schneider, Die Lehre , 25-30, 224-6. 
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any internal necessity of His own being. In considering God's 
manifestations of Himself ad extra , Peter views them as God's effects, 
not as emanations or as participations of the divine being. For this 
reason, the Lombard takes sharp exception to the theology of Abelard, 
because he sees it as too economic, treating God as knowable 
primarily or exclusively in the light of His action in the cosmological 
and charismatic orders. By precisely the same token, he objects with 
equal force to other economic theologies of the day, be they those of 

Hugh of St. Victor, the Chartrains, or Rupert of Deutz. 
But, Peter singles out Abelard in particular as his target for two 

other reasons. First, in his own estimation, what Abelard has done has 
been to take the eternity of God, which ought to be seen as transcen- 
dent, and to collapse it into God's created and time-bound ordinance. 
And second, the nominalist analysis of nouns, by means of which 
Abelard buttresses his own economic inversion of the Lombard's own 
theological priorities, is also articulated in the context of a logic that, 
in the Lombard's view, is ill adapted to the scrutiny of metaphysical 
objects of knowledge, and above adi, the deity. In clarifying the Lom- 
bard's objections to Abelard' s use of the opinio Nominalium and in 
showing how he makes his own countervailing application of that same 
principle, it will help to examine the wider framework in which both 
Abelard and the Lombard develop their arguments. 

It was Abelard who made the initial sally here, and he did so in 
treating the question of divine providence, foreknowledge, and 
predestination and their relationship to future contingents, or, alter- 
natively stated, the relationship between necessity and possibility. 
This alternative is not a matter of mere, idle phraseology. For, the first 
and most important point to be made is that Abelard viewed this 
whole issue primarily as a logical, not as a theological, one. He takes 
it up, initially, in his early logical works, written before he decided to 
move on to theology. When he did make that transition, he retained 
the logical mode of handling it. This fact is worth noting, in and of 
itself. Equally important is the kind of logic that Abelard draws out 
of, or applies to, the Boethian- Aristotelian materials which he makes 
his point of departure. In this connection, his understanding of the 
scope of logic itself needs to be recalled, since it affects powerfully his 
overall method and also the kinds of claims he will be able to make for 
his logical arguments on this subject when he transposes them into his 
theological works. Notwithstanding the fact that he begins by com- 
menting on the Aristotelian texts available in the Latin school tradi- 
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tion, Abelard takes from Boethius and sharpens a Stoic-Megaritic 
approach to logic bound by its own rules. In his earliest works, he con- 
firms that, for him, logic is a science of discourse, not a mode of 

analysis whose goal is to seek verification of its conclusions in the 
world of nature or in the ontological order. Concepts may, initially, 
derive from things. But, once in the mind, they are usable, com- 

prehensible, and meaningful in propositional form apart from things. 
It is the internal structure and relations of the propositions and the 
terms that comprise them that determine the truth claims they make. 
Asserted initially in his commentaries,7 these same principles are 

developed by Abelard in his own logical treatises, both in his express 
statements defining the nature and scope of logic as such8 and, 
implicitly, in his reformulations of syllogistic arguments drawn from 
his authorities, in which arguments that involve priority and 

posteriority in time, or conditions that are verifiable empirically, are 
converted into propositions and syllogisms that display exclusively 
logical relations.9 The fact that Abelardo logic is not envisioned by 
him as capable of establishing any truth but the intrapropositional 
truth of logic itself has received general recognition from modern 
students of his philosophy.10 The fact that a logic understood as a 
science of discourse, not as a science of things, a logic understood as 

having jurisdiction only within its own realm and as unable to 
establish truth anywhere else, would make an imperfect instrument of 

theological analysis was also noted, in the early 1140s, by disciples of 
Gilbert of Poitiers, and held against Abelardo theological use of logic 

7 See, for example, Peter Abelard, Editto super Porphyrum ; Glossae in Categorias ; Editio 
super Aristotelem de Interpretation, in: Peter Abelard, Scritti di logica , 2nd ed., ed. Mario 
dal Pra, Firenze 1969, 3, 61, 84-5, 105-6, 110-3. 8 LI 17, 20-1, 28-9, 60-1; 112-5; 307-10, 320-2; LNPS, 585; Dialéctica , 2.1.1.4, 2.28, 
153-60, 163-4, 210-3. 9 Dial. 3.1.4, 4.1.2 ff., 270-309, 469-532. 10 Dal Pra, intro. to his ed. of Peter Abelard, Scritti di logica , xxii-xxiii; Beonio- 
Brocchieri Fumagalli, 1974, 153-63; The Logic of Abelard, tr. Simon Pleasance, Dor- 
drecht 1969, 13-23, 28-36; Geyer, comm. on his ed. of Peter Abelard, Philos. Schriften , 
Heft 4, 621-33; Jolivet, 1977, 312-8; Arts du langage et théologie chez Abelard , 2nd ed., 
Paris, 1982, 19-22, 44-5, 67-72, 74-7, 96-104, 229-335; Tweedale, 1976, 93-5, 130-7, 
185-8, 210; Richard E. Weingart, The Logic of Divine Love : A Critical Analysis of the 
Soteriologe of Peter Abailard, Oxford 1970, 11-31. The principal dissenters are De Rijk, 
intro. to his ed. of Peter Abelard, Dialéctica , xxiii-xxviii, xl, lv-lix, xcv-xcviii and Lucia 
Urbani Ulivi, La psicologia de Abelardo e il "Tractatus de intellectibus " , Roma 1976, 85-93, 
95-100, who follows De Rijk in holding that the achievement of a purely formal logic 
was Abelard' s goal but that he did not actually arrive at that destination. 
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on just that account.11 It does inspire Abelard at times to argue that 

theological language is metaphorical, or to invoke arguments from 
theological appropriateness. But it does not dampen his enthusiasm 
for the claim that dialectic, "to which the judgment of all truth or 
falsity is subject' 

' 
(cui quidem omnis veritatis seu falsitatis discretio ita subiecta 

est) should be used to demonstrate the teachings of the Catholic faith 
and to refute heretics.12 

The first theological topic to which Abelard gives logic this some- 
what ambiguous assignment, on his own accounting of it, is God's 
providence and future contingents. Abelard takes up this issue for the 
first time in his Logica ((ingredientibusì' where he indicates, by his very 
address to it, his desire to treat it as a technical topic in logic. He urges 
that the subject of future contingents be taken out of a temporal 
framework altogether. Past, present, and future, to be sure, are condi- 
tions that occur in nature. But the problem, he argues, should be 
treated on a purely conceptual and not on a natural level.13 Our con- 
cepts, whatever their content, exist as if in the present. This report, 
from the precincts of logic, is used by Abelard to reinforce the analogy 
made in Augustine's Confessions between the soul's present memory, 
attention, and expectation as reducible to the soul's present action and 
the eternity of God, dwelling in the eternal present. But Abelard' s 
analysis, unlike Augustine's, is based on the workings of logic, not on 
those of human psychology. One can, he notes, argue against those 
who think that God's providence is undermined by natural con- 
tingency and human free will, equating God's providence with univer- 
sal divine determinism. This can be done, he shows, as Augustine had 
done it, by distinguishing between providence and predestination. As 
he reads this distinction, providence is understood as God's 
foreknowledge of what will happen, whether good or bad, whether 
caused by God Himself or by the actions of men or other secondary 
causes. On the other hand, predestination is confined to God's deter- 
mination of those things He wills to occur by His own direct agency, 
specifically the granting of grace to the elect. As with the late 
Augustine, Abelard holds that this grace has two aspects. It prepares 

11 Nikolaus M. Häring, ed., Die Sententie magistři Gisleberti Pictavensis episcopi /, 2.38- 
39, in: AHDL, 45 (1978), 119; idem, ed., Die Sententie magistři Gisleberti Pictavensis 
episcopi II: Die Version der florentiner Handschrift , 2.38-39, in: AHDL, 46 (1979), 54. 12 Dial. , 4.1 prologus, 470. 
13 LI , 26-7. 
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the elect to respond to God's call and it helps them to persevere in it. 
Strictly speaking, predestination is the grace of preparation, and it can 
be distinguished from the gift that makes salvation possible once that 
initial grace has been received. Since predestination has this conse- 
quence, we can say that its causative effect is always good. Now God 
knows from all eternity which men He will endow with grace. He also 
knows which sins men will commit, although He does not cause them. 

This Augustinián attack on the question is in no sense the whole 
story, for Abelard; nor, in his estimation, is it the most interesting way 
to address it. He next introduces Boethius' s reprise of the key chapter 
in Aristotle's De Interpretationen where a more strictly physical and 
logical account of necessity, possibility, and contingency is provided. 
In chapter 9 of that work, Aristotle frames the issue in terms of a sea 
battle that may or may not be fought tomorrow. There is always the 
possibility that the captains may cancel the battle because the rulers 
they represent have settled their differences. Or, hostilities may still 
prevail, but bad weather may prevent the battle from taking place. 
The natural or human contingencies involved in these possibilities lie 
within the structure of natural laws and the nature of man. But 
whether or not they will be activated so as to prevent or call off the 
battle is a matter of chance or contingency. With this analysis in mind, 
Abelard now distinguishes providence from fate. Fate he sees as the 
natural necessities built into the physical order. Fate is ineluctable in 
the sense that, once the relevant physical laws of cause and effect are 
set in motion, the outcomes flowing from them will necessarily follow. 
God knows that these consequences will occur if these physical laws 
are activated, since He created the universe with the natural laws in 
question. At the same time, agreeing with Aristotle and Boethius, 
Abelard observes that there are areas of contingency and human 
choice here which determine whether or not these natural laws, and 
their consequences, will be activated in a particular instance. He adds 
that there are also physical events which God permits to happen - 

miracles, for instance - even though they occur outside of the causal 
nexus of the laws of physics. This observation aside, along with Aristo- 
tle and Boethius, he accents the idea that creatures, as they are 
created, possess certain built-in capacities to do or to refrain from 
doing what they choose. Giving an Aristotelian example here, he notes 
that a man, by nature, is capable of sitting down, but whether he will 
do so at a particular moment is a matter of choice, not necessity, on 
his part. The same analysis applies to a man's capacity to sin. The fact 
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that God knows how the man will exercise this capacity does not mean 
that God causes him to sin, just as God does not personally cause the 
other outcomes that are effects of contingencies. 

Thus far, Abelard has shifted an initially Augustinián argument 
preoccupied with grace and predestination to an Aristotelian argu- 
ment for possibility and contingency as compatible with a universe in 
which natural laws impose their own physical necessities. He now pro- 
ceeds to shift his argument once again. Still another way of handling 
the problem is to transpose it from the realm of necessity, possibility, 
and contingency as they operate in the natural order to the realm of 
modal propositions. This option is even more attractive to Abelard, 
since, once the subject has been reformulated in these terms, the pro- 
positions in which they are framed express the ideas of possibility and 
necessity and their relationships according to the formad structure of 
the propositions used. The conclusions flowing from these proposi- 
tions can be evaluated in terms of whether they follow logically from 
their antecedents quite independent of times, places, and conditions 
that may or may not exist in the physical or metaphysical order. From 
this perspective, Abelard now seeks to expose the logical fallacy of the 
claim that God errs if it can be shown that anything can happen in a 
way different from the way in which it does happen. The rule he 
invokes here is this: if the antecedent is possible, the consequent 
attaches the judgment "Yes, it is possible" to the proposition itself, 
not to the subject matter or content stated by the antecedent. His 
treatment of this rule is a clear articulation of the strictly logical 
approach to the problem of possibility and necessity he is talking at this 
juncture, an approach which he also advocates as more elegant and 
satisfactory than the ones that he had set forth before presenting it. 

If one applies this kind of logical analysis to the question of 
foreknowledge and predestination, as defined above, it follows that 
propositions admitting of possibility and contingency can be con- 
structed from propositions in which foreknowledge is asserted. Also, 
as Abelard points out, it depends on how the word 4 ' differently' 

' 

{aliter) is used in propositions that hypothesize on whether things could 
have turned out differently than the way they do turn out. Aliter can 
be used as a relative term, and also as a negative term. Its causal force 
is stronger in the latter usage. In the former case, when aliter is used 
as a relative term, the presence of logical possibility can be entertained 
without a contradiction with foreknowledge, in stating a contingent 
claim. The use of hypothetical syllogisms to structure the propositions 
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in question here itself emphasizes the formal quality of the logical 
analysis involved.14 

It is perfectly obvious what Abelard is trying to accomplish in this 
handling of the question of God's foreknowledge and future con- 
tingents in the Logica 

" 
ingredientibus In moving from a theological 

account derived from the late Augustine to a physical account derived 
from Aristotle to a strictly logical account of the issues, to which he 
is guided by Boethius, he places his arguments in, what is, for him, 
an ascending order of importance and persuasiveness. Even though 
Abelard gives a far more elaborate treatment of the De interpretations 
formulation of the problem than Boethius does in his commentary on 
that work, taking it through its paces in great detail, and offering a 
host of variant syllogistic forms in which the ideas involved can be 
stated, situating them within the larger context of the logical rules for 
affirmation, negation, and contradiction, and yoking them to an 

express discussion of hypothetical syllogisms, equipollent proposi- 
tions, and their probative force, he ends by reducing the Aristotelian 
position to the position of formal logic far more systematically than 
Boethius does. Abelard grants more authority to logic understood 
purely as a science of discourse than to anything else in his handling 
of this problem, reading across Aristotle and across Boethius himself 
to obtain a more consistently post- Aristotelian logic than his sources 
provide. He shows his instinct for moving away from theological 
reasoning, in redefining the divine nature, or propositions which refer 
to it, as part of the subject matter of logic. While Abelard does admit 
that the debate at issue can be approached in other ways, the other 
alternatives are clearly less compelling and persuasive, for him. Above 
all, the logical sense of propositions is his point of conclusion, 
whatever sense they may have in the world of physical or metaphysical 
reality. 

Abelard also takes up these same questions in his Theologia 
"scholarium". His argument here is similar to that in the Logica 

<( 
ingre- 

dientibus " 
except for the fact that he frames the issue of future con- 

tingents here along the lines of Aristotle's account of the sea battle in 
De interpretatione 9, giving attention to the claims made in terms of 
natural law as well as in terms of logic itself. The main differences 
between his initial treatment of the subject and this one are that, in 
the Theologia 

(( scholarium' ' Abelard wants to accent man's freedom 

14 Ibid., 426-47. 
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and responsibility in the moral life under the heading of contingency; 
and he wants to emphasize more strongly the point that God can sus- 
pend the natural law when He performs miracles. From a logical 
standpoint, it is also at this precise juncture that Abelard frames the 
question of the compatibility of God's eternal foreknowledge and con- 
tingent events in the light of the nominalist theory of the unitary 
signification of the noun, although its consignification in statements 
using the past or future tenses of the verb may reflect shifts in our 
knowledge or in our description of what the noun signifies.15 Let us 
keep in mind the company in which this nominalist theory travels, in 
Abelard' s presentation of it. 

Abelard returns to the argument offered in the Logica "ingredien- 
tibus" for a third time in his most mature logical work, the Dialéctica , 
there offering a refinement on it.16 He reprises the point that past, 
present, and future are categories irrelevant to God, since He lives in 
the eternal present. He also repeats the observation that God so 
ordains things that some events are capable of occurring contingently, 
and that, when this happens, these contingencies do not conflict with 
divine providence. Nor do events which, as God ordains them, occur 
of necessity as consequences of the laws of nature which He put in 
place. In this work, Abelard moves as well from the Augustinián and 
Aristotelian arguments to attach the idea of possibility to the logical 
relations between antecedent and consequent propositions that for- 
mulate the alternatives in hypothetical form. At the same time, in the 
Dialéctica Abelard admits that the idea of necessity also attaches pro- 
perly to actual natural outcomes, and that, even propositionally, a 
future contingent can only be defended as a possibility. This conclu- 
sion imparts a rather more Aristotelian coloration to his handling of 
necessity and possibility than he had given to it in the Logica 

" 
ingredien - 

tibus". Another shift is that, in the Dialéctica, he omits the distinction 
between God's foreknowledge and God's causation in treating divine 
providence. He collapses these two ideas into a view of providence that 
takes it to mean God's legislation for, and action in, the natural order, 
and not merely God's oversight of that order. The theme of 
predestination and grace likewise departs from Abelard' s agenda in 
this work. These shifts in emphasis notwithstanding, the bottom line 

15 TSch , 3.5, 3.87-116, 526, 536-47. 16 Dial., 2.2.10-11, 217-22. 
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for his handling of the entire question, both early and late, remains 

logic as a science of discourse ¿done, and not the divine nature. 

By express contrast with Abelard, when the Lombard addresses 
himself to the same constellation of ideas, he does so in an unam- 
biguously theological way. The first topics he takes up in Book 1 of 
the Sentences deal with the Trinity and the theological language 
appropriate to denote the divine nature as such and, alternatively, to 
denote the persons of the Trinity vis-à-vis each other. As he shifts to 
the next part of the book, he remarks that all the remaining questions 
that he plans to address there deal with the divine nature possessed 
equally and in common by all members of the Trinity. This condition 
applies, in force, to all God's actions relative to the creation and 
man.17 Peter's observation is a rejoinder to Abelard in two ways. In 
the first place, it attacks Abelard' s attribution of the names power, 
wisdom, and goodness as proper names to the Father, Son, and Holy 
Spirit. Secondly, the first issue he takes up under the heading of God's 
action ad extra , divine providence, foreknowledge, predestination, and 
future contingents, is raised expressly from the standpoint of God's 
knowledge, not that of human logic. In introducing the subject in this 
way, the Lombard makes it clear that his chief focus is going to be the 
divine nature as a theological and metaphysical reality. While God's 
role as a cause in the physical order is going to receive some attention 
and while care is going to be paid to the logical consistency of his 
arguments, and to those of thinkers whom he criticizes, Peter never 
lets the reader forget that he is writing about God here, and that the 
subject at issue is not a mere pendant to, or illustration of, the sciences 
of natural philosophy or logic. 

God's knowledge is one and simple, he begins. Yet, it can be 
thought of, in relation to man and the creation, in terms of fore- 
knowledge, disposition, predestination, and wisdom. Foreknowledge 
is God's knowledge, from all eternity, of all things that will happen, 
whether for good or for ill. Disposition can be regarded not only as 
God's general governance of the universe but also as His 
foreknowledge of the laws of nature that He will put in place before 
He creates them. Similarly, predestination covers the preparation of 

17 Peter Lombard, Sententiae in IV libris distinctae , 1, d. 35, c. 1, 3rd rev. ed., ed. 
Ignatius C. Brady, 2 vols., Grottaferrata 1971-81, I, 254. 18 Ibid., c. 1-6, I, 254-8. On predestination as the grace of preparation in the Lom- 
bard, see Johann Schupp, Die Gnadenlehre des Petrus Lombardus , Freiburg im Breisgau 
1932, 105-15, 141-58, 204-6. 
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grace which God grants directly to His elect and His salvation and co- 
ronation of them with bliss in the next life, as well as His knowledge 
from all eternity of who they will be. Wisdom, finally, is God's 
knowledge of all things, whether past, present, or future.18 Having 
mentioned the dimension of time in setting forth these definitions, 
Peter next addresses a set of problems not raised by Abelard, but ones 
with which Hugh of St. Victor and Honorius Augustodunensis had 
wrestled ineffectively earlier in the period.19 In so doing, he 
acknowledges the fact that he has a responsibility to respond to ques- 
tions, posed by other masters of the day, that are properly theological 
and not just logical. Supposing that there were no temporal order at 
all, and hence no future in which events not yet in being might take 
place, and given that God's knowledge is one with His essence, would 
this not mean, he asks, that God's very being would be in jeopardy? 
Peter answers this question in the negative. As he observes, when we 
speak of God's foreknowledge, disposition, and predestination with 
respect to the created world and man, we speak in a relative sense 

{relative, ad aliquid), just as we do when we refer to the deity as the 
creator. Such activities vis-à-vis other, created, beings as these relative 
terms denote in no sense exhaust or diminish the infinite reservoir of 
being as such which the divine nature possesses, prior to and apart 
from the creation. Further, there are two ways of regarding 
foreknowledge. First, if we consider the subject matter, the future, on 
which God's foreknowledge is exercised, as capable of being there, or 
not, then His foreknowledge can be understood as relative to the 
future. But, secondly, if we think of the knowledge that God possesses, 
with which He is able to know the future when it eventuates, then we 
speak of His knowledge with respect to His essence, whether or not 
the temporal world exists at all, or any particular eventuality that may 
take place within it. In any event, since He is eternal, God knows all 
things from eternity. His knowledge is not limited by the temporal 
order applying to creatures.20 

This solution responds effectively to the dilemmas propounded by 
Hugh and Honorius and at the same time addresses a question, raised 
but not answered by the author of the Summa sententiarum ,2Ì of whether 

19 Honorius Augustodunensis, Elucidarium , 1.13, 1.15, ed. Yves Lefèvre, Paris 1954, 
363; Hugh of St. Victor, De sacramentis fidei christianae, 1.2.14-18, PL 176, 211D-213B. 
20 Peter Lombard, Sent. , 1, d. 35, c. 7-9, I, 255-8. 21 Summa sententiarum , 1.12, PL, CLXXVI, 61C-62C. 
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God foreknows those future contingents that are not going to even- 
tuate. For, as Peter continues, he next makes the point that, in the 
second sense of foreknowledge which he has just indicated, God's 
knowledge is of His essence; it would be incorrect to say that, because 
He knows all things, all the things that He knows are God or that they 
share in His essence. Here, he stresses, we have to distinguish between 
what God is, and what God has in His presence or has within Him. 
As an illustration of that point, Peter notes, God knows who the elect 
are; but the elect are human, not divine. They are in God's presence, 
not His nature. Similarly, God knows the evils that will occur, without 
being identified with them, just as He knows the good things that will 
occur and that He will approve, good outcomes which, in this case, 
He helps along, to a greater or lesser extent, being partially or wholly 
an auctor as well as a knower. For, the creation and the temporal order 
are from God. They are not of God; that is, they are not of the same 
nature as God. It is at this juncture that Peter acknowledges the utility 
of Abelard' s distinction between the unitary signification of a noun 
and the differing consignifications it may have in statements using the 
past, present, and future tenses of the verb. He also indicates the 
limitations of this argument, from his own perspective.22 What is strik- 
ingly Lombardian about this whole analysis is Peter's success in find- 
ing a cogent substitute for the reduction of this problem to an exercise 
in formal logic. At the same time, he retains a philosophical no less 
than a theological perspective on it, by grounding the subject in the 
metaphysical distinction between God viewed in His transcendent 
essence and God viewed in those aspects of His being that He displays 
in His relations with other beings. 

Peter moves on, then, to a series of other questions pertinent to 
God's foreknowledge that had been raised and, in his view, answered 
unsatisfactorily by other masters. He deals in a swift and streamlined 
manner with God's foreknowledge and its relationship to causation, 
relying here on Augustine and other patristic sources and not on 
Boethius and Aristotle. Foreknowledge, he agrees, is not causative. 
There are some things that God knows, contemplating them in His 
own mind before He brings them into phenomenal existence as their 
one and only cause, as is the case with the created universe. In this 
example, He causes the things He knows, not vice versa. In the case 

22 Peter Lombard, Sent. , 1, d. 36, c. 1-5; d. 41, c. 3, I, 258-63, 293. This is the point 
noted by Courtenay 1990, 53-5; see also Courtenay 1991a, 11-48. 
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of contingencies, such as the willed actions of created beings who 
possess free will, God foresees the consequences of contingent actions 
but does not cause them. His lack of direct causation here is in no 
sense a failing or imperfection in the divine nature, or in the divine 
foreknowledge. For, He freely chose to create beings with free will and 
He knows how they will freely exercise it.23 This section of Peter's 
discussion reminds the reader that the divine nature is the perspective 
from which he thinks this topic ought to be examined. The exercise 
is designed to enlighten the reader about God, the subject of this book 
of the Sentences , not about the behavior and constitution of creatures. 

Another feature of God's foreknowledge that requires discussion, 
not only in and of itself but because of its bearing on predestination, 
is its immutability and its exhaustive coverage. As Peter observes, 
God's knowledge, like His essence, cannot change, enlarge, or 
diminish. God may direct His attention to this or that subject, or not, 
without changing His knowledge. Since He is omniscient and always 
has been, He knows things that have not yet occurred in the temporal 
order, and beings that have not yet come into existence. In the case 
of contingent outcomes, He knows whether or not they will occur. 
With respect to such future events, beings, and outcomes, this does 
not mean that God knows them better when they do occur. For, while 
they are conditioned by time, He is not; He has always been omnis- 
cient. In this respect, God cannot know more than He knows because 
that would be a self-contradiction, a point on which Peter agrees with 
the author of the Summa sententiarum. 24 

As for predestination, Peter notes, reminding the reader of his defi- 
nition of terms at the beginning of this section of Book 1 of the 
Sentences , predestination is included in what God foreknows but it is 
different from foreknowledge. Foreknowledge is not causative, while 
predestination is causative, referring specifically to God's direct deci- 
sion to extend the grace of preparation and perseverance to those 
people He chooses to save.25 Here Peter summarizes the standard late 
Augustinián teaching that was the consensus position on predestina- 

23 Peter Lombard, Sent. , 1, d. 38, I, 257-79. See Calvin Normore, Future Contingents , 
in: Cambridge History of Later Medieval Philosophy , ed. Norman Kretzman et al., Cam- 
bridge 1982, 363-4, who notes, correctly, Peter's accent on God's freedom here. 24 Peter Lombard, Sent., 1, d. 39, c. 1.1-4.3; d. 41, c. 3, I, 280-3, 292-3. Cf. Summa 
sent., 1.12, PL CLXXVI, 63A-64D. On this point, see Schneider, Die Lehre , 54. 25 Peter Lombard, Sent., 1, d. 39, c. 4.3, I, 283-84. Peter makes the same point in 
Sermo 112, PL CLXXI, 860C. See Schneider, Die Lehre, 55, 57-60. 
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tion in this period. At the same time, he uses the argument just 
developed on the immutability of God's foreknowledge to criticize ver- 
sions of that teaching that he finds aberrant or problematic. In the first 
place, there is the question raised by Abelard and debated by the 
author of the Summa sententiarum and by Roland of Bologna26 as to 
whether God can alter the number of the elect. Given the way in which 
Peter has framed his argument here, he can dispose of the idea that 
God could make such a change as a non-question, not only from the 
standpoint of God's will but also in the light of God's immutable 
omniscience. Just as God does not alter His eternal decree, so, since 
He knows eternally what that decree will be with regard to His elect 
and since His knowledge never changes, the alteration of God's 
arrangements here is a non-possibility.27 There is also the question of 
the relation between election and the behavior of the elect. Here, Peter 
wants to criticize the position of William of Champeaux and Anselm 
of Laon, who argued that God chooses the elect in the light of their 
praevisa merita.2* For the elect, predestination enables them to be 
justified, to live uprightly, to resist temptation, to persevere in the 
good, and to attain beatitude in the next life. God foreknows that the 
elect will respond appropriately to the grace He extends to them, just 
as He knows that the reprobate will fall into sin, although in the first 
case He actively prepares the elect for their salvation while He 
prepares nothing for the reprobate. But, Peter insists, with Augustine 
and against Anselm and William, God does not choose the elect 
because He foresees that they will respond positively to His grace and 
earn merit. Rather, what He foresees is the fact that His grace will 
provide the elect with the enabling condition for their acquisition of 
merit after the fact.29 

In the case of God's foreknowledge and related matters, as can be 
seen from the above, Peter demonstrates clearly that this constellation 
of ideas can be treated in as sweeping a manner as needs be, embrac- 
ing issues of genuine theological interest and pertinence which 
Abelard omits as well as those he includes, from the perspective of 

26 Roland of Bologna, Die Sentenzen Rolands , ed. Ambrogius Gietl, Amsterdam 1969 
(repr. of Freiburg im Breisgau 1891 ed.), 62-67; Summa sent., 1.12, PL CLXXVI, 
63A-64D. 
27 Peter Lombard, Sent. , 1, d. 40, c. 1, I, 285-86. 28 Sentences of Anselm of Laon , 1 1 ; Sentences of William of Champeaux , 240, ed. Odon Lot- 
tin, in: Psychologie et morale aux XIIe et XIIIe siècles , Louvain 1959, V, 22, 199-200. 29 Peter Lombard, Sent., 1, d. 40, c. 2-d. 41, c. 1,1, 286-92. 
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God's knowledge. Throughout, he grounds his support for the com- 
patibility of contingency and free will with divine foreknowledge, and 
with the existence of direct divine causation in some areas, not on the 
relations between necessity and possibility in natural philosophy or in 
logic but in the distinction between the transcendent God and the God 
Who acts, in a variety of ways, in the world He created, but without 
being exhausted or consumed by His economic role.30 Peter's 
resolutely metaphysical address to this question enables him to put it 
on as philosophical a foundation as is true for Aristotle or for Abelard, 
although it is a metaphysical foundation, and one that also affords a 
good vantage point from which to consider the specifically theological 
dimensions of these problems as well. 

While space does not permit as extended an analysis of the topic, 
the Lombard's handling of the related issue of whether God can do 
better, or different, than He does, and his rejection of Abelard's 
negative answer to that question, yields additional evidence as to why 
he finds Abelard's reasoning, and the uses to which Abelard puts it, 
fundamentally wrong-headed. In the Theologia Christiana , Abelard's 
urge to tackle this problem as a logician leads him to conflate God's 
power with God's will, forcing him to conclude that God always acts 
in the best possible way, since a consequent stating a divine action that 
is not good or just cannot follow logically from an antecedent stating 
that He is good and just. As Abelard puts it: "What He wills, He must 
will necessarily, and what He does, He must do necessarily" ( Quae 
vult, necessario velit, et quae Jacit , necessario facial. ) Logical necessity con- 
strains God's behavior, behavior which, he states, takes place 
inevitabiliter.3i Reformulating this claim in the Theologia "scholarium}' 
Abelard still frames it in the language of antecedent and consequent 
propositions, but shifts his accent to the nature of God as a perfect 
being. Since God is perfect, Abelard reasons, He must always act 
perfectly, as a necessity of His own being. The perfection of God's 
being thus entails, for Abelard, the perfection of the exercise of His 
will. Hence, God could not have made a better world.32 This version 

30 This orientation is also found in the Lombard's Pauline exegesis. See Peter Lom- 
bard, In Epistolam Pauli ad Romanos , 1:7, 8:29, PL CXCI, 1310B-1311D, 
1449B-1450B. 
31 Tchr , 5.42, 366. 32 TSch , 3.27-64, 511-27. A good discussion of this point is provided by Lawrence 
Moonan, Abelard's Use of the Timeaus , in: AHDL, 56 (1989), 30-3, 72-4. 
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of the argument imposes a metaphysical as well as a logical 
necessitarianism upon the deity. 

It is, among other things, precisely in order to free God from the 
axiological necessitarianism with which Abelard encumbers Him, 
whether logically or metaphysically, that the Lombard takes his own 
stand. His aim is to liberate God simultaneously from an economic 
theology and from the limits of logic understood purely as a science 
of discourse. His emphasis on God's freedom is reflected by his place- 
ment of this topic under the heading of God's omnipotence, and by 
his reimporting into the discussion an Augustinián distinction which 
Abelard had dismissed, the distinction between God's power and 
God's will, employed as well by recent thinkers such as Anselm of 
Canterbury. From this perspective, God's power is His ability to do 
whatever He wills.33 In actuad practice, according to Peter, what God 
does is good and just. But, he argues, this fact imposes no constraints 
upon the choices God might have made and it does not limit His 
capacity to have done what He has chosen not to do. In making His 
just and good choices, God remains free. Bringing to bear on this 
question an argument he had made concerning God's foreknowledge, 
where he had argued that divine omniscience includes the range of 
options out of which God selects the actions that He decides to per- 
form, Peter observes that the force of the Augustinián distinction to 
which he adheres is decidedly not to reduce God's power to the scope 
of whatever He actually wills to do, but rather, just the reverse. What 
the distinction means is that God not only is capable of doing whatever 
He wills, but also that whatever He can do always remains more, in 
principle, than what He actually does do. What the Lombard is 
articulating here, although without using this terminology, is the 
distinction between God's absolute and ordained power.34 So acute is 
Peter's desire to emphasize the principle that God always remains free 
to act differendy than the way in which He chooses to act that he does 
not hesitate to maintain that, although Christ was incarnated, 
crucified, and resurrected once for all, if God willed it, He could be 

33 The best treatment of this subject is Ivan Boh, Divine Omnipotence in the Early 
Sentences , in: Divine Omniscience and Omnipotence in Medieval Philosophy : Islamic , Jewish and 
Christian Perspectives , ed. Tamar Rudavsky, Dordrecht 1985, 193-200. See also 
Schneider, Die Lehre , 39-41. 34 Peter Lombard, Sent., 1, d. 43, I, 298-303. This point has been noted by 
Courtenay, 1990, 55; Mariateresa Beonio-Brocchieri Fumagalli and Massimo 
Parodi, Storia della filosofia medievale da Boezio a Wyclif, Bari 1989, 254-5. 
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incarnated, crucified, and resurrected again. It is in defense of this 
extreme example of his general point that Peter brings forward the 
nominalist analysis of the unitary signification of the verb first noted 
by Landgraf, Chenu, and Schneider. On the analogy of the action 
signified by the verb, God's power is always the same. What He was 
able to do in the past, He is able to do in the present or the future: 
" Deum semper posse et quidquid semel potuit id est habere omnem illam poten- 
tiam quam semel habuit . "35 

If anything, this nominalist argument concerning the verb is even 
more appealing to Peter than the nominalist argument concerning the 
noun which he applies to God's knowledge. For, the dimension of 
time is built into the verb, by its very nature as a part of speech. This 
fact enables him to underscore the transcendence of the timeless, 
omnipotent God over the things He decides to do in the temporal 
order, relative to creatures. Peter's use of this argument thus allows 
him to stay in the essentially metaphysical arena within which he 
plants his standard in treating the divine nature. While the Lombard 
is not so forthright as the early Porretans in hoisting Abelard explicitly 
on his own logical petard, he agrees with them, implicitly, that logic 
seen only as a science of discourse is indeed a feeble instrument for the 
work of theological research. 

With respect to the Lombard's contribution to the history of 
nominalism in the twelfth century, then, we may offer three conclu- 
sions. First, from our consideration of Abelard' s case, it is clear that 
the opinio Nominalium could be, and was, yoked to a post- Aristotelian 
kind of logic. From our consideration of the Lombard's case, it is 

equally clear that the opinio Nominalium could just as easily be yoked 
to a mode of reasoning deemed capable of yielding cogent ontological 
conclusions. In this respect, the fact that a twelfth-century thinker 
espouses the opinio Nominalium does not mean that he is automatically 
or necessarily required to embrace one rather than the other of these 
different conceptions of logic. Second, it was not just the fact that the 
Lombard was a theologian but his particular agenda as a theologian 
who sought to affirm God's omnipotence and God's essence as the 

35 Peter Lombard, Sent. , 1, d. 44, c. 2.1-4, I, 305-6. The quotation is at c. 2.4, 306. 
The comparison with the verb is at c. 2.3, 306: "Verba enim diversorum temporum, 
diversis prolata temporibus et diversis adiuncta adverbiis, eundem faciunt sensum, 
ut modo loquentes dicimus: Iste potest legere hodie; eras autem dicemus: Iste potest 
legisse, vel potuit legere heri; ubi unius rei monstratur potentia." 
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transcendent metaphysical reality that accounts for both his borrow- 
ings from Abelard and his more fundamental hostility to Abelard in 
this area. And, finally, thanks to the rapid and enduring success of the 
Lombard's Sentences as a textbook, he was able to place both his posi- 
tion on divine transcendence, the distinction between God's absolute 
and ordained power, and the opinio Nominalium with which he 
bolstered these teachings squarely before the eyes of his scholastic con- 
temporaries and successors. 

Oberlin, Ohio 
Oberlin College 
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Vivarium XXX, 1 (1992) 

Peter of Capua as a Nominalist 

WILLIAM J. COURTENAY 

Peter of Capua holds a special place in the textual history of the 
Nominales. Throughout the period from the mid-twelfth to the mid- 
thirteenth century - the period from which come most of our 
references to the Nominales or the opiniones nominalium - only one 
author whose name we know identifies himself as a nominalist: Peter 
of Capua ( #44c).* Many figures have been so described in the earlier 
literature, but that 4 'naming' 

' or labeling, no matter how accurate it 

may or may not be, is based on positions maintained or the witness 
of others, not on self-identification.2 We have, it is true, several 

1 Christopher Martin suggested in the discussion following this paper that the state- 
ment "Nos Nominales" (#44c) should be read as direct discourse in which Peter 
responds not for himself but allows a fictional Nominalist ("Haec oppositio . ..") and 
a fictional Realist ("Haec species ...") to address the reader. The case would be 
similar to that in the anonymous Porphyry commentary in Oxford, Bodl., Laud lat. 
67, f. 7 (cf. Iwakuma's paper above) where the author has the vocalis and Canter, speak 
for themselves. This interpretation of the passage would bring the Capua evidence 
more into line with what otherwise appears to be the case: that the Nominales were a 
sect among logicians in the third quarter of the twelfth century, that by the end of 
the century they were simply remembered rather than still active, and that Capua like 
other theologians applied the positions of the Nominales and Reales to create contrasting 
solutions to theological questions. In favor of this interpretation is the fact that in the 
solutio or responsio portion of a question Capua sometimes contrasts positions and even 
does so by using the characters of the Nominalis and Realis ( # 44a, 44b, 44d). As attrac- 
tive as I find this solution, the style and structure of Capua's Summa makes it unlikely. 
Nowhere else does Capua employ direct discourse when mentioning a position of the 
Nominalist or Realist. More importantly, when Capua says "nos dicimus" in his 
solution to a question, it is invariably his own position, e.g. Vat. lat. 4296, f. 2rb: 
"Quidam dicunt quod ...; Alii concedunt quod ...; Nos dicimus quia ..."; Vat. lat. 
4304, f. 4rb: "Nos vero dicimus quod omnia adiectiva ibid., f. 4va: "Nos vero 
dicimus quod per hoc nomen 'talis' vel 'qualis' - ibid., fi. 26ra: "Nos dicimus 
quod non est alius sensus  " The last example comes earlier in the same question 
as the text under discussion. 
2 In the unique manuscript of Stephen Langton's gloss on Lombard's Libri senten- 
tiarum , the nominalist position on divine power is introduced by "secundum nos". 
But given the possibility of scribal confusion between 'nos' and the abbreviation for 
'nominales', and given the juxtaposition with 'reales' in the same passage, the editor 
Arthur Landgraf emended 'nos' to read 'nominales'. Supporting this reading is the 
scholarly tradition that places Langton among the Porretani. The statement in Peter 
of Capua's Summa is not subject to doubt or textual interpretation. All manuscripts 
so far examined read "nos Nominales". 
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anonymous texts that stem from this group or 
" 
school,' 

' two of which 
do have self- identification: specifically a late twelfth-century treatise 
on predication ( # 22), the so-called Positiones nostrae ( # 60), and proba- 
bly the Vienna Quaestiones uncovered by Iwakuma (#24). But with 
anonymous texts we have no way of going behind these works to 
explore the academic context and teaching tradition from which they 
derive. The case of Peter of Capua is all the more precious to us 
because it may afford us precisely that opportunity.3 

Peter of Capua is not yet a household name in the history of twelfth- 
and thirteenth-century thought, although his importance in his own 
day as a Paris master was considerable. Peter's theological Summa , 
presumably an outgrowth of his lectures as regent master at Paris, is 
dated to 1201-1202 by its dedication to Walter, Archbishop of 
Palermo.4 At some point before October 1206 he resigned a prebend 
as canon at Tours, presumably in favour of one at Sens.5 Whether 
continuously teaching or not, he was still active as regent master at 
Paris in the autumn of 1218 when Pope Honorius III wrote him on 
November 16, requesting that another scholar, Matthew of Scotland, 

3 In the remainder of this paper the name 'Peter', without further identification, has 
personal supposition for Peter of Capua. Other twelfth-century 'Peters' (e.g., Peter 
Abelard, Peter Lombard, Peter Comester, Peter the Cantor, and Peter of Poitiers) 
will be mentioned by full name. 
4 This dedication, mentioned by Denifle in his footnote in Chartularium Universitatis 
Parisiensis , ed. H. Denifle and E. Chatelain, vol. I (Paris 1889), 85 (subsequently cited 
as CUP), presumably occurs in one or more of the manuscripts of Capua's Summa 
cited by Denifle: Monte Cassino 354 and 475, and Montpellier (Bibi. de l'école de 
médicine) 340. M. Grabmann, Die Geschichte der scholastischen Methode , II (Freiburg 
1911), 532-4, added Vat. lat. 4296 and 4304, although Denifle probably knew these. 
By the time of P. Glorieux, Répertoire des maîtres en théologie de Paris au XI Ile siècle (Paris 
1933), 265, the number had been expanded to nine with the addition of Munich Clm 
14508 (identified by Grabmann), Vat. lat. 4303, Paris BN lat. 483, and extracts in 
Paris, BN lat. 15972, ff. 156r-165v (identified by Landgraf). F. Stegmüller, Reper - 
torium commentariorum in sententias Petri Lombardi (Würzburg 1947), 321 added Admont 
387, Melk 337 (198) and 843 (19), and Todi 51. Capua also authored a work known 
variously as Lexicon contionatorium , Ars concionandi or Rosa alphabetical Bruges 253, 
Charleville 230, Douai 433, Monte Cassino 255, Paris, Mazarine 1007 and 1008, 
Paris BN lat. 16894 and 16896, Troyes 114. 5 Papal letter to the dean and chapter of St. Martin at Tours, Register of Innocent 
III (PL 215, 994): "ut resignationem praebendae, quam in ecclesia vestra tenuit 
dilectus filius, magister P. Capuanus, canonicus Senonensis Glorieux, Répertoire , 
265, interpreted Innocent's letter to mean that Peter exchanged a canonry at Soissons 
for one at Sens, but that is not stipulated. After Peter's resignation, Innocent had 
given the control of that prebend at Tours to the bishop and dean of Notre Dame at 
Paris in favor of papally recommended candidates, such as the next recipient, John 
of Cangeiaco. 
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be permitted to incept as master of theology.6 We do not know 
whether Peter and his fellow masters, William de Pont d'Arche and 
Richard the Englishman to whom Honorius also addressed his letter, 
were successful in persuading the chancellor of Notre Dame, Philip de 
Grève, to grant the license. The chancellor may only have been 
abiding by the bull of Innocent III in 1207 restricting to eight the 
number of regents in theology at Paris.7 Either by expansion or 
substitution an opening in the Paris magisterium was soon created.8 
William de Pont d'Arche was elected bishop of Louvain soon after 
Honorius's request, and in the following spring Peter of Capua was 
made Patriarch of Antioch and, a few months later, cardinal deacon 
of St. George.9 The rest of Peter's career lay in papal service. He died 
in 1242, probably in his seventies. 

Those are the known details of Peter's life, most of them recorded 
in a footnote in the Chartularium Universitatis Parisiensis and expanded 
only slightly by subsequent scholars.10 But what can we conjecture 

6 Reg. Vat. Honor. Ill, an. 3, ep. 113, f. 25, edited in CUP , I, 85. 
7 CUP I, 65; Courtenay, Teaching Careers at the University of Paris in the Thirteenth and 
Fourteenth Centuries , Notre Dame 1988, 26-30. 8 It is not known, however, whether Matthew in fact received the license and 
incepted. This name does not appear among the known masters of theology at Paris 
after 1218. 
9 For his promotion to Patriarch of Antioch (Apr. 25, 1219) see Reg. Vat. Honorn 
III an. 3, ep. 417; information taken from CUP I, 85. In August of 1227 Peter, then 
cardinal deacon of St. George, oversaw a grant of relics and precious objects to Clair- 
vaux; PL 185, 1771. 
10 Apart from occasional mention in nineteenth-century textbooks of scholastic phi- 
losophy, Peter of Capua was essentially unstudied until well into our century. Martin 
Grabmann devoted three pages to him in his Geschichte der scholastischen Methode , and 
he received mention in Glorieux and Stegmüller (see above, note 4). But it was not 
until 1940 that Capua became the subject of a separate study. In that year Arthur 
Landgraf published an article in New Scholasticism under the title: "A Study of the 
Academic Latitude of Peter of Capua." The word "latitude" is only one of a series 
of ill-chosen words that the translator used, and in order to understand the article one 
has to reconstruct as best one can what the German text, never published as far as 
I know, was attempting to say. After Landgraf Peter of Capua was examined for his 
position on a variety of theological issues; see F. Holböck, Die eucharistische und der 
mystische Leib Christi , Rome 1941, 150, 160, 165-66, 189, 213, 222; A. M. Landgraf, 
Einführung in die Geschichte der theologischen Literatur der Frühscholastik , Regensburg 1948, 
109; O. Lottin, Psychologie et morale , vol. 4.2, Gembloux 1954, 347, 844; L. Hödl, Die 
Geschichte der scholastischen Literatur und der Theologie der Schlüsselgewalt I, Münster i.W. 
1960, 218, 258, 259, 277, 289-96, 304, 371, 378, 379, 381, 383-5, 389; J. Gründel, 
Die Lehre von den Umständen der Menschlichen Handlung im Mittelalter , Münster 1963, 87, 
151, 260-72, 316ÎÎ. , 391, 396, 402, 571, 649; R. Heinzmann, Die Unsterblichkeit der 
Seele und die Auf erstehung des Leibes , Münster 1965, 122-9, 130, 137, 165ff., 169, 172, 
197, 247; J. Baldwin 1970, I, 45. 
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about the early career and intellectual formation of Peter? He must 
have taught theology, presumably at Paris, at least one year before the 
completion of his Summa , probably much longer. In light of the close 
similarity (indeed, extensive borrowing) between his Summa and the 
Sententiae of Peter of Poitiers (regent at Paris from 1167 to 1205), it is 
likely that he studied theology under Peter of Poitiers and thus 
academically stands within the tradition of Peter Lombard. If he 
studied philosophy at Paris before turning to theology - and his Summa 
shows familiarity with the techniques and terminology of litterae 
saeculares - this would probably have been in the 1180s. 

Before assessing Capua's relation to former and contemporary 
masters and the possible implications of such links for the presence of 
a nominalist school among theologians at Paris in the decades before 
and after 1200, we first need to look closely at the positions that Peter 
identifies as nominalistic. Peter refers to the nominales four times in his 
Summa. The first instance occurs in his chapters on divine knowledge 
and foreknowledge, specifically in the context of the question whether 
God knows something that he previously did not know.11 The problem 
here, as discussed earlier in the twelfth century, is that as things come 
into existence, propositions about them either change their truth value 
(e.g. "Peter of Capua exists" was true in 1200 and false in 1100) or 
are expressed in different tenses (e.g. 

" Peter of Capua will exist" and 
" Peter of Capua does exist"). Similarly, God's knowledge 
presumably changes, since he knows the existing Peter at one point in 
time and does not know Peter as existing a century earlier or later.12 

Peter attributes to the Realist the position that the content of God's 
knowledge changes across time as things begin or cease to exist. But 
for the Realist that does not mean that God becomes more knowing 
or less knowing, since the faculty or power of knowing does not 
increase or diminish by reason of the objects of knowledge, just as the 
power or faculty of sight does not increase or diminish by reason of 
the number of objects seen. The Realist, in Peter's view, grounds the 

11 Peter of Capua, Summa , c. 17 (in list of texts, # 44a). 12 If the question of the immutability of divine knowledge is posed in terms of an 
increase or decrease in what God knows, the implication of quantitative change can 
be avoided by noting that the total number of known propositions remains the same. 
Every proposition is either affirmative or negative, and consequently when a proposi- 
tion becomes true or ceases to be true, its contrary becomes true, keeping the number 
of propositions the same. If the question, however, is posed qualitatively in terms of 
changes in content, no such solution seems possible. 
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immutability of divine knowledge in the immutability of the divine 
capacity for knowing, not in the content of God's knowledge which 
changes with changing objects, whether understood as things, events, 
states of affairs, or propositions about things, events, and states of 
affairs. 

The Nominalist on the other hand, according to Peter, maintains 
that Peter's existence, in the sense of the proposition 'me esse', always 
signified and was always true, and thus was always known by God. 
Put another way, if God from all eternity knows that Peter would 
exist, God in eternity knows the proposition 'me esse' as true. Peter 
does not expand on this teaching because it was familiar to his 
audience and potential readers. It was what was known in this period 
as the classic opinio Nominalium. 13 Just as a nomen signifies at any point 
in time and has the same signification across time, although it may be 
expressed in different cases in propositions, and just as a verb signifies 
the same across time although it is expressed in different tenses in pro- 
positions, so identical propositions expressed in different tenses at dif- 
ferent points in time signify the same thing. The content of the belief 
of all the faithful is identical across time despite the fact that 
Abraham's faith concerning Christ was expressed in the future tense 
and that portion of the Christian creed is expressed in the past tense. 
Similarly, God's knowledge is the same across time despite the fact 
that events change and the tense structure of propositions about those 
events changes. Thus the immutability of God's knowledge for the 
Nominalist is grounded in the belief that that which is signified by 
(i.e., the significatimi of) a true proposition does not change, despite 
changing events and tense structures. Semel est verum , semper est verum' 
if the significatum of a proposition is ever true, it was and will always 
be true.14 

The theory of nomina on which the Nominalist theory of proposi- 
tions was based did not originate with Abelard nor, as Chenu sug- 
gested, with Bernard of Chartres, but was already a fundamental part 
of ancient grammar. It was commonly accepted that the nominative 
case of nouns and the present tense of verbs were primary, and the 
oblique cases and non-present tenses were secondary and subsumed 
under nominative nomina and present-tense verbs. Moreover, 

13 See list of texts, #29, 46, 48c, 50a, 50b, 51a, 52d, 52f, 62d, 64a, 64c, 65a, 70, 71. 14 See especially Chenu 1934; Chenu 1935-36; Chenu 1957; Nuchelmans 1973; 
Courtenay 1991a. 
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signification was a function only of these nominative nomina and 

present-tense verbs. Other cases and tenses co-signified.15 
Although Peter does not at this point apply the distinction between 

signification and consignification, which was usually used by 
nominalist theologians to differentiate between a nomen and its oblique 
cases or between a verb and its tenses - thus the slogan: one nomen , 
many voces - Peter does employ this form of analysis elsewhere in his 
Summa. Here he restricts his analysis to the companion theses that the 

significatum of a proposition, once true, is always true, and that the 
immutability of God's knowledge, just like the identity of belief within 
the Church across time, is based on that principle.16 

Peter follows this passage with a discussion of whether God is able 
to begin to know something.17 Again, he describes the Realist position 
as believing that just as something that is not true is able to begin to 
be true, so God is able to begin to know something as true which 

previously was not true. The Nominalist, by contrast, argues that 
statements that are not true are able to be true, but they do not ' begin 
to be true'. Truth is not a process that admits of gradual change. Pro- 

positions are either true or false. Thus God is able to know something 
that he did not know, but he is not able to begin to know something, 
just as someone who is not predestined is able to have been 

predestined, but he is not able to begin to be predestined. 
The identity or oneness of the Church's faith across time, from the 

Patriarchs to Peter's own day - i.e., the assertion of the unity of the 

object of belief, which was the opinio Nominalium to which Chenu and 
Nuchelmans devoted most of their attention when discussing 

15 For example, Aristotle, On Interpretation 2: "The expressions 'of Philo', 'to Philo', 
and so on, constitute not nouns, but cases of a noun. The definition of these cases 
of a noun is in other respects the same as that of the noun proper ..." On Interp. 3: 
"A verb is that which, in addition to its proper meaning, carries with it the notion 
of time." "Similarly, 'he was healthy', 'he will be healthy' are not verbs, but tenses 
of a verb; the difference lies in the fact that the verb indicates present time, while the 
tenses of the verb indicate those times which lie outside the present." See also Pris- 
cian, Institutiones grammaticae , ed. M. Hertz, in: Grammatici Latini, Leipzig 1855, I, 54. 
On the earlier background of these theories, see Courtenay 1988; Courtenay [1992b]. 16 It is interesting to note that the realist position, as described by Peter of Capua, 
does not ground the object of knowledge in things and events but seems to grant that 
knowledge is about statements concerning things and events. Peter's Realists seem- 
ingly grant that knowledge is about enunciables rather than things. They also grant 
that the content or objects of knowledge change as things change in space and time, 
although the power of faculty of divine knowledge does not change. 17 Peter of Capua, Summa , c. 17 (in list of texts, #44a). 
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nominalism - is directly addressed by Peter the last time he mentions 
a position of the Nominalists.18 As described by Peter, the Nominalist 
position is that Abraham never believed that Christ now will come but 
that Christ then would come. Although the belief of Abraham and con- 
temporary Christians is expressed in different tenses, it is one and the 
same faith. The signification of true propositions remains the same 
across time. 

Although not identified as opinions of the Nominales , it is not sur- 
prising that Peter solves the problems of the immutability of divine 
volition and power in precisely the same way he solved the problem 
of the immutability of divine knowledge. Not only are the faculties of 
divine volition and action unaltered and unrestricted by the imple- 
mentation of God's will or by events in time; what God wills and does 
remain the same throughout eternity, unchanging and immutable. 
Once willed, always willed. What God was once able to do, he is 
always able to do.19 

In an earlier chapter Peter asks whether actions, undetermined to 
a particular effect, are from God, i.e., come under the will of God.20 
It is here that Peter identifies himself among the Nominales - the 
second time that he uses the label. Peter constructs a hypothetical 
situation in which all actions are evil. Yet the genus 'action' itself, like 
all genera and species, is part of the nature of things and is therefore 
from God. One might consequently argue that individual instances or 
applications of action were also from God, and thus God would be the 
cause of evil. Peter hastens to point out that this opposing argument 
or hypothetical case does not argue against the Nominalist position - 
non est contra nos Nominales - " since we say that genera and species are 
nomina , and all nomina and any applications or impositions of them are 
from God." 

One might infer from this passage that the Nominales in Peter's day 
were credited with the position that genera and species were only 
categories made up of individual instances, and thus if the genus 
'action' was from God, then all individual actions or cases that go to 
make up that genus are also from God. But this is, for Peter, a 
misunderstanding of the Nominalist position. Nomina have a reality 

18 See list of texts, #44e. 
19 Peter of Capua, Summa , c. 12 (Vat. lat. 4304, fol. 6rb); c. 13 (Vat. lat. 4304, fol. 
6vb). 20 Peter of Capua, Summa , c. 26 (in list of texts, #44c). 
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apart from individual instances or cases, since it is the property of 
nomina that they can be predicated of many individuals. Universais, 
as nomina , are built into the very nature of things by God and are not 
creations of the human mind that have no basis in external reality. As 
nomina , in contrast to voces , genera and species are part of the inherent 
structure of reality, not a product of language and human concep- 
tualization. 

A different understanding of nomina and voces , however, seems to be 
operative in the third of the four passages where the Nominales are 
mentioned.21 Chapter forty-seven of Peter's Summa addresses the 
theological virtues, beginning with faith. Peter poses a case in which 
a Jew might believe God to be a rational substance of an individual 
nature, and therefore believes God to be a person, since that is the def- 
inition of a person. But 'person' has a different meaning when applied 
to creatures than when applied to the creator, and one has to under- 
stand how a word is being used in a proposition or argument. Thus, 
when a Catholic is asked whether a Jew believes God to be a person, 
the answer would be 'no', since the Jew's understanding of 'person' 
is not what a Catholic would understand by the Father, Son, and Holy 
Spirit. Similarly, a Nominalist would concede that a Realist reckons 
'genus' to be a noun, because according to the Nominalist the noun 
'genus' in a sentence or proposition does not supposit except as a vox , 
although the Realist thinks it to be a nomen. But if questioned, the 
Realist would say that he does not believe 'genus' to be a nomen 
because something other than a verbal sound {vox) is signified by the 
noun 'genus'. So too the Jew might say that he believes God to be a 
person, since he would believe that something else is signified by the 
noun 'person' than a Catholic believes. 

The steps in Peter's discussion here are difficult to follow, and there 
may be some corruptions in the text. It appears on the surface to sug- 
gest that the Nominalist equates nomen and vox , while the Realist is 
briefly credited with the position that 'genus' is a nomen. We are best 
served by reading the passage in light of Peter's main point. Just as 
the Jew and Catholic understand very different things by the word 
'person' {persona ), so too the Nominalist and Realist understand very 
different things by the word nomen , and perhaps also by the word vox. 
We should be careful, therefore, not to read the Nominalist position 
according to the Realist's understanding of these terms. The debate 

21 Peter of Capua, Summa, c. 47 (in list of texts, #44d). 
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between the two groups on this issue was just as much at cross- 

purposes, plagued by different meanings of the same word, as a debate 
between a Jew and a Christian over the nature of God. 

These then are the passages in which Peter mentions positions of the 
Nominales , a group with which, in one of the passages, he apparently 
allies himself. Two of the positions concern the objects of divine and 
human knowledge and/or belief, and they follow the classic 
Nominalist theory of enunciables: once a proposition is true, it is 

always true. The other two passages concern genera and species. 
However one interprets Peter's treatment of this second issue, it is 
clear that by 1200 Nominalists were associated with a particular posi- 
tion on the question of universais. But it is unclear to what extent that 

position resembles what has traditionally been thought to be 
'Nominalism'. 

Perhaps some light on this question of the relation of Peter's 
Nominales to the discussion of genera and species can be shed by look- 

ing at the other texts referring to the Nominales on this issue. In the list 

compiled by Iwakuma and Ebbesen there is a sizable group. Taking 
these in the order assembled, the Summa sophisticorum elenchorum , dated 

by De Rijk c.1150 but more likely later, indicates that the Nominales 
distinguished proper nouns from appellative nouns, placing universais 
in the latter class because it is their nature to be predicated of many.22 
Nothing in this passage necessarily relates it to the modern notion of 
nominalism, nor does it define nomina , nor does it speak of voces. We 
have more to go on with Ralph of Beau vais' s Glosae super Donatum , 
written between 1150 and 1175. 23 Building on Augustine's definition 
of person as the individual essence of a rational creature, essence is 
further defined as that which is signified substantially by a noun. And 
because essence is signified substantially by a universal noun, just as 
the noun 'man', the Realists call this a universal while the Nominalists 
call it a special or general status which, since person is not of this kind, 
the term 'individual' is added. 

The nominalist treatise on predication, presumably dating from the 
last half of the twelfth century, limits the application of the terms 
'genus' and 'species' to one- word nouns.24 It gives as a rule of this 

22 See list of texts, #5. 
23 See list of texts, #13. The reference here to a theory of status may be linked to 
Abelard s views; see Tweedale 1976. 
24 See list of texts, # 22b. 
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group that no compound or multi-word expression {sermo complexus) 
can be a genus or species, presumably because the latter are 
designated only by appellative nouns. This is contrasted with the 
Realist position, which apparently held that a definition of a genus is 
itself a genus, just as a definition of a species is itself a species. Another 
anonymous treatise on universais, presumably dating from the same 
period, maintained that the Nominalists believed that genera and 
species are words and supported this position by appealing to Aristo- 
tle's Categories ,25 For Aristotle, one describes a primary substance bet- 
ter by stating its species rather than its genus.26 But since Stating' is 
proper to words, genera and species are words {voces). Again, Aristotle 
maintained that substances signify.27 And since 'to signify' is proper 
to words, so genera and species are words. One immediate reaction 
to this text is to argue that for the Nominalists nomina and voces are 
interchangeable, which if true would lend support for Iwakuma's view 
that the Nominales derived from the Vocales. We must, however, 
remember that this treatise is anti-Nominalist and not an unbiased 
witness. We also should recall Peter of Capua's observation that 
Nominalists and Realists understand different things when they hear 
the words nomina and voces. It is perhaps less a matter of two different 
views on universais than two different understandings of what nomen 
and vox , as words, signify. 

At the end of the century Alexander Nequam in his Speculum specula - 
tionum noted that the nominalist affirmation that 'genus is a noun' 
does not mean they hold that diverse species within a genus are one 
noun, nor does that affirmation fully or adequately reflect their posi- 
tion.28 This passage in particular should be read alongside Peter of 
Capua's remarks. In the Nominalist Positiones nostraey dating probably 
from the early thirteenth century, their stated position on universais 
is that universais such as genera and species are nouns.29 But that 
statement, without further elaboration on what is meant by 'nouns' 
and whether they are only nouns, does not take us very far. It is not 
until Albert the Great's Liber de praedicabilibus in the second quarter of 
the thirteenth century that the Nominalist position on universais is 
construed to mean that universais are only in the intellect.30 
25 See list of texts, #4. 
26 Categories , c. 5 (2 b 10). 27 Ibid., 3 b 10. 
28 See list of texts, # 40a. 
29 See list of texts, #60. 
30 See list of texts, #61. 
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These statements on genera and species, with the exception of the 
late witness of Albert the Great, are not, as I have suggested, as 
helpful in defining a twelfth-century Nominalist position on universais 
as they first appear. Every grammarian would accept that the words 
'genus' and 'species' are nouns. Many of the statements we have just 
examined say little more than that. And in the "game" of obligations, 
it was common practice to tempt an opponent into a fallacy by accep- 
ting as simple supposition what was meant only as material or per- 
sonal supposition, or by equivocations or confusions in meaning. 
Moreover, much of the language is simply terminist logic that does 
not clarify whether the categories themselves, not just the words, are 
only in the mind.31 A further difficulty is that while some anti- 
nominalist texts seem to make nomina and voces interchangeable, far 
more texts, especially the pro-nominalist texts, distinguish them from 
each other. Nomina might be thought of as falling within the larger 
category of verbal sounds (voces). Voces was also the label used for 
inflections of nouns and verbs that only consignify, while nomina 
signify.32 Most importantly, for the Nominales, nomina were the bearers 
of meaning apart from the particulars of time and place. It may be that 
the so-called nominalist position on universais did not grow out of vox 
theory (verbal sound, not a 'thing') as has been suggested, nor the 
view that common natures or universais are mere names as opposed 
to real entities, but has another origin.33 Just as the Nominalist theory 
of propositional truth was based on the timeless meaning of nomina 
(i.e., behind tensed propositions that are true lies an untensed form 
that is always true as believed, known, willed at any point in time), 

31 In this context it is well to recall De Rijk's distinction between ''logical 
nominalism" and "philosophical nominalism" in his introduction to Abelard's 
Dialéctica ' xci-xciv. Logical nominalists believe that logic is an ars sermocinalis , that it 
is about logical entities and the way languages operate, and only indirectly has exter- 
nal reality as its principal object. De Rijk maintained that philosophical nominalism 
or subjectivist conceptualism, namely that we cannot really know extra-mental things 
because they are dependent on and shaped by the human mind, was never seriously 
entertained or defended in the medieval period. Logical (or medieval) nominalism 
accepted an indirect link between logic and external reality, which might be thought 
of as logic's secondary object. 32 See, for example, William of Auxerre in list of texts, #52c. Cf. Roland of 
Cremona, Summa , in list of texts, #54a. 
33 In discussing Abelard, De Rijk noted ( Dialéctica , xciii) that the respective realist 
and nominalist interpretations of universais, while having received the most attention 
in discussions of realism and nominalism, are only particular applications of two 
radically different views on the nature of logic. 
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so it is the ability of nomina to embrace many entities in time and many 
individual cases without change of meaning or truth that reveals why 
certain types of words can be predicated of many individuals and yet 
retain meaning and truth. Put another way, universal words can be 

predicated of many individuals because nomina retain an identity of 
meaning in differently tensed propositions about the same truth. 

Turning now from the positions Peter identifies as Nominalist to 
other aspects of his thought that coincide or relate to what we know 
to be nominalistic from other sources, two observations can to be 
made. First, as was stated above, wherever Peter treats problems of 
divine knowledge, will, and power, his solution coincides with the 

position of Lombard that was generally viewed as Nominalist. 
Whatever God knows, he always knew; whatever God wills, he has 

always willed; whatever God can do or could have done, he always can 
do. The objects of divine knowledge, will, and power, understood 
from the standpoint of divine capacity and the significatum of true pro- 
positions (i.e., propositions at some time true), remain the same, 
unchanging and undiminished. Second, Peter's method of theological 
analysis, i.e. his way of approaching theological problems, is through 
the study of terms and their meanings. Chapter after chapter, moving 
from God and the Trinity to Christ and the Church, are arranged 
around the analysis of terms ( nomina ) in theological statements, partic- 
ularly the creed and scripture. Peter's opening chapter is a discussion 
of the nomen 'Deus', followed by the treatment of the names for God 
and divine attributes as nomina.3* Adjectives and adverbs used in the 
traditional statements about God, the Trinity, and the relation of per- 
sons are also treated as nomina.35 The approach is an analysis of 

34 Peter of Capua, Summa , c. 1 (Vat. lat. 4296, fol. Ivb): "De nomine 'Deus'." Ibid., 
fol. 2rb: "Nos dicimus quia sane potest concedi: Filius et Spiritus Sanctus sunt Deus 
de Deo, et hoc nomen 'Deus' ponitur ibi essentialiter, et sit una essentia de Deo.,, 
Ibid., fol. 2vb: "De sapientia genita vel ingenita. Sicut enim hic nomen 'Deus', ita 
et hic nomen 'sapientia' ...." Ibid., fol. 3ra: "De hoc nomine 'principium'. Similiter 
et hoc nomen 'principium': quandoque essentialiter, quandoque personaliter." Ibid., 
fol. 4va: "Cum autem hoc nomen 'iustus' significet essentiam, quaeritur an sit con- 
cedendum: 'Pater et Filius sunt iusti'. Si enim hoc nomen 'iusti' supponit ibi essen- 
tiam pluraliter, ergo sunt plures essentiae  " Ibid., c. 27: "De numeralibus 
nominibus, scilicet 'duo' vel 'tres'." Ibid., c. 28: "De hoc nomine 'Trinitas' vel 
'trinus'." 
35 Ibid., c. 5: "De adiectivis, scilicet nominibus quae dicuntur de Deo essentialiter." 
Ibid., Vat. lat. 4304, fol. 4vb: "Nos vero dicimus quod per hoc nomen 'talis' vel 
'qualis' signifícat essentiam in praedictis locutionibus." Ibid., c. 8: "De hoc nomine 
'aequalis'." Ibid., c. 9: De hoc nomine 'similis'." 
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theological statements through the techniques of terminist logic, 
especially supposition. 

This method of theological analysis was not the approach of Peter 
Lombard, but it was also not invented by Peter of Capua.36 As Martin 
Grabmann noted at the beginning of this century, and as Arthur 
Landgraf further documented, Peter of Capua borrowed extensively 
from Peter of Poitiers both in content and approach.37 Although the 
subjects treated as well as their order differ between Capua's Summa 
and Poitiers's Sententiae , the same analytical techniques are employed 
in both works. In his second chapter Peter of Poitiers sets his program: 
that theological discourse and analysis has to do with words, and the 
words used in theological statements fall into various grammatical and 
logical groupings.38 Theological expressions are further divided 
between words that are only vocal (sola voce), such as 4 simile ' and 
'aequale* , and those that also have signification (et voce et significatone), 
such as 'Pater' , 'Filius' . 39 From there on the chapters revolve around 
the analysis of nomina such as 'persona' , 'aliquis' , 

' unus' 'voluntas' , etc., 
applying the rules of theological vocabulary established in his opening 
two chapters and identifying the fallacies that occur in theological 
syllogisms when seemingly valid equivalents or circumlocutions are 
substituted in these syllogisms.40 The same approach and techniques 
are evident in several of Peter of Capua's contemporaries, most 

36 It should be noted that already in Lombard and in previous theologians con- 
siderable attention was given to the precise wording and meaning of theological 
statements, and how the meaning can change with changes in word order, even in 
an inflected language such as Latin. 
37 Grabmann, Geschichte der scholastischen Methode , was the first to call attention to 
Capua's dependence on Peter of Poitiers. Most of Grabmann's discussion was about 
the scholastic structure employed by Capua and by Peter of Poitiers before him. 
Grabmann also noted the terminological approach that Capua applied to the same 
issues as Lombard had treated. Landgraf produced numerous parallel passages in his 
"Study of the Academic Latitude of Peter of Capua". 38 Peter of Poitiers, Sententiae , ed. P. S. Moore and M. Dulong, Notre Dame 1961, 
I, 10: "His itaque praemissis, sciendum quod quae de Deo dicuntur vocabulorum 
alia Deo conveniunt ab aeterno, alia ex tempore. Nec tamen intelligendum est aliqua 
vocabula ab aeterno convenire Deo eo quod sint ab aeterno, sed quia cuiuslibet eorum 
significano ab aeterno Deo convenit." Ibid.: "Eorum quae relative dicuntur alia sunt 
relativa sola voce, ut 'similis', 'aequalis', secundum quosdam; alia voce et significa- 
tone, ut 'Pater', 'Filius', et huiusmodi." 
39 Ibid., 11. 40 See, for example, chapters 3, 4 and following. 
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notably in Prepositinus of Cremona, but also to some extent in 
Stephen Langton.41 

When we move beyond the circle of Peter of Poitiers, Peter of 
Capua, and Prepositinus we find that the Nominalist solution to the 
problems of divine knowledge, volition, and power, as well as the 
analysis of theological problems through nomina were the common pro- 
perty of a much broader group of Parisian theologians at the end of 
the twelfth century. Most theologians, to some extent, employed ter- 
minist logic, supposition theory, and the language of signification and 
consignification. And most of those who commented on Lombard's 
text or who were influenced by it found his solution to the problems 
of divine knowledge, volition, and power persuasive. It should be 
added that these groups are far from identical. Stephen Langton, for 
instance, in his gloss on Lombard, employed terminist logic while 
either ignoring or being noncommittal on the principle of semel verum , 
semper verum.42 

Does this mean that Parisian theology was dominated or at least 
heavily influence by a group of theologians who saw themselves as 
belonging to a Nominalist school? Or is it the case that many 
theologians, no matter what their general orientation or affiliation 
might be, adopted or applied the opinio Nominalium not because they 
were Nominalists but because this was the opinion of the Lombard or 
because it was in itself a persuasive solution or an attractive form of 

41 On Prepositinus see G. Lacombe, La Vie et les oeuvres de Prévostin , Kain 1927, esp. 
168-70; G. Angelini, L 'Otodossia e la grammatica. Analisi di struttura e deduzione storica della 
teologia trinitaria di Prepositino , Rome 1972, which in part explores precisely this aspect 
of Prepositinus's theology. One problem with the view that Prepositinus was a 
"theological nominalist" is that he seems to have held a res theory on the objects of 
knowledge and belief; see Nuchelmans 1973, 177-85. On Langton see Der 
Sentenzenkommentar des Kardinals Stephan Langton , ed. A. M. Landgraf, Münster 1952, 
e.g. 7: 4 4 Nota, quod terminorum alius essentialis, ut hoc nomen 'essentia'; alius 
notionalis, ut 'paternitas', 'filiado', 'spiratio'; alius personalis, ut 'Pater', 'Filius', et 
'Spiritus Sanctus'. Haec ergo vera: Pater est paternitas. Non tamen supposita per- 
sona supponitur notio." The approach is not used in Peter the Cantor's Summa de 
sacramentis et animae consiliis , but the subject matter of that work does not lend itself 
to terminist analysis as well as the doctrine of the Trinity. 
42 Langton chose not to comment on the crucial third chapter on God's knowledge 
in book I, dist. 41 of Lombard's Libri Sententiarum , and at the equally important sec- 
tion on divine power in dist. 44, Langton only remarked, Sentenzenkommentar , 62: 
"Secundum Nominales, quicquid potuit, potest. Secundum Reales aliter, quibus 
haec dubia est: quicquid potuit potest." This view of Langton presupposes that the 
sole manuscript of this work, which reads "nos" instead of "Nominales" is in error, 
as Landgraf concluded. 
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analysis? I am inclined toward the latter view.43 For Peter of Capua, 
taking his "nos Nominales' ' statement at face value, being a 
Nominalist and being a Lombardian may have been the same thing. 

In conclusion I want to make a few observations and, I hope, raise 
some questions for further inquiry and discussion. First, those of Peter 
of Capua's generation thought of the Nominales primarily in terms of 
language and logic, part of secular letters, not as a school or an 
approach among theologians. Peter of Capua's self-identification as a 
Nominalist, if true, recalls his early years as a student of logic, not his 
membership in a contemporary theological 'school of thought'. Jac- 
ques de Vitry's anecdote about Maugrinus (#53) suggests that 
Nominalist logicians could later in life become theologians and even 
bishops, retaining elements of their earlier training. Some theologians 
around 1200 applied Nominalist positions to theological questions and 
believed that the Nominalist theory of enunciables was especially well- 
equipped to solve problems relating to the object of belief, knowledge, 
or volition, even if those solutions failed in the eyes of many subse- 
quent theologians. 

Secondly, nothing in Peter of Capua suggests that he saw an 
Abelardian background to either the logical or theological tenets of the 
Nominales. In theology he would have traced his Nominalist solutions 
to Lombard, not Abelard, and on the side of secular letters there is 
also no indication that Capua saw any Abelardian ancestry. In fact, 
his sole reference to Abelard suggests a stance of opposition, not of dis- 
tant discipleship.44 Moreover, the majority of references to the 
Nominales come in the last quarter of the twelfth century, two genera- 
tions after Abelard. To talk about them as disciples of Abelard when 
not even the anonymous texts so acknowledge Master Peter calls for 
some rethinking. Whatever parallels may exist between these texts and 
those of Abelard - and the parallels are many - , the Nominales do not 
seem to be self-conscious disciples of Abelard in the same way as the 
theologians and texts identified by David Luscombe.45 

43 Prepositinus, for example, referred to the Nominales as if they were a group to which 
he did not belong. Moreover, he seems to have held to a res theory on the object of 
belief. 
44 Peter of Capua, Summa , Vat. lat. 4296, f. 27ra: "Ad hoc dicunt quidam et hoc 
dicebat, ut fertur, Abaialardus, quod actus et voluntas, quamvis sint diversa, sunt 
tamen idem peccatum, nec habent pro inconvenienti si aliquod peccatum est duo, 
immo etiam tria." 
45 Luscombe 1970. 
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Thirdly, as Calvin Normore and I independently argued some time 
back, nominalism seems initially and primarily to have concerned a 
theory of propositions as bearers of truth, and the signification of 
nouns in propositions. To the degree that it came to embody a theory 
of universais, it grew out of signification and a view of the proper 
sphere of logic. The question is not whether every genus and every 
species is a noun. Grammar teaches that much. And it is the nature 
of nouns that are not proper to be predicable of more than one 
individual thing. Such an approach does not address the question of 
whether such nomina are creations of the human mind or have some 
basis in external reality. Perhaps we should be more inclined to accept 
Peter of Capua's description of the Nominalist position, namely that 
nomina are part of the nature of things and that their impositions are 
from God, not man. 

Madison, Wisconsin 
University of Wisconsin 
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Vivarium XXX, 1 (1992) 

Logico-Theological Schools from the Second Half of the 12th Century : 
A List of Sources1 

IWAKUMA YUKIO and STEN EBBESEN 

Several logico-theological schools are known to have been active in the second half 
of the 12th century. This is an exhaustive collection of the sources we know in which 
any of those schools are referred to by name. We have only omitted the Helistae , who 
appear solely in Glossa Promisimus (see texts in Hunt 1940/43, pp. 52-54). For the two 
early 12th-century schools known, WaldicellHWaldilli and vocales , see sources in De 
Rijk 1966, p. 4 and Iwakuma 1992b, § 1, respectively. Our collection does not 
include passages in which the adjective for a school-name is attached to the name of 
the school-founder (e.g. Parvipontanus attached to Adam). 

The following school-names occur. 
Adamitae 21, 52e, 53, 55-57, (cf. 42). 
Albricani 18, 24, 25b. 
Coppausi 1 1 . 
Gilebertini 33c, 34. 
Meludinenses 16b, 21, 23, 25c, 38, (cf. 15, 16a). 
Montani 10, 11, 25a, 36n, 41a, (cf. 1). 
nominales 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20, 22b, 23 25h, 26, 29, 30, 31, 32, 

33a-b, 35, 37, 39a, 40a-b, 44a, 44c-e, 45, 46, 47, 48a-d, 50a-d, 51a- 
b, 52c-d, f, 53, 54, 58, 59, 61, 62d, 64a-c, 65a, (cf. 60). 

Parvipontani 14, 18, 24, 39b, 49, (cf. 2, 7b, 26, 28, 41b, 42). 
Porretani 17, 18, 25d-g, 27, 36a-m, 44b, 47, 52a-b, 62a-b, 62e, 63, 65b, 66a-e, 

67a-b, 68, 69, (cf. etiam 11, 62c). 
reales 5, 9, 13, 18, 22a-b, 25h-i, 29, 31, 32, 35, 43, 44a, 44c-d, 45, 46, 48c- 

d, 52d, 53, 59, 60. 
Robertini 18. 
The Coppausi are otherwise unknown and no convincing explanation has been found 
for the name, which is under suspicion of being a scribal error. There is also a 
reference (No. 3) to Carnoti , which might well be a locative genitive 'in Chartres'; no 
Carnotenses have been otherwise found so far. 

Godfrey of St. Victor, who was not a member of any of the above schools, in his 
Fons philosophiae (No. 18) reports that in his day there were five rival sects, the 
nominales and four sorts of reales , viz. Porretani, Albricani, Robertini and Parvipontani. 
John of Salisbury in his Entheticus (No. 7a) seems to allude to four different schools. 
We then arrive at the following picture of the school divisions in the second half of 
the 12th century. 

1 We would like to express here our sincere gratitude to Dr. C.H. Kneepkens, and 
Mrs. K.M. Fredborg, Dr. I. Rosier and Prof. K. Tachau, who provided the texts 
numbered 25h, 17, 43 and 70, and to Prof. W.J. Courtenay who gave much good 
advice and information. 
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Godfrey John followers of other names 
he who corrects errors of 

nominales Abelard Peter Abelard - 

reales Porretani - Gilbert of Porreta Gilebertini 
he who believes himself 

Albricani to be wiser than his own Alberic of Paris Montani(?) 
master Alberic 

Robertini he who smells like Melun Robert of Melun Meludinenses 

Inhabitant of the Adam of Balsham 
Parvipontani "Modicus Pons" 'Parvipontanus' Adamitae 

The correlations between school-names and particular thinkers proposed in the 
above table are neither new nor uncontroversial. In particular, W. Courtenay ([1986] 
1991a, [1992a]) has challenged the traditional identification of nominales as followers 
of Peter Abelard. 

That Montani and Albricani are identical was first proposed by De Rijk (1966). Hunt 
(1950), who found both names in Glossa Promisimus (No. 25a-b), thought they referred 
to two different schools, and some scholars have continued to think so (thus Southern 
1982, p. 114. Kneepkens 1987, I p. 373). In fact, the only argument in favour of iden- 
tity is that Alberic taught on Mt Sainte Geneviève (hence Montani ); but so did Abelard 
and Robert of Melun (see John of Salisbury, Metalogicon 11-10). Three considerations 
speak against the identification, viz. (a) Glossa Promisimus does not otherwise use more 
than one label for the same school; (b) Whereas Alberic is not known to have taught 
theology, almost all the theses that the sources ascribe to the Montani are of a 
theological character; (c) Generally school-names are derived from the founder's 
name ( Adamitae , Gilbertini , Robertini ) or they are adjectives that were also applied to the 
founder (Meludinensis, Parvipontanus, Porretanus ), but no source calls Alberic Montanus , 
unless No. 41a refers to him and not, as commonly supposed, to William de Monte. 

The identification of Meludinenses with Robertini is less doubtful, but one worry 
remains. Robert won fame as a theologian rather than as a logician. Is it not strange, 
then, that none of the theses ascribed to Meludinenses is theological? They all belong 
to the sphere of logic. 

We hope this collection of sources will stimulate further research into the nature 
and identity of 12th-century schools, and would be grateful to be informed of sources 
we have overlooked. 

Editorial principles 
The texts have been arranged in a rough chronological order. 
The sign (#) indicates from which source we quote each text. 
When quoting printed editions we do not in general reproduce their information 

about variant readings and conjectural emendations. 
When quoting from manuscripts we normalize the orthography and use the follow- 

ing conventions: 
'X/ X is a marginal or interlinear addition by the scribe. 
<X> X is in no manuscript, but has been added by us. 
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[X] X is in the manuscript(s), but should be deleted. 
[[X]] X is in the manuscript, but has been deleted by the scribe. 
X(Y)Z We solve the abbreviation consisting of X and Z as XYZ. 

The entries under Lit. ( = relevant literature) do not pretend to exhaustivity. 
For a key to the abbreviations (author's name + date when necessary), see 
the bibliography. 

List 

1 ANON., IN CATEGORIAS (late 1130's according to De Rijk 1966 p. 38) 
Dicimus quod hoc nomen 'montanus2' non sumitur denominative a 'Monte', 
quia ad hoc <ut> esset denominativum sumptum, tria essent necessaria, 
scilicet ut proprietas esset in subiecto et haberet nomen et ut nomen adiacentis 
< sum > pti esset sumptum a nomine proprietatis existentis in subiecto, ita quod 
conveniret cum eo in principio et differret in fine. Quia omnia huic deficiunt, 
quare non est denominativum sumptum ab eo. Sed sumitur ab abitatione 
Montis. ... Set hic rusticus participai hoc nomine 'montanus', quod sumitur 
denominatiue a 'monte', ergo et re; sic participât monte: ergo mons est in eo. 
2 It is doubtful whether this word is meant as a school-name, although De Rijk (1966 p. 
37) takes it as evidence that the anonymous author, a follower of Alberic of Paris, is a Mon- 
tanus. Cf. the discussion by Lewry 1987 p. 274f. 
MS Padua, Bibl. Universitaria 2087, f. 4vb. 
Lit. De Rijk 1966 p. 37 (#), Lewry 1987 p. 274f (#). 

2 METAMORPHOSIS GOLIAE 

49 Inter hos et alios in parte remota, 
Parvi Pontis incola3, non loquor ignota, 
disputabat digitis directis in iota, 195 
et quecumque dixerat erant per se nota. 

3 This is a reference to Adam Parviponianus , not to his school. 
Ed. Huygens, R., Mitteilungen aus Handschriften , in: Studi Medievali, Terza serie 
III, 1962, p. 771 (#). 
Lit. Minio-Paluello 1954 p. 163. 

3 ANON . , IN PERIHERMENIA S 
TRANSPOSITA NOMINA ET VERBA IDEM SIGNIFICANT (De Int. 10, 

20bl). 
Magister noster sic legit hune transitům: Ne alicui videretur quod transposita 

nomina et verba variarent sensus orationis, removet Aristoteles illud dicens: 
TRANSPOSITA NOMINA ET VERBA, i.e. orationes in quibus transponun- 
tur nomina et verba, IDEM, i.e. eosdem intellectus, SIGNIFICANT, ut haec 
oratio 'est albus homo' et haec 'homo est albus'. .../262a/... 

Magister Guido dicit quod numquam compositi intellectus habentur, sed 
sicuti pereuunt(!) voces proferendo, sic et simplices intellectus. Sed secundum 
hoc nullus intellectus est uerus uel falsus. 

Carnoti dicunt orationem significare simplicem intellectum et eum posse Jundari in 
anima - habent enim mirum quomodo compositus intellectus fundetur in re 
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caren'te par/tibus. Unde dicimus nor esse mirandum, sicut non est mirum, 
quod unitas quae est 'res (] rex)/ simplex 'est/ in re < composita >. 
Ms Orléans, Bibi. mun. 266, pp. 261b-262a (#). 
Lit. Kntfepkens 1987 I p. 374. 

4 DE UNIVERSALIBUS 

Alii, scilicet nominales, videntur sibi confingere genera et species uocabula. Quod 
videtur haberi posse multipliciter. In primo per Aristotelem dicentem in 
Praedicamentis: Si quis assignet primam substantiam quid sit, convenientius 
assignabit[ur] proferens speciem quam genus; proprium est vocum proferri, 
quare genera et species sunt voces. ... Item Aristoteles in Praedicamentis, 
loquendo de generibus et speciebus et individuis, ait: Omnis substantia videtur 
hoc aliquid sig < nifi > care; significare autem proprium est vocum, quare genera 
et species sunt voces. ... 
Ms München, Clm 29520(2 (fragment) (#). 

5 SUMMA SOPHIST1CORUM ELENCHORUM (1155/60 according to De Rijk 
1962, p. 89) 
Et dicitur (seil, disputatio) 'temptativa' a 'temptando', quia tam diu temptat ali- 
quem, quasi velit ad<d>iscere, quousque ducat eum ad inconveniens. Ut 
quidam nominales erga reales dicunt sic: "nominum quedam sunt propria, 
quedam appellativa; que autem sunt appellativa, sunt nata predicari de 
pluribus; igitur quedam nomina sunt universalia". 
Ms Paris, Bibi. Nat., lat. 15141, f. 3vb. 
Ed. De Rijk 1962 p. 276.3-7 (#). 

6 OTTO OF FREISING, GESTA FRIDERICI (1156/58) 
Habuit tarnen (seil. Petrus Abaelardus) primo preceptorem Rozelinum quen- 

dam, qui primus nostris temporibus in logica sententiam vocum instituit, et post 
ad gravíssimos viros, Anshelmum Laudunensem, Guillelmum Campellensem 
Catalaunensem episcopum, migrans ipsorumque dictorum pondus tamquam 
subtilitatis acumine vacuum iudicans non diu sustinuit. Inde magistrům induens 
Parisius venit, plurimum in inventionum subtilitate non solum ad phylosophiam 
necessariarum, sed et pro commovendis ad iocos hominum animis utilium 
valens. Ubi occasione quadam satis nota non bene tractatus monachus in 
monasterio sancti Dyonisii effectus est. Ibi die noctuque lectioni ac meditationi 
incubans de acuto acutior, de litterato efficitur litteratior, in tantum, ut post ali- 
quod tempus ab obedientia abbatis sui solutus ad publicum prodiret docendique 
rursus officium assumeret. Sententiam ergo vocum seu nominum in naturali tenens 
facúltate non caute theologiae admiscuit. Quare de sancta trinitate docens et 
scribens tres personas, quas sancta aecclesia non vacua nomina tantum, sed res 
distinctas suisque proprietatibus discretas hactenus et pie credidit et fideliter 
docuit, nimis adtenuans, non bonis usus exemplis, inter caetera dixit: Sicut eadem 
oratio est propositio, assumptio et conclusio, ita eadem essentia est pater et filius et spiritus 
sanctus. 
Ed. G. Waitz, MGH in usum scholarum 46, p. 69 (#). 
Lit. Normore p. 203, Courtenay 1991a pp. 14-15, 32-33, Iwakuma [1992b]. 
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7 JOHN OF SALISBURY, ENTHETICUS (1154/62) 
a Incola sum Modici Pontis, novus auctor in arte, 49 

dum prius inventum glorior esse meum: 
quod docuere senes, nec novit amica iuventus, 

pectoris inventum iuro fuisse mei! 
Sedula me iuvenum circumdat turba, putatque 53 

grandia iactantem non nisi vera loqui." 
Iste loquax minimumque4 dicax redolet Melidtunum , 

creditur Albrico doctior iste suo, 
corrigit errores verbosus hic Abaelardi. 57 
4 minimumque sic ed., an nimiumque legendum? 
Ed. Jan van Laarhoven I, p. 109 (#). 
Lit. De Rijk 1967 Pt 1 p. 288, Minio-Paluello 1954 p. 163, Van Laarhoven II 
p. 263. 

b Hunc ( = Furvum) meus a Chonchis Willelmus saepe legebat, 205 
hunc etiam noster Pontilianus5 amat. 

5 a reference to Adam Parvipontanus (?); cf. Van Laarhoven II, p. 277, n. 206, & p. 263, 
n. 49b. 
Ed. Van Laarhoven I, p. 119 (#). 
Lit. Minio-Paluello 1954 p. 164, Van Laarhoven II p. 277. 

8 JOHN OF SALISBURY, METALOGICON (1 159) 
Deinde post discessum eius ( = Abaelardi), qui michi preproperus uisus est, 
adhesi magistro Alberico, qui inter ceteros opinatissimus dialecticus enitebat et 
erat reuera Nominalis secte acerrimus impugnator. 
Ed. Webb p. 78.6-10 (#). 
Lit. Reiners p. 59 n. 1, Courtenay 1991a p. 16. 

9 JOHN OF SALISBURY, EPIST. 238 MAGISTRO BALDEWINO 
ARCHIDIACONO EXONIENSI (1167/8) 
Nosti pridem nominalium tuorum eo michi minus piacere sententiam, quod in 
sermonibus tota consistens utilitatem rerum non assumpserit, cum rectum 
sapientibus indubium sit quod res quaerit philosophia, non uerba. Vt ergo com- 
pendiosius agam tecum meo rum more realium, ex litteris quae nostro Benedicto 
directae sunt colliges in quo calculo causa sacerdotii uersetur et regni. 
Ed. W.J. Millor S.J. & C.N.L. Brooke, The Letters of John of Salisbury, Vol. II, 
Oxford 1979, p. 450 (#). 
Lit. Du Cange V p. 604, Reiners p. 59 n. 2, Courtenay 1991a pp. 15-16. 

10 ANON., QUAESTIONES THEOLOGICAE 

Item quaeritur utrum Christus habuerit partes, animam et corpus et caput et 
pedes. Ad hoc quidam (et in margine scripsil Montani Ms) dicunt quod et habuit 
has partes et has (] hoc Ms ), et quod aliqua pars est vel p(erson)a ex illis com- 
posita; non tarnen aliquid est ex illis compositum, quia nulla substantia, sed ali- 
qua p(erson)a. Contra hoc .... 
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Ms Oxford, Bodl. Libr. Laud., lat. 105, f. 249va (#). 
Lit. Hunt 1950 p. 89. 

1 1 COMPENDIUM LOGIC AE PO RR ETAN UM ( 1 1 55/70) 
At cum fere ab omnibus totum disgregativum dicatur plura, et totum contiguum 
dicatur esse plura; quod tarnen a Montanis negatur ac <a> raris6 
<conceditur> nisi a Nominalibus et Coppausis, qui de omni Jere toto concedunt 
quod sit sue partes. Sed hec positio non ab omnibus nostre doctrine professoribus 
recipitur, a quibus ratio veritatis non investigatur. 
6 quod tamcn - raris ante totum contiguum habet Codex , transposuerunt editores. 
Ms Oxford, Corpus Christi College 250, f. 21rb. 
Ed. Ebbesen/Fredborg/Nielsen 1983, p. 39 (#). 
Lit. Normore p. 204, Ebbesen & Iwakuma 1983 p. 81. 

12 ROBERT OF PARIS, SUMMA 'BREVE SIT' (1160, according to Kneepkens) 
Similiter apud Nominales aliud subicitur locutioni et aliud predicatorii, ut ' Socrates est 
homo1: Socrates, scilicet homo tile, subicitur locutioni, sed iste terminus sitie hoc nomen ' Socrates * subicitur predicationi. 
Ed. Kneepkens 1987 II, pp. 162.32-163.2 (#). 

1 3 RALPH OF BEAUVAIS, GLOSE SUPER DONA TUM (1 1 50/1 1 75) 
Personam sic definiuit Augustinus: persona est indiuidua essencia rationalis 
creature. Essencia dicitur, quod significatur nomine substantialiter. Quia essen- 
cia significatur nomine uniuersali substantialiter ut hoc nomine 'homo', quae est 
communis, quod Reales universale, Nominales uero dicunt statum specialem 
uel generálem - et huiusmodi non est persona - , ideo additur 'individua'. ... 
Ed. C.H. Kneepkens, Ralph of Beauvais, Glose svper Donatvm , (= Artistarium 2), 
Nijmegen 1982, p. 21.2-8 (#). 

14 ARS MELIDUNA (1170/1180 according to Hunt 1975 p. 112 n. 8) 
Contra id vero quod praediximus ad categoricam non sequi continuativam, sic 
obiciet Parvipontanus sustinens necessarium ex quolibet enuntiabili sequi: 'si Socrates 
est homo, Socrates est animal, ergo si est homo est animal, si est homo'. Instan- 
tia .... 
Ms Oxford, Bodl. Libr., Digby 174, f. 236ra (#). 
Lit. De Rijk 1967 Pt 1 p. 277 & 356, Iwakuma [1992a]. 

1 5 SECTA MEL UDINE 

<S>ecta Meludina velut erroris medicina. 
Hac fit doctrina nota, nota gemina 

<M>eludinae professionis quam ea pars philosophiae quae ratio disserendi 
dicta est, sibi ducem elegit, perfecta et integra in huius operis volumine consum- 
matur cognitio. 
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Ms London, Brit. Libr., Royal 2 D XXX, f. 95ra (#). 
Lit. De Rijk 1967 Pt 1 pp. 282-283, Ebbesen/Fredborg/Nielsen 1983 p. viii. 

16 FALLACIAE MELIDUNAE 

a Meludinensis positio est quinqué non esse duo et tria , nec duo et tria esse quinqué. Non 
enim concedimus coniunctam nisi vera sit /2 1 rb/ disiuncta, nec disiunctam nisi 
vera sit coniuncta. unde non concedimus istam 'duo et tria sunt quinqué', nec 
istam 'quinqué sunt duo et tria', nec istam 'Socrates et Plato sunt Socrates et 
Plato'. Nobis tarnen sic opponitur. ... 
Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat., lat. 4720A, f. 21ra-b (#). 

b Meludinensium sententia: nullam hypotheticam esse veram nisi categoricae ex quibus 
constat hypothetica sint verae. Unde falsa est haec hypothetica 'si Socrates est asinus, 
Socrates est animal', quia falsa est haec categorica 'Socrates est asinus (] animal 
Ms )', quae est in constitutione huius hypotheticae. 
Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat., lat. 4720A, f. 22ra (#). 

17 ANON., IN PRISCIANUM MAIOREM 

Dato enim hoc nomen 'homo' significare qualitatem, sic contra(?). ... Item 
accidet secundum hoc quodlibet substantivum^ nomen esse denominative 
sumptum ab aliqua proprietate. Socrates enim a Socratitate denominatur et sic 
de aliis, quae mentiuntur Porretani. 
K.M. Fredborg' s transcription (#). 
Ms Leiden, BPL 154, f. 59va. 

18 GODFREY OF ST. VICTOR, FONS PHILOSOPHIAE (1 178) 
De modernis philosophis 
et primům de nominalibus et realibus 

Addunt hic se socios quidam nominales, 245 
Nomine, non numine, talium sodales; 
Alii uicinius assunt quos reales 
Ipsa nuncupauit res, quod sunt uere tales. 248 
Nam si pro reatibus uariis errorum 
Poterat realium nomen dici horum, 
Tamen excusabilis error est eorum; 
Menti contradicere mos est insanorum. 252 
Namque mens uel cogitet nomen esse genus, 
Solus hoc crediderit mentis alienus, 
Cum sit tot generibus rerum mundus plenus 
Cuius genus nomen est semper sit egenus. 256 
Ceterum realium sunt quamplures secte, 
Quas reaies dixeris a reatu recte, 
Quia ueri tramitem non eunt directe 
Nec fluenta gratie hauriunt perfectc. 260 
Ex his quidam temperant Porri condimenta, De Porretanis 
Quorum genus creditur generis contenta; 
Decern rerum triplicant hii predicamenta, 
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Euertuntur ueterum per hoc fundamenta. 264 
Aliter sed pariter errat Albricanus, De Albricanis 
Cuius Sortes eger sit, sed non manet sanus; 
Sed quia uelociter transit homo uanus, 
Etiam dum moritur maneat insanus. 268 
Herent saxi uertice turbe robertine, De Robertinis 
Saxee duritie uel adamantine, 
Quos nec rigat pluuia ñeque ros doctrine; 
Vêtant amnis aditum scopulorum mine. 272 
Isti falsum litigant nihil sequi uere, 
Quamuis tarnen ipsimet post hoc abiere, 
Qui de solo nomine fingunt mille fere: 
Igitur pro nihilo licet hos censere. 276 
Quidam pontem manibus suis extruxerunt De Paruipontanis 
Et per aquas facilem transitům fecerunt 
In quo sibi singuli domos statuerunt, 
Unde pontis incole nomen acceperunt. 280 
Ed. P. Michaud-Quantin, Analecta Mediaevalia Namurcensia 8, Louvain/Lille 
1956, pp. 43-44 (#). 
Lit. De Rijk 1967 Pt 1 p. 282; Courtenay 1991a pp. 15-16, 35-36. 

19 WALTER MAP, DE NUGIS CURIALIUM (1 181/2) 
... magistři Petri, principis Nominalium, qui plus peccauit in dialetica quam in 
diuina pagina; nam in hac cum corde suo disseruit, in illa contra cor laborauit, 
et muitos in eosdem labores induxit. 
Ed. M.R. James, rev. by C.N.L. Brooke & R.A.B. Mynors, Walter Map, De 
Nugis Curialium: Courtier's Trifles , Oxford 1983, p. 78 (#). 
Lit. Green-Pedersen 1977 p. 128 n. 10, Normore p. 204, Courtenay 1991c 
n. 23. 

20 ANON., COM. HAEC EST ON DIF. TOP. (the second half of the 12th 
century) 
Et est consilium aperire qui loci in quibus syllogismis sint assignandi (Cf. PL 64, 
col. 1173C). Et inde manifeste destruitur error nominalium qui negant locos esse 
aptos syllogismis , moleste exponentes litteram hanc Boethii, quoniam dicunt 
mediantibus enthymematibus locos esse aptos syllogismis. 
Ms Paris, Bibl. Arsenal, lat. 910, f. 58va (#). 
Lit. Green-Pedersen 1977 p. 128 & 142 n. 88, Green-Pedersen 1984 p. 425, Nor- 
more p. 204. 

21 ANON. CA NT A BRIGIENSIS COMMENTARIUM IN SOPH. EL. 

Instantia secundum opinionem est quae potest fieri ad unum interrogantem et 
non ad quemlibet; ut si aliquis Melidunensis utatur tali argumentatione 'Si id 
quod currit movetur, aliquid movetur; ergo si nihil movetur nec id quod currit 
movetur', poterit dari instantia in universali, quoniam ex falso nihil sequitur , et 
falsum est nihil moveri. Poterit etiam dari instantia in particulari, hoc modo: 'Si 
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Socrates non est lapis, Socrates non est margarita; ergo si Socrates est margarita, 
Socrates est lapis'. Sed dabitur instantia in simili secundum opinionem, ut si 
quis Adamita utatur tali argumentatione 'hoc genus animal est genus huic 
speciei homo, ergo omnis homo est animal': 'hoc genus animalia est genus huic 
speciei <homo>, ergo omnis homo est animalia'. Item dabitur instantia in con- 
trario secundum opinionem, si quis Melidunensis faciat talem argumenta- 
tionem: 'ista sunt opposita, ergo de quocumque praedicatur unum, ab eodem 
removetur reliquum': 'haec species homo et hoc proprium risibile sunt paria, 
ergo de quocumque haec species et hoc proprium'. 
Ms Cambridge, St. John's College D.12, f. 11 Ova. 
Lit. Ebbesen & Iwakuma 1983 p. 84 (#). 

22 DE PRAEDICA TIONE 

a Stricte dicitur (praedicari seil.) terminům termino copulari vi verbi substantivi 
<in> propositionefm] vera affirmativa et de praesenti simpliciter. 'Terminům 
termino copulari' dictum est ad differentiam hypotheticarum propositionum, in 
quibus non terminus termino copulatur, sed propositio propositioni, scilicet (] 
sed Ms) consequens antecedenti, ut 'si Socrates est homo, Socrates (] sed Ms) est 
animal'. Vel ad differentiam realium, qui dieunt rem de re praedicari, nos ter- 
minům de termino. 
Ms München, Clm 14458, f. 56rb (#). 
Lit. De Rijk 1967 Pt 1 p. 48. 

b Amplius [quaeritur] quod haec descriptio ( = Porphyrii descriptio generis) non 
conveniat soli generi probatur in hune modum, quia 'substantia animata sen- 
sibilis' est praedicabile quod praedicatur de pluribus differentibus specie in quid 
(] inquitMr) et univoce, quia de homine, de asino, de capra; ergo haec descriptio 
convenit ei; ergo est genus. Sed regula est secundum nos nominales quod nullus 
sermo complexus est genus vel species; sed constat quod 'substantia animata 
sensibilis' est sermo complexus; ergo non est genus. Et sibi convenit haec 
descriptio, ergo haec descriptio non convenit soli generi. 

Ad hoc duplex est oppositio. Quidam enim dicunt, et maxime reales, quod 
praedicta descriptio convenit omni et soli generi; dicunt enim quod definitio (] 
differentia Mr) generis est genus et definitio (] differentia Ms) speciei est species. 
Nos autem nominales dicimus quod nullus sermo complexus est genus vel 
species. Dicimus tarnen quod addenda est haec differentia 'tantum', et sic est 
ordinanda: genus est praedicabile quod praedicatur de pluribus differentibus 
specie in quid tantum et univoce. ... 
Ms München, Clm 14458, f. 57r (#). 
Lit. De Rijk 1967 Pt 1 p. 48. 

23 FRA GMENTUM MONA CENSE 

Contra nominales autem caute ex affirmativa inferendo (] -rens Ms) negativam' con- 
tra Melidunenses autem ex vero inferendo falsum vel e converso quocumque modo. 
Ms München, Clm 29520(2 [unfoliated fragment] (#). 
Ed. Iwakuma 1992. 
Lit. Ebbesen & Iwakuma 1983 p. 82, Normore p. 204, Iwakuma [ 1 992a] . 
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24 QUAESTIONES VINDOBONENSES 

Et est considerandum <ex quo genere sit > ille cum quo < sermo > con- 
seritur (] conserunt Ms). Parvipontanis (] Parvis Pontanis Ms) concedentibus 
quod (] qui Ms) ex quolibet necessarium (] -rio Ms) qui<d>libet : ... (counter 
arguments) .... Item Albricanis (] alb'icis Ms) dicentibus omnia tempora sunt : ... 
(counter arguments) .... 
Ms Wien, VPL 2459, f. 108va (#). 
Lit. Iwakuma [1992a] n. 7. 

25 GLOSS " PROMISIMUS " (the last quarter of the 12th century) 
a Nota quod dialetici sub nomine pronomina demonstratiua comprehendunt, 

relatiua uero dicunt consignificare, nec sunt partes orationis; participium sub 
uerbo, quia actionem uel passionem significat; aduerbia que sine respectu dicun- 
tur ponunt sub nomine, ut bene, male et similia; que uero respectum habent non 
dicunt esse partes orationis. Prepositiones et coniunctiones sunt uincula partium 
orationis. Interiectiones ponunt sub nomine quasdam, alias non. Tarnen Mon- 
tani dicunt demonstratiua pronomina non esse partes orationis , quia ex demonstratione 
significant, sed hac ratione deberent dicere uerba prime et secunde persone non 
esse partes orationis, quia demonstrationem habent. 
Ms Oxford, Bodl. Libr., Laud. lat. 67, f. 46va. 
Lit. Hunt 1950 p. 51 (#), De Rijk 1967 pp. 255-7, Courtenay [1986] pp. 8-9. 

b Hec autem est differentia inter nomina dubii generis et communis, quod illis 
preponuntur articularía duo sub disiunctione, istis uero per copulationem. 
Albricani inde sumunt instantias ad hec argumenta. 'Est homo, ergo est homo 
uel asinus'. Fallacia. Declinatur 'Hic magister', ergo declinatur 'Hie uel hec 
magister'. Nichil est: bis deberet ponere 'declinatur'. 
Ms Oxford, Bodl. Libr., Laud. lat. 67, f. 66rb. 
Lit. Hunt 1950 p. 50 (#), Kneepkens 1987 I 298. 

c Hoc contra Meludinenses qui nullum nomen dicunt equiuocum. 
Ms Oxford, Bodl. Libr., Laud. lat. 67, f. 7 Ivb. 
Lit. Hunt 1950 p. 50 (#), De Rijk 1967 Pt I p. 281. 

d POSSUNT COMPLECTI OMNES PERSONAS (Inst. Gr. V 74, p. 186.22) 
id est applicari per euocationem ad dictionem cuiuslibet persone, et inde sup- 
ponit exempla in omni casu. 

Nota quod hic manifeste est Priscianus contra Por(retanos), qui dicunt nomen 
in apposito nullius esse persone. Dicunt enim quod cum nomen significat substan- 
tiam cum qualitate, inde quod significat substantiam est alicuius persone, sed 
non inde quod qualitatem. Unde in supposito ubi supponit rem de qua agitur 
est alicuius persone; in apposito uero ubi tantum qualitatem apponit non est 
alicuius persone. Cum enim dicitur 'Ego sum albus', ibi 'albus' tantum 
qualitatem apponit. Nos dicimus quod ibi significat substantiam, id est pertinet 
ad substantiam suppositi. Porre(ta)ni dicunt quod non significat substantiam, 
i.e. in substantia non clauditur eius intellectus, nec substantiam facit intelligi. 
Argumenta M(agistri) propria7 sunt hec: cum dico 'Ego sum Socrates' ibi 
'Socrates' tantum significat qualitatem. Est substantiuum uel adiectiuum, ergo 
adiectiuum. Item proprium est nominis significare substantiam cum qualitate, 
sed 'Socrates' ibi non significat substantiam cum qualitate, ergo uariatur, uel 
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ergo non ponitur in ui nominis. Item Priscianus dicit quod ibi euocatur de tertia 
ad primam, et proprie est tertie persone, ergo ibi est prime. Item cum dicitur 
'Istud est album', per 'album' quale quid signifìcatur et non ex institutione, ergo 
et cum dicitur 'Ego sum homo', 'homo' significat quale quid, cum illud 
significet ex institutione. Item Por(retani) et clerici Magistři Pe(tri) He(lie) 
dicunt omnes quod cum dicitur 'Ego Socrates sum homo', 'ego' significat ibi 
substantiam circa quam Socrates determinat qualitatem, sed cum sit proprie 
nomen, uidetur quod ibi significet substantiam cum qualitate, cum in propria 
ibi retineatur significatione. 
7 M(agistri) propria sic Hunt , Ms legit m (et add. et exp. dicit) propria; propria haud dubie cor- 
ruptio nominis proprii est. 
Ms Oxford, Bodl. Libr., Laud. lat. 67, f. 74vb. 
Lit. Hunt 1950 pp. 51-52 (#). 

e Nota quod Porre(ta)ni dicunt habentia genetiuum in -ius esse pronomina, et sic 
probant: Ista 'unus' 'solus' et similia declinantur declinatione pronominum et 
non declinatione nisi sua, ergo ipsa sunt pronomina. Instantia. Iste loquitur 
Anglice, et non loquitur nisi sua lingua, ergo est Anglicus. 
Ms Oxford, Bodl. Libr., Laud. lat. 67, f. 75rb. 
Lit. Hunt 1950 p. 52 (#). 

f UNDE QUIDAM8 (Inst. Gr. VI 3, p. 196.21) Donatus quem secuntur 
Porre(ta)ni. 
8 Inst. Gr. VI 3, p. 196.21 reads : unde quidam decepti inter pronomina posuerunt ea (seil, 
unus, ullus, nullus etc). 
Ms Oxford, Bodl. Libr., Laud. lat. 67, f. 75vb. 
Lit. Hunt 1950 p. 52 (#). 

g HUMĀNI IOUES (Inst. Gr. VI 39, p. 229.17) id est dii. Nota quod quandocum- 
que proprium uel recipit adiectiuum, ut 'Aliquis Socrates', uel in plurali 
ponitur, ut 'Aiaces', non in propria significatione retinetur9 Debet enim 
significare unum aliquid, quare pluralitatem refugit. Ubi autem non est 
pluralitas, ibi non est partitio. Ut enim dicit Porretanus: aliquis et quidam par- 
titiuum est, unde semper uult aliquid excerpere de pluralitate. Ubi autem non 
est pluralitas, nec locum habet. Quare non concedunt 'Aliquis fenix', nec etiam 
ad proprium per 'qui' potest fieri relatio quia et ipsum partitiuum est. Ideoque 
dicimus quod 'Nullam puto Phillida nosti' (Ovid. Ep. II 105) quod 'Phillida' 
non retinetur in propria significatione. 
9 our reading , Ms and Hunt read retinentur. 
Ms Oxford, Bodl. Libr., Laud. lat. 67, f. 77ra-b. 
Lit. Hunt 1950 p. 52 (#). 

h Item. Nota quod sententiam dicimus definitam animi voluntatem scripto vel 
voce manifestatam. Unde sententia nominalium, sententia realium dicitur. 
Ms Oxford, Bodl. Libr., Laud. lat. 67, f. 46rb (#). 

i CENSUALIS (Inst. Gr. VI 23, p. 131.10) quod ad censum pertinet. Secundum 
hanc regulam dici debet a 'res' 'ralis*. Unde magister R(adulphus) Bel(vacensis) 
deridendo eos semper dicebat 'hoc dicunt li rales (] ralet Ms)' . Dicimus quod 
'e' est interpositum causa euphoniae. 
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Ms Oxford, Bodl. Libr., Laud. lat. 67, f. 63va (#). 
Lit. Hunt 1950 p. 47; Ralph of Beauvais, Liber Tytan , ed. C.H. Kneepkens, 
Nijmegen 1991, p. X. 

26 ANON. PARIS. COM. SOPH. EL. (ca. 1150/ca. 1180) 
Proprius vero modus ducendi ad inopinabile est considerare ex quo genere sit 

qui disputât, an sit grammaticus an dialecticus et sic in aliis, vel cuius opinionem 
profiteatur. In qualibet enim opinione aliquid est quod aliarum professoribus 
inopinabile videtur, veluti Nominalium (] opinalium Ms) opinio quod nulla res 
crescit (] crescis Ms ), et quod quilibei homo est id in quo nulla scientia est , nullus 
intellectus, nulla ratio. Î Qui vero magistři ad opinione<m> terreri dicuntur J10 
quod ad Socratem esse asinum sequitur eum esse regem. Comperto' autem / ex 
quo genere sit respondens, eius positio interroganda est. Respondenti vero com- 
modum est ut dicat non accidere inopinabile propter orationem interrogantis sed 
pro<pter> positionem. 
10 Qui - dicuntur] Fortasse Qui < dam > vero magistři ad opinionem teneri dicuntur 
scribendum, ut seil, auctorem de Parvipontanis ex impossibili quidlibet sequi tenentibus cogitasse 
dicamus. Qui < dam > ... terrcri dicuntur scribenti eum de auditoribus theseos Parvipontanae 
cogitasse dicendum erit. Sin vero Qui ... teneri dicuntur scribas, Nominalibus thesim Parvipontanam 
tribues. 
Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat., lat. 4720A, f. 17rb (#). 
Ed. Ebbesen & Iwakuma 1990. 

27 ANON. , QUAESTIONES' 1 

Augustinus contra Porretanos: Spiritus Sanctus aliquo est procedens et eo est 
Spiritus Sanctus et eodem est Deus. 
11 The theological questions found in Ms Paris, Bibl. Mazarine, lat. 1708, ff. 232-253, are 
attributed in the manuscript to Prevostin. But this attribution is false, as was shown by A. 
Landgraf, A Study of the Academic Latitude of Peter of Capuay in: The New Scholasticism 14 
(1940), pp. 57-74, at p. 65 and p. 69f. 
Ms Paris, Bibl. Mazarine, lat. 1708, f. 252a. 
Lit. G. Lacombe, Prepositini Cancelarii Parisiensis (1206-1210) Opera Omnia I - La 
vie et les oeuvres de Prévostin , Kain 1927, p. 55 (#); Courtenay [1986] n. 40. 

28 GUIDO OF BAZOCHES, EPISTULA IV (1175/90) 
Pons autem Parvus , aut pretereuntibus, aut spatiantibus, aut disputantibus logicis 
didicatus est. 
Ed. H. Denifle, O.P., Chartularium Universitatis Parisiensis I, Paris 1899, p. 56 
(#); H. Adolfsson, Liber epistularum Guidoni s de Bas o chis, Stockholm 1969, p. 14. 

29 STEPHAN LANGTON, IN SENT. (1180's) 
I, dist. 44, cap. 2 
„Preterea". Secundum nominales (] nos Ms) quiequid potuit, potest. Secundum 
Reales aliter, quibus hec dubia est: quiequid potuit, potest. 
Ms Napoli, Bibl. Nazionale, VII C 14, f. 90va. 
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Ed. A. Landgraf, Der Sentenzenkommentar des Kardinals Stephan Langton , ( = Beiträge 
zur Geschichte der Philosophie und Theologie des Mittelalters XXXVII- 1), Münster i. 
W. 1952, p. 62 (#). 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 186 n. 12. 

30 PETER THE CHANTER, IN COR. (1 170's/97 according to Baldwin I p. 13) 
vel 'infletur' (1 Cor. 4,6) pro altero, id est pro doctrina alterius, tanquam ipse 
melior sit ilio. Non enim irascor, licet ille sit Nominaiis, ille in alterius, cum 
bonus possit esse sicut et ego. 
Ms Paris, Bibl. Mazarine, lat. 176, f. 178v. 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 184 n. 8 (#). 

31 PETER THE CHANTER, IN JOB. (1170's/97 according to Baldwin I p. 13) 
... decernes contemplando rem ad litteram etiam et non tantum nomen Christi, 
sed deitatem et humanitatem, ut potius sit realis quam nominalis theologus. 
Ms Paris, Bibl. Mazarine, lat. 178, f. 22v. 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 184 n. 8 (#). 

32 PETER THE CHANTER, VERBUM ABBREVI ATUM (1 191/92 according to 
Baldwin II p. 245) 
Item scole theologie debent esse domus unius moris unde ambulare deberemus 
in domo dei cum consensu. Cum quidam in eis faciunt scissuras ut in secularibus 
litteris, quidam reales, quidam nominales. Et sic celestis philosophia cogitur 
conqueri (] conquere Baldwin) de scissura vestium suarum ut habetur in boeicio. 
Sed privati nil habet ista domus. 
Ms Vaticano Regin. lat. 106, f. 4ra-b; Paris, Bibl. Sainte-Geneviève 250, f. 4vb. 
Lit. Baldwin II p. 69 n. 74 (#). 

33 PETER THE CHANTER, SUMMA DE SACRAMENTE ET AN IM AE CON- 
SILIIS (1191/97 according to Baldwin II p. 245) 

a Item. Nota quod quidam eoi um dicunt quod cum homo ille assumptus sit per- 
sona, Verbum scilicet incarnatum, nullo modo connumerabilia sunt Verbum et 
ille homo assumptus. Potest tarnen fieri sermo de homine ilio ita quod non de 
Verbo, sicut in secularibus litteris secundum nominales qui dicunt quod substan- 
tia que est Socrates desinit esse, non tarnen Socrates desinit esse. Distingunt enim inter 
essentiam et personam. Nulla connumeratio est inter Socratem et substantiam 
que ipse est, tarnen possum loqui de illa essentia, licet non loquar de Socrate. 
Sed isti non ob hoc uitauerunt obiectionem. Licet enim non recipiant con- 
numerationem Verbi ad hominem illum, tamen recipiunt connumerationem 
diuine nature ad hominem illum. Vnde concedunt quod Christus est duo, sicut 
priores, scilicet homo ille assumptus et diuina natura. Et ita secundum eos, ista 
duo predicabilia, homo assumptus, diuina natura, ponuntur de eodem, scilicet 
de Christo; neutrum tamen de alio, quia nec diuina natura est ille homo, nec 
e conuerso. 

Item. Secundum eos utraque istarum est uera: 'Iste homo est assumptus a 
Verbo', 'Iste homo non est assumptus a Verbo', quia si demonstretur persona, 
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iste homo non est assumptus a Verbo. Si demonstretur iste homo, iste homo est 
assumptus a Verbo. Eadem ratione, debent concedere istas; 'Iesus est assumptus 
a Verbo', 'Iesus non est assumptus a Verbo', ut hinc supponatur homo, illinc 
persona. Immo debent hanc concedere: 'Iesus assumpsit Iesum'. Quod inconue- 
niens est, cum non sit equiuocatio in hoc nomine Iesus, eo quod non habet nisi 
unam institutionem. Si autem dicatur in hoc nomine Iesus esse uniuocationem, 
id est uariam suppositionem, hoc inauditum est quod proprium nomen faciat 
uniuocationem. 

Preterea. Si concedunt istam: 'Diuina natura et iste homo sunt', debent con- 
cedere quod ille homo congrue et uere potest dicere: 'Ego et diuina natura 
sumus'. Quod si est, ergo ille homo est alia persona a diuina natura. 
Ed. Dugauquier 1967, pp. 480-481 (#). 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 pp. 189-90, Courtenay 1991a p. 20 + 41. 

b Mirum est tarnen cum hoc nomen aliquid recte sit superius ad hoc nomen 
homo, quomodo hec sit uera: 'Christus est homo qui non est Pater', et hec falsa: 
'Christus est aliquid quod non est Pater', ut hoc nomen 'aliquid' habeat 
eamdem suppositionem quam habuit hoc nomen 'homo'. Quare non potest 
habere? Forte non est recte superius hoc nomen 'aliquid' ad hoc nomen homo, 
sicut dicunt nominales. Vnde secundum eos, Socrates est homo qui ipse erit, 
non tarnen est aliquid quod ipse erit. 
Ed. Dugauquier 1967 p. 493 (#), but with slightly changed punctuation. 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 190. 

c Si dicatur quod modo, cum sit tantum pena, est a diabolo; ergo aliquod 
bonum est a diabolo, quia omnis pena, saltem in eo quod pena, bona est et iusta 
est, quia solebant Gilebertini dicere quod originale peccatum in rei ueritate non 
est peccatum, sed quedam obnoxietas siue conditio priuandi uisione Dei. 
Iudicatur tamen peccatum quia idem facit quod peccatum, priuat scilicet a 
uisione Dei. Sicut etiam idem facit delictum militis quod seruitas serui, quia 
uterque priuatur a mensa Domini sui, sed miles propter peccatum, seruus non 
propter peccatum aliquod, sed propter conditionem. 
Ed. Dugauquier 1967 pp. 552-553 (#). 
Lit. Courtenay [1986] n. 39 + 75. 

34 ANON., QUAESTIONES 
Dicunt ad hoc Gilebertini quod unitas notatur ex parte predicamenti tantum, 
et est sensus: 'Pater et Filius sunt unus Deus', id est unius divinitatis, sunt 
unum, id est unius essentie et nomina que attribuuntur pluribus personis simul 
non predicant aliquid quod sit Deus, nec supponunt aliquid vel pro aliquo quod 
sit Deus, sed resoluenda sunt talia nomina, ut supra ostensum est, et dicunt se 
inuenisse in Hilario quod nichil unicum est Deus. De nullo enim unico et 
singulari, secundum eos, potest dici, hoc est Deus. 
Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat., lat. 3477, f. 2rb & f. 113va. 
Lit. Dugauquier 1961 p. 317 n. 101 (#), Courtenay [1986] n. 75. 

35 HUMBERTOS DE BALESMA, SERMO (1192/93) 
Ex hoc sacro coniugio bonorum operum filios Deo generare valeamus, ut ranis 
logicalibus luto Egypti relictis, corvis dialectice super cadavera de pede socratico 
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crocitan tibus dimissis, nos ex hac mola ad dexteram Dei Patris assumatur(!), 
satagentes ut simus theologi reaies, non neutraliter nominales vel nominaliter 
neutrales, ut de caritate prius ordinata in nobis perplexis scripturarum 
dogmatibus <murenulas> vermiculatas argento sponse Christi, scilicet 
Ecclesie faciamus, caventes ne in lectulo voluptatis nostre Deum per fan- 
tasticarum scientiarum noctes cum philosophis prophanis queratis, sed bonis 
operibus vigiles cum vigilibus sanctis qui custodiunt civitatem Dei, ipsum 
queratis, ut inveniatis, laborantes, ut lectuli sacre Scripture nos vita et doctrina 
existentes, ligna cedrina auditorum vobis compaginan possitis laquearía 
cipressina, ut verbum Dei sincere predicando, non ad questum vel gloriam 
secularem, de LXta reginis veri Salomonis sitis, non de LXXXta concubinis, 
caventes ne patrimonium crucifixi vobis commissum in seculi pompis et nugis 
inutiliter consumatis, sed viscera Christi reficiendo, nuditatem eius tegendo, 
illud pauperibus erogetis, ut illos, non divites vobiscum commensales habeatis, 
nec quisquilias vestras poreis relinquendas, vel secundi vel tercii pañis micas 
pauperibus quasi canibus immundis proiciatis, ut secundum lectionem lectam in 
Christo, si vultis esse Christiani, non tantum nominales, quod parum valet, sed 
etiam semper reales, in vobis semper legatis. 
Ed. M.T. D'Alverny, Humbertus de Balesma, in: AHDL 1984, pp. 127-191, at pp. 
178-179 (#). 
Lit. D'Alverny op. cit., p. 128 & 157. 

36 HUMBERTUS, SUMMA " COLLIGITE FRAGMENTA " (1194/1200 accord- 
ing to Heinzmann) 

a Circa artículos eiusdem et diversi haec primo proponitur /5va/ quaestio: 
utrum idem sit deo esse essentiam quod esse personam. Quod probatur .... Con- 
tra .... 

Solutio. Super ha<n>c quaestionem triplex fuit opinio. Quidam enim, ut 
magister Petrus Longobardus et sequaces eius, dixerunt hoc nomen 'personam' 
esse essentiale; quidam, ut magister Robertus, personale; quidam vero, ut Por- 
retani mixtim, i.e. partim personale et /5vb/ partim essentiale. 

Primi dixerunt .... Secundi dicunt .... Tertii dicunt hoc nomen 'personam' 
significare essentiam et nihilominus significare personalem distinctionem. Et hoc 
secundum nominis etymologiam. Dicitur enim persona quasi per se una vel 
unum ut unum faciat in essentiam et in distinctionem personarum, ut sit sensus: 
isti sunt personae, i.e. sunt distincti et unum; pater per se est persona, i.e. per 
se distinctus et unum. Cum ergo dicit in plurali 'isti sunt personae', potius hoc 
nomen 'persona' redundat in consignificationem quam in principálem significa- 
tionem. Concedunt ergo quod hoc nomen 'persona' essentiale secundum prin- 
cipálem significationem et personale secundum consignificationem. 
Ms München, Clm 28799, f. 5rb-vb (#). 
Lit. Heinzmann p. 14. 

b Et sumitur haec solutio ex auetoritate Prisciani dicentis quod omne nomen 
significai substantiam et qualitatem, sed aliud pro substantia, aliud pro 
qualitate, utputa hoc nomen 'albus' pro substantia significat subiectum 
albedinis, pro qualitate albedinem(P) ut ei concretam; et hoc nomen 'homo' pro 
substantia hominem, pro qualitate humanitatem; hoc etiam nomen 'albedo', ut 
placet Porretanis, pro substantia significat ipsam albedinem, pro qualitate 
albendi effectum qui forte 'albities' ficto nomine potest vocari. Et ipsi huic 
regulae nimis pertinaciter inhaerentes in tantum extenderunt eam, ut dicerent 
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hoc nomen 'deus' aliud pro substantia et aliud pro qualitate significare, sta- 
tuentes differentiam inter deum et deitatem sicut inter hominem et 
humanitatem. Quod falsum est .... 
Ms München, Clm 28799, f. 13va (#). 
Lit. Heinzmann p. 14. 

c Sequitur videre circa praedicatum actionis, i.e. circa praedestinationis effec- 
tum: utrum seil, sola praedestinatio sit causa vitae aeternae an etiam merita. 

Quod sola haberetur ex auctoritate .... /33rb/ Contra. Dicit auctoritas .... 
Solutio. Propter haec et alia dixerunt Porretani merita nostra non esse 

causam sed viam vitae aeternae, et quod non propter merita nec ex meritis sed 
propter merita datur nobis vita aeterna. Potest tamen .... 
Ms München, Clm 28799, f. 33ra-b (#). 
Lit. Heinzmann p. 14. 

d Secundo queritur de numeralibus, seil, an pluralitas personarum sit dicenda 
pluralitas et an numerus et an sit ibi ternarius. 

Quod probatur multiplici auctoritate  /42 vb/ Vel sic contra Porretanos, 
qui dicunt ternarium adesse deo et non inesse  Contra  /43ra/ 

Solutio. Tres fuerunt hic opiniones. Quidam enim negant his vocabulis 'duo' 
'tres' 'plures' et huiusmodi significan pluralitatem .... Secundi et tertii dixerunt 
his nominibus pluralitatem significan et huiusmodi, sed differenter, quia 
secundi, i.e. Porretani, dixerunt ternarium sui generis significan, illumque 
adesse et non inesse personis, nec esse illas tres personas, similiter et in aliis. Ter- 
tii vero .... Ultimam vero opinionem quia potior et probabilior videtur, .... 
/43 rb/ Videtur tamen et supradictae opiniones posse salvari. Quod enim 
magister Petrus dixit ( = prima opinio), .... Similiter Porretani - qui dixerunt 
huiusmodi vocabulis numerum non significari, qui quidem adest personis et non 
inest nec est deus - non multum a vero exorbitasse videntur  
Ms München, Clm 28799, ff. 42va-43rb (#). 
Lit. Heinzmann p. 14. 

e Porretani enim quasi infinitas in trinitate introducunt proprietates, quas dicunt 
adesse et non inesse, et [et] ideo alia proprietate dicunt illas personas ( = pater 
et filius) esse principium spiritus sancti. 
Ms München, Clm 28799, f. 51rb (#). 
Lit. Heinzmann p. 14. 

f Quidam vero, ut Porretani, dixerunt personarum proprietates non esse per- 
sonas, multas et quasi sine numero in trinitate fingentes proprietates, nam (] non 
Ms) distinguunt tria formarum seu proprietatum genera, dicentes quod for- 
marum aliae sunt subsistentiae, aliae insistentiae, aliae assistentiae; subsistentiae 
sunt proprietates praedicamenti substantiales quibus res subsistunt, ut 
animalitas et lapiditas et huiusmodi; insistentiae sunt formae duorum 
praedicamentorum, seil, quantitates et qualitates, quae ita subiecto insunt quod 
secundum se afficiunt, disponunt et immutant; assistentiae dicuntur aliorum 
omnium praedicamentorum formae, quae quidem assunt subiectis et non insunt 
sed quodammodo extrinsecus, sed quodammodo secundum Boethium affixae 
esse videntur, nec sunt veri nominis proprietas. Et iuxta hunc modum in 
theologicis quasi duplex genus assignant, subsistentiam seil. i.e. essentiam, et 
assistentiam ut (] vel Ms) paternitatem et alias proprietates - , negantes pro- 
prietates esse personas, et forte concederent paternitatem aeternam et tem- 
poralem univoce dici. 
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Ms München, Clm 28799, f. 54ra (#). 
Lit. Heinzmann p. 14. 

g Dicunt enim quidam haec (] hc Ms) nomina, seil, 'pater' et 'filius', significare 
personas cum proprietate; quidam vero proprietates et appellare personas; alii, 
ut Porretani, quasi idem dicunt sed distinctius, dicentes quod haec nomina 
'pater' et 'filius' pro substantia significant personas, pro qualitate proprietates. 
Ms München, Clm 28799, f. 56vb (#). 
Lit. Heinzmann p. 14. 

h Item circa eundem articulum potest quaeri an paternitatem esse patrem sit 
articulus fidei. Quod videtur posse probari, quia universalis ecclesia hoc 
dogmatizai, qui ' a /etsi aliqui[d] dissentia < n > tur ut Porretani, nihilominus 
est universalis /59vb/  hoc concedere, et ita er<r>ant Porretani. 

Solutio. Forte prima falsa, quia praeter Porretanos multi dixerunt non esse 
' proprietates /in personis, et ita negaverunt paternitatem esse patrem  

Si vero quaeritur quod illorum maius peccatum sit, seil, an negare pater- 
nitatem esse patrem si ipsa est pater, an asserere ipsam esse patrem si ipsa non 
est pater, potest responden .... Item una sola est paternitas patris, quia dicere 
quod plures absurdum esset; sed de ea Porretanus negat ipsam esse patrem, et 
alii concedunt ipsam esse patrem;  Solutio  Oppositio  Non enim 
de eadem paternitate vel proprietate loquu<n>tur, sed Porretanus de pater- 
nitāte quae est tantum respectus, et alii de paternitate persona, nec tamen minus 
est una sola paternitas patris. 
Ms München, Clm 28799, f. 59va-b (#). 
Lit. Heinzmann p. 14. 

i Item posito quod vir ex longo tempore sanctissimus libidinis furore labatur in 
fornicationem, numquid dicetur quod iste praeponat amorem iniquitatis vel 
meretricis dilectioni dei  

Solutio. Ad hoc distinguebant Porretani inter caritatem finalem et ferialem, 
earn dicentes finalem quae non extinguitur per huiusmodi subitaneas passiones, 
puta furorem libidinis vel irae, et negantes illa esse mortalia, i.e. morte digna. 
Latet enim, ut aiunt, in radice caritatis quamv<i>s non extenditur ad fructum 
exteriorem. Ferialem earn dicunt quae temporalis est radičem non habens et 
tempore temptationis deficit. Et ita secundum eos caritas est simul cum his quae 
mortalia iudicantur. Si autem eis opponatur auctoritas, dicunt quod ilia dicta 
sunt mortalia 'in sui natura eo quod saepe ad mortem perducunt, in viro tamen 
perfecto non/. 
Ms München, Clm 28799, f. 106va (#). 
Lit. Heinzmann p. 14. 

j Porretanorum (] porretanori Ms) est opinio quod nulla gratia virtus infundatur 
puero; aliorum vero omnium quod eadem prima gratia quae datur adulto datur 
et puero. 
Ms München, Clm 28799, f. 152va (#). 
Lit. Heinzmann p. 14. 

k Circa formarum causam quaeritur de virtute quo ipsa sit virtus an se ipsa vel 
alio, et si alio quo. .../154vb/. .. 

Solutio. Hoc videntur concedere Porretani, adeo stricte ut etiam in trinitate 
voluerint illud servare, seil, cum dicitur 'deus est deitate deus' aliud notet 
ablativus et aliud nominativus, unde etiam dixerunt deitatem non esse deum, 
quod est erroneum. 
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Ms München, Clm 28799, f. 154va-b (#). 
Lit. Heinzmann p. 14. 

1 Solutio. Duae sunt hic opiniones; una specialis Porretanorum, et alia 
generalis omnium aliorum. Porret(an)i bene concedunt virtutes /156vb/ 
naturales esse etiam in puero nondum (] nundum Ms) baptizato, dicentes eas 
esse quaedam naturalia dona. Et dicunt quod de naturali virtute fit politica et 
de politica fit catholica. Quod ut plenius intelligatur, notandum quod virtus 
tripliciter dicitur: naturalis, politica, et catholica. Virtus naturalis est vis 
quaedam naturalis rebus a natura et cum natura simul insita, et dicitur virtus 
quasi viribus nitens, et est vere naturalis; politica virtus est habitus mentis bene 
const(itutae) etc; catholica virtus est gratia quam operatur deus in homine sine 
homine, qua nemo potest male uti. Et hae quidem per officia et fines et opera 
specialia sunt discretae. Officium virtutis naturalis est similia de similibus facere; 
officium virtutis civilis est congruus < actus > ' personae / secundum mores et 
institūta gentis, sed vis eius est utilitas rei p(ublicae), vel sua, quae duplex est, 
seil, utilitas et honor; officium autem catholicae est congruus actus Christiani 
secundum mores et institūta Christi et ecclesiae. Finis eius est summum bonum, 
i.e. deus. Opus naturalis virtutis est illa lucta quam describit apostolus dicens 
"Ego autem carnalis venundatus etc. (Rom. 7.14)" et ibi "Spiritus concupisci 
adversus carnem etc. (Gal. 5.17)". Naturalis enim virtus quae in quolibet est, 
ipsa est illa scintilla rationis quae nec in Cain potu <i>t extingui, quae, ut puto, 
a quibusdam superior pars rationis vocatur, quae suppeditata contra vitium 
naturaliter reluctatur, cuius est illud velie de quo apostolus "Velie mihi adiacet, 
perficere autem non invenio (Rom. 7.18)". Opera vero politicae sunt opera 
civilia, ut Romanorum opera, seil, iustitiae, prudentiae, et huiusmodi. Opera 
catholicae sunt merita vitae, seil, opera ecclesiastica. Et nota quod cum dicitur 
'officium et finem faciunt virtutes', sane intelligatur ut referatur ad disposi- 
tionem ipsius virtutis, ut sit sensus: officium civile facit de naturali virtute 
politicam, i.e. dispositio virtutis qua (] quo Ms) disposita est ad tale officium, 
facit virtutem naturalem esse politicam; similiter de catholica. Et prima quidem 
dicitur naturale, i.e. a natura et cum natura insitum; secunda naturale, i.e. ex 
natura et secundum naturam ex motibus, seil, naturae proveniens; tertia dicitur 
naturale, i.e. naturae consentaneum vel naturale homini, quia naturale est ei 
talem habere formam. De prima fit secunda, de secunda fit tertia. Item prima 
est tantum naturalis, /157ra/ secunda est tantum officialis, tertia est tantum 
gratuita, seil, sine artificio et praeoperatione hominis desursum veniens. Nec 
melius ' ista possunt / intelligi quam per similitudinem supradictam quattuor 
principalium membrorum et naturalium proprietatum eorundem. Exempli 
causa: Cor est de quattuor principalibus membris unum habens naturales et 
substantiales formas quae adesse et abesse non possunt, ex quibus disponitur ad 
statum sanitatis et ad officium animositatis et huiusmodi. Similiter et cerebrum 
et reliqua. Quod ergo est membrum principale in corpore, hoc (] haec Ms) est 
principalis vis seu potentia in anima; et quod est naturalis forma membri, hoc 
est virtus naturalis in vi. Et sicut aliquando innaturales qualitates supervenientes 
membro ipsum aegrum efficiunt et naturales proprietates quoddammodo 
superant et opprimunt, ita vitia supervenientia vim animae corruptam et for- 
mam naturalem, i.e. virtutem, quoddammodo extinguunt ut vix eius scintilla 
remaneat, quae contra morbum luctetur. Haec autem prima naturalis forma ali- 
quando quodammodo vitiis praevalens, formatur actualiter in politicam et 
politica in catholicam, ut dictum est. Sic qualitercumque potest intelligi opinio 
Porretanorum (] porretinorum Ms), et ex quo sensu dixerint quod nemo potest 
amittere caritatem, ratione seil, radieis et non trunci vel ramorum. 
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Aliorum sententia generalis est quod nulla virtus est naturalis nisi forte dicatur 
naturalis, i.e. naturae consentanea. Istae opiniones subtiliter perscrutanti in 
nullo vel in modico sibi contradicunt  
Ms München, Clm 28799, ff. 156va-157ra (#). 
Lit. Heinzmann p. 14. 

m Porretani dicunt quod caritas potest esse cum mortali, et quod David habuerit 
caritatem cum adulterio et homicidio; sed hoc dicunt ratione stipitis, quoniam 
habuit eam in radice, non in foliis. 
Ms München, Clm 28799, f. 181ra (#). 
Lit. Heinzmann p. 14. 

n Circa articulum causae materialis quaeritur quid sit assumptum a verbo, an 
aliquis homo vel non  /204vb/ .... 

Solutio. Duae sunt hic opiniones. lili de monte concesserunt quod quidam 
homo ad litteram fuit assumptus a verbo, non tamen prius fuit quam assumptus, 
et e converso. Alii negaverunt; et ubi reperitur in auctoritate quod quidam homo 
sit assumptus, ibi nomine hominis intelligitur humana natura, seil, anima et 
caro, et ex illis duobus negant consistere aliquem hominem. In verbis ergo con- 
sonabant auctores utriusque opinionis, sed in sensu dissonant. Nam utrique con- 
cedunt hominem fuisse assumptum a verbo, sed Montani nomine hominis 
intelligunt quemdam hominem ex carne et anima subsistentem, sed alii nomine 
hominis humanam tantum natura, seil, animam et carnem, et non aliquem veri 
nominis hominem. Priori opinioni consentimus. 
Ms München, Clm 28799, f. 204va-b. 
Lit. Heinzmann p. 14. 

37 DIALECTICA MONACENSIS V 

Inopinabile est quod est contra opinionem omnium ut matrem non diligere, vel 
plurium, ut solem esse octies maiorem terra, vel eius cum quo disputatur, ut si 
sit nominalis et probetur ei quod aliquid crescit. 
Ms München, Clm 14763, f. 108va. 
Ed. De Rijk 1967 Pt 1 p. 558 (#). 
Lit. Normore p. 205 n. 14. 

38 JOCELIN OF BRAKELOND, CRONICA (ca. 1200) 

Ego uero hoc attendens, nacta oportunitate, astans ei a secretis dixi: 'Duo sunt 
que multum miror de uobis;' et cum quesisset que duo: 'Unum est, quod adhuc 
in tali statu fouetis sententiam Meludinensium dicentium ex falso nichil sequi , et 
cetera friuola.' Quibus cum ipse respondisset quod uoluit, adieci ego: ... 
Ed. H.E. Butler, The Chronicle of Jocelin of Brakelond, London etc. 1949, pp. 35-36 
CO- 
Lit. Salisbury, Metalog. p. 78 n. 12, De Rijk 1967 Pt 1 p. 282. 

39 ALEXANDER NEQUAM, DE NATURIS RERUM (1 187/1204, according to 
Hunt 1984 p. 26) 

a Secundum doctrinam autem nominalium consimilis oritur objectio in his ter- 
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minis. Sermonům alius est complexus, alius incomplexus. Sic enim dividitur 
sermo incomplexus in sermones incomplexos. 
Ed. Th. Wright, Rolls Series 34, London 1863, p. 298 (#). 

b O tempora, o mores, o studia, o inquisitiones! Docuere Parisius .... Docuere 
argumentum esse habitudinem praemissi, vel praemissorum, ad illatum, licet 
Parvipontani, quorum fuit unus Ethion, dicant argumentum esse dictum condi - 
tionalis transfórmatele ab argumentatione. 
Ed. Th. Wright pp. 302/307 (#). 
Lit. Lewry 1983 p. 11. 

40 ALEXANDER NEQUAM, SPECULUM SPECULATIONUM {ante 1213 
according to Hunt 1984, p. 125; post 1201 Thompson 1988 p. 57) 

a Sed ut insipientem relinquam sibi, quero a te qui catholicus et uir prudens es, 
utrum insipiens qui dicit in corde suo 'Non est Deus' utatur hoc nomine 'Deus' 
in ilio intellectu quo tu uteris, aut non. Si in ilio intellectu, numquid potest 
intelligere summum esse non esse? Si in alio intellectu utitur hoc nomine 'Deus' 
quam nos, non uidetur quod intelligat Deum non esse, sed quoddam figmentum 
animi non esse. Vnde etiam uidetur quod non cogitet de Deo. In logicis quidem 
dicerem nominalem non opinari genus esse nomen. Non enim magis posset quis 
opinari substantialem similitudinem rerum diuersarum specierum esse nomen, 
quam hominem esse asinum  Licet quidem insipienti uideatur alicui quod 
hec sit uera, 'Deus non est', non ob hoc dabo quod intelligat Deum non esse, 
sicut nominalis putat hanc esse ueram, 'Genus est nomen', sed non putat genus 
esse nomen. 
Ed. Thompson, R.M., Auctores Britannici Medii Aevi XI, Oxford 1988, p. 57 (#). 

b Solet autem in logicis queri utrum esse Petrum sit esse quem, et utrum esse 
Petrum sit esse quid. Quibus datis, infer ergo 'Esse quem est esse quid' uel econ- 
trario. Multi sunt et presertim nominales, qui eodem modo prorsus iudicant de 
suppositione persone create, quo et de suppositione persone diuine. Dicunt ergo 
quod esse Petrum est esse quem et non esse quid. Vnde et ad hanc, 'Quis cur- 
rit?', dicunt respondendum 'Petrus'. Ad hanc autem, 'Quid currit?', dicunt 
respondendum 'Substantia'. Vt enim aiunt, 'Petrus cresciť, non tamen 
'Substantia cresciť. Sed nonne crementum quod est in Petro est in substantia? 
Nonne homo species est huius generis 'substantia'? Nonne esse Petrum est 
inferius ad esse substantiam? Nos uero dicimus quod hoc nomen 'Petrus' 
significat quasi concretiue, unde esse Petrum non est esse quem sed est esse quid. 
Ed. Thompson pp. 123-124 (#). 

41 ALEXANDER NEQUAM , DE LA UDIBUS DIVIN AE SAPIENTIAE (ca. 1213 
according to Hunt 1984 p. 125) 

a Lindisiae colutnen Lincolnia sine columna, 
Munifica, felix gente, repleta bonis, 

Par tibi nulla foret, si te tuus ille magister 
Informaret adhuc moribus atque fide. 

Montanus,12 sed mons stabilis fideique columna, 
Cui se coelestis pagina tota dedit. 840 
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Montanus, meritis, pius, et servator honesti, 
Veraque simplicitas digna favore fuit. 

Contulit huic primam cathedram Genovefa, secundam 
Mater virgo, sacrae virginitatis honos. 

Transiit ad montem Montanus, monte relicto; 
En montana Syon et loca celsa tenet. 

Haec digressio sit signum seu testis amoris; 
Condigna fateor laus erit ista minor. 

12 Usually interpreted as a reference to William de Monte. 
Ed. Th. Wright, Rolls Series 34, p. 460 (#). 
Lit. De Rijk 1967 Pt 1 p. 442. 

b Vix aliquis locus est dicta mihi notior urbe, 333 
Qua Modici Pontis parva columna fui. 

Hic artes didici docuique fìdeliter, inde 
Accessit studio lectio sacra meo. 

Ed. Th. Wright p. 503 (#). 
Lit. Hunt 1984 p. 5. 

42 GILES OF CORBEIL, VIATICUS (ca. 1200) 
.... cessent manare fluenta 2346 
fontis adamantis 13 , Parvipontana columna 
submissim deponat onus. ... 
13 sic in one of the two ms, adaratici in the other, Adamatici conj. Rose. 
Ed. V. Rose, Egidii Corboliensis Viaticus de signis et symptomatibus aegritudinum , Lip- 
sae 1907, p. 97 (#). 
Lit. Lewry 1983 p. 11, Minio-Paluello 1954 p. 165. 

43 ANON., SOPHISMATA GRAMMA TIC ALI A (late 12th or early 13th century) 
Genus est res secundum quod reales dicunt . 14 
14 'Genus - dicunt' is the sophismatic proposition. The discussion concerns its syntax and 
not the dogmatic content. 
Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat., lat. 3454, f. 45vb (#). 

44 PETER OF CAPUA, SUMMA (1201/2) 
a Quaeritur autem an Deus sciat aliquid quod prius non scivit. 

Quod videtur, quia seit me esse, quod non semper scivit. 
Solutio: Realis concedit quod sicut 'me esse' est verum et non semper fuit 

verum, ita ipsum seit modo Deus et non semper illud scivit, nec ideo est scientior 
quam fuerit; sicut iste videt aliquid quod prius non vidit, non tarnen habet 
maiorem visum. Nominaiis dicit quod sicut 'me esse' semper fuit verum, ita et 
Deus semper scivit illud; hoc enim a principio mundi signiflcabatur15 hac pro- 
positione 'Petrus erit tune', et tunc Deus scivit significatum huius propositionis 
'Petrus erit',16 et ideo scivit me esse. Secundum hos nihil seit quod ab aeterno 
non seiverit. 

Cum Deus possit aliquid scire quod modo non seit, quaeritur utrum possit 
ineipere aliquid scire. 
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Solutio: Realis dicit quod sicut aliquid potest incipere esse verum, ita Deus 
potest incipere scire illud. Nominalis dicit quod sicut aliquid potest esse verum 
quod non est verum, non potest tarnen17 incipere esse verum, ita Deus potest 
scire aliquid quod non seit, non tarnen potest incipere scire illud; sicut iste qui 
non est praedestinatus potest esse praedestinatus, non tamen potest incipere esse 
praedestinatus. 
15 significabatur] § Similiter quaeritur si potest praescire aliquid quod non praesciverit. 
'Responsio. / Si divisim intelligitur de aliquo discrete, verum est, i.e. potest praescire ali- 
quid, et illud non praescivit, sed hoc non convenit Deo, se. praescire aliquid quod non 
praesciverit Add . VI. 
16 Petrus erit V2y Deus erit M a. c., om. VI et M p.c. 17 non potest tamen scripsimus , nec potest Vl> nec potest 'tamen/ M, nec potest tamen V2. 
Ms M = München, Clm 14508 f. 7vB-8rA ( # ); VI = Vaticano, Vat. lat. 4296 f. 
7vB (#); V2-V at. lat. 4304: f. 7vA-B (#). The apparatus omits some minor 
variants. 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 185. 

b Quidam dicunt, ut Porretani, quod huiusmodi proprietates in personis 
quidem sunt, sed non sunt ipsae personae; sed sunt proprietates personarum 
quasi adiacentes ipsis personis, in essentia vero nec ipsae sunt nec sunt ipsa 
essentia. 
Ms München, Clm 14508 f. 14vA (#). 

c Item genera et species sunt rerum naturae; ergo sunt a Deo. Pono ergo quod 
nulla actio sit bona, nihilominus verum est quod hoc genus 'actio' est, et ipsum 
est a Deo, ergo aliquod eius individuum est a Deo. 

Responsio. Haec oppositio non est contra nos Nominales, quia dicimus genera 
et species esse nomina , nomina autem omnia et eorum impositiones a Deo sunt. 

Reales18 autem instant argumento: Haec species 'homo' 'est/ secunda 
substantia, ergo aliquod eius individuum est secunda substantia; immo prima,19 
quia primo occurrit quod est individuum, secundo circa illud datur intelligi haec 
species 'homo' vel <hoc genus > 'animal'. 

Instantia: Hoc genus 'dare elimosynam' est a Deo, ergo aliquod eius 
individuum. Quod est falsum posito quod omnis faciat causa inanis gloriae. 
18 Reales et quae sequuntur usque ad inanis gloriae in solo VI invenimus, om. M et V2. 
19 prima scripsimus, primo VI. 
Ms M= München, Clm 14508 f. 26vB (#); K/ = Vaticano, Vat. lat. 4296 f. 
26rB (#); V2 = Vat. lat. 4304: f. 26rB (#). 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 189. 

d Item, iste Iudaeus credit Deum esse substantiam rationalem individuae 
naturae, ergo personam. Quia haec est descriptio personae, non potest aliquem 
intellectum formare circa rem rationalem quin intelligat ipsam esse personam. 

In Iohanne etiam dicitur "Est Pater quem vos dicitis, quia Deus vester20 est 
etc." (Ioh. 8.54); ergo de Patre credunt ipsum esse Deum, et sciunt quod non 
potest pater esse quin filius sit, ergo habent fidem de Filio; sic et de Spiritu 
Sancto, et ita credunt Trinitatem et Unitatem. 

Praeterea, si Iudaeus credit Deum esse personam, nec21 in hoc credit falsum; 
ergo Deus est illa persona. Pater similiter est illa persona, sic et Filius et Spiritus 
Sanctus; ergo Pater et Filius et Spiritus Sanctus sunt una persona, et ita tres per- 
sonae sunt una persona. 

Responsio. Catholicus dicit quod hoc nomen 'persona' aliter dicitur22 de 
creatore, aliter de creatura, et praedicta descriptio data est de hoc nomine 'per- 
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sona* prout dicitur de creaturis. Cum ergo proponitur Catholico an Iudaeus 
credat Deum esse personam, debet accipere hoc nomen 'persona' prout accipitur 
apud eum. Cum ergo hoc nomen 'persona' secundum Catholicum non supponat 
nisi pro persona Patris vel Filii vel Spiritus Sancti, et23 Iudaeus non credat Deum 
esse aliquam illarum, debet dicere quod non credit Deum esse personam, sicut 
Nominalis concederei24 'Real is putat genus esse nomen', quia secundum 
Nominalem per hoc nomen 'genus' non supponitur nisi vox, quam revera 
Realis putat esse nomen. Sed interrogatus Realis diceret 'Ego non puto genus 
esse nomen', quia ipse dicit aliud significan hoc nomine 'genus' quam vocem. 
Sic et Iudaeus diceret 'Ego credo Deum esse personam', quia crederet aliud 
significari hoc nomine 'persona' quam Catholicus. 

Quod vero dicitur in Iohanne "Est Pater etc." 'Pater' ibi ponitur pro 
'Creator' secundum quod tota Trinitas dicitur pater nobis.25 Vel dicatur quod 
eodem modo accipitur 'persona' in Trinitate et in creaturis, et tunc conceden- 
dum quod Iudaeus credit Deum esse personam, sed non est descendendum ad 
aliquam specialiter, ut personam Patris vel Filii vel Spiritus Sancti, nec est 
admittenda relatio, ut dicatur 'Deus est vel non est illa' sed tantum confuse 
'persona'.26 
20 vester M, ut videtur' noster VI et V2. 
21 nec VI et V2y non M. 
22 dicitur V2, om. M et VI. 
23 et VI , ita M, om. V2. 
24 concederei M et V2y concedit VI. 
25 nobis M et VI, noster V2. 
26 persona VI , personam M et V2. 
Ms M= München, Clm 14508 f. 38vB (#); VI = Vaticano, Vat. lat. 4296 f. 
40rA-b (#); V2 = Vat. lat. 4304: f. 40vA (#). The apparatus omits some minor 
variants. 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 pp. 188-189. 

Item, an eadem sit fides modernorum et antiquorum. Quod videtur, quia auc- 
toritas dicit: "Et qui praecedebant et qui sequebantur clamabant 'Osanna' " id 
est praecedentes adventům Christi et sequentes conveniunt in eius fide. 

Contra. Abraham habuit fidem de Christo venturo et credidit Christum ven- 
turum, moderni credunt ipsum venisse. Sed 'Christum esse venturum' et 
'Christum venisse' sunt diversa enuntiabilia sive eredita. Ergo aliud crediderunt 
antiqui circa adventům Christi quam credant moderni. 

Responsio. Posset dici secundum opinionem Nominalium quod Abraham 
numquam credidit Christum esse venturum, nam Christum esse venturum est 
ipsum modo esse venturum, quod non credidit Abraham, immo credidit 
Christum venisse, quia istud, licet modo dicatur hac 'Christus veniť, olim 
dicebatur hac 'Christus est venturus'; sed Abraham tunc credebat quod 
dicebatur ista 'Christus est venturus', et ideo credebat Christum venisse; habuit 
tarnen fidem de Christo venturo, quia haec iunctura non importât Christum 
nunc venturum sed est sensus 'de Christo tunc venturo'. 

Sed cum non crediderit Christum determinate in aliquo tempore venturum, 
nec credidit27 Christum nunc venisse, et ideo nec28 Christum venisse, cum idem 
sit29 secundum Nominalem 'Christum nunc venisse' et 'Christum venisse'. 

Responsio. Revera, si in hoc fiat vis, non credidit Christum venisse, et ita ali- 
quid credunt moderni quod non credidit Abraham, sed non est de hoc curan - 
dum, quia credidit aequipollens. 
27 Sed {vel Si) cum non crediderit ... non credidit Af, Sed non credidit ... nec credidit Ml. 
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28 ncc M, nunc VI. 
29 sit VI, ponit (?) M. 
Ms Af «München, Clm 14508 f. 39rA (#); VI = Vaticano, Vat. lat. 4296 f. 
40vA(#). The text follows M and the apparatus omits insignificant variants in 
VI. 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 186, Chenu 1935/36 p. 13, Chenu 1976 p. 94 n. 2. 

45 PETER OF CAPUA, IN ACT. 

Scola vel collectione Libertinorum (Act. 6,9). In una scola erat secta quorum- 
dam, qui dicebantur Libertini, in alia Cirenses, sicut nunc alii Nominales, alii 
Reales. 
Ms Paris, Bibl. Mazarine, lat. 176, f. 246. 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 183 (#). 

46 PREVOSTIN, SUMMA (1206/1210) 
... Si dicas, sicut dicunt Nominales, quia quod semel est verum semper erit verum , 
secundum eos dicendum erit quod Habraham credidit Christum esse natum, et 
quod Habraham non credidit Christum esse nasciturum, quia Christum esse 
nasciturum secundum eos semper fuit falsum ... 
Ms Brugge, Stedel. bibl. 237, f. 52v; Paris, Bibl. Nat., lat. 14526, f. 34v (#). 
Lit. Chenu 1935/36 p. 13. 

47 EVRARD OF BETHUNE, ANTIHAERESIS CONTRA VALDENSES (1210) 
... Lex enim ab Euangelio,30 alia quidem est, sed non aliud. Zacharias enim 
mutus, fuit non aliud a se loquente. Velum templi scissum, fuit non aliud a se 
integro. Monumenta clausa, fuerunt non aliud a se apertis. Eodem penitus 
modo, lex ab Euangelio differì. Euangelium enim nihil aliud est, quam apertio 
legis, quae erat obscura. Ne simus Nominales in hoc, sed potius Porretani. 
Quod enim Patriarchae & Prophetae laborantes in lege seminarunt; illud idem 
Apostoli & Doctores in Euangelio desudantes messuerunt, quibus dictum est: 
Colligite fragmenta, ne pereant (Jo. 6, 12). 
30 ab Euangelio our conj. , in Euangelium Ed. 
Ed. La Bignè, Maxima bibliotheca ..., Lugduni 1677, XXIV, 1529b ( = J. 
Gretservs, Trias scriptorvm adver svs Waldensivm sectam Ingolstadii 1614, p. 49) 
(#). 
Lit. Du Cange V p. 604, Courtenay [1986] nn. 36, 44, 88. 

48 GODFREY OF POITIERS, SUMMA (1212/19 according to Landgraf 1973 
p. 171) 

a (In question "Utrum actus et voluntas sint idem peccatum vel diversa") 
Si sequamur viam Nominalium dicere possumus quod voluntas et actus sunt 

idem31 peccatum - de volúntate concomitante32 dico, non de praecedente quae 
non concomitatur actum. Et omnes illae auctoritates quae videntur velie quod33 
sint34 diversa peccata intelligendae sunt de volúntate praecedente et actu subse- 
quente, non de concomitante. 
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31 sunt idem KP , secundum B. 
32 concomitante KP, lectio incerta B. 
33 quod BP , quia K. 
34 sint BP , sunt K. 
Ms Brugge, Stedel. bibl. 220, f. 3 Ira (#); Klosterneuburg, Stiftsbibl. 299, f. 
36ra (#); Paris, Bibl. Nat., lat. 15747, f. 36v teste Landgraf. 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 189. 

b (In question "Utrum antiqui patres crediderint idem quod nos") 
Dicimus quod eadem est fides, id est de eisdem, secundum omneš, vel secun- 

dum illos35 qui dicunt quod res sunt articuli, eadem fides, et similiter secundum 
Nominales. 
35 vel secundum illos B , secundum alios K. 
Ms Brugge, Stedel. bibl., lat. 220, f. 75ra (#); Klosterneuburg, Stiftsbibl. 299, 
f. 8 lva (#). 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 187, Chenu 1935/36 p. 12. 

c (In discussion of "Christus est maior se") 
Unde cum Porphyrius concédât 'senex est melior se puero' non tarnen ÍK 

117va/ concederei 'est aliud a se puero' vel 'alius'. 
Licet tarnen36 concederem37 'Socrates est aliud quam fueriť secundum opi- 

nionem Nominalium (qui, cum dicunt nihil crescere , dicunt quod quodlibet 
corpus in quolibet instanti desinit esse), secundum eos38 non ideo concederem39 
'Christus est aliud quam ipse sit'. Quia Socrates fuit futurus diversae substantiae 
nec est ilia substantia quae prius fuerat, sed non possum dicere de Christo quod 
ipse sit aliqua40 substantia quae ipse non sit, sed bene41 concederem42 'Christus 
est aliud quam fueriť. Sed43 dicendo ut Realis negarem illam. Et sic 
responderem simpliciter, quia licet dicam quod nihil crescat per partium addi- 
tionem, dico quod aliquid crescit per materiam. Catholicum est sic respondere. 
Similiter licet sim Nominaiis dicerem quod Socrates non est aliud quam fuerit44. 
36 tarnen B, lectio incerta K. 
37 concederem B , concederet K. 
38 Socrates est aliud - secundum eos K , hoc secundum opinionem nominalium qui dicunt 
nihil crescere Socrates est aliud quam fuerit B. 
39 concederem B , concederetur K. 
40 aliqua K, a(li)a B. 
41 bene B, om. K. 
42 concederem B , concedere me K. 
43 sed B, om. K. 
44 et sic responderem - quam fuerit K, om. B. 
Ms Brugge, Stedel. bibl. 220, f. 103vb (#); Klosterneuburg, Stiftsbibl. 299, f. 
117rb-va (#). 

d Ad hoc dico, sicut dicebam in respondendo,45 quod Christus sola filiatione est 
individuum, quia sola filiatione est sufficienter distinctus46 a quolibet alio ratione 
cuiuslibet temporis; sed quilibet alius fascículo omnium suarum proprietatum 
est individuum, quia47 nulla sua proprietate distinguitur sufficienter ratione 
cuiuslibet temporis. Unde dicendo ut Realis non dicerem quod individuum sit 
praedicabile, quia non significai aliquam rem naturalem, est tamen 
praedicamentale quia continetur sub specie; / K 122rb/ unde non est directe48 
praedicamentale, non est49 enim in praedicamento sed sub praedicamento  

Ad illud quod obicit quod intelligamus divinam naturam ab humana 
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separatam, dico quod hoc bene50 intelligibile est licet sit impossibile, ita quod 
remaneat aliquid coniunctum ex animo et corpore. Si tarnen hoc fieret, dicerem 
quod illud coniunctum numquam fuit, et dicerem 'iste homo incipit esse', immo 
%haec substantia incipit esse' quod plus est. Si dicat quod eaedem partes quae 
prius fuerunt sunt et eaedem proprietates, ergo idem compositum - non valet, 
non enim posuit removeri filiatio ab illis coniunctis51 quia illud novum indueret52 
esse cum substantialem formam amitteret. 

Sed obicitur: intelligatur manere idem compositum sublata filiatione; modo 
haec est vera 'hoc compositum est homo'; sed prius non erat persona nisi sola 
filiatione, ergo sublata filiatione non est persona; sed si non est persona, non est 
homo; [sed sublata filiatione non est persona]53 ergo sublata filiatione non est 
homo. 

Ad hoc dicimus quod non est hoc54 intelligibile. Idem est enim ac si diceret 
"Intelligatur persona ista composita sublata55 filiatione". Tamen haec condi- 
tional est falsa 'si non est persona non est homo' secundum quod 'si' sumitur 
continuative. Sic enim debet sumi in omni impossibili positione. 

Nominalis, qui dicit quod aliud est demonstrare personam et aliud essentiam, posset 
ad hanc impossibilem positionem de facili respondere. Potest enim concedere 
istas 'hoc compositum fuit' demonstrato coniuncto ex corpore et anima; et 
generaliter concederei sumptis terminis essentialibus et negaret sumptis per- 
sonalibus, sicuti concedit 'iste homo heri fuit', non tamen concedit 'haec 
substantia heri fuit'; similiter 'iste homo crevit', non tamen 'haec substantia 
creviť. Et sicut hanc distinguerem multiplicem 'haec substantia animata sen- 
sibilis creviť ita et hanc56 'haec substantia individua rationalis naturae fuit', 
quia haec dictio 'haec' potest adiungi huic termino 'substantia' tantum, et sic 
demonstratur essentia et alii termini veniunt appositive et est sensus 'haec 
substantia quae est individua rationalis naturae fuit', et sic vera, et non sequitur 
'ergo iste homo' ab essentiali ad personalem; vel hoc signum 'haec' potest de- 
monstrare totalem definitionem 'substantia etc', et cum definido sit personalis 
sicut et definitum, non demonstratur ibi nisi persona, et ideo falsa. Similiter 
haec57 vera 'hoc compositum fuit', non tamen 'iste homo fuit'. 
45 sicut - respondendo K, om. B. 
46 distinctus B , distinctum K. 
47 quia B, quod K. 
48 directe K , rccte B. 
49 est K, om. B. 
50 bene K , unum B. 
51 ab illis coniunctis K' a coniunctis illis B. 
52 novum indueret K' induceret in novum B. 
53 sed si non est persona - filiatione non est persona K' om. B. 
54 hoc K; om. B. 
55 sublata K' sub B. 
56 hanc B , haec K. 
57 haec + est B. 
Ms Brugge, Stedel. bibl. 220, f. 106vb (#); Klosterneuburg, Stiftsbibl. 299, f. 
122ra-b (#). 

49 GERVASE OF MELKLEY, ARS VERSIFICATORIA (before 1216 according to 
Farai p. 37) 

Adiectiuum solam ueritatem notans est ab omni carmine repellendum per 
immediatam constructionem apposit(um), cum adhuc in dubio sit an congruitas 
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admittat talem determinationem. Paruipontani olim, quicquid nunc dicamus, 
hanc censuerunt incongruam: 'Socrates qui est albus curriť. Similiter et hanc: 
'Socrates albus curriť. Dixerunt enim quod officium huius relatiui 'qui' sii semper 
discretiue teneri , similiter et talis dictionis adiectiue sic posite immediate . Unde cum non 
posset talem discretionem facere in termino discreto incongruam censuerunt. 
Moderni uero nostri dicunt quod hec dictio 'qui' quandoque amittit officium 
discretionis et retinet tantum officium referendi. Similiter adiectiuum est quan- 
doque nota ueritatis tantum, sed siue sit congrua siue incongrua, hie est neuus 
qui totam libri faciem appositus deturpat. Que appositio est immediata coniunc- 
tio unius substantiui cum alio substantiuo ut 'Möns Ossa'. Immediata dico non 
semper uoce tenus, sed quoad sensum, ita scilicet ut terminus appositus 
intelligatur ex eadem parte ex qua est principale substantiuum, ut 'Maria uirgo 
uirginum portauit Christum.' 
Ms Oxford, Balliol College 276, f. 132ra; Glasgow, Univ. Libr., Hunt. 511 
unfol. 
Lit. Hunt 1950, pp. 54-55 (#). 

50 ANON., IN SENT. 

a I, dist. 41, cap. 3, n. 4 
OLIM SCIVIT. Magister in hoc capitulo nominalis est sequens illud58: quic- 

quid semel est verum59, semper est verum. 
NOS AUTEM CREDIMUS. Haec solum nominalibus videtur esse con- 

cedenda.60 Sane quidem potest concedi quod aliud credimus, aliud antiqui. 
58 illud P, om. N. 
59 verum P, om. N. 
60 concedenda N, concedentia P. 
Ms Napoli, Bibi. Nazionale, VII. C. 14, f. 109vb (#); Paris, Bibl. Mazarine, lat. 
758, f. 46 v (according to Landgraf 1943). 
Lit. Landgraf 1937 p. 190, Landgraf 1943 p. 191 f. 

b I, dist. 44, cap. 2, n. 1 
POTUIT ERGO QUOD MODO NON. Hoc simpliciter falsum.61 Potuit 
tarnen aliquid, ut hanc animam creare in hoc instanti, quod modo62 non potest, 
cum sit iam ab heri creata. Et ita aliquid fuit subiectum divinae potentiae, quod 
modo non est subiectum ei.63 Magister Petrus Lombardus64 non procedit hac 
via, immo procedit tamquam Nominalis dicens quicquid 165 semel est verum semper 
est verum. 
61 hoc - falsum P, om. N. 
62 modo P' om. N. 
63 subiectum ei N' ei subiectum P. 
64 Petrus Lombardus N, autem P. 
65 quicquid - verum Nt semel verum semper esse verum P 
Ms Napoli, Bibl. Nazionale, VII. C. 14, f. llOra-b (#); Paris, Bibl. Mazarine, 
lat. 758, f. 48v (according to Landgraf 1943). 
Lit. Landgraf 1937 p. 190, Landgraf 1943 p. 193. 

c I, dist. 46, cap. 7, n. 4 
NEMO POTEST DICERE ore, corde et opere quod est verum. Opinio quorun- 
dam Nominalium fuit: tu audis significatum propositionis huius 'angeli 
canunť, ergo audis angelos canere. Non sequitur. In propositione enim agitur 
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de dicto, in conclusione de re, et est sensus: tu audis angelos canere, id est audis 
angelos66 canentes. Item, tu dicis hoc 'angelos canere', ergo tu dicis angelos 
canere.67 Non sequitur secundum eos. Hune modům solvendi videtur magister 
habere in hoc capitulo. 
66 canere id est audis angelos Nt om. P. 
67 canere + ergo P 
Ms Napoli, Bibi. Nazionale, VII. C. 14, f. llOvb (#); Paris, Bibl. Mazarine, lat. 
758, f. 51 (according to Landgraf 1943). 
Lit. Landgraf 1937 p. 190f, Landgraf 1943 p. 194. 

d II, dist. 3, cap. 3 
QUOD SPIRITUS ERANT. Num68 hoc enuntiabile vel attributum est eis com- 
mune? Ita dicebant quidam69 Nominales. 
68 Num P , nunc N. 
69 quidam N, quidem P 
Ms Napoli, Bibl. Nazionale, VII. C. 14, f. 11 Ivb (#); Paris, Bibl. Mazarine, lat. 
758, f. 55 (according to Landgraf 1943). 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 196. 

51 ANON., SUMMA 

a Dicunt enim quidam, quod articuli sunt enuntiabilia, scilicet Christum 
natum, passum et huiusmodi alia. Sed hoc videtur stare non posse, quoniam 
secundum hoc alii fuerunt articuli antiquorum, alii modernorum et ita alia fides. 
Set auctoritas dicit, quoniam licet tempora sint variata, tarnen fides non est 
mutata. Ad hoc dicent forte ipsi, quoniam Nominales sunt et fere omnes de hac 
sententia, quod non alii fuerunt articuli, quoniam Christum esse natum est 
verum, et quod semel est verum semper est verum. Sed hoc similiter stare non potest, 
quia si Christum esse natum semper fuit verum: ergo antiqui hoc non 
crediderunt Christum nasciturum. Sed dicit auctoritas: quem illi credebant ven- 
turum nos credimus venisse; quem illi passurum nos credimus passum fuisse, 
credimus et huiusmodi. Item hoc sic probatur indirecte: Antiqui credebant 
Christum natum, antequam nasceretur. Ergo ipsi errabant. Ergo falsum subfuit 
articulis illorum. Quod nulla opinio vel sententia admittit. Propter predictas 
obiectiones vitandas dicunt quidam, quod Christum esse natum et huiusmodi 
non sunt articuli fidei, set Christum esse natum vel nasci vel nasciturum esse, 
ut comprehendantur quelibet tempora. Sed contra istos sic: Judei credunt 
Messiam venire vel venisse vel venturum esse. Ergo idem credunt, quod nos. 
Non ergo errant. Alii dicunt, quod huiusmodi enuntiabilia non sunt articuli, sed 
eventus, scilicet nativitas, passio et resurrectio et huiusmodi.... 
Ms Vaticano, Vat. lat. 10754, f. 5. 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 187 (#). 

b Item Augustinus: Non est hoc dicere, quod ingenitum, etsi Filium non 
genuisset, nil prohiberet dici ingenitum. Set si Filium non genuisset, non esset 
Pater. Si non esset, non esset ingenitus. Ergo non diceretur ingenitus: ergo 
falsum est, quod dicit Augustinus. Ut Nominales, ad hoc quidam dicunt hanc 
esse falsam: Si non esset Pater, non esset. Et solvunt per interemptionem. 
Ms Vaticano, Vat. lat. 10754, f. 19v. 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 190 (#). 
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52 WILLIAM OF AUXERRE, SUMMA AUREA (1215/20) 
a Lib. 1, Tr. 5, cap. 2 

Ad hoc dicunt Porretani quod «hoc nomen 'Dominus' significai quandam 
relationem que est dominium quo Dominus est Dominus, et illa relatio non est 
divine essentie, sed assistit ei et incipit assistere in tempore et ex tempore, scilicet 
quando incipit habere servum. Eodem modo hoc nomen «creator» significai 
quandam relationem qua Deus est creator, et illa relatio incepit assistere divine 
essentie, quando creature inceperunt oriri ab ea». 
Ed. J. Ribaillier I-IV, Spicilegium Bonaventurianum XVI-XIX, Paris/Roma 1980- 
87, I p. 70 (#). 
Lit. Courtenay [1986] n. 36. 

b Lib. 1, Tr. 7, cap. 1 
Circa primum capitulum notandum est quod de notionibus multe sunt opi- 

niones. Dicunt enim Porretani quod multo plures sunt notiones quam quinqué 
et quod notiones non sunt persone. Alii dicunt ... 
Ed. J. Ribaillier I p. 110 (#). 
Lit. Courtenay [1986] n. 36. 

c Lib. I, Tr. 7, cap. 1 
Ista etiam forma fallit secundum Nominales qui dicunt quod unum nomen est 
plures voces. Posito quod non sint nisi iste tres voces: canis, canem, cane; secun- 
dum eos non valet hec argumentado: omne nomen est hec vox canis; sed omnis 
vox est nomen; ergo omnis vox est hec vox canis. 
Ed. J. Ribaillier I p. 115 (#). 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 188, Courtenay [1986] n. 36. 

d Lib. 1, Tr. 9, cap. 2 
Quod autem dicimus quod in hac significatione hec est vera: Deus potest scire 
plura quam sciat, in uno sensu intelligendum est de scientia rerum incomplex- 
arum; multa enim possunt esse que nunquam erunt; sed de scientia enun- 
tiabilium non est verum, quia secundum reales, cum Deus incipit scire aliquod 
enuntiabile, desinit scire eius contradictorie oppositum. Nec valet: Deus sciebat 
hoc prius et modo non seit; ergo oblitus est, quia per transcendentiam rei accidit 
quod non seit. Sed secundum nominales qui dicunt: «quod semel est verum semper 
erit verum », Deus nichil incipit vel desinit scire, et hoc magis concordat Augustino 
et Magistro in Sententiis. 
Ed. J. Ribaillier I p. 181 (#). 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 185 p. 201, Chenu 1935/36 p. 13, Chenu 1976 p. 94 n. 
2, Courtenay [1986] n. 36. 

e Lib. 1, Tr. 14, cap. 1 
Quod Deus sit ubique, ostenditur primo auctoritatibus. Dicitur enim in libro 

Sapientie: Spiritus Domini replevit orbem terrarum  Et per hoc patet nullam 
esse opinionem Adamitarum qui ponunt universale unum numero; si enim hoc 
esset, substantia una numero esset ubique. 
Ed. J. Ribaillier I p. 261 (#). 
Lit. Courtenay [1986] n. 29. 

f Lib. 3, Tr. 12, cap. 7 
Notandum est tamen quod quia articuli idem sunt formaliter et effective apud 

modernos qui et fuerunt apud antiquos, ideo soient Nominales dicere quod idem 
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sunt simpliciter articuli apud modernos et apud antiquos, et quod articuli non 
sunt mutati, nec fides simpliciter et absolute; et soient dicere quod hec argumen- 
tado non valet: enuntiabilia mutata sunt; sed enuntiabilia sunt articuli; ergo 
articuli sunt mutati. Et est ibi fallacia accidentis. Instantia. Hoc nomen 'albus' 
est hec vox 'albus'; sed hec vox 'albus' est alia vox quam hec vox 'alba'; ergo 
et est aliud nomen. 
Ms J. Ribaillier III p. 221 (#). 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 186. 

53 JACQUES OF VITRY, EXEMPLA (ante 1227) 
105 De Maugrino qui excommunicauit Nominales. 
Hic est Maugrinus, cui quidam trufator quem ego Parisius vidi dixit: 

'Domine Maugrine, vos scitis quod Deus omnia bona creat et multiplicat ac 
crescere facit. Quidam autem scolares sunt in parochia vestra qui dicunt quod 
nichil crescit. Rogo vos quod die Dominica, quando scolares erunt in missa, 
excommunicetis eos.' Vnde factum est quod próxima Dominica die, cum ad 
ecclesiam conuenirent multi Nominales, quorum opinio est quod nichil crescit , et 
eorum aduersarii Adamite qui contrariam tenent sentenciam, Maugrinus 
accensa candela cunctis audientibus ait: 'Quidam sunt in hac parochia heretici 
qui Dei operibus derogantes asserunt quod nichil crescit. Ego vero omnes qui 
hoc dicunt, excommunico et a liminibus sánete matris ecclesie sequestro.' Quo 
audito valde confusi sunt Nominales et gauisi sunt Reales. Episcopus autem in 
artibus Parisius docuerat et fuerat Nominalis; et vocato presbytero ait: 
'Maugrine, quomodo ausus es me excommunicare? Ego enim sum Nominalis 
et dico quod nichil crescit.' At ille obmutuit et iterum, ne parochiam que magnis 
prouentibus habundabat amitteret, centum libris Parisiensis monete se redemit. 
Ed. J. Greven, Die Exempla aus den Sermones feriales et communes des Jakob von Vitry , 
Heidelberg 1914, p. 62 (#). 
Lit. Normore p. 205. 

54 ROLAND OF CREMONA, SUMMA (1228/30) 
a ... Et possunt inducere pro se opinionem Nominalium, qui dicunt quod istud 

argumentum non valet. Sit70 quod non sint nisi iste tres voces: albus, alba, 
album. Omne nomen est hec vox albus, sed omnis vox est nomen, ergo omnis 
vox est hec vox albus, quod falsum est. 
70 valet. Sit our conj . , valet, sic Chenu. 
Ms Paris, Bibi. Mazarine, lat. 795, f. 17. 
Lit. Chenu 1935/36 p. 13 (#). 

b In libro de sex principiis dicitur quod forma est simplici et invariabili essentia 
consistens ... Ad illud quod dicit quod forma est simplici et invariabili essentia 
consistens, dicimus quod istud non est verum de omnibus formis, ñeque dicimus 
Aristotelem dixisse illud verbum, sed Porretanum71. 
71 Seil. Gilbertům. This is the earliest false attribution of the Liber sex principiorum to Gilbert 
Porreta. 
Ms Paris, Bibl. Mazarine, lat. 795, f. 19v. 
Lit. L. Minio-Paluello, 'Magister Sex Principiorum', Opuscula, Amsterdam 
1972, p. 539 (#); Lewry 1987 p. 257 n. 21. 
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55 ROBERT GROSSETESTE, QUIBUS MODIS HABEANT RES SUBSISTERE 
(1220*s/35) 
Hinc eciam illa Adamitarum posicio que rebus secundum quod in se ipsis sunt 
tribuit quod eis conuenit secundum quod sunt in intellectu nostro. Secundum 
enim quod in se ipsis sunt, nichil idem partici patur a multis ita quod sit de 
substancia participancium; secundum uero quod sunt <in> intellectu nostro, 
idem a multis participatur et est de substancia participancium. 
Ms Assisi, Bibi. conv. 138, f. 262va. 
Ed. Lewry 1983 p. 21 (#). 

56 ROBERT KILWARDBY, IN ISA G . (ca. 1240) 
Ad idem, dicit Boecius in tercio De consolacione philosophie quod omne quod 

est ideo est quia unum numero est; set uniuersale non est unum numero, quia 
sic esset singulare: igitur universale non est. ... 

Ad aliud dicendum quod est falsa: si recte šumat, suberit enim hec assumpcio, 
uniuersale est quod est, et hec est falsa; est enim quo est, est quiditas et essencia 
et forma indiuidui; nec est unum numero in quolibet singulari ut posuerunt 
Adamite, set est unum per modum secundum quem forma per se considerata 
dicitur una, scilicet per conuenienciam uel per simplicitatem sue essencie. 
Ms Madrid, Bibl. Univ. 72, f. 2va; Cambridge, Peterhouse 206, f. 34rb-va. 
Lit. Lewry 1983 p. 7 (#). 

57 TRA CT A TUS EMMERANUS DE IMPOSSIBILI POSITIONE 
Et notandum quod in hac questione ex obligatione impossibili non sequitur 
quidlibet. Unde consequentia Adam it arum 72 non est concedenda in hac ques- 
tione, scilicet quod ex impossibili sequitur quidlibet. Sed tantummodo ilia conse- 
quentia est concedenda in hac questione in qua intellectus consequentis 
claudatur in intellectu antecedentis. Unde cum tantum talis consequentia sit 
admittenda in hac questione, notandum quod consequentia non est admittenda 
in hac questione in qua negatio sequitur ex affirmatione. Unde talis consequen- 
tia non est concedenda: 'si homo est, non est asinus'. Quod patet, si homo 
uniatur asino omnímoda identitāte. 
72 sic Ms, De Rijk reads Adamitorum. 
Ms München, Clm 14458, f.40va. 
Ed. De Rijk, Some Thirteenth Century Tracts on the Game of Obligation /, in: 
Vivarium, 12 (1974), 94-123, at p. 118 (#). 
Lit. De Rijk 1974 p. 102f, Lewry 1983 p. 11 n. 29, Braakhuis p. 39. 

58 OBLIGA TIONES PARISIENSES 
Ex predictis patet Veritas huius regule: 

Posito falso possibili, potest concedi et probari quodque contingens. 

Preterea. Sciendum quod predicta regula non tenet secundum consequentiam 
Nominalium. Si enim teneret secundum ipsos, contingeret falso possibili posito 
probari quodque impossibile, supposito opposito falsi impossibilis in copulativa 
cum posito. Fieret enim ilia copulativa falsum non sequens secundum 
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Nominales. Unde est neganda secundum ipsos. Sed ex opposito illius et posito 
sequitur fai su m impossibile. 
Ms Oxford, Bodl. Libr., canon, mise. 281, f. 85r. 
Ed. De Rijk, Some Thirteenth Century Tracts on the Game of Obligation //, in: 
Vivarium, 13 (1975), 22-54, at p. 31 (#). 
Lit. Normore p. 204. 

59 ANON . , DE COMMUNIBUS D1STINCTIONIBUS 

Solutio. Dicendum quod in veritate secundum opinionem quorundam, 
nominalium scilicet, ex impossibili sequitur quidlibet; tamen secundum veritatem ex 
impossibili nichil sequitur, et hoc est secundum opinionem realium. 
Ms Vatican, Vat. lat. 7678, f. 81rb. 
Ed. De Rijk, Some Earlier Parisian Tracts on Distinctiones Sophismatum , Nijmegen 
1988, p. 206 § 156 (#). 
Lit. Pelster p. 157, Braakhuis I p. 63, Courtenay 1991 p. 36. 

60 POSITIONES NOMINALIUM sive POSITIONES NOSTRAE (early 13th c.?). 
Positiones nostrae circa universalia haec sunt. Primo consentimus quod univer- 
salia sicut genera et species sunt nomina. Secundo ponimus contra opinionem realium 
quod nihil est praeter particulare. Tertio ... 
Ms Vaticano, Vat. lat. 7678 f. 88ra. 
Ed. Ebbesen 1991 p. 431 (#); Pelster p. 158. 
Lit. Braakhuis I p. 34. 

61 ALBERTUS MAGNUS, LIBER DE PRA EDIC ABI LIB US 

Sunt tamen qui aliter ea quae dicta sunt, interpretantur dicentes, quod in solis 
intellectibus sunt ilia quoad nos, quae utrum sint et quomodo esse habeant, solus 
seit intellectus. Et tale esse in intellectu universalia habere dixerunt illi qui 
vocabantur Nominales, qui communitatem (ad quam particularia univer- 
salium, de quibus dicuntur ipsa universalia, referuntur) tantum in intellectu esse 
dicebant. Nudos autem vocant intellectus, qui ad scibile quod accipiunt non 
habent praescriptos habitus, qui disponant intellectum ad speculationem eorum 
quae in ipso sunt. Sicut intellectus conclusionum praescriptum quaerit habitům 
principiorum per quem fit conclusio, et intellectus principiorum praescriptum 
sibi quaerit habitům notitiae terminorum, et sic de aliis. Puros autem dicunt 
intellectus, qui mediante phantasmate non accipiuntur. 
Ed. Borgnet, Opera omnia I, Parisiis 1890, p. 19b (#). 

62 ALBERTUS MAGNUS, IN SENT (1246) 
a I, dist. 5, art. 4 

Sed contra: .... 3. Item, In Littera vult quod Pater essentia sit, et sapientia 
sapiens sit, quasi essentia et sapientia formaliter se habeant ad Patrem: quae Por- 
retanus dixit, quod reprehensum fuit, quia sic notatur in Deo compositio  
Ad aliud dicendum, quod non notatur in talibus nisi causa formalis in nomine, 
et non in re. Porretanus autem posuit in re ipsa. 
Ed. Borgnet, Opera omnia XXV, Parisiis 1893, p. 480b (#). 
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b I, dist. 26, art. 10 
Item objicitur fortius: Aut Porretanus ponit relationem suam aliquid esse ens 

in di vinis, aut nihil. Si aliquid: tunc oportet .... 
Solutio. Dicendum, quod opinio Porretanorum et falsa et haeretica est, et ab 

Alexandro Papa in concilio Remensi condemnata. Unde dicimus ... 
Ed. Borgnet, Opera omnia XXVI, Parisiis 1893, p. 20ab (#). 

c I, dist. 33, art. 5 
Utrum relationes divinae sunt assistentes, sicut dixit Gilbertus Porretanus? 
Quia vero iste error dicitur fuisse Gilberti Porretani, quem tarnen, sicut dicit 

sanctus Bernardus, in concilio Remensi retractavit et damnavit, consiliis 
Episcoporum humiliter acquiescens: ideo diligentius considerando sunt istae 
rationes. ... 

Hoc considerantes quidam modernorum, dicunt tarn peritum virum non errasse: et 
inducunt rationes quibus probant quod licet diversa opinari in divinis. Sed quia 
haeresis haec ab ore auctoris sui in concilio Remensi damnata: ideo contra 
objicitur sie: ... 
Ed. Borgnet XXVI p. 147b, 150a (#). 

d I, dist. 41, art. 6 
Si vellemus parumper sequi antiquam Nominalium opinionem, diceremus 

Deum scire quidquid sei vit, et tunc diceremus quod propositio vel enuntiabile quod 
semel est verum, semper erit verum. Sed unum numero enuntiabile non est resumen- 
dum nisi respectu ejusdem temporis, ut cum dicitur: mundum fore est verum, 
illud verum est ratione aeternitatis antecedentis tempus. Si autem modo 
resumatur, debet resumi ratione eiusdem temporis; hoc autem non significatur 
nunc ut futurum vel praesens, sed significatur ut praeteritum; ergo significatur 
per istam: mundum fuisse est verum; et mundum fore tunc, et fuisse modo, 
etiam enuntiabile unum et ratione ejusdem temporis verum est, sed diversis 
modis significando Et hoc piane extrahitur de littera, quia Magister ita solvit; 
et tenendo illam Nominalium opinionem, planum est respondere objectis. 
Ed Borgnet XXVI p. 350b (#). 
Lit. Chenu 1935/36 p li, Courtenay 1991a, n. 37. 

e IV, dist. 46, E., art. 2 
Alii dicunt, ut Porretani, quod haec diminutio geometrica est, ut tollatur pars 

ejusdem propositionis per secundum suffragium, et non semper ejusdem quan- 
titatis: ut si primum suffragium tollit poenae centesimam, secundum suffragium 
aequale primo, tollit centesimam residui, et tertiam centesimam illius residui: ei 
sic manet semper poena, eo quod est divisibilis in infinitum. 
Ed. Borgnet, Opera omnia XXX, Parisiis 1894, p. 630b (#). 
Lit. Courtenay [1986] n. 41. 

63 ALBERTUS MAGNUS, PHYSICA (1251/52) 
Et ideo planum est Porretanum73 mentiri dicentem, quod ultima sphaera 
movetur sub superficie sua convexa et quoad illam in loco est, quia sic esset in 
loco extra, quod non est corpus diversum ab ipso, et locus esset superficies eius 
quod est in loco, et non superficies corporis extra ambientis. 
73 Seil. Gilbertům. Cf. Ps. -Gilbert, Liber Sex Principiorum, cd. L. Minio-Paluello (Arisi. Lai. 
1-7), 1966 Leiden, p. 47.8ff. 
Ed. Opera Omnia IV-1, Aschendorff 1987, p. 228 (#). 
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64 BONAVENTURE, IN SENT. (1250/52) 
a I, dist. 41, art. 2, q. 2 

Alii dixerunt contrarium, quia posuerunt, quod enuntiabile, quod semel est 
verum, semper est verum , et ita semper scitur. Et, ut melius pateat, videnda est 
eorum positio et ratio positionis. Fuerunt, qui dixerunt, quod albus, alba, 
album, cum sint tres voces et tres habeant modos significandi, tarnen, quia 
eandem significationem important, sunt unum nomen. Per hunc modum dix- 
erunt, quod unitas enuntiabilis accipienda est non ex parte vocis vel modi 
significandi, sed rei significatae; sed una res est, quae primo est futura, deinde 
praesens, tertio praeterita: ergo enuntiare rem hanc primo esse futuram, deinde 
praesentem, tertio praeteritam, non faciet diversitatem enuntiabilium, sed 
vocum. - Rursus, cum idem tempus sit primo futurum, deinde praesens, tertio 
praeteritum, tempus scilicet quod est mensura rei, quod significatur per ora- 
tionem; quamvis esse vel fuisse vel fore consignificent tria tempora, ratione con- 
significati non diversificam enuntiabile, sed variatur solum a parte temporis 
significad. Unde si dicam semel: Socrates currit hodie, et eras dicam: currit74; 
cum hoc verbum det intelligere aliud tempus, et ita aliam actionem; enuntiabile 
non est idem, quantumcumque mutata significatione. Et quia, retenta eadem 
significatione, enuntiabile semper est verum, et non est idem, nisi cum eadem 
significatio retinetur: ideo dixerunt, quod illud quod semel est verum, semper 
est verum. Et ideo, cum Deus nihil obliviscatur, dicunt, quod omne enuntiabile, 
quod Deus seivit, seit. - Et respondent illi rationi: omne enuntiabile, quod 
seivit, seit; sed seivit te nasciturum vel te esse: ergo etc.; non debet inferri sic: 
ergo seit, te esse, sed sic: ergo seit, te fuisse. Aliter est ibi figura dictionis, quia 
procedit ab identitāte in modo significandi ad identitatem rei. - Et hoc modo 
solvit magister. Et ista fuit opinio Nominalium, qui dicti sunt Nominales, quia 
fundabant positionem suam super nominis unitatem. 
74 currit sic ed., an heri cucurrit legendum? 
Ed. Opera Omnia I, Quaracchi 1882, p. 740ab (#). 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 185, Normore p. 206, Chenu 1935/36 p. 11, Courtenay 
1991a p. 17. 

b I, dist. 44, art. 2, q. 1 
Responsio: Ad hoc est duplex modus respondendi, sicut ad sophisma de scien- 

tia. Concesso enim, quod divina potentia secundum veritatem omnino sit 
immutabilis, secundum positionem tamen Nominalium concedunt hanc: potest 
quidquid potuit. Et respondent illationi: sed potuit Christum suscitare: ergo et 
modo potest; respondent, quod non debet inferri sub ilio tempore, sed sub alio: 
ergo potest Christum suscitasse, quia hoc enuntiabile, adiunctum verbis diver- 
sorum temporum, non est idem. Ideo dicunt, quod propositio est vera, et si aliter 
inferatur, assignant peccatum in processu secundum figuram dictionis sive 
secundum accidens. 
Ed. Opera Omnia I, Quaracchi 1882, p. 791a (#). 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 186, Normore p. 206. 

c III, dist. 24, art. 1, q. 3 
Sed quoniam ipse assensus fidei est proprie super complexionem; et ad perfec- 

tionem fidei non tantum oportet cogitare de incarnatione, sed etiam oportet 
credere, incarnationem iam fuisse: ideo dixerunt alii, quod articuli sunt enun- 
tiabilia, et quod fides consistit circa complexum, maxime cum fides quantum ad 
aliquos artículos simul respiciat increatum et creatum, et de nullo creato possit 
esse, nisi secundum quod componitur ipsi increato, secundum quod prius 
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habitům est: si ergo intellectus illud non capit nisi per modům complexionis, 
rationabilius videtur illud ponere et dicere, quod fides sit circa verum com- 
plexum sive sub ratione complexi. Et quoniam errans circa verum complexum 
quantum ad differentiam temporis simpliciter iudicatur haereticus, sicut si ali- 
quis crederet resurrectionem iam factam, vel incarnationem futuram; ideo non 
solum dixerunt, fidem esse circa verum complexum, sed etiam circa verum com- 
plexum sub determinata differentia temporis. Et si tu obiicias eis de mutatione 
fidei propter mutationem istorum enuntiabilium; respondent secundum 
Nominales, quod enuntiabilia non sunt mutata, quia te esse cursurum, te cur- 
rere, te cucurrisse, in diversis temporibus prolata, idem significant, et unum est 
enuntiabile, quia una est res, quam significant, et unum est tempus, pro quo 
proferuntur; et ideo unum sunt secundum rem et veritatem, quamvis videantur 
vocaliter esse diversa. - Aliter etiam respondent. Esto quod ista enuntiabilia 
sint diversa, quia tamen una est Veritas, cui fides assentii principaliter, et 
ratione cuius ista enuntiabilia credit, quae quidem non mutatur secundum 
diversitatem temporis, licet ipsa enuntiabilia diversificentur; non propter hoc 
fides mutatur et diversificatur, immo in diversis temporibus fides non mutata 
consistit. 

Sed quia positio ilia Nominalium, quae dicebat, enuntiabilia diversorum tem- 
porum esse unum , communiter non approbatur, immo falsa est, sicut in primo 
libro fuit ostensum; .... 
Ed. Opera Omnia III, Quaracchi 1887, pp. 515b-516a (#). 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 188. 

65 THOMAS AQUINAS, SUMMA THEOLOGIAE 

a I, Q. 14, art. 15, ad 3 
Ad tertium dicendum, quod antiqui Nominales dixerunt idem esse enun- 

tiabile, Christum nasci, et esse nasciturum, et esse natum: quia eadem res 
significatur per haec tria, scilicet nativitas Christi. Et secundum hoc sequitur 
quod Deus quidquid scivit, sciat: quia modo seit Christum natum, quod 
significat idem ei, quod est Christum esse nasciturum. 
Ed. Opera Omnia (Leonina) IV, Roma 1888, p. 195. 
Lit. Landgraf 1943 p. 184, Normore p. 206, Chenu 1935/36 p. 12, Courtenay 
1991a, n. 37 + 38. 

b I, Q. 39, art. 6, ad 1 
Unde, licet pro nullo suppositorum divinae naturae haec sit vera, Deus est 
Trinitas, est tamen vera pro essentia. - Quod non attendens, Porretanus earn 
negavit. 
Ed. Opera Omnia (Leonina) IV, p. 406. 

66 THOMAS AQUINAS, IN SENT. 
a I, dist. 26, q. 2, art. 1 

Quidam dixerunt, ut Porretani, quod relationes in divinis sunt tantum 
assistentes. Quidam vero dixerunt ... 

... et hoc attendentes quidam philosophi dixerunt, quod relatio non est ali- 
quod unum genus entium, nec est aliquid in rerum natura; sed est tantum 
quidam respectus respersus in omnibus entibus, et quod relationes sunt de inten- 
tionibus secundis quae non habent esse nisi in anima. Cui etiam Porretanorum 
opinio consentire videtur. Sed hoc falsum est: quia ... 
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Ed. Opera Omnia (Vivès) VII, Paris 1873, p. 328ab. 
Lit. Courtenay [1986] n. 41. 

b I, dist. 33, q. 1, art. 1 
Error enim iste qui in Littera tangitur, dicitur Porretani fuisse, quem 
postmodum in rhemensi concilio retractavit. 
Ed. Opera Omnia (Vivès) VII p. 396b. 
Lit. Courtenay [1986] n. 41. 

c I, dist. 33, q. 1, art. 2 
Porretani enim dixerunt, quod proprietates sunt in personis ut assistentes, et 

non sunt ipsae personae. Sed hoc non potest esse, quia ... 
Ed. Opera Omnia (Vivès) VII p. 399a. 
Lit. Courtenay [1986] n. 41. 

d I, dist. 33, q. 1, art. 5 
... quod est sabelliana? impietatis; et ideo Porretanus, qui primo hoc posuerat, 
post, viso hoc quod sequitur, retractavit. 
Ed. Opera Omnia (Vivès) VII p. 403b. 
Lit. Courtenay [1986] n. 41. 

e IV, dist. 45, q. 2, art. 2 
Et ideo Porretani alium modum invenerunt, dicentes, quod hoc modo pro- 

ceditur in diminutione poenarum per suffragia, sicut proceditur in divisione 
linearum, quae cum sint finitae, tamen in infinitum dividi possunt, et nunquam 
per divisionem consumuntur, dum fit subtractio non secundum eamdem quan- 
titatem, sed secundum eamdem proportionem; velut si primo auferatur pars 
quarta totius, et secundo quarta illius quartae, et iterum quarta illius quartae, et 
sic deinceps in infinitum. Et similiter dicunt, quod per primum suffragium 
diminuitur aliquota pars poenae, et per secundum pars aliqua remanentis secun- 
dum eamdem proportionem. Sed iste modus multipliciter defectivus invenitur. 
Primo, quia ... 
Ed. Opera Omnia (Vivès) XI p. 371a. 
Lit. Courtenay [1986] n. 41. 

67 THOMAS AQUINAS, DE POTENTIA 

a Q. 7, art. 9 
... unde et Porretani dixerunt, relationes non esse inhaerentes, sed assistentes, 
quod aliqualiter verum est, ut posterius ostenditur. 
Ed. Quaestiones disputatae II, Taurini/Romae (Marietti) 1953, p. 62va. 
Lit. Courtenay [1986] n. 41. 

b Q. 8, art. 2 
Unde etiam quidam theologi, scilicet Porretani, huiusmodi opinionem usque 

ad divinam relationem extenderunt, dicentes, relationes non esse in personis, 
sed eis quasi assistere. Et quia essentia divina est in personis, sequebatur quod 
relationes non sunt essentia divina; et quia omne accidens inhaeret, sequebatur 
quod non essent accidentia. Et secundum hoc solvebant verbum Augustini 
inductum, quod scilicet relationes non praedicantur de Deo secundum substan- 
tiam, nec secundum accidens. Sed ad hanc opinionem sequitur quod relatio non 
sit res aliqua, sed solum secundum radonem: omnis enim res vel est substantia 
vel accidens. 
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Unde etiam quidam antiqui posuerunt relationes esse de secundis intellects, 
ut Commentator dicit XI Metaph.. Et ideo oportet hoc etiam Porretanos dicere, 
quod relationes divinae non sunt nisi secundum rationem. Et sic sequetur quod 
distinctio personarum non erit realis; quod est haereticum. 
Ed. Quaestiones disputatae II p. 6 7 ra. 
Lit. Courtenay [1986] n. 41. 

68 THOMAS AQUINAS, DE VERITATE 

Q. 21, art. 4 
Et hanc opinionem aliquo modo porretani secuti sunt: dicebant enim quod 

de creatura praedicamus bonum simpliciter, ut cum dicitur homo est bonus, et 
bonum aliquo addito, ut cum dicimus Socrates est bonus homo. Dicebant igitur 
quod creatura dicitur bona simpliciter non aliqua bonitate inhaerente sed 
bonitate prima, quasi ipsa bonitas absoluta et communis esset bonitas divina; 
sed cum dicitur creatura bonum hoc vel illud, denominatur a bonitate creata 
quia particulares bonitates creatae sunt sicut et ideae particulares secundum 
Platonem. Sed haec opinio a Philosopho improbatur multipliciter: ... 
Ed. Opera Omnia (Leonina) III- 1 p. 602a. 
Lit. Courtenay [1986] n. 41. 

69 THOMAS AQUINAS, COMPENDIUM THEOLOGIAE 

I, cap. 67 
Non autem dici potest quod proprietates predicte non sint in personis sed 

exterius ad eas se habeant, ut Porretani dixerunt. 
Ed. Opera Omnia (Leonina) XLII, Roma 1979, p. 102b. 
Lit. Courtenay [1986] n. 41. 

70 ANONYMUS , NOTULA (13th/14th c.) 
Inter nominales, de quibus in (] 1 trs.) lib. 3 t capitulo 61.0t et reales est dif- 
ferentia, quia reales dicunt genera et species aliquid esse in re, nominales dicunt 
(] dicerent írs.) illa nihil esse, videlicet esse quasdam animi conceptiones. 
Secunda differentia, quia nominales dicunt tria esse, scilicet enuntiabile, ut 
'Petrům negavisse Christum' , quod ipsammet rem significat, scilicet nega- 
tionem Petri; secundo, dictum de re, scilicet ipsa locutio quae de re dicit <ur> ; 
tertio, propositio significans rem (s.r ] scilicet res trs.) de praesenti, ut 'Petrus 
negať, scilicet per verbum indicativum. Circa primům dicunt nominales quod 
semel fuit verum semper est verum ; sed semel fuit verum Petrům negavisse tunc, igi- 
tur modo est verum Petrům negavisse tunc Christum, nec est differentia nisi in 
tempore, sed eadem res. Reales dicunt non esse verum, immo quod semel fuit 
verum numquam erit verum; - intelligunt de dicto, quod est quaedam Veritas, 
quia illud dictum quod tune fuit non est modo, alia est enim vox quae nunc 
dicitur et alia quae tunc dicebatur. Et licet diversa dicerent, non tamen con- 
tradicebant, quia nominales de re intelligunt, reales de dicto. Et ideo secundum 
hoc videtur quod potius nominales debent dici reales et econverso tquam sunti ; 
videlicet huius<modi> nomina a prima opinione sumpserunt non ab ista. 
Praeterea dicunt nominales quod nihil crescit, unde si lapis acervo lapidum 
adiciatur, non erit idem (Jillius trs.) acervus <at>que prius, sed alius - quare 
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(]quae trs.) autem hoc sit, bene (s.b. ] bene sit trs.) cogita - ; reales autem 
econtra. 
Ms Paris, Bibi. Nat., lat. 15739, f. 2rb. Transcription (trs.) by K. H. Tachau 
( # ), but with our orthography and conjectural emendations. As the ms. contains 
William of Auxerre's Summa Aurea the reference in the beginning of the note 
probably is to our N° 52f, supra. 

71 WILLIAM OF MARE, SCRIPTUM IN SENTENTIAS (ca. 1270) 
In question ' Utrum Deus sciat quicquid scivit': 
Secundum quosdam Deus seit omne enuntiabile quod olim scivit quia dicunt 
idem esse enuntiabile cum dicitur "Sortes currit" et "Sortes cucurrit" et 
"Sortes curret" quia secundum identitatem rei dicunt esse identitatem proposi- 
tions et haec fuit opinio nominalium et opinio Magistři ut videtur. . . . 
. . . prima tamen opinio quae dicitur Magistři et nominalium a multis et maximis 
verior reputata est et verius secundum eos dicerentur illi qui fuerunt illius opi- 
nionis reales quam nominales quia quando dicunt quod est idem enuntiabile 
"Sortes curret in A tempore", "Sortes currit in A", "Sortes cucurrit in A", hoc 
ideo dicunt quia non est variatio a parte temporis quia idem est tempus quod 
fuit futurum et aliquando fuit praesens et modo est praeteritum, et si non est 
variatio a parte temporis, ergo nec a parte rei enuntiatae quia eadem res non 
potest se difformiter habere respectu eiusdem temporis. Variatur ergo enun- 
tiabile secundum vocem tantum quando fit enuntiatio pro praeterito, praesenti 
et futuro, sed res non variatur et ideo nec enuntiabile debet dici aliud et aliud, 
sed idem. 
Ed. H. Krami (ed.), Guillelmus de la Mare , Scriptum in primum librum Sententiarum , 
Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften, München 1989, pp. 503-04 (#). 

Addendum ANON., DE FIGURIS SYLLOGISMORUM (ca. 1150) 
Nonus modus < primae figurae> sie falsificatur  Vel sic: quidam modi sunt 
nominales, sed nulli (] nulle Ms) clerici tenentes sententiam maģistri Petri sunt 
modi, ergo quidam nominales non sunt sententiam tenentes maģistri Petri. 
Ms Wolfenbüttel, Herzog August-Bibl., Cod. Guelf. 56.20 Aug. 8°, f. 81 r (#). 

Addendum (2) Ars Meliduna (cf. no. 14 above) 
Item si Socrates fuit albus, fuit Candidus, et e converso; similiter / si erit; si non t 
albus, non est Candidus, et e converso; ergo si est albus, est Candidus, et e conven 
Instantia ... Vel sic Adamitis: si hoc momentum | fuit ante hoc momentum, h 
momentum fuit dies; et si erit, erit dies, et e converso; ergo si est, est dies. 
Ms Oxford, Bold. Libr., Digby 174, f. 240vg (#). 
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Vivarium XXX, 2 (1992) 

Avicenna3 s Conception of the Modalities 

ALLEN BÄCK 

I 

Modality occupies a central place in the philosophy of Ibn Sīnā 

(Avicenna). For him, reality is divided into necessary being and possi- 
ble being. The reality of possible being is shown by our being directly 
acquainted with singular things whose existence looks contingent. 
Avicenna proves the reality of necessary being, if not through mystic 
insight and prophecy, through the principle of sufficient reason and 
the fact of the existence of contingent beings: their existence must have 
a sufficient cause, and that cause cannot be sufficient if it too be con- 

tingent. In this way, then, Avicenna bases his metaphysics of 
quiddity. 

In order to evaluate the intricacies of Avicenna' s analysis, as well 
as his position in the Aristotelian tradition, it is useful to have a clear 

grasp of how Avicenna understands modalities. Indeed, Avicenna is 
well known for his original contributions to modal theory.1 But little 
detailed work has been done, especially on the work surviving only in 
Arabic. Here I devote myself to that task. I shall begin with a study 
of Avicenna' s modal notions, and shall proceed by discussing some 
problems and obscurities in them. I shall conclude by sketching how 
these modal notions function in his metaphysics. 

As we shall see, it might easily be thought that Avicenna accepts a 
temporal view of modality, as he, like Aristotle, links 'necessary' with 
'always', 'impossible' with 'never', and 'possible' with 'sometimes so, 
sometimes not'. Indeed, if Avicenna is offering these reductive defini- 
tions of the modalities in terms of time, this would resemble the view 
of modality that Hintikka attributes to Aristotle.2 But that is not so: 
Avicenna does not equate the modal and the temporal operators. For, 
again like Aristotle, Avicenna allows for both singular and universal 

1 Frederick Copleston, A History of Medieval Philosophy , New York 1972, 115; Etienne 
Gilson, History of Christian Philosophy in the Middle Apes, New York 1955, 191-2. 2 Jaakko Hintikka, Time and Necessity , Oxford 1973, 91-7. 
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possibilities that are never actualized in time. He does so, first, 
through postulating two sorts of existence, real (in re) and mental (in 
intellectu ), and, second, by divorcing modality from actual existence in 
time altogether. Still, he tries to accomodate the Aristotelian linking 
of modality to time. 

In effect then Avicenna is trying to work out an Aristotelian position 
on modality. His explanation, if consistent, will have the merit of pre- 
senting a unified account of features of Aristotelian modal theory that 
many have found obscure if not inconsistent. Further, his analysis of 
the necessary feature of contingent beings looks original and thus 
worthy of study - and may contribute to current discussions of 
modality. Finally, from this study we may gain insight into 
Avicenna' s system of metaphysics as well as those systems of the many 
philosophers who have been influenced by his work. 

II 

As is usual, Avicenna has his most complex discussion of modality 
in the Shifã 

3 
( The Healing' his encyclopedia), in Al-Qfyãs (The Analytics) . 

But as it is also the most obscure, and has his own doctrine intertwined 
with other views and with sophisms, I propose to structure my discus- 
sion around his more elementary treatises, and then modify and com- 
plicate the results as necessary from Al-Qiyãs. 

In Al-Najāt (The Deliverance) Avicenna makes the same distinction of 
the modality of the matter of the proposition and the modality of the 
proposition as the Greek commentators.3 The matter of proposition 
consists in 4 4 the state belonging to the predicate in relation to the sub- 
ject' '4 That is, the predicate terms refers to a certain attribute, and 
the subject term to a subject. The relation of that attribute to that sub- 
ject determines the matter of the proposition. If the matter of the prop- 

3 Ammonius, In Aristotelis De Interpretatione Commentarius , ed. A. Busse, Berlin 1897, 
215,7; John Philoponus, In Aristotelis Analytica Priora Commentarius , ed. M. Wallies, 
Berlin 1905, 43,23-7. 4 Al'Najat , ed. M. Kurdi, Cairo 1938, 39,8-10; Al-Qfyãs , ed I. Madkhour, Cairo 
1973, 39,8-10. 

As an appendix, I offer a literal translation of certain key texts that are not readily 
available. There is a French translation of Al-Ishārāt by Goichon (Paris 1951); a 
French translation of Al-Ilãhiyyãt by G. Anawati (Paris 1985), as well as a medieval 
Latin translation for which S. Van Riet has given a current critical edition (Louvain 
1977). A. -M. Goichon, The Philosophy of Avicenna, trans. M.S. Khan, Delhi 1969, 99, 
also notes a medieval Latin translation of Al-Najāt. 
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osition is necessary, the attribute belongs to the subject always; if 
impossible, never; if possible, neither necessary nor impossible, and 
hence neither always nor never.5 In contrast, the mode of a proposi- 
tion concerns the predication relation between attribute and subject 
that is stated explicitly in the proposition.6 Still, the modalities are 
defined likewise here. The matter and the mode of a proposition may 
differ: e.g., 'it is possible that a man is an animal' has a possible mode 
and necessary matter, since it is necessary that a man is an animal. 

It will already been seen that here Avicenna seems to maintain a 
strict equivalence between the modal and the temporal operators. The 
necessary is what is compelled to exist, what exists always.7 Hence the 
impossible ('necessary noť) is what is compelled not to exist, what is 
never. Now Avicenna, following Aristotle, distinguishes the possible 
into the one-sided, common possible ('not impossible') and the 
strictly, two-sided contingent possible ('not necessary and not impos- 
sible').8 It might then seem to follow that the contingent is what some- 
times does exist, and sometimes does not exist. So here Avicenna 
appears to embrace a principle of plenitude, according to which 
everything that is possible must exist at some time. But we shall come 
to see that his position is a bit more complex, and denies this result. 

Ill 

Avicenna distinguishes six ways in which a predication can be 
necessary. Necessity means permanence, but there are different sorts 
of permanence.9 The distinction is based on differences in the stretch 
of time for which the predication is supposed to hold.10 It may hold 
1) always, without qualification, as in 'God is alive' 2) as long as the 
essence of the subject is existent, as in 'Socrates is an animal': Socrates 
does not always exist, and so this proposition will not always be true, 
since it asserts Socrates' present existence; yet, in the stretch of time 

5 Al-Najãt 14,21-15,4; Al-Isharat wa'l Tanbihat (The Book of Directives and Remarks), ed. 
S. Dunya, Cairo 1947, 306, 1-12 (trans. & comm. A.-M. Goichon, Le livre des directives 
et remarques , Paris 1951). 6 Al-Najãt 17,4-8. 7 Al-Najãt 17,4; 20,2-3. 8 Al-Najãt 17,17-18,13; Al-Qiyas 33,11-35,7; Aristotle, On Interpretation 13; Prior 
Analytics 1.13. 
9 Al-Najãt 17,4-5; Al-Qjyãs 32,7. 10 Al-Najãt 20,5-21,6; Al-Qīyās 21,13-23,15; 32,8-33,8; Al-Ishārāt 310,1-316,7; Mantiq A l-Mushriqiyyīn (Logic oj the Orientals ), Cairo 1973, 71,11-72,6. 
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in which Socrates does exist, it is always true. Avicenna remarks that 
these two senses of necessity have a common structure, since 'as long 
as the essence of the subject is existent' is the common condition that 
must be satisfied in each.11 This common condition constitutes strict 
necessity, properly speaking. 

The last four cases all share the feature that the stretch of time is 
determined by when the terms of the proposition hold of the subject. 
3) A necessary predication may hold as long as the essence of the sub- 
ject is truly described by the subject term, as in 'every white thing 
stands out in sight'. Here, the subject, say, a post, can exist without 
being white, but, as long as it is white, it necessarily stands out in 
sight. So here the subject always has the predicated attribute during 
only a portion of its existence, namely, during the predication of the 
subject term. 

Now it follows that whatever is necessary strictly will be necessary 
in this way too. For, if S is P as long as the thing that is S exists, then 
S is P as long as that thing is described by 'S'. However, not con- 
versely: a necessity of the third case that is not necessary strictly will 
describe an accidental necessity of the subject; once it happens to be 
S, it is necessarily P thereby, but that necessity need be only acciden- 
tal, since the subject need not be S. 

4) A necessary predication may hold as long as the predicate is exis- 
tent, i.e., as long as the predication holds, as in 'Socrates necessarily 
walks when he walks': given that Socrates is walking, it is necessary 
that he is walking; in those stretches of his career when he walks, he 
is always walking. Here the subject term, 'S', names the thing that is 
the subject. To say here that S is P necessarily means that S has the 
attribute of being P as long as it has it. The fourth case of necessity 
will then hold of accidental as well as of essential predications. 

Predications that are necessary in the first two ways will be 
necessary in this way too. Likewise, what is necessary in the third way 
will be necessary in the fourth. All three of these cases share the feature 
that once the subject is determined it always has its attributes as long 
as it has them. However, what is necessary in the fourth way is not 
necessary in either of the first two ways; just take an accidental 
predication, like 'Socrates walks'. Nor again in the third way: even if 
Socrates is always walking when he is walking, it does not follow that 

11 Al-Najāt 20,10-1; Al-Qîyâs 31,15-32,6. 
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Socrates is always walking as long as the subject is named 'Socrates'.12 
The last two distinctions both concern predicates that must hold of 

the subject itself, not merely of it under a description, unlike the third 
case. Unlike the fourth case, here in both cases the predication cannot 
hold merely by accident. Further, unlike the first two cases, the stret- 
ches of time for which both predications hold are intermittent and 
discontinuous. 

Avicenna distinguishes two cases. 5) These predications may hold 
in periods of time that are fixed and determinate, past, present, and 
future, as in 'the moon has eclipses by necessity': for the moon is not 
always eclipsed, but it is so at definite times. Still, the moon is not 
eclipsed permanently, but only for short periods of time at great inter- 
vals. But, during those periods of eclipse, it is eclipsed necessarily and 
not merely by accident. Those periods are definite, and follow from 
the nature of the moon and the heavens.13 

6) Somtimes those periods of time for which the predication holds 
are required and fixed, but are less definite, as in 'Socrates breathes 
(inhales)' : Socrates must breathe during a stretch of time, because he 
is a human being, but when in particular during that stretch of time 
is left open. 

So, unlike the fourth case, the fifth and sixth cases deal with 
predicates that have to be not accidental but essential or inseparable 
attributes {propria ) of the subject. Avicenna remarks that what is 
necessary in the fifth (and also the sixth?) sense will also be necessary 
in the fourth sense: e.g., the moon is necessarily eclipsed as long as 

12 An interesting puzzle can be raised about examples like 'the one seated walks when 
he walks' or 'the white is black when it is black'. Clearly this is necessary in the fourth 
way. But what about in the third way? Then the predication is restricted to holding 
in only those times when the subject is described by the subject term, e.g., while it 
is seated or white. But during those periods there never will arise an occasion where 
the predicate truly arises, as it is contrary to the subject term ('walks' to 'seated'; 
'black' to 'white'). So such propositions seem to hold vacuously. But, as I shall discuss 
further below, Avicenna generally has an existential import condition for the truth of 
a proposition. Can a proposition be true for which there never exists a truthmaker? 
For Avicenna, apparently not. 

Unlike the other five senses distinguished, the fourth sense seems to concern the 
proposition and not the thing, i.e., to be de dicto and not de re. However Avicenna does 
not identify the fourth sense as being of a special type. I shall discuss the de re - de dicto 
distinction issue below in § VIII. 
13 Perhaps not from the quiddities in themselves, but from them insofar as they have 
come to exist in matter with their concomitant inseparable attributes. See below p. 
240. 
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it is eclipsed.14 But not vice versa : for Socrates need not be walking 
when he is walking; it is not determined that he walk at any time. The 
fourth case allows accidental predication; the fifth and sixth cases do 
not. Further, necessity in the fifth or sixth way does not require 
necessity in the third way, since, in the former, the predication holds 
discontinuously, as long as the subject exists; in the latter, con- 
tinuously during the stretch of time when the subject term holds of the 
subject. Again, because of this discontinuity, what is necessary in the 
fifth or sixth way is not necessary in the first or second, although the 
converse does hold, trivially. 

IV 

Avicenna has distinguished these six sorts of necessity in accordance 
with certain texts in Aristotle and doctrines in his Greek commen- 
tators. He seems to work from the work of John Philoponus the most 
closely. This is not surprising, given that Avicenna also follows 

Philoponus when dealing with space and corporeity.15 
As for the antecedents of Avicenna' s division of modality in Aristo- 

tle, the first two modes concern Aristotle's simple necessity, with the 
distinction based on Aristotle's division of perishable and 
imperishable substance.16 The third case is per accidens necessity.17 The 
fourth mode is tied to the discussion in On the Heavens 1.12, where 
Aristotle claims that in a hypothetical sense, it is necessary that the 
seated Socrates sit, even though it is possible, in an absolute sense, 
that at that time he be walking about.18 The fifth and sixth cases are 
distinguished in accordance with the Posterior Analytics.19 Still, 
Avicenna has not obediently heeded all of Aristotle's remarks. Indeed, 
in his list he disregards Aristotle's tripartite division of necessity in 
Parts of Animals 1.1 and the division of teleological necessity in Physics 
II. 9. Further, as far as I can tell, neither Aristotle nor the Greek com- 
mentators gives this sixfold division in its entirety. 

14 Al-Qjyas 33,3-8. 15 The question of the historical sources of Avicenna' s views is of course enormous, 
and enormously complicated. I do not more here than point to a few key texts; I 
translate a couple in the Appendix. 16 Aristotle, Metaphysics XII. 1; On the Heavens 1.12. 
17 Physics II. 3; Metaphysics V.2. 
18 281 b8- 1 5 ; cf. On Interpretation 19a23-8. 
19 Posterior Analytics 11.12, especially 95a32. 
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v 

Avicenna consistently affirms the point that necessity strictly speak- 
ing is given in the first two cases, which have a common structure. To 
say that it is necessary that S is P claims that the thing referred to by 
'S' is P as long as that thing exists. The only difference between these 
two cases lies in whether or not the subject always exists.20 

The other cases of necessity are derivative. Avicenna holds that such 
necessary propositions do not differ significantly from their 
categorical, non-modal counterparts. Thus, we may gain more insight 
into those cases of necessary propositions by looking at what he says 
about categorical propositions in general.21 

Note that this issue, of the difference between universal categorical 
and necessary propositions, is a serious one for Aristotelian science: 
for Aristotelian science requires necessary premises, but induction and 
experience yields only universal generalizations. So how are we to 
make transition from the universal to the necessary, and from the 
syllogistic of the Prior Analytics to the demonstrations of the Posterior 
Analytics ?22 

Avicenna distinguishes two views on the truth conditions required 
for universal affirmative categorical propositions held in late Greek 
philosophy, one championed by Theophrastus, and the other by Alex- 
ander of Aphrodisias.23 He claims that his own view synthesizes these, 
which he says indeed agree about the specification of the subject: in 
'every S is P', the claim is about the thing that is S, but the categorical 
proposition does not specify whether the reference is to the entire 
existence of that thing, or to it only while it has the attribute of being 
S.24 He says that the two views differ only about how permanently the 
predication is supposed to hold: whether the predicate has to hold of 
the subject, once determined, always, in any of the six modes of 

20 Al-Najāt 25,8-10; Al-Qtyãs 33,8-10. 21 Al-Qiyäs 33,8. On this issue cf. Philoponus, In An. Pr. 43,15-7. 22 Aristotle says, Posterior Analytics 99b20-100a9, that we grasp first principles induc- 
tively. But first principles are supposed to be indubitable and necessary, so how do 
we eliminate the doubt? This problem is commonly recognized in the Aristotelian 
tradition; see, e.g., Zabarella, De Propositionibus Necessariis , in Opera Logica , Frankfurt 
1623, 368. 23 Al-Najāt 23,4-5; Al-Qīyās 24,1-26,14; 28,4-29,9; 31,11-2. 

The Greek texts for this claim are scanty, but see Alexander of Aphrodisias, In 
Aristotelis Analyticorum Priorům Librum I Commentarium, ed. M. Wallies, Berlin 1883, 
36,28-9; 156,29-157,2; 158,8-10. 24 Al-Najāt 23,9-14; Al-Qtyãs 20,15-21,5; 26,10-27,9. 
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necessity discussed above, (so Alexander), or not always but only at 
some time (so Theophrastus).25 Avicenna himself tends to side with 
Theophrastus here, because Aristotle seems to assert that propositions 
like 'every horse is asleep' and 'no horse is asleep' are true if they hold 
merely at an instant of time (ut nunc or kata chronon) although not 
always.26 

Now let us fix on the difference between the necessary and the 
categorical. There will be some categorical propositions that are not 
necessary strictly: the ut nunc propositions. Yet even these will be 
necessary in the third or fourth modes. The only difference between 
a categorical proposition and its necessary counterpart in such cases 
seems to lie in the latter' s stressing and stating explicitly and more 
precisely just how the predication is intended to hold.27 

Why, then, bring in such cases of necessary propositions at all? 
Presumably to offer a method whereby to select categorical proposi- 
tions for Aristotelian demonstrative science. Moreover, as I shall sug- 
gest, to emphasize the difference between essence (the quiddity in 
itself) and being (existence in re or in intellectu). 

VI 

Avicenna may appear to err when he says that the last four divisions 
concern propositions where "the mode" forms parts of the 
predicate.28 For 4 4 the mode" ( al-jihat ) is the expression that he uses to 
signify the modality.29 By 'forms part of the predicate', Avicenna 
might appear to mean that the predicate term contains the modality, 
so that, e.g., the predicate of 'Socrates breathes necessarily' would be 
'breathes necessarily'. But neither he nor Aristotle shows any inclina- 
tion to recognize such terms in premises in the syllogistic. Perhaps 
then he means, rather, only that the specification of the period of time 
during which the modality has to hold is on the side of the predicate. 
But the first three cases of necessity distinguished by Avicenna have 
the feature that the subject and the period during which the predica- 
tion has to hold is determined independently of the predicate. In con- 
trast, in the last three cases, that determination can be made only after 

25 Al-Najãt 24,14-5. 26 Al-Najãt 23,7-9; cf. Prior Analytics 34b7-ll. 
27 Al-Najat 21,6-7; Al-Qiyas 33,8. 28 Al-Najāt 21,6-13. 29 Al-Najãt 16,6. 
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the predicate is given as well. So then, why group the last four cases 
together and make this claim about them? 

We have seen that Avicenna wants to group those four cases 
together because they are not strictly necessary and thus belong to 
what is properly categorical. Perhaps he has been careless in using the 
term "mode". The point is that the last four modes all require, strictly 
speaking, a stipulation of the period of time for which the predication 
is to hold, in addition to the fixing of the subject by the subject term. 
I.e., the last four cases share the feature of stipulating a period of time 
that is a proper part of the time period during which the subject 
exists.30 That stipulation, made explicit, becomes - more accurately, 
replaces - the modality. Avicenna then could be saying merely that 
these last four cases have an additional stipulation, and that is part of 
the predicate. Indeed, Avicenna does say that in the sense that 4 it is 
necessary that every S is P' means 'everything that is described as 
being S, as long as it is existent, is described as P, as long as it is P', 
the predicate is 'P, as long as it is P'.31 So Avicenna here locates the 
temporal specification on the side of the predicate; likewise, Aristotle 
says that the signification of time is proper to the verb and so this tem- 
poral specification too will belong to the predicate.32 

The text is obscure. Yet Avicenna may be saying something 
interesting here: the modal specification must be kept away from the 
subject so as not to complicate the ontology. For a determination of 
the subject term typically changes the reference of the original subject 
term to some type of part of the subject.33 By keeping restrictions on 
the stretch of time on the side of the predicate, he then has a way of 
giving a single account for all types of necessity: in all six cases, the 
necessity concerns what holds during the whole or some part of the 
career of the subject. In effect, Avicenna may be insisting that whole 
substances be subjects, not temporal parts or time-slices of subjects, 
as he would be if the modal/temporal specification were on the side of 
the subject. For, as we shall see in § VIII & § XI, the subject will turn 
out to be a quiddity in itself that has come to exist, in re or in intellectu , 

30 So in contrast, Avicenna seems to imply that in the first two cases the modality is 
not on the side of the predicate but on the side of the subject. Or, more simply, he 
may hold only that in the first two cases there is not any additional temporal 
specification. 31 Al-Qīyās 42,3-6; Al-Najāt 21,10-3. 32 Aristotle, On Interpretation 16b6-9. 
33 Such is the traditional view. See Allan Bäck, On Reduplication , [forthcoming]. 
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to which the predicate, another such quiddity, is attached. The propo- 
sition then asserts that this attachment exists, during some stretch of 
time. The temporal determination then gives the stretch of time 
during which the predication is supposed to hold. 

VII 

Avicenna complicates his view by distinguishing two senses of con- 
tingency. As we have seen, Avicenna does recognize one-sided 
possibility as well. In this sense, a proposition may be necessary and 
possible.34 But his usual sense of the possible is the two-sided, the con- 
tingent. He says that the contingent is that which is not necessary but 
which, assumed to exist, leads to no absurdity.35 He does not say that 
the contingent has to exist sometime. Rather, he stipulates only that 
it not be necessary, and that, if it be posited to exist, no impossibility 
results. 

Avicenna at times distinguishes two senses of the contingent.36 In 
the first sense, he says, the contingent concerns a subject (S) that exists 
now, where its attribute (P) is neither necessary nor impossible. Here 
the predication of T' of 'S' is contingent with respect to the present 
moment; no attention is paid to whether or not the subject will exist 
at some future time.37 In this sense, the possible or contingent is more 
inclusive than the actual. Only the relation of subject and predicate 
matters; the proposition is contingent if that relation is accidental, 
regardless of whether it in fact holds, either now or in the future. That 
is, 'it is contingent that S is now P' is true regardless of whether S is 
P or S is not P, so long as S exists now and P is an accident of S. 

In the second sense, Avicenna says that 'it is contingent that every 
S is P' if and only if there is a time at which the claim that everything 
that is described in act as being S is also P is neither necessary nor 

34 Al-Qtyãs 35,6. 35 Al-Najāt 25,21-2; Al-Qjyãs 33,11-4. See Prior Analytics 32al8-20; Alexander, In 
An Pr. 156, 19-20. 36 See Alexander, In An Pr. 161,6-9; 165,18, Aristotle, Prior Analytics 32b23; 
Metaphysics 1048bl0-8. A.-M. Goichon, La logique d'Avicenne, in: Archives d'histoire, 
16 (1948), pp. 58-9, takes the position that Avicenna does not recognize contingency 
as an "ontological modality", but only as a condition in the nature of things. 
Perhaps, but contingency appears in his modal logic anyway. 37 Al-Qīyās 33,13-5; Al-Ishārāt 319,5; 319,17-9; 322,7; Mantiq 73,4-7; Al-Najāt 41,7; 
42,6-7. Cf. Philoponus, In An Pr. 59,15-7. 
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impossible.38 This time in question typically if not always is a future 
time; it must be indefinite and not specify, unlike the fifth and sixth 
cases of the necessary, particular subjects at particular times. What is 
actual is not contingent in this sense.39 Rather, the subject in such a 
contingent statement itself may exist or may not exist. Contingency 
in this sense is independent of the present state of the subject (the S 's) 
but is tied to the future.40 

What Avicenna means here has its obscurities. It appears that this 
second sense of contingency is a radical sense, where no attention at 
all is paid to present (and past) contingent facts. In contrast, in the 
first sense, attention is paid to those facts, and so existential import at 
a definite time is required - and so one of the categorical statements 
(' S is P'; 'S is not P') that are the correlates of the contingent state- 
ment ('S is contingently P') will be true: categorical, accidental 
predication is being made.41 However, in the second sense, the con- 
tingent statement may be true without either of its categorical counter- 
parts being true: 'S is P' and 'S is not P' are both false for Avicenna 
when S does not exist; he takes the existential import condition as an 
explicit truth condition for the truth of a proposition.42 

Avicenna contrasts these two senses of the contingent in a discussion 
of the example, 'Zayd is sitting'.43 While Zayd is sitting, I may say 
that it is contingent that Zayd is sitting - i.e., that the present cir- 
cumstance is neither necessary nor impossible: presumably I may say 
this even when Zayd is standing and not sitting now. That is the first 
sense. In the second, I may say now, while Zayd is sitting, that it is 
contingent that Zayd sits, in the sense that in the future, at some time 
left indeterminate, that state of affairs may be realized, or may not: 
Zayd may not even exist in the future. Avicenna denies that 'Zayd is 
sitting' is contingent in the second sense.44 Perhaps his point is that 
the second sense is ruled out when the existential import of the subject 
is established. So, given that Zayd is sitting now, contingency in the 
second sense does not obtain. Yet if we ignore Zayd' s present 

38 Al-Qtyãs 33,15-34,2; Al-lsharat 320,3-8; Mantiq 73,10-3; Al-Najat 19,15-22. 39 Al-Qīyās 34,7-10. 40 Al-Qtyas 34,11-2. Cf. Philoponus, In An Pr. 59,17; 60,3-5. 41 Mantiq 71,12-4. 42 Mantiq 72,9-10. For an exposition of Avicenna's theory of predication sec Allan 
Bäck, Avicenna on Existence , in: Journal of the History of Philosophy, XXV. 5 (1987). 43 Al-Qīyās 34,7-35,7. 

Al-Qīyas 34,8-10, but cf. 34,12-5 where he seems to say that it is: he says, in that 
case at least?, that the two senses are distinct but inseparably true or false together. 
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existence, or note that he may not exist now, or if we consider his 
future status, contingency in the second sense does obtain.45 This 
second sense resembles Aristotle's attitudes about sea battle and the 
example, 'the cloak may or not be cut up in the future'; indeed, the 
cloak may not even exist tomorrow to be cut up or not.46 

Avicenna also says that 'Zayd breathes' is not contingent in the 
second sense of contingency but in the first sense.47 For here there is 
a definite subject, that actually exists. This example differs from the 
previous example, 'Zayd is sitting'. As we have seen, Avicenna uses 
4 a man breathes' as an example of the sixth case of the necessary. So, 
given that Zayd exists, he must breathe at some time. Yet he need not 
be breathing now. So his breathing now is contingent in the first sense. 
Further, although Avicenna does not say so explicitly, he seems to 
hold that it is also contingent in the second sense that Zayd breathes 
in the future, as it is contingent that he will continue to exist. 

So the first sense of the contingent requires existential import of the 
subject term at some time; the second sense does not. In the first 
sense, if it is contingent that S is P, then either S is P or S is not P. 
But not in the second sense: since S may not at all exist in the future, 4 S is P' and 'S is not P' will both be false, if S never exists. Indeed, 
in the latter sense, something contingent need not exist at all.48 

Avicenna may here have in mind the distinction between internal 
and external possibility made by Aristotle in Prior Analytics 1. 13. 49 'It 
is contingent that S is P' may mean 1) P contingently belongs to 
everything to which S belongs or 2) P contingently belongs to 
everything to which S contingently belongs. If so, his discussion 
follows the lead of Philoponus who distinguishes the contingent into 
the definite and the indefinite, and connects the former with the inter- 
nally possible, with what is for the most part ( epi to polu), with what 
is already in reality, and with the categorical, and connects the latter 
with the externally possible, with what is not for the most part, and 
with what is not yet in reality but might be in the future.50 

45 Al-Ishãrãt 221,1-6. 46 On Interpretation 1 9al 3-3 ; 22b34, and, perhaps, Nicomachean Ethics 111 4al 5-22 . 47 Al-Qīyās 35,3-5. 48 Al-Qjyãs 35,11; 35,16-36,1; Mantiq 71,14-5; 73,5-7. A similar distinction of weak 
versus strong contingency appears in modern logic. 4y 32b25-30; cf. Alexander, In An Pr. 166,5-25. 50 Philoponus, In An Pr. 59,15-20; 61,12-20; 154,29-155,2; 155,11-2; In Aristotelis 
Physicos Commentario, , ed. H. Vitelli, Berlin 1887-8, 267,1. Also Alexander, In An Pr. 
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Avicenna' s discussion of contingency is obscure. It has the unfor- 
tunate feature of using examples with singular terms, which do not fit 
this distinction well: for singular terms particular issues of existential 
import arise. He may be motivated to use singular terms to connect 
the distinction with the question of future contingents - the sea battle 
of On Interpretation 9. For such future contingent statements as 'it is 
possible that there will be a sea battle tomorrow' may be considered 
contingent in the second sense. In such cases the subject term may fail 
to refer ever. On the other hand, contingent statements may deal with 
subjects actually existing at some time, and claim that certain of their 
attributes do not belong to them necessarily. In the first sense, it is 
contingent that Zayd is sitting or walking, as long as a further condi- 
tion is not attached: i.e., a condition stipulating that Zayd is sitting 
or standing now. For, if that condition were attached, then the propo- 
sition would become necessary in the fourth sense detailed above in 
§ HI. 

VIII 

There may arise the temptation to take strict necessity, as being on 
the side of the subject, as de re , and the derivative necessity, common 
to categorical propositions too, as de dicto. After all, the derivative, 
common necessity concerns the predication, or the dictum. Further, 
Avicenna in the tradition of the Stoic lekton , stresses the conceptual 
level of the ma' nan or intentio. Then, predicational necessity would be 
tied to the purely conceptual level, and so be de dicto , while necessity 
fixed solely by the reference of the intention would be de re. So 
Avicenna may be appearing to make a distinction of de re and de dicto 
modality here. 

But this correlation has flaws. Usually, a proposition is considered 
to be necessary de dicto when it is true by definition, as in 'every 
bachelor is necessarily unmarried'. Here analysis of the subject con- 
cept generates the necessity. In contrast, de re necessity (if there is such 
a thing) depends on more than the analysis of the concept; e.g., 'every 

39,18-21; 162,1-6. (By making these connections, Philoponus had collected and run 
together - perhaps legitimately - several distinctions made by Aristotle in different 
places.) 

Although obscure, this distinction of two types of contingency may well resemble 
the modern distinction of weak and strong modality. See Martin Davies, Meaning, 
Quantification, Necessity , London 1981, pp. 213-4. 
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body necessarily has weight' (probably false, but still de re according 
to Kant). 

Now for Avicenna the strictly necessary propositions, based on 
definitions holding throughout the career of the subject, will contain 
those predications here described as de dicto. Thus Avicenna' s 
necessary predications on the side of the predicate look more de re than 
those on the side of the subject. Likewise, the necessary propositions 
of the last four cases, based instead on the predication of inessential 
attributes, might be then taken to correspond to the de re. 

So we might turn about and make a case for a correspondence 
between the de dicto and Avicenna's distinction of strict modality (the 
first two cases), and between the de re and derivative modality, depen- 
dent on the predication. Still I have some qualms. First, as we shall 
see in § XI, Avicenna views all modalities to deal with predication and 
to be grounded in the relation of one quiddity to another. Again, as 
we shall see in § X, Avicenna recognizes two sorts of existence, in re 
and in intellectu. Existents of either sort may constitute the reference of 
a universal term and may illustrate all six types of necessity. This 
approach does not look congenial to a sharp division of the linguistic 
level of the dictum and the thing-level of the res. Third, in all six cases 
of necessity, Avicenna has the basic structure of a predication applying 
to a subject during some period of its existence. The six cases differ 
only in what that period is and how it is determined. This approach 
looks radically realist. Finally, the correlation does not work well in 
particular cases of sense distinguished. Like cases 1 and 2, case 3 looks 
de dicto : the thing is taken under a certain description, and then a 
necessary feature of that description is predicated of it. Case 4 looks 
de dicto : surely it is trivial that every many walks when he walks. Like- 
wise cases 5 and 6 can be seen as following from the meaning of the 
terms. 

So I do not take Avicenna to make a de re - de dicto distinction of 
modality. He does make a distinction of the determination of the 
modality by the subject or by the predicate. Perhaps, then, we might 
reformulate the de re - de dicto distinction to distinguish what holds in 
virtue of real definition, on the level of quiddities in themselves, and 
what holds in virtue of nominal definition, on the level of quiddities 
in the mind.51 This distinction may anticipate or be isomorphic with 

51 Cf. Aristotle, Posterior Analytics 92b5-8; 93b29-32; 94all-4. 
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that distinction, but the two do not clearly appear identical: again con- 
sider the fifth and sixth cases. 

IX 

Another issue to be resolved concerns the principle of plenitude. As 
we have seen, at first Avicenna has apparently taken the common 
Aristotelian temporal attitude towards the modalities: the necessary is 
what holds always. Then the possible or contingent would be what 
holds neither always nor never. But then, if not never, if it is possible 
that S is P, then at some time S is P. Hence every possibility must 
occur. Here Avicenna seems to identify the modal and the temporal 
operators. 

However, Avicenna does not seem to accept this consequence. We 
have seen Avicenna clearly admitting possibilities that do not occur at 
any time - especially those that are contingent in the second sense. 
Hence he rejects a strong principle of plenitude: at any rate, not all 
singular possibilities need occur. 

Further, in his discussion of the universal, Avicenna recognizes 
purely universal possibilities that need not exist in re. Propositions may 
be satisfied by things that have existence in the intellect only, and not 
in re (or, as he puts it, 

4 4 existence in individuals").52 This remark 
seems to agree with his view of the universal, where he says that a term 
like 'the sun' is a universal even though there has been and will be in 
fact only one sun, and, likewise, 'heptagonal house' is universal even 
though there may never be at any time such a house.33 But he claims 
that such terms are universal because the mind is not prevented from 
supposing them to be predicated of many. 

Avicenna holds that expressions like 'heptagonal house' are univer- 
sal, as they can be predicated of many individuals. But there may 
never, at any time, exist in re any individual heptagonal houses. Still, 
even then, the intellect may suppose such individuals to exist. Such 
supposition suffices to satisfy the requirement that a universal be said 
of many. Hence such expressions are universal. Thus, Avicenna con- 

52 Al-Qtyãs 21,6; 30,2-4. 53 Ilãhiyyãt ( Metaphysics ), ed. Anawati et al., Cairo 1960, 195,11-196,3 ( = Met . 86v 
col. 1); [I indicate parenthetically the medieval Latin translation of Opera Avicennae 
(Venice 1508; repr. Frankfurt 1961) when available; there is a critical edition of this, 
ed. S. Van Riet, Louvain 1977, with the same pagination.]. Also cf. Aristotle, 
Metaphysics 1040a28-b2; On the Heavens 1.9. 
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eludes that, in the logical sense, the universal is that which it is possi- 
ble to predicate of many.54 An external cause may prevent this 
possibility, but it is a consistent, legitimate possibility. 

Once again, Avicenna has denied a strong principle of plenitude: 
but this time not for singulars but for universais. It is contingent that 
some houses, or all houses, be heptagonal, since the combination of 
'house' and 'heptagonal' is neither necessary nor impossible. Further 
this possibility obtains, even when no heptagonal house exists in re at 
any time. Here Avicenna has divorced modality from time. 

So, on the one hand, Avicenna seems to identify the modalities with 
time, and connects 'necessary' and 'always', 'impossible' and 'never', 
'possible' and 'sometimes so, sometimes not'. Yet, on the other hand, 
he recognizes possibilities that are never actualized. How might we 
resolve this apparent contradiction? It is easy to say that Avicenna' s 
position is incoherent, because he had adopted Aristotle's position 
which itself is incoherent, or because he has conjoined a temporal 
Aristotelian view with a timeless neo-Platonist view of modality. 
Before taking this route, let us make the more difficult move of looking 
at his views more closely. 

Indeed, note that Avicenna has not stated an equivalence of 
modalities and temporalities explicitly. As we have seen, he does 
endorse the following inferences: 

If necessary, always.55 
If sometimes so, sometimes not, contingent.56 
If impossible, never, [indirect: substitute '-p' for 'p' in 'if necessary 

p. •••']• 
But Avicenna denies the following inferences explicitly in some 
passages, although his wording in yet others may seem to imply these 
consequences: 

If always, necessary.57 
If contingent, sometimes so, sometimes not.58 
If never, impossible, [substitute '-p' for 'p']. 

54 llahiyyãt , 196,4-5 ( = Met . 86v col. 1); Al-Madkhal 26,9; 29,1 ( = Log. 3v col. 1; 3v 
col. 2). 55 Al-Qtyãs, 32,7. 56 Al-Qtyãs, 73,11-3; Al-Ishārāt , 280, 14. 57 Al-īshārāt, 323.1-3; at 329,9 -12 he remarks that the question whether or not there 
can be something always without being necessary is not a question for the logician 
to decide. 
58 Al-Qiyas 35,1; Al-Isharat 320,3-8; Al-Mantiq 73,5-7. 
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This position does not suffice to give temporal definitions of the 
modalities. Indeed, there are possibilities that never exist, as can be 
seen particularly in the second sense of the contingent. 

It is easy to misread his position. A good example occurs when he 
says that 4 4 it is said" that the contingent is what does not exist no but 
will in the future.59 He himself does not necessarily endorse this view; 
notice how his own view, of the second sense of the contingent differs 
subtly from it. To be sure, in this very passage, he asserts: if con- 
tingent, then neither necessary nor impossible; if necessary, then 
always; if impossible, never. But it does not therefore follow: if con- 
tingent then not always nor not never - that would be the fallacy of 
denying the antecedent.60 

So, despite appearances, Avicenna does not hold the strong princi- 
ple of plenitude, sc., that whatever is possible must exist in re at some 
time, and that whatever is always is necessary. 

X 

However, might not Avicenna hold a weak principle of plenitude, 
that whatever is possible must exist in intellectu? I find his discussion 
quite obscure and difficult. Before proceeding to share my perplexities 
with you, let me merely list the salient points. To be sure, Avicenna 
clearly recognizes two sorts of existence: in re and in intellectu .61 He also 
holds that some individuals at a given time may exist in intellectu with- 
out existing in re. Further, he says, there are individuals that have 
never existed in re - but whether all these exist in intellectu is problem- 
atic. If Avicenna does hold that they all exist in intellectu , then he holds 
this weak principle of plenitude; if he does not, then he does not hold 
it. 

Avicenna does claim that universal propositions may state 
predicates of individuals that have never existed in re. Thus he says 
that the categorical proposition, 'every B is A' deals with everything 
"that is described in view of the intellect or existence as being B."62 
Apart from any metaphysical utility, this doctrine has uses in accoun- 
ting for the truth of mathematical propositions. So, e.g., 'every 

59 Al-Najāt 15,2. 60 Likewise at Al-Isharat 331,4-332,3, Avicenna gives a common conception of 
modality tied to the time of the existence of the subject, and then rejects it at 332,4-5. 61 Al-Madkhal 15,2-3 ( = Lop. 2r col. 2). 62 Al-Najāt 24,12-3; Al-Ishārāt 326, 1-2. 
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chiliagon has more than 100 sides' refers to individual chiliagons - but 
not to those that exist in re , but to those insofar as the intellect credits 
them with actually existing, whether or not they exist or do not exist 

[in re].63 In this way Avicenna explains how mathematics deals with 
individuals. 

So we may postulate individuals that never exist in re. For 
Avicenna, such a supposition of individuals suffices for the truth of a 
statement of possibility. He says that it is possible that every animal 
is man since it would have been possible to imagine a time in which 
there is no animal but man.64 We may establish the possibility by a 
mental process. To verify a contingent proposition, think of the quid- 
dities of subject and predicate, and note that they are consistent with, 
but not inseparable from, each other. We may then suppose that at 
some time a certain relation holds between them.65 Then we may have 
some sort of mental experience of that state of affairs, in imagination 
or perhaps in pure thought. Thus, e.g., 'every chiliagon has more 
than 100 sides' might come to hold of the appropriate individuals. It 
is in this fashion that we saw in § IX Avicenna establishing the univer- 
sality of an expression like ť heptagonal house' even when it never has 
any instances existing in re. Likewise, the second sense of the con- 
tingent discussed in § VII bases the truth of a contingent proposition 
in supposing a future state of affairs. 

So a contingent proposition about some state of affairs that at no 
time exists in re may be verified through a mental process: individuals 
of the appropriate attributes are supposed or imagined to exist. It 

might be thought that Avicenna holds that individuals recognized by 
mental supposition exist in intellectu. For the intellect does imagine or 

suppose instances of them. To be sure, Avicenna is famous for having 
a notion of the creative imagination whereby we may have mental 

experiences of phantasms, built up out of simpler real elements given 
by sense experience. These phantasms themselves may never repre- 
sent things that exist in re , but still they themselves, as mental 

experiences, exist in intellectu. If so, then Avicenna is admitting a 
weaker principle of plenitude: all that is possible must exist in 
intellectu - but not the strong principle that all that is possible must 

63 Al-Qtyãs 21,6-12. 64 Al-Qtyãs 30,10-1. Note that Aristotle uses these examples in their categorical form 
at Prior Analytics 1.42, as well as when giving instances of the invalidity of certain 
modical syllogisms, but then dismisses them as useless. 
65 Al-Qīyās 30,2-3; 31, 1-2. 
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exist in re. This weaker principle has had many adherents, given the 
common identification of the possible and the conceivable. 

Yet the hypothesis that Avicenna holds that whatever the intellect 

supposes to exist exists in intellectu has some problems. First, what 
about suppositions contrary to fact, especially those used in reductions 
to absurdity? Then logical contradictions would exist in intellectu and 
so be possible and not impossible! Second, this approach seems to tie 

logical possibility too closely to psychological facts and aptitudes. The 
intellect may or may not suppose an individual with certain attributes. 
So which possibilities obtain seems to depend on what in particular 
presently existent intellects are thinking about. Or is the possible what 
it is possible for an intellect to suppose? This begs the question. 
(Maybe the existence of an infinite divine intellect removes this objec- 
tion, but 'conceivable' in any case is not a good definition for 'possi- 
ble', as it itself contains a modal operator: '-able', and so obscures this 
question.) 

Third, Avicenna often seems to make existence in intellectu 
derivative upon sense perception: something does not exist in intellectu 
that has not existed in re. Sense perception is a passive process whereby 
the form is abstracted from a substance composed of form and matter 
that exists in re. The abstracted form comes to exist in intellectu where 
further accidents, proper to being in intellectu , like being a species, are 
attached to it.66 Still, once in the intellect, the abstracted concept has, 
as it were, a life of its own. Thus, 'Homer is a poet' is true, even when 
Homer has died: being a poet is predicated of a phantasm of Homer 
presently existing in intellectu. That phantasm was historically derived 
from sense perceptions of the really existing Homer and of real discus- 
sions about Homer. Moreover, the phantasm will be in an intellect 
that presently exists in re. What exists in intellectu , in this way at least, 
depends on past existence in re. But then what the intellect supposes 
to exist now may not exist in intellectu , in this realistic way, at least: 
e.g., the supposition of a heptagonal house or a chiliagon, Avicenna 
says, is not based on past perceptions of such individuals existing in 
re. But if existence in intellectu requires such propositions and hence the 
existence in re of such individuals at some time, then individuals sup- 
posed or imagined by the intellect do not exist in intellectu. 

66 Al-Madkhal ( The Isagoge) 23,10; 34,5;34,20; 69,7 ( = Log. 3r col. 2; 4v col. 1; 12v 
col. 1. On 'Homer is a poet', see Al-Burhãn (The Demonstration - deals with On Inter- 
pretation), ed. AffifT et al., Cairo 1956, 109,11-10,1. Also see Allan Bäck, Avicenna on 
Existence , pp. 359-60. 
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I am uncertain just how far items may exist in intellectu for Avicenna 
without having had counterparts or some basis for existing in re. He 
does recognize intellectual intuition as well as sensible intuition. 
Indeed, he seems to admit two sources for existence in intellectu : the 
representation of things existing in re , either by immediate sense 
perception or by memory and imagination, or the cognition of 
intelligibles that do not need to have any representation of things 
existing in re.61 Thus, we might suppose a heptagonal house or a 
chiliagon to exist without having an image or phantasm of its existing 
in intellectu ,68 We might want to say that what exists in intellectu depends 
for its simple component parts on perceptions of what exists in re , but 
not for the very nature of its complex whole. However, Avicenna 
seems to claim that we have knowledge of some quiddities and 
simples, especially the mathematical, without sense perception.69 So 
not all the simple components of a complex existing in intellectu need 
have a correlate existing in re. 

We may conclude that, at best, Avicenna admits only a weak princi- 
ple of plenitude: what is possible must exist in intellectu. The problem 
lies in two areas: mental supposition and intellectual intuition. Do 
either of these suffice to generate something existing in intellectu ? I am 
inclined to say so, but, as I shall discuss in § XI, what inevitably 
comes to exist in intellectu is the mental act of supposing or imagining 
or intuiting; what is the object or content of that mental act need not 
exist in intellectu. However, I am still uncertain about just how much 
creative synthesis Avicenna will allow - and about what may exist in 
intellectu without existing in re , or at least having some basis existing 
in re. But still in general Avicenna holds that what is conceived exists 
in intellectu. Since Avicenna clearly holds that all possibilities are in the 
divine intellect of the necessary being, this result would not be too sur- 
prising anyway. (But then, as we shall see in § XIV, there arises that 
problem of how necessary being does not change if it contains all 
possibilities but actualizes only some of them.) 

XI 

In any case, regardless of how much might exist in intellectu , 
Avicenna clearly says that from the logical point of view existence, 

67 Al-Madkhal 23,13-5 [ = Loe. 3r col. 21. 
68 Descartes seems to have similar views in Meditations 6. 
69 De Anima V. 1-2, 22v col. 2. 
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neither in intellectu nor in re, is considered. Rather, only the relation of 
subject and predicate is considered.70 That is, logic deals with the rela- 
tion of concepts whose definitions are determined by quiddities in 
themselves.71 Now modality is such a logical relation. Indeed, we have 
seen in § III that Avicenna defines the modalities in terms of the rela- 
tion of the predicate to the subject, not in terms of the relation of one 
existing thing to another. To be sure, most of our concepts used as 
subjects and predicates refer to existents. But not all need to refer thus. 
So, from the logical point of view, only the definitions of the subject 
and predicate are considered: if they are compatible, they are not 
impossible, and hence either necessary or contingent. For Avicenna, 
a consideration of items solely with respect to their definitions falls on 
the level of quiddities or essence in themselves.72 Here whether or not 
these quiddities exist, or what accidents they might have, is a separate 
issue.73 

So modality is determined on the level of quiddities in themselves. 
This doctrine dovetails with Avicenna's basic definition of the 
modalities, in terms of what follows from supposing a certain state of 
affairs to be the case.74 Here Avicenna may be seen to be making a 
sharp distinction of existence and essence: modality concerns the 
essences of things; the modality is determined by the relation of two 
concepts solely in regard to their definition.75 

This distinction between essence and existence has some problems. 
First, even though Avicenna says that modalities are determined with 
respect to the quiddities in themselves, he also says that logic deals 
with quiddities existing in intellectu. Indeed, all propositions, strictly 
speaking, should be viewed on that level. So, Avicenna seems to say, 
even when we say that S does not exist, we have a concept of S, and 

70 Al-Madkhal 22,7-12 {-Log. 3r col. 1); Goichon, La distinction de l'essence et de 
l'existence d'après Ibn Sīnā , Paris 1957, p. 157. 71 Al-Madkhal 23,10; 34,5 ( = Log. 3r col. 2; 4v col. 1). 12 Al-Madkhal 22,4-5; 22,15 ( = Log. 3r col. 1); Al-Qtyâs 30,3. řor a fuller discussion 
see Allan Bäck, Avicenna and Averroes : The Islamic Background , in: Individuation in 
Scholasticism , ed. J. Gracia [forthcoming]. 73 Al-Madkhal 21,9-10 ("Log. 3r col. 1). 74 Al-Ishārāt 327,6-8. 75 Especially in the second sense of the contingent; in the first sense, there is existen- 
tial import, but, I shall suggest below (p. 240), this is due to the predication relation 
and not to the modality. In contrast, if we put aside the necessary being for now, what 
exists is determined through external causal relations. See Al-llãhiyyãt 261,17-8 
( = Met. 91v col. 1). 

On the distinction of essence and existence, see Al-Ishārāt 261,17-8; 262,9. 
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that exists in intellectu .76 So, Avicenna seems to say, modalities are 
determined on the level of quiddities in themselves, but modal prop- 
ositions belong to the level of quiddities existing in intellectu. But how 
can he make both of these claims? 

Second, the issue of how much Avicenna holds to exist in intellectu 
reappears. As we have seen in § X, it is not clear how much Avicenna 
will allow to exist in intellectu. Now, if a concept of S exists in intellectu 
even when it is true that S does not exist, he seems to allow that 
anything, including impossible objects and conditions contrary to fact, 
exists in intellectu. Then how can he establish the possibility of a state 
of affairs through an act of mental supposition? For if everything exists 
in intellectu and that suffices to establish possibility, then nothing 
should be impossible - but Avicenna claims that there are 
impossibilities. 

Both of these problems can be solved by making a distinction con- 
cerning quiddities existing in intellectu. The sense ( ma'nan ) of a proposi- 
tion exists in intellectu , but the quiddities being conceived need not. So, 
e.g., the proposition 'some animal has four feet' exists in intellectu , but 
'animal' and ' four-footed' refer to quiddities existing in re' the animal 
is not in the mind; the thought about the animal is in the mind. Like- 
wise, the modal proposition, qua modal proposition, exists in intellectu , 
but not all of its constituents and aspects need be based upon quid- 
dities in intellectu. To put the point in another way, a concept or a prop- 
osition can be considered in two ways: as being a mental act and in 
terms of its content or its object: what the concept is about. In the first 
way, it exists in intellectu' in the second it generally does not exist in 
intellectu , unless it is about something that exists in intellectu - i.e., 
unless it is a second intention, and not a primary one. (Note that in 
a way whatever exists in intellectu will be based on something existing 
in re : it is an actual intellect or mind existing in re that makes it possible 
for concepts to exist in intellectu; there must be a real conceiver for there 
to be concepts.) 

So then, modal propositions may exist in intellectu , even though their 
modal characteristics may be determined on the level of quiddities in 
themselves. For us to think and talk about quiddities in themselves, 
we must be on the level of quiddities existing in intellectu. Still, 
although quiddities in themselves may be manifested or represented 

76 Ilãhiyyãt 32,12-6; 33,12-3; 34,1-2; 34,7-8 Met. 72 v col. 1-2); Al-Madkhal 15,4-16 
( = Log. 2r col. 2). 
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on that level, it does not follow that they exist in intellectu' rather only 
their concepts or propositions about them do. 

Likewise, this distinction offers a partial guide to what exists in 
intellectu. We may talk about impossible objects, and our talk about 
them exists in intellectu. But it does not follow that impossible objects 
have an existence in intellectu. Hence Avicenna says that the concept 
of S, in 'S does not exist', exists in intellectu. But it does not follow 
thereby that this S exists in intellectu. 

Nevertheless, this distinction provides only a partial guide, as it 
does not determine just when something exists in intellectu : e.g., the 
individual chiliagons or heptagonal houses or simple properties (like 
being and unity) apprehended by intellectual intuition. The problems 
raised in § X persist. Still, this distinction goes a long way towards 
clearing up what exists in intellectu. Even though all logical items, 
including concepts and propositions and relations of predication, exist 
in intellectu , it does not follow that their entire content and all of their 
features deal with what exists in intellectu. Indeed, in § II, we saw that 
Avicenna distinguishes the matter from the mode of the proposition. 
The latter is determined by what the proposition states, on the level 
of what exists in intellectu ; the former by the relations of the quiddities 
in themselves referred to in the proposition. E.g., 'it is possible that 
a man is an animal' has a possible and necessary matter. The 
necessary matter is determined by the relation of two quiddities in 
themselves, humanity and animality. If we consider a simple, 
categorical predication, e.g., 'animal of man', and ask what its 
modality is, we are asking for the matter of its mode, and that is deter- 
mined on the level of the quiddities in themselves. On this level, 
existence in time is not considered. Thus, modality is not based on 
existence, but on essence, the definitions of the concepts.77 Thus, 
Avicenna's modalities do not deal with what exists in time, be the 
existence in re or in intellectu. 

XII 

This conclusion appears to conflict with Avicenna's claim that 
modalities have temporal consequences; e.g., if necessary, then 
always. For, if modality is determined on the level of quiddities in 

77 Al-īshārāt 332,4-5. Again, with the possible exception of the necessary being which 
I shall discuss below. 
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themselves, and existence has nothing to do with quiddities in them- 
selves, modalities are determined without regard to existence. Indeed, 
as we have seen in § XI, Avicenna says this explicitly. But then, as 
time is linked to existence, how can Avicenna also allow modalities to 
have temporal consequences? 

Avicenna does not seem to address this question explicitly, but does 
provide materials for an answer. I here offer a reconstruction. 

Avicenna holds that a proposition asserts existential import.78 In 
general, a proposition having the form, ' S is P', is to be read: 'S is 
existent asaP'. (As we shall see in this section, propositions defiling 
with quiddities in themselves are exceptions.) The existence may be 
in re or in intellectu , although in usual contexts it is both. 

Thus, in a modal proposition we have a combination of a modality 
with a proposition asserting existence. Different positions of the 
modality yield different results. For Avicenna the external modality, 
as in his second type of contingency, appears to be the usual one; here 
the form is 4 it is possible that S is P, i.e. 'S is existent as a Pr is neither 
necessary nor impossible. On the other hand, internal contingency 
would assert: 'S is possibly P'; i.e., 'S is existent and to suppose that 
S is P is neither necessary nor impossible' . Hence his first type of con- 
tingency requires existential import. 

My proposal then is that for Avicenna modality by itself makes no 
assertion of existence; the primitive notion of necessity is one of 

inseparable concomitance.79 Quiddities in themselves may be com- 
bined in various ways; e.g., rationality and animality are combined 
in the quiddity, humanity, and that combination is necessary.80 Like- 
wise, the combination of whiteness and horseness is contingent, and 
the combination of humanity and stoneness is impossible. With the 
one exception of the necessary being, where the quiddities and being 
or existence are inseparable concomitants, such combinations of quid- 
dities have their modal status completely apart from whether or not 

they ever exist. 
But when we formulate modal propositions, assertions of existence 

are connected to the modalities.81 So, as above, 'it is possible that a 

78 See Allan Bäck, Avicenna on Existence. 
79 Al-lshārāt 327,6-8. 80 Al-llâhiyyãt 236,6-8; 241,5-16 ( = Met. 90rcol. 1; 90vcol. 2) ' Al-Madkhal 28,13-29,6 
( = Log . 3v col. 2). 81 Al-Ishãrat 336, 7 ff. asserts that claims of predication and modality may each be true 
without the other. Also Al-Najãt 38, Iff. 
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horse is white' claims that the existence of a horse as white is neither 
necessary nor impossible; likewise the proposition that a man is 
rational is necessary. The existential import is not carried by the 
modality, however. It is carried by the propositional context: in par- 
ticular, the presence of the copula together with the use of a concrete 
term. For quiddities in themselves are signified by abstract terms, like 
'humanity' and whiteness', whereas quiddities in the mind (in 
intellectu ) and quiddities in individuals (in re) are signified by concrete 
terms, e.g., 'man' and ťa man' or 'men, respectively. I say that 
existential import requires both the copula and a concrete term as sub- 
ject in order to avoid having to have an existential import condition 
for propositions about quiddities in themselves, e.g., 

4 
humanity is 

rationality'. For Avicenna holds that quiddities in themselves do not 
exist although they have ' 'being" (kuwn) and "subsist". The modal 
character of a proposition is determined on the level of quiddities in 
themselves, even though, when concrete terms are used in the proposi- 
tion, as usual, the term refer to quiddities existing in re or in intellectu . 
The relations between the definitions of the quiddities in themselves 
decide whether the proposition is necessary or contingent or impos- 
sible in existence. Still, existence is not a feature of quiddities in them- 
selves, but of them as they come into existence, generally via an exter- 
nal cause. 

Here then is a way for modalities not to be tied to existence, 
although still to have temporal consequences. 

XIII 

So the modalities are not concerned with existence in time. Still they 
have temporal consequences. Once the definitions of quiddities and 
their interrelations are considered, it is a further question what 
actually exists. Here Avicenna distinguishes necessary and possibile 
being; literally, "what is necessary in existence", and "what is con- 
tingent in existence".82 The very phrases are suggestive: 'in existence' 
is something else added onto the essential level of what the necessary 
and the contingent things are in themselves.83 The necessary in 
existence is what assuredly exists.84 It is the basic modality and is a 

82 'In existence': an accusative of respect. 83 Ilâhiyyat 31,10-1; 37.6-7; 46.8-9 (=Met. 72v col. 1; 73r col. 1; 74r col. 1). 84 Al-llãhiyyãt 36,5 { = Met. 73r col. 1). 
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primitive notion.85 What is primitive is not the notion of necessary 
existence, but the notion of inseparable concomitance.86 What is 
impossible in experience is what has its non-existence assured. What 
is contingent in existence is what does not assuredly exist nor not- 
exist. Avicenna criticizes others for defining modality carelessly, and 
refers to the discussion in Al-Qiyãs.8 1 

Thus Avicenna has an asymmetry between necessary and possible 
being. Necessary being settles the question of existing {in re) by itself: 
given that there is a quiddity of a certain sort, it must exist. In con- 
trast, possible being does not settle the question of existence for itself: 
given such a quiddity, it is left indeterminate whether or not it exists.88 

What is a possible being may exist and may not exist. Still, each 
thing that may possibly exist has the question of existence settled for 
it: it either exists or does not exist {in re at a certain time). Now, 
Avicenna assumes, for every fact there must be a sufficient cause. A 
possible being itself cannot be a sufficient cause for its own existence, 
nor for its non-existence, as it does not settle the question of existence 
or non-existence by itself. So something else must settle that question. 
That something is an external cause for the existence or non-existence 
of a possible being.89 That external cause is either another possible 
(i.e., contingent) being or a necessary being. If it were a possible 
being, that still could not provide a sufficient cause, because its own 
existence is not determined by itself. So to suppose that the sufficient 
cause of the existence of a possible being is a possible being brings on 
an infinite regress.90 Hence the ultimate, sufficient, primary, external 
cause must be a necessary being. Avicenna goes on to show that there 
cannot be more than a single necessary being.91 Hence the sufficient 
cause of all possible beings is the necessary being, the first cause of 
everything. 

However, Avicenna denies that the necessary being is the cause of 
itself.92 It might be thought that it should be, as something cannot 
come from nothing, and the necessary being is surely something! 

85 Ilahiyyat 36,4-6 ( = Met. 73r col. 1). 86 llahiyyãt 36,3 (=Met. 73r col. 1); cf. Alexander, In An Pr. 26,20-4. 87 Ilãhiyyãt 35,4-5 ( = Met. 72v col. 2). 88 Ilãhiyyãt 38,17-39,4; 39,8-9 (= Met. 73r col. 2). 89 Ilãhiyyãt 38,11-6; 257,10-1 ; 260,9-1 1 ; 262, 12-4 ( = 73r col. 2; 91rcol. 2;91vcol. 2). 90 Ilãhiyyãt 39,11-6; 262,1-5 (= Met. 73r col. 2); 91v col. 2). 91 Ilãhiyyãt 37,11-2; 43,4 (=Met. 73r col. 1; 73v col. 1). 92 Al-Ilãhiyyãt 37,5-9 { = Met. 73r col. 1). 
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Indeed, as the essence of the necessary being requires that it exist, and 
Avicenna identifies the formal cause with the quiddity in itself, why 
should not the necessary being be at least the formal cause of itself?93 

His position is rather clever. In his discussion of cause it becomes 
clear that for Avicenna 'being caused' applies only to what comes to 
be, and so only to that which has some sort of shift from non-existence 
to existence, and perhaps vice versa . Now the necessary being does not 
fall into that class and so does not have a cause. To be sure, ilex nihilo 
nihil fit", but the necessary being is not described by 'fiťl 

So Avicenna may be taken to prove the existence of a necessary 
being in several ways.94 First, a posteriori , from his assumption that 
contingent beings exist. He justifies this assumption in two ways: first, 
he claims that we have in fact a primitive intellectual intuition of 
existence or being; second, we know via sense perception that con- 
tingent beings do really exist. So it is a fact that being or beings exist, 
and so we must proceed to seek sufficient causes for them. These 
proofs both have as a common premise an assertion of a fact about our 
experience. Second, perhaps, a priori : consider the quiddity in itself: 
being, i.e., what is.95 Avicenna says that we have a primitive non- 
sensible intuition of being. Being seems to be a quiddity, as it is a con- 
stituent of other quiddities. At any rate, Avicenna says that being is 
a concept but is not a genus, and that it has accidents particularizing 
it.96 If being is a quiddity, then being is what it is by definition, and 
so by necessity. Now consider 'being is (being)'. It is true by necessity, 
and so being is necessarily. Hence being exists necessarily. 

I am a bit dubious about the second, a priori approach, although it 
is commonly attributed to Avicenna. It is clear that he holds the 
necessary being to have a quiddity in itself.97 After all, it is the 

93 Al-Ilãhiyyãt 257,7-8 9 (= Met. 91r col. 1). 94 What follows is a summary reconstruction of his various discussions, cf. Goichon, 
La Distinction , p. 355-6. 95 Goichon, La Distinction , p. 332. 96 Al-Ilãhiyyãt 34,15-35,2; 261,10-3 ( = Met. 72v col. 2; 91v col. 1). At Al-Maqülat 
100,10 he says that God is not in the category of substance. 
97 Goichon, La Distinction , pp. 343-53; Gilson, History of Christian Philosophy , p. 216. 
That the quiddity of the necessary being has neither genus not species is no objection; 
Avicenna says, De Anima 23r col. 2, that many intelligible substances have neither 
species nor genera. 

The whole issue of the quiddity of the necessary being requires much more exten- 
sive treatment than I give here. Although I favor the view that Avicenna holds the 
necessary being to have a quiddity, such a view would require much qualification and 
exegesis. To be sure, at II. 347,17 ( = Met . 99r col. 2), Avicenna says that the first 
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unmoved mover, and in the Aristotelian tradition the unmoved mover 
is the pre-eminent case of substance.98 What is dubious consists in 
whether it is appropriate to call the quiddity of the necessary being ' 
being' in the sense of existence. The a priori proof seems to demand 
that in order to be valid; otherwise, to say that being is would not 
require that it exist in re. But Avicenna generally separates existence 
from essence. Further, his calling being a concept suggests that it is 
not a quiddity in itself but a quiddity in the mind. So, on the one 
hand, it would appear that the necessary being has a quiddity in itself, 
but that quiddity is not strictly "being" in the sense of existence in 
re." But then how is the a priori proof supposed to work? The texts that 
purportedly present it are none too clear anyway. On the other hand, 
the connection of being and existence is well fixed in the Aristotelian 
tradition in the discussion of being qua being. So perhaps Avicenna 
has this proof, and is caught in the vagaries of that tradition. Yet, I 
shall not insist upon it, nor stress the a priori proof. 

It does not suffice for the existence of the necessary being that it 
exist in intellectu alone, For, from the a posteriori perspective, we have 
to explain the existence, both in re and in intellectu of contingent beings. 

being does not have a genus or a-quiddity. However, he also says, 349,12, that the 
necessary being is its essence, and so has one, presumably. His position, strictly 
stated, seems to be that "the necessary being does not have a quiddity connected to 
it other than necessary existence", 350,11-2. So Avicenna holds that the necessary 
being has a quiddity in a certain unusual respect, without genus and differentia and 
without composition; he denies that it has quiddity only in certain respects. E.g., at 
344,11-2 he says that the necessary being has no quiddity proper to it as necessary 
being. This is consistent with the necessary being having a quiddity under some other 
description: 'necessary being' refers to a quiddity viewed with respect to its logical 
properties in intellectu and not in re. Again, 344,10; 345,6; 346,1-2; 346,7-12; 347,7- 
10, Avicenna says that the quiddity of the necessary being has no quiddity apart from 
its "receptacles". 

I offer only two further points: 1) in the Kalām, God was commonly said to have 
essential attributes: 'living' and 'knowing' were standard examples. Cf. Richard 
Frank, Beings and Their Attributes , Albany 1978, pp. 1 1 ; 151 . Note that Avicenna offers 
'God is living' as his standard example of the first type of necessity. 2) Although 
scholars of Latin medieval philosophy have often concluded that for Avicenna God 
has no quiddity, this conclusion has been strongly challenged on textual grounds by 
E.M. Macierowski, Does God Have a Quiddity According to Avicenna ?, in: The Thomist, 
52 (1988), pp. 79-80; 84. 98 Al-Ilãhiyyãt 31,15; 34,16-7 ( = Met. 72v col. 2). 99 At Al-Ilãhiyyãt , 346,5 ( = Met . 99r col. 1) Avicenna distinguishes two sorts of 
existence: 1) simple, via the essence 2) composite, via the matter. Apparently the 
necessary being has existence in the first sense only; contingent beings in the second 
sense (?). 
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Since what exists in intellectu for Avicenna either depends on what 
exists in re or at any rate does not suffice to make something exist in 
re, the necessary being must exist in re as well in order to be a sufficient 
cause.100 Again, on a priori grounds, we need only consider the quid- 
dity, the necessary real being, i.e., what exists necessarily in re. 

One may well wonder whether such quiddities in themselves as 
being are legitimate or even well-formed. I have been offering a 
reconstruction of his arguments and discussions on the existence of the 

being that exists necessarily. From a modern perspective, Avicenna 
appears insensitive to certain issues. He plunges into a discussion of 
necessary and possible being without analyzing the phrases, showing 
their consistency and intelligibility, and determining their ontological 
status and reference. Yet his doctrines do offer materials with which 
to construct a more sophisticated position. He does not say that there 
is a thing or real essence, to wit, necessary being.101 Rather, he says 
that there is a real essence or quiddity that turns out to exist 
necessarily. For he holds that modality is not a feature of quiddities 
in themselves, although it is determined on their level, but only of 
them insofar as they are conceived in the mind. So strictly speaking 
quiddities in themselves are neither necessary, contingent, nor impos- 
sible.102 Rather they are judged modally when they come to be con- 
ceived in the mind, and such judgements depend only on what the 
quiddities are in themselves. Thus the necessary being need not have 
the essence, or quiddity in itself, of necessary being, although it may 
turn out to exist necessarily. Its true essence may be hidden. Still, as 
discussed above, Avicenna generally uses 'being' or 'necessary being' 
to describe that quiddity in itself. 

So, to recapitulate, Avicenna comes to talk of necessary being and 
possible being thus: there are various quiddities in themselves. Some 
of these are such that their definitions do not require nor rule out their 
existence (in re). Hence they are possible beings. Now, there must be 
a sufficient reason determining whether they exist or do not exist. And 
thereupon the proof proceeds, and we arrive at a quiddity that has 
existence necessarily. We may choose to bring in a posteriori facts about 
the existence of contingent things. We might also start apriori with the 

100 llãhiyyãt 31,12-5 ( = Met . 72v col. 1): simple existence comprehends both in re and 
in intellectu existence. 
101 Goichon, La Distinction , p. 174. 102 Al-Madkhal 15,5-6 ( = Log. 2r col. 2); Al-Ilahiyyat 196,6-15 ( = Met . 86v col. 1). 
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quiddity in itself, being, if we wish to allow it, which has being by defi- 
nition. 

The proof leads to the assertion that something that is a unique 
necessary being exists. This something, this being is such that its very 
essence, its quiddity in itself, requires existence in re .103 Strictly, its 
quiddity is not unique, necessary, or in existence. Rather these are 
features external to a quiddity in itself but inseparable from this one. 
Avicenna does not say much about that quiddity - it could have no 
definition: how could a simple be defined: perhaps here we may have 
an apprehension or an intellectual intuition of it only via mystic 
insight (recall Avicenna' s attraction to Sufism), or perhaps we may 
know it only through its effects.104 We might just give this necessary 
being a label, 'God' or 'Allah'. God necessarily exists in re: recall that 
Avicenna' s first case of the necessary concerns things which are always 
what they are and whose quiddity always exists. His set example is: 
God is living. So the divine essence is always in existence. 

XIV 

This picture of Avicenna' s modal views that I have extracted from 
his logical works may seem not to agree with a common view, that 
Avicenna is a determinist. So Copleston writes: "In other words, 
Avicenna' s universe is one of necessary connection. It is deterministic 
through and through. There is no room for human freedom, except, 
of course, in the sense that a man's actions proceed from himself."105 
Again, Gilson writes: "What of contingency there is in the world of 
Avicenna is due not to the First Cause, but to the matter", in par- 
ticular the perishable matter of the sublunary world.106 At any rate, 
I shall suggest that such claims must be qualified. 

We have seen that the modalities are based on the level of quiddities 
in themselves, although they are not located there. Because on that 
level many consistent combinations of quiddities, considered with 
respect to their definitions, are not determined to exist nor not to exist, 
Avicenna has here a fundamental, radical contingency based on the 

103 Ilãhiyyãt 46,6-9; 261,10-1 (-Met. 74r col. 1; 91v col. 1). 104 Goichon, La Distinction , p. 338. On Avicenna s attitude towards mystical insight, 
see Henri Corbin, Avicenne et le récit visionnaire , Tehran 1954, vol. 2, 4, 15-6; 5,6 ( = p. 
(5))- 105 Copleston, A History of Medieval Philosophy , p. 114. 106 Gilson, History of Christian Philosophy in the Middle Ages , pp. 214-5. 
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very essence of the quiddities. Just as God acquires the basis for 
necessary being and existence in re on that level, so white swans and 
blue swans gain the basis for contingent being on that level. This 
radical contingency is not erased by always existing or by being 
necessitated by some external cause.107 

Avicenna then is no logical deterministi the modal character of the 
quiddities do not require that whatever exists exists by necessity. Yet 
he may still be a causal determinisi. Since, he argues, there must be 
a cause sufficient to determine whether or not contingent beings exist, 
that cause, the First Cause or necessary being, will dictate which con- 
tingencies come to exist in re. But, as he often says, such a cause is 
external to those essences or quiddities that are contingent. So then, 
it may be said, Avicenna recognizes no contingencies in the world, but 
not because there are no contingencies but rather because an external 
cause has determined which contingencies come to pass in the world; 
i.e., God determines what the world is.108 

A problen then arises: just how much can Avicenna separate logical 
and causal factors? The problem lies in the nature of the necessary 
being. That being is what it is necessarily. However, we have seen 
some problems concerning whether it is strictly, a quiddity in itself. 
For on the level of quiddities in themselves, what something is is 
generally given by the constituent quiddities, that compose its defini- 
tion. But the necessary being has no definition and is utterly simple. 
To be sure, it is what it is - but it is not defined as the necessary being, 
although it turns out to be necessarily. Perhaps here looms a mystery 
that can be penetrated only by mystical, intuitive insight: Avicenna 
did turn to Sufism. Yet, be that as it may, we seem to know, a 
posteriori , that the necessary being, through being what it is, causes 
some contingencies to come to be, and causes others to fail to come 
to be. Then there would appear to be a necessary reason why some 
contingencies obtain, given that every operation of the necessary 
being itself is necessary. But a necessary reason cannot be otherwise, 
and so it does not appear to be a non-necessary contingent fact that 
some contingencies come to pass and others do not. Therefore, 
because of the necessary character of the First Cause, there can be no 
logical contingency either. That is, if the divine essence is simple and 

107 llahiyyat 47,11-4 ( = Met. 74v col. 1). This view was a common one in the Kalām. 
See Richard Frank, Beings and Their Attributes, pp. 76-7; 125. 108 Goichon, La Distinction , p. 160. 
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has causal powers, and if it is what is necessarily, God's causal nature 
seems to be identical to the divine essence. But then there is always 
a logical necessity for a causal act. So how can there then be logical 
contingency at all? 

I forego further discussion of this issue here. To pursue it would 
require a full-scale treatment of Avicenna's account of Creation, of the 
emanation of the intelligences and the sublunary world from the 
necessary being. Still let me remark that Muslims are not adverse to 
fatalism anyway. Further, note that we have here a common situation 
in theology: on the one hand, the divine intellect contains ideas, sc., 
the quiddities, and these appear to be what they are, in themselves, 
apart from what the necessary being is.109 Thus radical contingency 
arises, and the necessary being must make a choice as to which con- 
tingencies should and will obtain. On the other hand, if the necessary 
being must be completely self- generated, it must generate in itself the 
content of the divine intellect. But then it is the cause of what the quid- 
dities are in themselves, as well as the cause of which ones exists. 
Here, as a single, necessary cause is operating, it looks as if that it 
builds into the quiddities in themselves their existence or non- 
existence in re. Or, even if it does not do that, the necessary being, 
assuming that all of its attributes are necessary, cannot actualize those 
contingencies, if it selects by necessity. Hence what is not actualized 
looks impossible. (Leibniz has similar problems110!) But then radical 
contingency is destroyed, and the necessary being has no choice to 
make. 

This same problem can be raised if we ask how God can think of 
the quiddities. Are the quiddities in themselves in the divine mind, or 
are they there not in themselves but only as concepts, in intellectu ?m 
In what sense can possible beings 

4 'exist" in a fully actual divine 
intellect? In effect, this is the quandary: if the former, then they "are" 
independent of God, although they do not "exist" independently of 
God; if the latter, then the same cause, God, makes the quiddities 
what they are, and singles some of them out for existence.112 But then 

109 Ilāhivvāt 260,2-3 ( = Met. 91 v col. 1). 110 Leibniz, Discourse on Metaphysics. 14; 28; 35; Monadology 43; 46-7. 1,1 Cf. llâhiyyãt IX. 7. Even if the necessary being thinks only of itself, still it somehow 
thinks of all quiddities, as somehow bound up or contained virtually in it. However 
you may like to express it, the necessary being has to have some kind of relation to 
contingent beings, in order to have causal influence over them. 
112 Cf. Ilãhiyyãt! Metaphysica IX. 3-5. 
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why say that essence is internal to quiddities, while existence is exter- 
nal? For the same causal process effects both. But then there is no real 
contingency. 

So we have a problem of theodicy: can God have free will and can 
there be contingency and freedom for creatures while God is a 
necessary, omnipotent being? I beg off from this question here. What 
I hope to have established is that Avicenna does admit contingency 
and deny the principle of plenitude from a logical perspective. If he 
holds that opposite from a causal perspective, as he seems to, then we 
have to see how he can reconcile these two results, in light of the divine 
simplicity. 

XV 

Seen in light of his modal theory, Avicenna' s views on necessary 
being resemble later medieval views markedly. This comes as no sur- 
prise for later medievais like Albert the Great, Aquinas, and Scotus 
who were directly influenced by his work. Yet it is remarkable how 
much his views resemble those of later philosophers like Descartes and 
Leibniz, although the historical connections have not been fully 
investigated. 

APPENDIX 

Below I give a literal translation of some key texts of Ibn Slnā on 
modality that are not available in translation. I do not intend this 
translation to solve any of the difficulties or obscurities of the original 
text. (Goichon has translated Al-Isharāt, and there are translations of 
Al-Ilãhiyyãt in French by Anawati and in Latin in the Venice Opera 
Omnia and in the critical edition in Louvain ed. by Van Riet, and so 
I omit those passages.) 

AMMONIUS 

"... [Aristotle] says that the necessary is twofold: in one way, said simply and 
strictly, namely, what belongs always to the subject which is not able to subsist 
without it (indeed, either since 'always' is taken in indefinite time, as for eternal 
things, as when we say that the sun moves or that the angles of a triangle are 
equal to two right angles by necessity, or as long as the subject is present, as 
when we say that the fire is hot or that Socrates is an animal by necessity); 
whereas the other is not like this, but with the determination, 'as long as what 
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is predicated by the one saying that it holds thus is true', but no longer simply, 
be the subject eternal or perishable: for that the sun is by necessity covered by 
the clouds or the moon, as long as it is covered, is true, but no longer simply, 
and that you sit or walk by necessity as long as one of these belongs to you is 
true, but no longer simply. For neither do we walk or sit always, nor as long as 
we partake of being." In Aristotelis De Interpretation commentarius , ed. A. Busse 
(Berlin 1895), 153.13-26. 

PHILOPONUS 

"They say: some objects hold similarly always; others in different ways at dif- 
ferent times. And some of those holding similarly always have subsisted per se , 
like the heavens; others per accidens in others, like the black in the crow. Thus 
by the necessary mode, they say, [Aristotle] indicated what always holds 
similarly perse ; by the categorical, what always holds thus per accidens, and by the 
contingent what holds in different ways at different times. And they try to show 
the same thing by another, more persuasive division, but it is not, as it does not 
have the necessary: for objects, they say, are either always or at some time. And 
if at some time, either they have happened or are going to happen. Then the 
necessary mode indicates those that are always; the categorical those that have 
happened at some time; the contingent what is going to happen," John 
Philoponus, In Aristotelis Analitica Priora Commentarius , ed. M. Wallies (Berlin 
1905), 43,8-18. 

For [Aristotle] says in On Interpretation that the necessary is said in two ways, one 
strictly and one by hypothesis, and by hypothesis in two ways: in the former, 
it is said to be necessary so long as the subject is present; in the latter, so long 
as the predicate is present. E.g., that the sun moves is said to be necessary 
strictly; that Socrates is an animal is necessary by hypothesis so long as the sub- 
ject is present. For, so long as Socrates is present, it is necessary that he be an 
animal, which is even closer to the strictly necessary too; the third is as when 
we say that it is necessary for the one seated to sit. For, so long as the predicate, 
I mean 'sitting', belongs, it belongs necessarily to the one seated in virtue of the 
hypothetically necessary." In An. Pr . , 126,8-17. 

AVICENNA 

Al-Najāt 

Necessary matter is the state belonging to the predicate in relation to the subject 
by which it is necessary without a doubt that it be permanently at every time; 
i.e., that the truth be with the necessary at every time, like the state of animal 
vis à vis man, and it does not allow the denial. And impossible matter is the state 
of the predicate in relation to the subject in which the truth is permanently with 
the denial, like the state of stone vis à vis man, and it does not allow the affirma- 
tion. And possible matter is the state belonging to the predicate in relation to the 
subject by which its truth does not persist, in affirmation or in denial, like the 
state of writing vis à vis man. And it is said that the possible is that whose judge- 
ment is non-existent at some time; i.e., in the present, and then it has a judge- 
ment in the future necessarily separate from its making a judgement in the pres- 
ent. [14,20-15,4] 
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Between the necessary and the impossible there is an intention of difference 
despite their coincidence in the sense of the inevitable. [N.B.: Ibn Sina often uses 
'inevitable' and 'necessary' interchangeably; I shall try to translate them 
distinctly, except when the translation becomes unbearably barbaric; 
'inevitable' 'darūrī', like the Greek 'dei', can state a necessity as well as 
impossibility; 'necessary' 'wãjib', like 'anangkē', generally states only a 
necessity.] The former is inevitable in existence, and the latter is inevitable in 
non-existence. And when we discuss the inevitable, it is permissible for us to 
apply the very same explanation to both of them. So we say: inevitable predica- 
tion is according to six modes, each of which participates in permanence. And 
[1] the first is that the predication does not nor will not cease to be, [This expres- 
sion, 'does not nor will not cease to be', occurs frequently in these passages as 
a set phrase; a freer translation is: 'in the present and in the future'.] as in 
'Almighty Allah is living'. And [2] the second is that [the predication] is as long 
as the essence of the subject as existent is not destroyed, as in our statement: 
'every man is inevitably animal'; i.e., everything that is a man is permanently 
animal as long as its essence is existent, but not permanently without qualifica- 
tion, so that he be an animal and does not cease nor will not cease [to be one], 
before his generation nor after his destruction. And the first and this second one 
are both uses and intentions where an assertion or denial is said to be inevitable, 
and a single sense is common to them both from some mode, and [that sense] 
is inevitability, as long as the essence of the subject is existent, be it permanently, 
if the essence exists permanently, or in some interval, if the essence may perish. 
The third [3] is that [the predication] is as long as the essence of the subject is 
characterized by the characteristic with which [the essence] is made a subject, 
but not as long as it is existent. E.g., we say: every white thing has a color stand- 
ing out in sight inevitably; i.e., it is not the case that it permanently does not 
cease or shall cease to be, nor also [does the predication hold] as long as the 
essence of that white thing is an existent, so that, when that essence persists and 
does not perish, and yet whiteness may leave, then [the essence] may be charac- 
terized as being the essence of a color standing out in sight inevitable. But this 
necessity persists not as long as it is existent, but as long as it is characterized 
by whiteness. Further, the fourth [4] is that that [predication] is as long as the 
predication is existent, and it does not have inevitability without this condition, 
as when we say: 'Zayd inevitably walks as long as he walks', since it is not possi- 
ble that he not be walking and be walking. Further, the fifth [5] is that the 
inevitability is at a definite time, [and] there is no doubt of it, as in 'the moon 
is eclipsed inevitably', but it is not so permanently, but it is so at the same 
definite time. And the sixth is that it is [thus] inevitably at some time, but not 
at a definite one, as when we say: 'every man inevitably breathes'; i.e., at some 
time, and it is not permanently nor at the same time - and, as for these latter 
four divisions, when a condition is not stipulated, the predication in them is 
called categorical, and, if a mode of inevitability is stipulated in them, the first 
is that the mode is part of the predicate and not a mode subjoined to the 
predicate, and that is since the predicate is not predicated by itself, but rather 
with an addition, and that addition together with the predicate is not thought 
of as a single thing, nor is there in it a mode in the way that it is like a part of 
it. Further, in the inevitable premise, if the predicate is independent in itself, in 
that its predication is considered and the m ode does not make something in it 
but rather in the copula, then the predicate is through its essence like a single 
sense, and the mode is subjoined to it. [20,1-21,13] 
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On Simple [Propositions] 
About simple ones there are two opinions, the view (of Theophrastus) and then 
of Themistius and others; and the view of Alexander and many at present. The 
first is that the [simple propositions] are those in which the mode of the 
inevitability of the judgement or the possibility of the judgement is not men- 
tioned, but rather the judgement is unrestricted simply. So it is possible that the 
judgement be existent inevitably, and possible that the judgement be existent not 
inevitably, i.e., not permanently. And it is not unlikely that this is the view of 
the philosopher [Aristotle] about the simple [propositions], inasmuch as he 
allows two universal simple [propositions], affirmative and negative, to be true, 
as when you say: every horse is asleep, and no horse is asleep, and that the 
universal affirmative simple judgement is translated into the universal negative 
simple judgement. The followers of this view consider that to be possible but not 
necessary, since the philosopher may also bring in examples about simple [pro- 
positions] about which it is not possible; rather they are inevitable permanently. 
As for the followers of the second view - Alexander and many at present who 
follow him who is their leader - they consider that this translation is necessary 
in the simple, even though the simple is not inevitable in its judgement except 
according to one of the four modes mentioned, besides the two adjacent modes. 
So the being of the simple in their opinion is that in which the judgement is exis- 
tent, and is not required permanently as long as the essence of what is judged 
is existent, but rather at some time, and that time is either: as long as the subject 
is characterized as being characterized by that, as when you say, 'every white 
thing has a color standing out in sight', or: as long as the predicate is predicated 
or: at a definite, inevitable time, as eclipse belongs to the moon, and being in 
the womb belongs to every man, or: at an inevitable but an indefinite time, as 
breathing belongs to animal. We do not favor either of these two views over the 
other, but rather consider judgements of the simple in the two ways together, 
and that will appear to you when we divide the simple quantified judgements. 
The sense of our saying that every B is A simply is that everything that is charac- 
terized in view of the intellect or existence as being B, whether it be characterized 
as B permanently or be characterized as B at some time after which it is not B - 
that thing is characterized as being A, and we do not know when it is A, when 
it is characterized as being B, or at another time, or permanently, or not per- 
manently. This is the opinion of Theophrastus. Further, the second view does 
not differ from the first view in respect of the subject. So there is no doubt that 
the sense of your saying 'every moving thing' is: everything that is characterized 
by being moving and by its being imposed on it that it be permanently or at some 
time. So the sense of 'moved' on the two views is the same, and there is a dif- 
ference through the matter of persistence, and the matter is something that is 
accidentad to the sense and not constitutive of it. But the two differ about the side 
of the predicate, since the first understands the judgement through the predicate 
as more common than what it is certainly possible to conceive without stipulation 
of permanence or impermanence, and they specify it through the condition of 
impermanence. So according to them the sense of 'every B is A' is that 
everything that is characterized as being B, however is be characterized, . 
inevitably or non-inevitably - that thing is characterized as being A, not 
inevitably but at some time, according to what has been said. And similarly the 
sense of our statement, 'no A is B' without qualification is that no thing is char- 
acterized as being B, however it be characterized, unless A be denied of it, be 
it that we do not know how and when or be it that we deny [it] at some time. 
[23,4-25,5] 
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A l- Qîyâs 
So it is not at all understood by our saying 'every white' that it is everything that 
is established to be white. Rather everything that is characterized in actuality as 
being white is at some time, indefinitely or definitely or permanently after it 
comes to be in actuality. 

And this actuality is not the actuality of existence in individuals [i.e., in re] 
only. So perhaps the subject may not have been considered insofar as it is exis- 
tent in individuals, as when you say: every sphere contains what has two tenths 
of the base of a triangle [?], and the characteristic is not in accordance with its 
belonging to the thing as it is existent, but rather in virtue of its being thought 
in actuality as characterized by the characteristic in accordance with the 
intellect's characterizing it as having its existence in actuality to be such, whether 
it exist or not exist. So the sense of your saying 'every white' is everything char- 
acterized in view of the intellect as making its existence in actuality be white 
always, or at some time, i.e., at any time there be. So this is the side of the 
subject. 

As for the side of the predicate, he [?we say?] says: indeed there are simple 
affirmative statements and necessary ones and possible ones. Moreover we 
desire to speak about the simple universal affirmative and to find out the dif- 
ference between the simple and the necessary. So we say: here all our statements 
are affirmative and the states in them are different. So we say: [1] Allah is living; 
i.e., permanently [and] He is not ceasing nor shall not cease to be [so]. And we 
say: [2] every whiteness is a color and every man is living. And we mean not 
that everything that is whiteness is a color, and is not ceasing nor shall not cease 
to be one, or that every man is living, and is not ceasing nor shall not cease to 
be living. Rather, we say: indeed everything that is characterized as being 
whiteness and to which that it is whiteness is said to belong is, as long as its 
essence is existent, a color. And similarly every one to which 'man' is said to 
belong: not that it is not ceasing nor shall not cease to be animal, but rather as 
long as its essence and its substance are existent. And we say: [3] 'every moving 
thing is a body', and we do not mean that everything that moves is a body as 
long as it moves only, but also even if it does not move. Still we mean that it 
is a body as long as its essence is existent. And the difference between this and 
the [statement] before it is that there it does not distinguish the state between 
our saying 'as long as its essence is existent' and our saying 'as long as [it is] 
whiteness', whereas here it distinguishes the state between our saying 
'everything characterized as moving as long as its essence is existent' and our 
saying 'as long as [it is] moving. And we say: 'every white thing has a color 
standing out in sight', and we do not mean that everything to which we say being 
white belongs, as long as its essence is existent, has a color standing out in sight, 
but rather as long as it is characterized as being white. And indeed the essence 
of what is characterized as being white is not nullified when it ceases to be white. 
[21,1-22,11; Avicenna proceeds to discuss again the remaining three senses.] 

Rather let us make a fresh start. So we say that we may use the expression 
of inevitability and it is permanence in situations. According to that we say [1] 
that Allah is living by necessity [strictly: 'inevitability'; likewise in the rest of this 
passage]; i.e., permanently, and He does not cease nor shall not cease to be [liv- 
ing], and we say that every man is animal by necessity, not as in the above case 
in that he does not cease nor shall not cease to be [so], but as long as the essence 
of the thing to which being man is said to belong is existent; i.e., as long as he 
is characterized as making together with it a subject. And we say [3] that every 
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moving thing is corruptible by necessity, not that it [is so] permanently [and] 
does not cease nor shall cease to be [so], and not that it is [so] permanently as 
long as the essence of what is said to be moving is existent, but rather as long 
as it is moving. And if it is, it may happen that the permanence of its essence 
as existent or [and?] its being as said of it is such a one, just as we say that the 
persistence of the existence of the essence of every man and its description as 
being man is one. And we say that every moving thing is by necessity a body; 
i.e., that whenever it is said of it that it is moving, however it may be, then it 
is [so] as long as its essence is existent, and if it is distinct from motion then it 
is a body. And we say [4] that the walker walks by necessity as long as he is a 
walker, but we do not say by itself that he is a walker by necessity. And we say 
[5] that an eclipse is present to the moon at such and such a time by necessity. 
And, even though it is established of it that an eclipse is present to it by necessity 
as long as there is an eclipse, its sense is not that sense. For the condition of 
necessity in the second statement is 'as long as an eclipse is existent', whereas 
the condition of necessity in the first statement is that there is an occurrence at 
a time in which the moon is injunction opposite the sun. And even though these 
two are inseparable they are different. And we say: [6] every man breathes by 
necessity' [and this] is not true at a definite time but at some time there is no 
doubt of it. But the sense of this is not also that he breathes by necessity as long 
as he is breathing although that is inseparable from it. And all of these are simple 
universal divisions. Moreover the normal necessity in them is that in which the 
predicate is said or denied as long as the essence of what is said to be the subject 
is existent. And what is neither ceasing nor shall cease to be is included in this. 

Further, the universal affirmative possible [proposition] is as when we say 
'every B is A possibly'. And its sense is [1] either that everything that is charac- 
terized as being B, permanently or impermanently, does not necessarily have the 
existence of an A, nor the non-existence of A, when a condition is not con- 
sidered. And [here] attention is not paid to the fact that it [A?] will no doubt be 
existent for [or: present to] it [B?] at some time, or that it is possible that it not 
exist at all, or that it is possible that it accompany it permanently. And this possi- 
ble is more general than the simple in the second mode. Or [2] everything that 
is characterized as being in actuality B, permanently or impermanently, if at any 
time it determines that time as existent for it, then, if any of the future par- 
ticularizes it, that time is determined insofar as it is possible that at it that judge- 
ment exists and that it does not exist, but it is not future in relation to the begin- 
ning of a given time [a "now"?], so that then the subjects are particular subjects, 
and the subjects are what are characterized as being B at a definite time. And 
the future in question is the future of the given time in question. And our saying 
'every B' will not have included the whole that is characterized as being B at 
every time. But that is a difference that we have determined. 

And the simple has nothing to do with this second conception of the possible. 
So it is not a part under it even though they both can be true together in a given 
individuell. So, when Zayd sits, he is sitting not in accordance with necessity but 
also not possibly in this sense, but possibly in the sense given earlier, since this 
sitting is not permanently in existence, nor is it permanently in non-existence as 
long as the essence of the subject is existent. Indeed it is not in possibility in this 
sense, since possibility in this sense requires the future but pays no attention to 
the present [or: its current state], whereas in this case it pays attention to the 
present. So this sitting in virtue of the regard of the future is possible, and in 
virtue of the regard of time is simple since it is definite. And neither of the 
respects is included in the other or is said of it, but they [those respects] are 
inseparable. And it might be possible that its being does not make it required 
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for the other respect of possibility to assign to it a time necessarily. So sitting is 
not like breathing or like elimination by death at some time or like the eclipse. 
So for the thing it is possible that it not sit at all, but it is not possible that the 
moon not occlude at all. So it is possible that the non-existence of simple 
necessity and the non-existence of the necessity that it requires at a time without 
a doubt is the sense of possibility. So our statement that Zayd is sitting is 
included in this sense of possibility without the regard of the future. And our 
statement that Zayd breathes is not included in this possibility but in the first 
division which is a permanent, non-necessary thing. Further, everything par- 
ticipates in the possible in the sense of non-impossible, even the necessary. But 
what is used in what I say is one of the two divisions mentioned. 

So he who wants to make the necessary and the simple and the possible to be 
natures that are absolutely not mixed nor united in a single matter makes 
necessary existence as long as the essence of the subject is existent, and makes 
the simple that whose existence is required at some time, impermanently, per se 
or not per se , and makes the possible that whose existence nor its denial is not 
required at some time. Further, if he makes the possible what is not necessary 
in reality, the division mentioned about the simple would be included in it. And 
if he makes it what is considered in virtue of the future at any time that deter- 
mined to be the same, then there would be a matter common to it and the simple 
which do not have exactly the same time, even though one of them is inferior 
to the other. But it is not included in it; rather it accompanies it in matter. So 
the simple matter is in one respect and the possible in another respect. And if 
the possible insofar as there is no necessity in it is taken to have no permanent 
necessity nor any necessity at some time, [and then] the possible is isolated from 
the simple and does not specify it in some respect. So you may discover the way 
in the conception of modes. And your example is the universal affirmative. So 
it's up to you to change it into the other forms. [32,7-36,3] 

So the proposition ['every B is A'] is inverted in its condition and becomes 
such as if it were said: 'everything that is described as being B is necessarily and 
permanently, as long as its esssence is existent, characterized as being A, as long 
as it is Alif ['A']. And the Alif ['A'] is not the predicate but part of the predicate. 
And the predicate is 'is, as long as it is Alif, A'. And this predicate is certainly 
not separate from its subject, but necessarily belongs to it. Similarly, on the other 
hand, when you consider this, the proposition is inverted in the affirmation and 
negation necessarily. Rather it is necessary to pay attention in simple [proposi- 
tions] either to existence only or to the fact that the existence is not permanent, 
and, further, that it be with any condition that is required, and then it is some- 
thing that is connected to the simple by necessity, and the predicate changes 
from its being the predicate to its being part of the predicate. [42,2-42,10] 
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Vivarium XXX, 2 (1992) 

Valla's Dialectic in the North 2: Further Commentaries 

P. MACK 

A few years ago I wrote an article for this Journal about the 
knowledge and understanding of Lorenzo Valla's Dialecticae disputa- 
tiones which Gerardus Listrius showed in his commentary (1520) on 
Peter of Spain. I found that although Listrius reported many of 
Valla's philosophical innovations he tended not to support them. On 
usage and on matters of argumentative technique, on the other hand, 
he quite often endorsed Valla's views.1 This article will consider the 
reception of Valla's doctrines in five other sixteenth century commen- 
taries on dialectical texts, with the aim of correcting and extending the 
conclusions of the previous article. It goes without saying that most of 
the humanist dialectic commentaries I have seen over the last few 
years make no reference at all to Valla or to his opinions. 

Since the submission of my earlier article several new studies of 
Valla's dialectic have appeared. Pride of place must be given to the 
critical edition of the first and third recensions of the text published 
by Gianni Zippel, under the now generally adopted title Repastinatio 
dialecticae et philosophiae , in 1982. 2 This edition provides a full descrip- 
tion of the manuscripts and early printed editions,3 and, sup- 
plemented by John Monfasani's review,4 new information on the 
(rather restricted) manuscript circulation of Valla's book. A lively 
controversy on the interpretation of the work has continued to 
develop, with much debate on the questions of its alleged scepticism 
and its possible anticipation of Wittgenstein's ordinary language phi- 

1 Valla's Dialectic in the North: A Commentary on Peter of Spain by Gerardus Listrius , in: 
Vivarium, 21 (1983), 58-72. 2 L. Valla, Repastinatio dialecticae et philosophiae , ed. G. Zippel, Padua 1982 (hereafter 
RDP). 3 In note 6 of my previous article (n. 1 above) I mentioned, in addition to four six- 
teenth century (northern) editions, two incunables. In fact there was only one 
incunabular edition, by Guillaume Le Signerre, Milan 1496-1500. RDP , xxxiii. 
4 In: Rivista di letteratura Italiana, 2 (1984), 177-94. 
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losophy.5 Less attention has been given to the problem of the work's 
reception and its influence on the development of dialectic in the six- 
teenth century.6 I hope that this article (and the list of logical doctrines 
on which Valla contradicts Aristotle and his followers, provided in the 
appendix) will help direct attention back to this issue. 

Of the five commentaries in which I have found references to Valla, 
two are commentaries on Rudolph Agricola' s De inventione dialéctica. So 
I shall begin by discussing the connection between that much printed 
work and Valla's Repastinatio , going on to consider the other commen- 
taries in turn, before looking at the general pattern of the reception 
and transmission of Valla's teaching. 

Rudolph Agricola's De inventione dialéctica (completed 1479) was 
printed 44 times between 1515 and 1579. A further 32 editions of vari- 
ous epitomes of the work appeared between 1530 and 1600. 7 This 
work never mentions Valla but it includes a reference to the Latin 
word quiditas which Valla had rejected in his Repastinatio .8 Since 
Agrícola attributes this rejection (which he contests) to Valla, in a let- 
ter of 1480 to Alexander Hegius,9 we can assume that Agricola had 
read Valla's work before he started to write. Since Agricola was study- 

5 L. Jardine, Lorenzo Valla : Academic Scepticism and the New Humanist Dialectic , in: M. 
Burnyeat ed., The Sceptical Tradition , Berkeley 1983, 253-86, E. Garin, Lorenzo Valla 
e l'umanesimo , M. Tavoni, Lorenzo Valla e il volgare and S. I. Camporeale, Lorenzo Valla 
< Repastinatio, liber primus > retorica e linguaggio , in: O. Besomi and M. Regoliosi edd., 
Lorenzo Valla e l'umanesimo italiano , Padua 1986, 1-17, 199-216, 217-39. N. Struever, 
Lorenzo Valla's Grammar of Subject and Object , in: I Tatti Studies, 2 (1987), 239-67. R. 
Waswo, Language and Meaning in the Renaissance , Princeton 1987, J. Monfasani, Was 
Lorenzo Valla an ordinary language philosopher ?, in: Journal of the History of Ideas, 50 
(1989), 309-23, and the replies by R. Waswo and S. Stever Gravelle in the same 
number, 324-36, J. Monfasani, Lorenzo Valla and Rudolph Agricola , in: Journal of the 
History of Philosophy, 28 (1990), 181-99. The interpretation and influence of Valla's 
work is also discussed in my PhD Thesis, Rudolph Agricola and Renaissance Dialectic , 
Warburg Institute, University of London 1983. I have revised this material and 
added to it in a book, Renaissance Argument, which I hope will be published shortly. 6 But see L. Jardine, Dialectic or dialectical rhetoric? Agostino Nif o 's criticism of Lorenzo 
Valla , in: Rivista critica di storia della filosofia, 36 (1981), 253-70. 7 I have depended on, but also slightly emended, the list in G. C. Huisman, Rudolph 
Agricola: A Bibliography of Printed Works and Translations , Nieuwkoop 1985. For up to 
date studies and bibliography on Agricola see F. Akkerman and A. J. Vanderjagt 
eds., Rodolphus Agricola Phrisius 1 444-1485, Leiden 1988. 
8 R. Agricola, De inventione dialéctica , Cologne 1539, reprinted Nieuwkoop 1967, 
(hereafter DID), 228, RDP, 30-36, 371-373. 9 R. Agricola, Lucubrationes , Cologne 1539, reprinted Nieuwkoop 1967, 190. This 
point was made by Monfasani, JHP 28, 189, but anticipated in my thesis, n. 5 above, 
160-7, 368-73. 
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ing in Ferrara between 1475 and 1479, and since Valla often sent 
copies of his works to Guarino, it is not too difficult to accept that he 
could have seen it there. Once this connection between Valla's work 
and Agricola's is accepted, a few other details of Agricola's work begin 
to look as though they could have been taken over from Valla. 

Three of Agricola's new topics (those which he calls 'around the 
substance'), adjacents, action and subject, parallel Valla's three 
categories: quality, action and substance.10 Some details of the 
presentation11 encourage the parallel, but Agricola's basic position, 
that these are three topics among many others, differs from Valla's, 
that they are the three categories which comprehend everything. 
When he is discussing different types of question, Agricola follows 
Valla in denying that 'animal' is a sufficient answer to the question 
'what is a man?', though he had earlier said that it was.12 Like Valla, 
Agricola considers the problem of whether to translate the Greek word 
ouata as essentia or substantia .13 

Although these details suggest that Agricola had read Valla's 

Repastinatio carefully, they do not support the view that Agricola was 
intellectually dependent on Valla, or that he could be called a 

populariser of Valla's views.14 On the contrary one can point to many 
issues on which Agricola's views are explicitly opposed to Valla's. 

1. In the topic of definition, he follows Cicero's definition where 
Valla had preferred Quintilian's. DID , p. 26, RDP , pp. 168, 400. 15 

10 DID , 62-76, RDP , 363-6, 46-156. 11 For example Agricola's topic of adjacents includes all the things which are 
perceived by the senses or comprehended by the intellect. The list of qualities of touch 
echoes that in Valla's first version: "tactus: calidum, frigidum, humidum, siccum, 
durum, molle, asperum, lene, et reliqua quae tactu percipiuntur", DID , p. 62, 
"Tactus qualitates sunt molle, durum, lene, asperum, calidum, frigidum, humidum, 
siccum, densum, rarum, spissum, tenue", RDP , p. 435. In my thesis (160-161, 164) 
I was unsure which version of Valla's work Agricola had seen. Now I am inclined 
to believe that it was the first version because Agricola (. DID , 228) was unaware of 
Valla's handling of Patavinitas , lentulitas and appietas {RDP, 34) and because it was the 
first version which circulated most widely in manuscript, Monfasani, n. 4 above, 181- 
4, 189. 12 DID , 26, 229, RDP , 164-5, 393-6. 13 DID , 76, RDP, 37, 41-6, 363-5. 14 C. Vasoli, La dialettica e la retorica dell' Umanesimo , Milan 1968, 157; L. Jardine, 
Lorenzo Valla and the Intellectual Origins of Humanist Dialectic , in: Journal of the History 
of Philosophy, 15 (1977), 143-64 (146). 15 Where two page numbers from RDP , are given the relevant passage appears in 
both the first and the third recension. Page numbers up to 356 refer to the third recen- 
sion, those in excess of 357 to the first version. 
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2. In the definition of property, he accepts Porphyry's fourth defi- 
nition, where Valla had also, in order to praise Quintilian, in effect 

accepted the second. DID , p. 50, RDP , pp. 170-172, 398-400. 
3. He accepts Aristotle's view of the relationship between form and 

matter. DID , pp. 53-4, RDP , pp. 110-2, 381-3. 
4. He agrees with the Aristotelian tradition that a substance must 

have quantity before it can have quality. DID , p. 76. 16 

5. He supports Aristotle's view of sense-perception as passive. 
DID , pp. 75-6, RDP, pp. 154-6, 445-6. 

6. In his discussion of action he uses the word 'entelechia', which 
Valla had rejected. DID , p. 72, RDP , p. 130. 

7. He admits place, time and connexa as topics, although Valla had 
reduced these categories to quality and action. His discussion shows 
no awareness of Valla's critique. DID , pp. 92-104, RDP , pp. 134-5, 
137-43, 438-42. [Together with point 4, this probably indicates that 

Agrícola accepts Aristotle's account of the categories.] 
8. He uses a definition of time which Valla had rejected. DID , p. 

98, RDP , pp. 150-2, 438-40. 
9. He sets out the traditional four kinds of opposition, which Valla 

had reduced to one kind. DID , pp. 154-6, RDP , pp. 235-6, 497-9. 
10. He accepts Aristotle's account of subcontraries, which Valla 

had rejected. DID , p. 156, RDP , pp. 227-31, 481-5. 
11. He accepts Aristotle's four kinds of modal proposition, which 

Valla had reduced to two. DID , p. 234, RDP , pp. 237-43, 491-6. 
12. He accepts Aristotle's account of induction. DID , pp. 266-7, 

RDP , pp. 345-7, 587-92. 
13. He accepts the Aristotelian arrangement of four forms of proof. 

DID , pp. 266-8, RDP , pp. 334-55, 578-96. 
14. He does not refer to any forms of argumentation beyond these 

four.17 
15. He distinguished quality as status from quality as category. 

DID , p. 229, RDP , pp. 9-10. 
The most important difference, however, between the two works is 

16 "Magnitudo autem, quam inter adiacentia numeravimus si substantiae com- 
paretur, adiacentibus accedit: sin reliquis conferatur adiacentibus, subiecti habet 
vicem, non quidem ut in ipsa sint adiacentia, sed quod nequeat nisi illius interventu 
ea praesertim quae corpori adiacent, in substantia reponi." DID , 76, cf. RDP , 134, 
141-7, 415-40. 17 Valla teaches many other kinds including various deviant forms of syllogism, 
sorites and dilemma. 
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a difference of scope. Where De inventione dialéctica is centred on the 
topics, showing how they can be used to generate argumentative 
discourse, Repastinatio is mainly concerned with the categories, the 
proposition and the forms of argumentation, in other words with those 
elements of dialectic which Agricola would place in the treatise on 
judgment and which he therefore excludes from his book.18 Valla does 
not produce a new account of the topics but he does insist on their 
importance and he places Quintiliano version of the topics before the 
forms of argumentation in order to emphasize this.19 In his discussion 
of the proposition and of argumentation he continually subordinates 
logical formality to a consideration of the implications of the way par- 
ticular words are actually used.20 A similar emphasis on arguing in 
real language and on the importance of the topics is characteristic of 
Agricola's entire work. So we might say that although Agricola uses 
relatively few details of Valla's teaching, and although he disagrees 
with him on many logical issues, they share one or two key preoc- 
cupations.21 

Phrissemius's commentary on De inventione dialéctica first appeared in 
the fourth edition of that work, published in 1523. Thereafter it 
accompanied most editions of the text.22 Johannes Matthias 
Phrissemius studied at Leipzig and Cologne, taking the MA there in 
1516 and going on to teach in the faculty of arts. He was dean of the 
faculty of arts in 1522 and 1526 and became a doctor of canon law in 
1525. He was chancellor of the city of Cologne between 1525 and 
1528. He died in 15 3 2. 23 The preface to his commentary indicates that 
he was teaching De inventione dialéctica in the paedagogia of the Cologne 
arts faculty in the early 1520s. 

Phrissemius's commentary contains eleven references to Valla.24 
Four of these refer to three of the detailed parallels between Valla and 

18 DID , 197, 267. 19 RDP, 244. 279-80. 527. 
20 E.g. RDP , 304-7, 328-44, 553-7, 575-8. 21 Of course the idea of making dialectic less formal and more responsive to the needs 
of actual language use was promoted by many other humanists as well as by Valla. 
22 In Cologne editions after 1539, Phrissemius's commentary is replaced by a com- 
bined commentary (Phrissemius, Alardus, Hadamarius). In practice, however, the 
combined commentary was a slight abridgement of Phrissemius. 
23 The best source of information on Phrissemius (and the most convenient for much 
early sixteenth century biography) is P. Bietenholz ed., Contemporaries of Erasmus , 3 
vols., Toronto 1985-1987. 
24 R. Agricola, De inventione dialéctica cum scholiis Ioannis Matthaei Phrissemii , Cologne 
1528, reprinted Hildesheim 1976, hereafter Phrissemius, a2r-4v. 
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Agricola noted above. Phrissemius notes that Valla would have disap- 
proved of Agricola' s first statement that 'animal' would be an ade- 
quate answer to the question 'what is a man?', commenting that, in 
view of his later contradiction of this view, Agricola would have 
altered this statement if he had been able to revise the work. He refers 
back to this comment in his commentary on the kinds of question. He 
notices the parallel between Valla's discussion of ouata and Agricola' s . 
He quotes the passage about Valla's views on words in -itas from 
Agricola's letter to Hegius. To this he adds a story about Filelfo 
baiting Valla by mentioning Quintilian's hispanitasP 

In four other cases Phrissemius records Valla's opinions. In his 
discussion of definition, Agricola explains that because of the shortage 
of true differentiae it is not always possible to give definitions in the form 
genus plus differentia. He sets out alternative ways of defining by 
gradually excluding related classes (e.g. an ass is a long-eared animal 
with solid feet which is capable of reproducing). Since some people 
would regard this as a description rather than a definition, Agricola 
justifies his usage by explaining the difference between the two words. 
To this Phrissemius adds Valla's definition of description ('an 
explanation of the qualities present to a thing and its actions') and 
Cicero's. He regards both as supporting Agricola, though they are not 
identical with his formulation.26 When Agricola comments that the 
goodness of a horse lies in its benefit to humans, Phrissemius notes 
that Valla would have preferred him to use ei rather than sibi.21 When 
Agricola says that some animals may have wills, Phrissemius refers to 
Valla's long discussion of this subject.28 When Agricola refers to 
grammar, rhetoric and dialectic as rational arts, Phrissemius recalls 
and rejects Valla's opinion that rational knowledge is about reasons, 
that is to say, about finding middle terms.29 

There are three references to more strictly logical doctrines. When 
Agricola mentions modal propositions, Phrissemius notes that Valla 
first reduced the six modais to three (possible, impossible, true) and 
then added various other terms which he considered equally useful 
(e.g. easy, difficult, certain, uncertain, customary, unheard of, useful, 

25 Phrissemius, 27, 196, 60, 195-6. 26 Phrissemius, 23-5, 28, RDP , 166. 27 Phrissemius, 66, L. Valla, De reciprocatione sui et suus , in: Opera Omnia , Basel 1540, 
reprinted Turin 1962, 239-41, 248. 28 Phrissemius, 63, RDP , 65-71, 408-10. 29 Phrissemius, 210 RDP , 279. 
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useless).30 When Agricola discusses the conventional four forms of 
argumentation (syllogism, induction, enthymeme, example), 
Phrissemius draws attention to Valla's attack on the Aristotelian ver- 
sion of induction. For Valla it was unacceptable to move from a group 
of verified statements about individuals to a general conclusion about 
a whole class. In his view induction had to involve questioning, in the 
Socratic manner. Phrissemius reports Valla's opinion and then rejects 
it at some length. He includes examples from Plato and Cicero of 
general conclusions being drawn from particular observations. When 
Agricola discusses the practice of induction, Phrissemius observes that 
Valla would disapprove of Agricola's views and refers back to his own 
earlier comments.31 

Finally it should be noted that Phrissemius does not mention many 
other topics which come up in De inventione dialéctica and on which 
Valla held controversial opinions which Agricola opposed, for exam- 
ple, the categories, the contraries, the syllogism, non-standard forms 
of argumentation.32 

The commentary by Alardus (1491-1544) of Amsterdam was 
printed once, in 1539, to accompany his revision of the text. Alardus 
was one of the Louvain scholars who was involved in producing the 
first edition of De inventione dialéctica in 1515. In later life he became 
something of an Agricola specialist, continuing to collect letters and 
minor works for publication, trying to find new manuscripts from 
which to publish a better edition of the Dialectic. This culminated in 
his publication in 1539 of new editions of Agricola's Lucubrationes and 
De inventione dialéctica with commentary, in the prefaces and notes of 
which he tells the story of his quest for Agricola' s manuscripts.33 He 
was a correspondent of Erasmus and edited works of humanist and 
educational interest. He also wrote tracts against the Protestants.34 
Alardus' s commentary is deliberately learned, full of references to tex- 
tual matters and parallels from classical and humanist authors. Its 

30 Phrissemius, 207, RDP , 237-41, 491-3. 31 Phrissemius, 260-2, 266, RDP, 345-52, 587-94. 32 References to these will be found in the Appendix below. 
33 DID , a2r, 217, 459-60, Lucubrationes , n. 9 above. *3V-4V, 203-4. The story is also 
told by P. S. Allen, The letters of Rudolph Agricola , in: The English Historical Review, 
21 (1906), 302-17. Professor L. Jardine will have more to say about Alardus's role 
in her forthcoming book, Distinctive Discipline. 34 B. de Graaf, Alardus Amstelredamus (1491-1544). His Life and Works with a 
Bibliography , Amsterdam 1958. 
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concluding note rather self-consciously proclaims that it is entirely dif- 
ferent from the commentary of Phrissemius.35 In any event subse- 
quent editions which use Alardus' s improved text all carry a com- 
posite commentary, which claims to combine Phrissemius, Alardus 
and Hadamarius but which in practice is mainly an abridgement of 
Phrissemius.36 

Alardus's commentary makes 42 references to Valla, 15 to the 
Elegantiae , 27 to the dialectic. Alardus quite frequently gives book and 
chapter numbers, though these are not always accurate (and occa- 
sionally I have not been able to trace the reference intended). 

The largest class of references (20 in all, 7 to the Dialectic) direct the 
reader to Valla's discussions of particular words which occur in 
Agricola's text. In these examples Alardus only rarely explains Valla's 
point. Usually he contents himself with a reference which will enable 
the reader to find the section of Elegantiae or Repastinatio in which the 
form or usage of the word in question is considered. This, in other 
words, is the philological use of references to Valla.37 

In a similar way there are a few references which find parallels in 
Valla for something that Agricola says. So, when Agricola talks about 
species divisions which don't work, Alardus refers to Valla's criticism 
of the tree of Porphyry. Or he finds an example in which Valla uses 
an argument from etymology or a parallel in Valla for Agricola's three 
types of magnitude.38 In these cases Alardus is seeking to amplify or 
confirm what Agricola is saying by citing parallels in Valla.39 

There are eight references to Valla's logical teachings. Alardus 
notes that Valla's definition of property differs from Agricola's. He 

35 DID, 459-61. 36 Huisman, n. 7 above, nos. 10, 48, 58, 60, 62, 66, 71, 74, 77, 80. 37 In this class I include: DID, 56, RDP, 1 1 1 uXrj; DID, 60, Elegantiae, 1.21 ( virtuosus)' 
DID, 60, RDP, 83-4 (cautio)' DID, 69, Eleg., 4.78 (< affectiones); DID, 73, RDP, 127-34 
(actio)', DID, 73, RDP, 44, 128-30 DID , 86, De reciprocatione , n. 27 above 
(sibi); DID , 96, Eleg. ,1.21 (planus ); DID, 96, Eleg. , 4.96 (celeber)- DID , 100, RDP, 153 
( occasio ); DID, 123, Eleg. , 4.83 (but this refers to hospes/ peregrinus where Alardus wants 
hostis/ peregrinus ); DID , 123, no reference (poenitere ); DID, 168, RDP, 326-327 (violatio)' 
DID , 208, Eleg. , 6.52 (lignis); DID , 216, Eleg., 4.48 ( ius civile); DID, 352, Eleg., 4.81 
(orator)-, DID, 377, Eleg., 2.25 (. siquidem ); DID, 415, RDP, 150-2 (prius ); DID , 415, 
Eleg., 6.32 (I have not found the correct reference) (prius); DID, 420, Eleg., 2.18 
(nedum). Where necessary I have adjusted Elegantiae references to suit Opera omnia, n. 
27 above, 1-235. A good and well indexed modern edition of Elegantiae is much to be 
desired. 
38 DID, 47, RDP, 46-50; DID, 60, RDP, 20-1; DID, 66, RDP, 141-3. 39 Other examples of parallels: DID, 47, RDP, 219-22 (iniustum)', DID, 60, RDP, 175 
(attacks on competitors); DID , 123, Eleg., 6.36, 37 (correcting etymologies). 
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points out that their discussions of Latin translations of ouaioc and 
answers to the question 'what is a man?' are similar.40 When Agricola 
sets out the truth conditions for a disjunctive proposition, Alardus 
refers to the discussion of dilemma in Aristotle's Rhetoric , in Aulus 
Gellius and in Valla. He refers to the same sections when Agricola 
discusses arguments which depend on dividing one issue between two 
opposite alternatives.41 He records Valla's reduction of the modal 
propositions to three possibilities and his finding that indefinite pro- 
positions (propositions with no indication of quantity) are generally 
equivalent to universais.42 In response to Agricola's treatment of the 
forms of argumentation, Alardus discusses Valla's account of sorites, 
a form which Agricola does not mention.43 

Alardus also records several of Valla's philosophical innovations 
outside logic. There are four references to Valla's remarks on the soul: 
his rejection of the vegetable soul, his insistence that animals have 
tripartite souls like those of humans, his account of habitus and affectus , 
and a remark which I have not been able to trace, to the effect that 
the souls of trees and cows lead them to fulfill their natures.44 He also 
refers to Valla's remarks on the perception of colour and on the active 
nature of sense perception.45 He notices that Agricola uses a definition 
of time that Valla rejects and that Elegantiae has some remarks on the 
tendency of historians to copy other historians which are like those in 
De inventione dialéctica ,46 This last is the only occasion on which a com- 
mentator links a remark from the literary critical side of Agricola with 
a source in Valla. 

Although both these last two groupings show Alardus passing on his 
knowledge of Valla's logical and philosophical opinions, many of 
Valla's most radical innovations (e.g. res , the categories, the con- 
traries, alternative forms of the syllogism) go unmentioned and 
Alardus rarely suggests that either he or Agricola actually shares 

40 DID, 49, RDP, 170-3; DID , 77, RDP, 37-8, 41-6; DID , 230, RDP , 164-5. 41 DID , 231, 374, Aristotle, Rhetoric , II, 23, 1399al7-28, Aulus Gellius, Noctes Atticae, 
5.11, RDP, 312-28, 352-5. 42 DID, 236, RDP, 237-239; DID, 283, RDP, 186-7. The indefinite proposition must 
be distinguished from the indefinite use (where non is applied to a noun, e.g. non homo) 
which Valla rejects, RDP , 215-217. 43 DID, 271, RDP, 306-12. 44 DID, 51, 69, 81, 85, RDP, 59-61, 77, 67-71. 45 DID, 77 (2 references), RDP, 72-73, 113-5, 118-9, 154-6. 46 DID, 100, 300-1, RDP, 149-50, Eleg, 6.54. 
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Valla's views. When Alardus fills in the background to Agricola's 
references to scepticism he does not mention Valla.47 

George of Trebizond' s Isagoge dialéctica (1433) was printed more 
than fifty times in the sixteenth century. It is sometimes found in 
university and faculty statutes alongside De inventione dialéctica (supply- 
ing the judgment part of dialectic which that works lacks) and the two 
works are fairly often issued by the same printers.48 In 1567 when 
Orazio Toscanella chose two humanist dialectics to translate into 
Italian, they were De inventione dialéctica and Isagoge dialéctica , in the edi- 
tion with commentary by Bartholomaeus Latomus and Jan 
Bronkhorst (Johannes Neomagus). Bronkhorsts commentary first 
appeared in 1533 and Latomus's was added to it in 1540. 49 Latomus 
had been instrumental in bringing the teaching of De inventione dialéctica 
from Cologne to Paris. In 1531 he became professor of rhetoric at the 
college of Ste. Barbe, moving in 1534 to the chair of Latin rhetoric at 
the Collège Royal. In 1530 he published an epitome of De inventione 
dialéctica which was printed 26 times up to 1600. 50 

The commentary of Latomus and Bronkhorst on Georg of Trebi- 
zond's Isagoge dialéctica makes seven explicit references to Valla, but 
also touches on a number of other matters to which Valla refers, 
almost always disagreeing with him.51 Three of the references concern 
matters of terminology. Bronkhorst remarks on the way in which 
Valla uses propositio (the first sentence of the syllogism) and enunciatio 
(the general word for proposition) in the third book of Repastinatio .52 
He notes that Valla prefers the term infima to specialissima in the phrase 
species specialissima. He records Valla's objection to the phrase 

4 in eo 
quod quid esť in the definition of genus, but replies that if it is enough 
to say that genus is what is predicated of several things which differ 

47 DID , 5-6, 195, Phrissemius. 4. 184-5. DID . 221 refers to Valla's De vero bono. 
48 J. Monfasani, Valla and Agricola , n. 5 above, referring to his George of Trebizond , 
Leiden 1976, 333-6 and Collectanea Trapezuntiana , Binçhamton, NY 1987, 473-7. 49 Huisman, n. 7 above, no. 76, Monfasani, George , n. 48 above, 328-337. Mon- 
fasani, Collectanea , 473-7 records 15 editions from 1533 onwards of Bronkhorst's com- 
mentary alone, and 11 editions of his and Latomus's together from 1540/41 onwards. 50 Bibliographical details in 2 articles by G. Cambier in: Latomus 22 (1963), 839-44 
and 23 (1964), 819-27. 51 So many of the ideas which Valla attacks come up in the commentary that I almost 
wish to entertain the (chronologically very difficult) hypothesis that Isagoge dialéctica 
(1433) was one of Valla's targets in Repastinatio. 52 George of Trebizond, De re dialéctica , with the commentaries of B. Latomus and 
J. Neomagus, Lyons 1559, b4v. 
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in species, he does not see how Valla will distinguish between 
accidents, differentiae and the definition of genus.53 Three references 
concern matters of dialectic. Bronkhorst agrees with Valla (against the 
Boethian view that they are like particulars) that indefinite proposi- 
tions generally behave like universais but wants to retain the term 
indefinite because indefinites sometimes have the force of par- 
ticulars.54 He refers to Valla's objection to Aristotle's use of letter 
substitutions in Prior Analytics ,55 At the end of his remarks on the 
square of contraries he recalls Valla's work on the markers of quality 
and quantity, referring to the chapters in Repastinatio book two which 
deal with this material but urging the reader to omit the sections in 
which Valla attacks other dialecticians.56 

One detailed discussion touches on Valla's metaphysics. After 
noting that essentia would be a better translation of ouata than substantia 
is, and explaining that essentia and esse are the same (thus twice agree- 
ing with Valla without naming him), Bronkhorst goes on to say that 
ouata can also mean the material from which something is made and 
that in this sense, in spite of Valla's views, substance is the better 
translation. He recalls that Aristotle calls the form of a thing its 
substance, where Valla prefers to treat form as part of quality.57 This 
does not support Valla's opinion, nor does it explain it in any ade- 
quate way but it alerts the reader to the striking differences between 
Valla and Aristotle in metaphysics. 

On the souls of animals, Bronkhorst cites Quintilian's view that 
animals lack language rather than lacking reason, again agreeing with 
Valla without mentioning him.58 On the other hand he upholds the 
opposite opinion to Valla's on subcontraries and on substance having 
the property of not undergoing increase or reduction of degree, again 
without referring to him.59 

Bronkhorst, in short, shows some knowledge of Valla and records 
his views about terminology and his definitions. He is unusual in 
referring to Valla's ideas about metaphysics but he does not support 

s3 Ibid., c2v (2 references). 54 Ibid., b5v, RDP , 186-187, Boethius, De syllogismo categorico, I, Patrologia Latina 64, 
802. 
55 George, n. 52 above, a8r, RDP , 548, 299-300. Prior Analytics , I, 2-11, 25al4-31b36 
and passim. 
56 George, , b7r. 
57 Ibid., c6r, RDP, 36-46, 110-2. 58 George, c3v, RDP, 70-1. 59 George, b6v, c6r. 
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him in any of his innovations. Latomus's commentary is briefer and 
tends to restrict itself to explaining what George is saying. 

In 1535 a commentary on Porphyry's Isagoge and Aristotle's Organon 
was published over the name of the arts faculty at Louvain. It was 
reprinted in 1547, 1553 and 1568. This commentary is usually 
attributed to Johannes Stannifex from Gosslies but the introductory 
letter indicates that several authors contributed to it and the titlepage 
suggests that it may have had a semi-official status at Louvain.60 Its 
many references to Rudolph Agricola suggest that De inventione dialéc- 
tica may have been taught there, but there are also four references to 
Valla.61 

One is grammatical: when discussing a problem of translation, the 
commentary refers to Valla's discussion of the difference in the usage 
of antiquus and senex.62 The commentary quotes Valla's abusive 
remarks about the pointlessness of the third figure of the syllogism, 
and replies that this sort of invective does not really answer the 
arguments of the peripatetics or detract from their authority. It con- 
cludes with some examples which show that the third figure should not 
be omitted.63 On induction, the Louvain commentary first rejects 
Valla's observation that after listing a series of individual cases one 
should then add 'and so all x is y', arguing that this is implied by the 
non-intervention of the exponent. Later it sums up Valla's objections 
to induction from Repastinatio book three, chapter sixteen and replies 
to them. Valla's point about the juxtaposition of similars is not an 
objection because it is an admitted quality of all inductions. His 
examples of particular propositions are said to be misleading and his 
comment that all inductions must involve questioning of the opponent 
is answered with examples from Phaedo and Pro lege Manilia. Finally the 
commentary responds to Valla's wish that inductions should include 
the phrase 'and similarly for the others' by showing that Valla's own 
chosen example from Górgias does not include it.64 

It is striking that Valla should be referred to at all in what is for the 
most part a rather traditional Aristotelian commentary. The commen- 

60 I am grateful to Professor Gilbert Tournoy of the Catholic University of Louvain 
for information about this commentary. 61 I shall discuss the references to Agricola in Renaissance Argument. 62 Louvain Arts Faculty, Commentario in Isagogen Porphyrii et in omnes libros Aristotelis de 
dialéctica , Louvain 1568, 16v. Elee . . 4.5. 
63 Louvain, n. 62 above, Q2r, quotine RDP , 297-8. 64 Louvain, V6r, Gg6v, RDP , 345-52. 
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tators seem to think that his challenges to the third figure of the 
syllogism and to induction are sufficiently attractive and dangerous to 
warrant rebuttal, but that his other innovations, such as his complete 
overhaul of Aristotelian metaphysics, are so extreme that they can 
safely remain unanswered. 

Johann Caesarius was born in Jülich in 1468. He matriculated at 
Cologne in 1491 and also studied in Paris under Jacques Lefèvre 
d'Etaples. He held teaching posts in Cologne, Munster, Mainz, Leip- 
zig and Moers. He was the author of textbooks on logic, rhetoric, 
grammar and medicine. His Dialéctica was completed in 1520 and was 
printed more than seventy times in the sixteenth century.65 In a pref- 
ace of 1525 he lists various humanists (including Agricola, Valla, 
Erasmus and Vives) among his authorities, but his treatment of the 
subject is on the whole traditional, following the order of the Organon 
and making much use of Boethius's De syllogismo categorico and De dif- 
ferentiis topicis.66 The edition with commentary by Welsdalius and 
Glareanus was first published in 1559. 67 

Caesarius himself makes three incidental references to Valla, justi- 
fying his own use of Boethius by noting that Valla called him 'the last 
of the erudite', pointing out Valla's opposition to Boethius's use of per- 
sona in his work on the double nature of Christ, and noting that Valla 
approves of the word praedicamentum (for category).68 There is a 
reference in the commentary which may also be termed incidental, 
when Glareanus points out that Valla discusses equivocation in 
Repastinatio , book two, chapter two.69 

On the issue of the form of the proposition Glareanus refers the 
reader to Valla's attack on those who treat nouns and verbs as the only 
parts of speech.70 He reproduces and praises Valla's teaching on 
biparticulars in a lengthy note, adding that Valla has not had the 
credit he deserves and stating that although he is not a classical author 
he deserves to be compared with them. In a later note he quotes 

65 Algemeine Deutsche Biographie , 3, 689. Details of Caesarius editions (based on W. 
Risse, Bibliographia Logica , I (1472-1800), Hildesheim 1965, Index Aureliensis , and 
National Union Catalog ) in my thesis, n. 5 above, 312-4, 493. 66 J. Caesarius, Dialéctica , Cologne ? 1 525 , (British Library copy 520d6(2)), Aalv. 
67 Risse, n. 65 above, records editions with commentary by Glareanus (1556) and by 
him and Welsdalius together (1559). He does not list the edition of 1567 which I used. 
68 J. Caesarius, Dialéctica , with the commentaries of Welsdalius and Glareanus, Col- 
ogne 1567, + 8V, B4r, C4r. RDP, 4, 8-9, Eleg., 6.34. 69 Caesarius, C6r, RDP , 182-3. 70 Caesarius, G8r, RDP , 178-81. 
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Valla's second rule for biparticulars, also with approval.71 This is a 
rare instance of original opinions of Valla being endorsed warmly by 
a sixteenth century commentator. On induction he adds: 

Lorenzo Valla in the last chapter of the third book of his Dialectic mocked all of 
this as it is taught by Aristotle and Boethius. For him an induction must have 
three properties: questioning, the juxtaposition of similars and proof. He was 
more moved by the authority of Quintilian than by that of Aristotle, Cicero or 
Boethius. Whoever wishes may follow him.72 

This comment sums up a common attitude to Valla. The commen- 
tator summarises his views accurately, but he also, without criticising 
Valla, distances himself from Valla's views. 

Among these five commentaries a good range of Valla's doctrines 
are commented on or referred to. In metaphysics and philosophy, 
attention is directed by at least one writer to his views on persona , on 
the translation of ouaia, on matter and form, on answers to questions 
in quid , on the definition of genus, on the soul, on perception, on 
habitus and affectus , on the souls of animals, and on time. In the area 
of the proposition, to equivocation, to parts of speech other than 
nouns and verbs, to modal propositions, to biparticulars, to indefinite 
propositions and to disjunctive propositions. Within the forms of 
argumentation comments refer to the terminology of the syllogism, 
the third figure of the syllogism, induction, sorites and dilemma. 

Taken together then, these commentaries confirm that Valla's 
dialectic was available, that it was read attentively and that several of 
its doctrines were thought worthy of comment. On the other hand 
there are several important doctrines which are not reported in the 
commentaries, for example the reduction of the transcendentais to res , 
the reduction of the categories, the reorganisation of ethics, the reform 
of the square of contraries, the promotion of the topics, the attack on 
the four forms of argumentation, the new kinds of syllogism, and the 
importance of measuring the strength of particular words. The com- 
mentaries give no sense of how Valla's doctrines fit together as a 
whole, or of which of his innovations are most important. 

71 Caesarius, I8V-K1' RDP , 199-201. 72 "Laurentius Valla libro 3. de Dialéctica, cap. ultimo, ridet hoc totum ab Aristotele 
et a Boethio traditum. Ipse enim tria inductioni adesse debere asserii: interroga- 
tionem, similium appositionem, et probationem; motus Quintiliani authoritate magis 
quam vel Aristotelis vel Ciceronis vel Boethii. Qui velit sequatur." Caesarius, 08v, 
RDP , 345-52. 
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Valla's views are most often referred to on issues of terminology, on 
the souls of animals, or translations for ouaia and on induction. Indeed 
most of the references to Valla are more in the nature of scholarly 
indications of contrast than positive endorsements or interpretative 
suggestions. This must have something to do with Valla's rather 
ambiguous position. Thanks to Erasmus and to the circulation of the 
Elegantiae , Valla was an extremely prominent authority for northern 
humanists. The display of knowledge of his works was an indication 
of the erudition of the commentator. But his actual views on dialectic 
were much too extreme for the basically Aristotelian contexts of the 
works being commented on. The Louvain commentary gives the 
impression that although some of his views needed to be rebutted, 
others were best passed over in silence. But in the other commentaries 
there is not even that much acknowledgement of the revolutionary 
effect of Valla's views on logic and metaphysics. 

In his Oratio in laudem Aristotelis (1510) the well known Dutch 
humanist Martin Dorp, who was then teaching at Louvain, attacked 
Valla for criticising Aristotle.73 He regards Valla as a learned and 
acute man and a supreme grammarian who has an unfortunate 
tendency to attack all established authorities. He regrets the recent 

publication of Valla's dialectic.74 For the most part he answers Valla 

by citing greater authorities (including Valla's hero Quintilian) who 
admired Aristotle, but he also refers to three details from the preface 
to Valla's Repastinatio : Valla's criticism of Aristotle's failure to per- 
form any of the really important tasks of a public man or a writer, his 
attack on his contemporaries' veneration for Aristotle alone, and his 

objection to the Aristotelians' way of using the phrase 'philosophus 
dixit'.75 Dorp makes no reference to Valla's dialectical teachings. 

At this point it may be worth recalling the views of Juan Luis Vives, 
a more distinguished humanist than any of the commentators I have 
discussed. Vives had witnessed at first hand both the apogee of late 
scholastic logic at the college of Montaigu, where he studied in Paris 
between 1509 and 1512 and the early years of the Agricola revival at 

73 Biographical article by J. IJsewijn in Contemporaries of Erasmus, n. 23 above, I, 398- 
404. I am grateful to the editors of this journal for drawing my attention to Dorp's 
oration. 
74 M. Dorp, Orationes IV, ed. J. IJsewijn, Leipzig 1986, 18-24 (18). 75 Ibid., 22-23, RDP, 5-7, 361 (but it is hard to imagine how Dorp could have known 
this last). 
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Louvain from 1512 onwards.76 In his Adversus pseudodialecticos (1520), 
Vives endorses some of Valla's general positions (that dialectic 
depends on the ordinary usage of language, that it ought not to for- 
malise itself by employing letters of the alphabet as substitutes for 
terms, that dialectic is brief, and that philosophers need freedom)77 
without mentioning his name. At the end of book three of De causis cor- 
ruptarum artium (1531) Vives comments on Valla's contribution to 
dialectic. 

Lorenzo Valla undertook the reconstruction of dialectic, disagreeing with Aristo- 
tle and his followers both ancient and modern. He makes some recommenda- 
tions which are not bad, though these are few. In most cases he makes mistakes, 
for he was an impetuous man, and hasty in making judgments. He erred not 
only in dialectic, but also in philosophy which he also dealt with, and, which is 
more surprising, in the laws of the Latin language. But he erred no less in 
reproving others in this subject than he did in Elegantiae and in his Invectives. As 
for his numerous errors in dialectic, we shall pass over them here, or save them 
for another occasion if it seems appropriate, for it would take too long to get 
involved in an argument against them. In any case it is unnecessary because his 
arguments are neither based on sound reasons, nor are they accepted by anyone 
as rules of this art.78 

Most sixteenth-century humanists in the north appear to have 
thought better of Elegantiae than Vives did, but his judgement that 
Valla's reasoning was unsound and his positions insufficiently well 
supported to require a reply fits in well with the evidence of the com- 
mentaries considered in this paper. 

In my previous article I suggested that the philosophical import of 
Valla's views hardly came across in Listrius's comments, that Valla 
was used much more on matters of argumentative technique and 
points of style than in his logical teaching and that Listrius tended to 

76 R. Guerlac , Juan Luis Vives Against the Pseudodialecticians (Dordrecht 1979), pp. 23-7. 77 Ibid., pp. 56, 60, 78, 104. These points are not among those which Vives takes over 
from Thomas More's 1515 letter to Martin Dora. 
78 Opera omnia (Valencia 1782), vi, p. 151, Guerlac, n. 73, p. 152: "Laurentius Valla 
aggressus est reconcinnationem facere dialecticae, in qua dissentit ab Aristotele et 
Peripateticis veteribus ac novis. Monet in quibusdam neutiquam prave, etsi ea sunt 
perpauca. In plerisque labitur, ut fuit vir ille vehemens et ad faciendum judicium 
praecipitatus. Nec solum in re dialéctica falsus est, sed in philosophia, nam hinc quo- 
que attingit, et quod magis mirere in praeceptis Latinae linguae. Sed non minus illic 
improbando aberravit quam in elegantiis et invectivis. Ceterum dialecticae illius 
errores, qui sunt sane multi, nos vel omittemus prorsus vel in aliud tempus si 
videbitur reservabimus. Nam suscipcre cum eo disputationem res esset nimium pro- 
lixa minimeque in praesens necessaria, quod illius argumenta nec magnis rationibus 
nituntur, nec proinde sunt ab ullo recepta tamquam dogmata artis huius." I made 
use of Guerlac 's translation in preparing mine. 
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refer to Valla's dissenting views rather than explore or support their 
subversive potential. All the commentaries studied in this article treat 
Valla in a more fragmentary way, and regard him with more distance, 
than Listrius did. They tend to confirm my suggestion that Valla was 
read through Agricola, that rather than being an inspiration to the 
northern humanist reformers of logic, Valla's dialectic was more an 
incidental, scholarly interest, and a guide to usage. 

Coventry 
University of Warwick 

79 My intention in compiling this list is to include all those doctrines of Valla which 
one might expect to find mentioned in a dialectic commentary, that is, all the strictly 
logical doctrines and some from metaphysics and psychology which are closely related 
or which might occur in examples. Renaissance Argument will contain a list of doctrines 
on which Valla in RDP , contradicts Aristotle, drawn from a much broader range of 
subjects. The first group of numbers after each statement refer to the relevant pages 
of RDP. 
80 'Abstract' and 'concrete' are discussed by Alfonso Maierù, Terminologia logica della 
tarda scolastica , Rome 1972, 66-9. 81 I am citing this work from the edition of L. M. de Rijk, Assen 1972, hereafter 
Trac tatus. 

Appendix 
A list of logical issues on which Valla attacks Aristotle and his Latin followers, or on 
which his views contradict theirs.79 
1. There are three categories and not ten. 363, 8-10, 46-50, 112. Arist., Categories , 
4, Ib25-2a4. 
2. Relatives should not be part of the categories. 425. Arist., Categories , 7, 6a36-8b25. 
3. Quantity is part of quality. 425. Arist., Categories , 6, 4b20-6a36. 
4. All the other categories can be reduced to quality and action. 438, 112-115. 
5. The term ens has no force. 369, 13-15. Arist., Metaphysics , IV, 1, 1003a28-32. 
6. Valla attacks the distinction between concrete and abstract. 373-377, 21-30. 
Ockham, Summa Logicae , ed. P. Boehner et al., Opera philosophica , I, St. Bonaventure 
NY 1974, I, 5-10, 16-38. 80 
7. Valla suggests that the use of the latin word substantia as a translation for ouata is 
incorrect, but goes along with it because the usage is so firmly established. 37-46. 
Boethius, In Categorias Aristotelis , I, PL 64, 181D-184D. 
8. The distinction between form and matter is either frivolous or deceitful. 382, 1 10- 
112. Arist., Metaphysics , XII, 3, 1070a 19-30. 
9. The property of not taking more and less belongs to nouns grammatically and not 
to substances logically. 384, 157. Arist., Categories , 5, 3b33-4al0. 
10. Valla rejects the Aristotelian idea of the medium between contraries. 387. Arist., 
Categories , 10, 12al-25, Ethics , II, 6-9, 1 106al4-l 109b28. 
1 1 . Good and bad are more contrary than good and not good. 389, (162-3). De inter- 
pretation , 14, 23b33-24b9. 
12. Res is the genus to which the categories belong. 392. Boethius, In Categorias 
Aristotelis , I, PL 64, 180B. Peter of Spain, Tractatus, II, 7, 18- 19. 81 
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13. Valla attacks Porphyry's view that the genus is a sufficient answer to a question 
in 'quid'. 393-396, 164-166. L. Minio-Paluello ed., Porphyrii Isagoge translatio Boethii , 
Aristoteles Latinus, I, 6-7, Categoriarum Supplementa, Bruges 1966, hereafter Isagoge, 
7-8. 
14. Valla attacks Porphyry's definition of differentia. 391, 163-164. Porph., Isagoge , 
18. 
15. Valla attacks Porphyry's definition of property. 398-400, 170-171. Porph., 
Isagoge , 19-20. 
16. Aristotle's definition of definition is vague and empty. 400, 168. Arist., Topica , 
I, 5, 101b37. 
17. Valla attacks medieval Aristotelians' use of the phrase 4 species specialissima ' 423, 
10. Peter of Spain, Tractatus , II, 7, 18. 
18. Secondary substance is unintelligible. 160. Arist., Categories , 5, 2bl3-3a20. 
19. The 'Tree of Porphyry' is inconsistent and incompatible with Christianity. 389- 
391, 46-50. Boethius, In Porphyrium Commentariorum , III, PL 64, 103, G. Schepss, S. 
Brandt edd., Boethius in Isagoge Porphyrii Commentarti, Leipzig 1906, 209. Tractatus , II, 
11, 20. 
20. Aristotle's idea of God is mistaken. 53-58. Arist., Metaphysics , XII, 7-8, 1072b24- 
1073al3, 1074a35-bl0. 
21. Animals possess reason. 409-410, 67-73. Arist., De anima, III, 3, 429a5-9. 
22. The notion of habit is of no significance in ethics. 77-78. Arist., Categories , 8, 
8b26-9al0, Ethics , II, 1, 1103al3-25. 
23. There are various intermediate stages between disposition and habitus. 418, 79. 
Arist., Categories , 8, 8b26-9al0. 
24. Aristotle s conceptions of potential and evxeAexetoc are absurd. 128-129, Arist., 
Metaphysics , IX 7, 1048b35-1049b2. 
25. There are not six kinds of motion but only one.82 436-438, 132-133. Arist., 
Categories , 14, 15al3-bl7. 
26. Lines do not have longitude without latitude. 428-429, 143-144. Arist., 
Metaphysics , V, 6, 101 6b26, 13, 1020al4 [Or Boethius In Categorias Aristotelis , II, PL 
64, 204C-205B]. 
27. Points are parts of lines. 429-430, 144-147. Arist., Metaphysics , XIV, 3, 1090b5-20 
[Or Boethius loc. cit. in previous item]. 
28. Sense perception is active not passive. 445-446, 154-156. Arist., De anima, II, 5, 
416b32-418a6. 
29. Valla adds to Boethius's disposition of a word that its significance is fixed by 
human convention. 433, 122-124. In librum De interpretatione , editio secunda, I, PL 64, 
395-396; ed. C. Meiser, Leipzig 1880, 6-10. Peter of Spain, Tractatus, I, 1-5, 1-2. 
30. Sentences should not be reduced to the form: subject - copula - participle. 450- 
451, 178-181, 213. Peter of Spain, Tractatus, I, De introd., 1, 3-4. 
31. Denominative, equivocal and univocal are issues in grammar, not dialectic. 45 1 - 
452, 181-183. Arist., Categories , 1, lai -15. 
32. Valla corrects Boethius's view that indefinite propositions behave like particulars. 
454, 186-189. Boeth., De syllogismo categorico, II, PL 64, 802C. 
33. Valla attacks the conversion of propositions. 189-190. Arist. , Prior Analytics , I, 2-3, 
25al-b25. Peter of Spain, Tractatus, I, 15, 8. 
34. Valla revises previous teaching on the effects of the Latin words used as markers 
of the quality and quantity of propositions. 457-472, 190-215. Peter of Spain, Trac- 
tatus , I, De introd., 8, 4. 

82 Valla also allows that there can be changes of quality, but he does not regard them 
as part of motion strictly speaking. 
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35. Valla attacks Boethius's use of quidam as the main marker of particularity, argu- 
ing that it is too definite for the purpose. 460-461 , 195-196. Boeth., In librum De inter - 
pretatione , editio secunda, II, PL 64, 540A-548B; ed. C. Meiser, Leipzig 1880, 147. 
36. Valla attacks Boethius's views on biparticulars. 199-201. In librum De interpreta- 
tion, editio secunda, IV, PL 64, 540A-548B83 ed. C. Meiser, Leipzig 1880, 294-310. 
37. The negative should not be applied to the noun. 472-475, 215-219. Arist., De 
interpretation, 2, 16a30, 10, 19b38. 
38. The square of contraries is wrong. 477-491 , 224-235. Arist., De interpretation, 7-8, 
17a37-18a28. 
39. There are not four kinds of opposite, but two. 497-499, 235-236. Arist., 
Categories, 10, 1 1 b 1 5- 1 3b35 . 
40. The system of six kinds of modal proposition is mistaken. 491-493, 237-238. 
Arist., De interpretatione, 12, 21a34-36. 
41 . Valla says that Peter of Spam is wrong to derive dialectic from reasoning between 
two {duo) people. 526, 279. Peter of Spain, Tractatus , De introd., I, 1, 1. 
42. Aristotle's definition of syllogism is not specific enough. 528-529, 280-281. Arist., 
Prior Analytics, I, 1, 24bl8-20. 
43. Valla alters Boethius's terminology for the parts of the syllogism. 529-530. 
Boeth., De syllogismo categorico, II, PL 64, 811B-C. Peter of Spain, Tractatus, IV, De 
Sill., 2, 43-44. 
44. Valla attacks the definition oí proposition used by Boethius and the Latin 
Aristotelian tradition. 529, 280-281. Boeth., De differentiis topicis, I, PL 64, 1174B. 
Peter of Spain, Tractatus, I, De introd., 7, 3, IV, 1, 43. 
45. Valla wants to alter the order of the parts of the syllogism. 531, 282. Boethius, 
In Topica Ciceronis, I, PL 64, 1051A-B. 
46. Many of the moods of the syllogism are pointless. 546-548, 297-300. Arist., Prior 
Analytics, I, 11, 31al9-32a5. 
47. Valla attacks Aristotle's use of letters to represent terms in his discussion of the 
syllogism. 548, 299-300. Arist., Prior Analytics, I, 2-11, 25al4-31b36 and passim. 
48. Valla adds many new types of syllogism (syllogism in whole and parts, all 
negative syllogisms, all particular and all singular syllogisms, syllogisms based on 
words) 535-537, 543-546, 553-555, 282, 289-291, 304-306. Cf. Peter of Spain, Trac- 
tatus, IV, De sill., 4, 45. 
49. Valla attacks Boethius's account of hypothetical syllogism. 549-553, 300-304. 
Boeth., De syllogismo hypothetico, I, PL 64, 831-832; ed. L. Obertello, Brescia 1969, 
204-208. 
50. Valla adds other forms of argumentation (chains of syllogisms, sorites, interroga- 
tion, dilemma). 556-563, 306-312. 
51. Valla rejects conversion as a reply to the dilemma. 562-575, 312-328. Aulus 
Gellius, Nodes Atticae, 5.10.1. 
52. It is futile to attempt a systematic treatment of errors. 575-576, 328, 334. Arist., 
Sophistical Refutations .84 
53. Aristotle s account of induction is mistaken. 587-592, 345-349. Arist., Topica, I, 
12, 1 05al 3-18. 

83 This reference comes from Zippel. It is highly likely that Valla is here attacking 
some particular medieval logician, who perhaps also uses the example of the fish 
which the Jews are permitted to eat. 
84 At RDP, 304-6, 314-6, 328-34, 553-5, 564, 575-8, Valla attempts to account for 
several sophism-like ambiguities (some of them taken from Aristotle and late 
scholastic philosophers) without recourse to doctrines associated with the sophisms. 
Further details in my thesis and book, n. 5 above. 
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54. Valla upsets Boethius's scheme of four related forms of argumentation. 594, 352- 
353. Boeth., De differentiis topicis, PL , 64, 1183A-1184D. Peter of Spain, Tractatus , V, 
De loc., 3, 56-58. 85 

85 The scheme probably derives from Arist., Posterior Analytics , I, 1, 71al0. I am 
indebted to Zippel's notes in RDP , for some of the parallels cited above. 
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Vivarium XXX, 2 (1992) 

Reviews 

R.W. Southern, Saint Anselm : a Portrait in a Landscape , Cambridge University Press 
1990, xxix + 493 p. ISBN 0 521 36262 8 

It is now almost thirty years since Sir Richard Southern published his first book 
on Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury 1093-1109. It seemed then that Saint Anselm 
and his Biographer (Cambridge University Press 1963) must surely by the definitive 
biography. Beautifully written as this first work was, matchless in its insights and 
wonderfull skilled in its interpretation of the written record, it appeared incapable, 
barring the discovery of new evidence, either of serious alteration or of significant ex- 
tension. 

These appearances retain a small measure of truth. The first work still stands in 
its own right. The present book does not replace the former; indeed, we now need 
the two before us. But it does change and extend it. And, in so doing, it alters the 
message of the original at the deepest and, to many, the most rewarding of levels. 

The first change is one of pace. As the new title suggests, we have moved from the 
pen to the paint-brush, and to a far larger canvas. The European background to the 
later English scene is discussed more thoroughly, and some of the brush-strokes used 
in its description are bolder and more full of pigment than the earlier instrument 
allowed. The messages they convey might, then, reach a wider readership. The most 
important of the changes, however, is the change of perspective. In the earlier book 
it was Eadmer, Anselm's first, and nearly contemporary, biographer who led us to 
the Archbishop. Now Eadmer is, so to speak, relegated to the wings, and Anselm is 
brought to centre stage to speak out clearly for himself. When, furthermore, Anselm 
does speak out to his expectant audience, he does so primarily through his prayers, 
meditations and letters. At a time when prayers and meditations are not normally the 
first sources to which the historian turns, this is peculiarly refreshing. The Anselm 
so firmly projected, moreover, is not Anselm the Archbishop, but, overwhelmingly, 
Anselm the Benedictine monk. 

The physical centre of the book is devoted to a discussion of this Anselm. We are 
brought immediately to realise that his meditative understanding, both of 
monasticism in general and of his own vocation, was crucial to all of his public actions 
and expressions. It was also by no means a common one. This may in part explain 
the exasperation the saint aroused in some of his contemporaries. Rejection and in- 
security drove Anselm to Bee. Self-abnegation governed his grateful response to the 
life he found there and at Canterbury. Continued self-abnegation and the abasement 
of the merely human will were, to him, the sole guarantees of his true liberty and that 
of others. It was a view both bleak and immutable. Anselm's conception of 
monasticism is not easy to comprehend now; nor was it easy then readily to translate 
it into practice. These central pages upon the part monasticism played in Anselm's 
pursuit of peace and freedom, both in private and in public, and, above all, upon his 
ideas of monastic friendship are among the most valuable in the book. They contain 
gleaming passages of prose. 

Liberty, including political liberty, meant for Anselm the liberty to do no wrong, 
''freedom is not the power of choice between good and evil, but the power of steadfast- 
ly willing nothing contrary to the will of God, which comes from the loving acceptance 
of the limitations of created being", and "...neither friendship, as Anselm used the 
word, nor faith can be fully experienced without an intense discipline of life." Such 
observations provide a badly needed balance and correction to too simple an associa- 
tion of monastic emotion with homosexual orientation. Also, at a time when few per- 
sons have direct experience of the Benedictine way of life, these sections of the book 
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evoke and present this life, its severities and its rewards, with an aptness and intensity 
which is as rare as it is essential to all understanding of this period. 

Anselm thus emerges as a man for whom, once he enters the realm of statecraft, 
all essential choices have been made. He has no room for, or interest in, political 
manoeuvre. He must remain faithful in the fullest sense to his commitments, and 
especially so to his first vocation as a monk. Here Dr. Southern tackles head-on a 
recently offered view of Anselm the Archbishop. According to this view Archbishop 
Anselm was a figure vitally engaged in the exercise of power and influence; one 
especially mindful of the impact his collected letters might make upon the larger 
scene. It is no longer possible to sustain such a position. The careful discussion of, 
and appendix upon, the manuscript tradition of Anselm's collected letters must alone 
set at rest for ever the notion that Anselm was, or wished to be, in full command of 
such matters. It also brings sharply to our attention how crucial an expert knowledge 
of all the manuscripts is to such a discussion. 

Some steps have had, inevitably, to be retraced. On certain subjects, however, 
repetition takes on the force of fresh assertion. Such a one is the notorious problem of the "Canterbury Forgeries". In her work on Lanfranc, Margaret Gibson argued 
cogently for an early date for these. Sir Richard reviews this work - but is unrepen- 
tant. The case for an 1120/21 date he made in his first biography is re-stated with, 
it must be said, compelling power. I cannot say quite the same for the case for 
Honorius Augustodunensis the wandering Irish magpie; but here we enter regions 
beyond the scope of a review. 

The central feature of this study is the portrait. The re-painting of the landscape has brought out the figure as never before. It is a marvellous achievement. 

Auckland Valerie I.J. Flint 

Peter of Spain, Language in Dispute. The Summulae Logicales , (An English translation of 
Peter of Spain's Tractatus called afterwards Summulae Logicales on the basis of the 
critical edition established by L. M. de Rijk). Translated by Francis P. Dinneen. 
( = Studies in the History of the Language Sciences, 39). John Benjamin, 
Amsterdam/Philadelphia 1990. ISBN 90 272 4524 X 

Peter of Spain (ca. 1205-1277) is one of the best known figures in the history of 
logic, and deservedly so. His Tractatus , probably written in the 1230s, provides a full 
introduction to Aristotle's logic (with the exception of the Analytica Posteriora ), together 
with a lengthy treatment of the specifically medieval development of supposition 
theory. The work was widely used and commented on well into the sixteenth century, 
thereby helping to shape university education throughout the later middle ages. At 
the same time, the Tractatus contains much of interest to the historian of language. 
Peter was writing at a time when the speculative grammar of the modistae was just 
beginning to take shape, before its culmination in the great treatises on modi 
significandi of the last three decades of the thirteenth century, and we find in him the 
simultaneous use of two rather different approaches to language. On the one hand, 
his tracts on supposition, relative terms, ampliation, appellation, restriction, and 
distribution pay close attention to the effect of context on word-meaning and use. On 
the other hand, his tract on fallacies emphasizes the modistic notion that a spoken (or 
written) word is endowed at one and the same time with its signification and its con- 
signification, or secondary grammatical signification, so that sentential context will 
normally play no role in the explanation of such problematic notions as equivocation. 
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evoke and present this life, its severities and its rewards, with an aptness and intensity 
which is as rare as it is essential to all understanding of this period. 

Anselm thus emerges as a man for whom, once he enters the realm of statecraft, 
all essential choices have been made. He has no room for, or interest in, political 
manoeuvre. He must remain faithful in the fullest sense to his commitments, and 
especially so to his first vocation as a monk. Here Dr. Southern tackles head-on a 
recently offered view of Anselm the Archbishop. According to this view Archbishop 
Anselm was a figure vitally engaged in the exercise of power and influence; one 
especially mindful of the impact his collected letters might make upon the larger 
scene. It is no longer possible to sustain such a position. The careful discussion of, 
and appendix upon, the manuscript tradition of Anselm's collected letters must alone 
set at rest for ever the notion that Anselm was, or wished to be, in full command of 
such matters. It also brings sharply to our attention how crucial an expert knowledge 
of all the manuscripts is to such a discussion. 

Some steps have had, inevitably, to be retraced. On certain subjects, however, 
repetition takes on the force of fresh assertion. Such a one is the notorious problem of the "Canterbury Forgeries". In her work on Lanfranc, Margaret Gibson argued 
cogently for an early date for these. Sir Richard reviews this work - but is unrepen- 
tant. The case for an 1120/21 date he made in his first biography is re-stated with, 
it must be said, compelling power. I cannot say quite the same for the case for 
Honorius Augustodunensis the wandering Irish magpie; but here we enter regions 
beyond the scope of a review. 

The central feature of this study is the portrait. The re-painting of the landscape has brought out the figure as never before. It is a marvellous achievement. 

Auckland Valerie I.J. Flint 

Peter of Spain, Language in Dispute. The Summulae Logicales , (An English translation of 
Peter of Spain's Tractatus called afterwards Summulae Logicales on the basis of the 
critical edition established by L. M. de Rijk). Translated by Francis P. Dinneen. 
( = Studies in the History of the Language Sciences, 39). John Benjamin, 
Amsterdam/Philadelphia 1990. ISBN 90 272 4524 X 

Peter of Spain (ca. 1205-1277) is one of the best known figures in the history of 
logic, and deservedly so. His Tractatus , probably written in the 1230s, provides a full 
introduction to Aristotle's logic (with the exception of the Analytica Posteriora ), together 
with a lengthy treatment of the specifically medieval development of supposition 
theory. The work was widely used and commented on well into the sixteenth century, 
thereby helping to shape university education throughout the later middle ages. At 
the same time, the Tractatus contains much of interest to the historian of language. 
Peter was writing at a time when the speculative grammar of the modistae was just 
beginning to take shape, before its culmination in the great treatises on modi 
significandi of the last three decades of the thirteenth century, and we find in him the 
simultaneous use of two rather different approaches to language. On the one hand, 
his tracts on supposition, relative terms, ampliation, appellation, restriction, and 
distribution pay close attention to the effect of context on word-meaning and use. On 
the other hand, his tract on fallacies emphasizes the modistic notion that a spoken (or 
written) word is endowed at one and the same time with its signification and its con- 
signification, or secondary grammatical signification, so that sentential context will 
normally play no role in the explanation of such problematic notions as equivocation. 
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Thus laborans is equivocal because as a participle it consignifies both present and past 
time, and not because it is joined to any particular verb. 

It is not surprising, then, that a translation of Peter of Spain's Tractatus should 
appear in a series devoted to the history of the language sciences. What is surprising, 
is that the translation should have been so poorly done and so poorly presented. Any 
book which purports to introduce contemporary readers to a historical text should do 
four things. First, it should have an introduction which tells the reader who the 
historical author was, and which sets him in his context. Second, it should provide 
a selected bibliography as a guide to further reading. Third, it should provide a fair 
number of explanatory notes, since even quite recent works are rarely self- 
explanatory. Finally, it should provide a translation which is both accurate and 
readable. Unhappily, the present work falls far short of meeting any of these criteria. 

I shall begin with an examination of the introduction, bibliography, indexes and 
notes. The introduction opens with the remark: 'Hispanus was a contemporary of 
linguistic theorists called 'Modistae' after their 12th [sic] to 14th century writings enti- 
tled De Modis Significando (p. xvii). Dinneen goes on tell us that Peter was born ca. 
1215, despite De Rijk's arguments for a date before 1205, and that his 'work appeared 
around 1300 [sic]' (p. xxvi), but he makes little further attempt to provide historical 
details. Most of the 22-page introduction is devoted to a disorganized series of 
remarks about medieval linguistics. The language is jargon-ridden (e.g. the use of the 
invented words 'emically' and 'etically'), and some of the remarks are baffling. What, 
for instance, is one to make of the claim: 'The Medievais progressed from what they 
called Logica Antiqua to Logica Moderna by refining relations between two of Aristo- 
tle's Categories, Substance and Quantity: other Categories (e.g. Quality and Rela- 
tion itself) were explicitly added' (p. xxxvii)? 

The Bibliography (p. xxxix) contains just four works: the 1955 Loeb edition of 
Aristotle's Organon, Bochenski's 1947 edition of Peter of Spain, Bursill-Hall's edition 
of Thomas of Erfurt, and De Rijk's 1972 edition of Peter of Spain1 on which this 
translation is based. No reference is made at any point to any secondary source on 
medieval logic and speculative grammar. 

There are three indexes. The index of words and things (pp. 208-260) and the index 
of sophisms and examples (pp. 261-271), both heavily dependent on De Rijk's 
indexes, are satisfactory, but the index of references (pp. 206-207) is useless. Without 
warning the reader, it refers only to the pages of De Rijk's edition; nor does it give 
any bibliographical details for such entries as 'Anonymous. Comm. in de Cáelo'. 

The notes exhibit similar problems. Apart from a few minor remarks about the 
Latin text, Dinneen has contented himself with copying de Rijk's notes. A number 
of these give unexplained references to the Aristoteles Latinus (e.g. p. 143, n. 78: 'Post. 
An. I 16, 79b 23-25, Jacobi's [sic] translation, Minio-Paluello's edition, p. 34') 
which are relevant only to the Latin text. One note (p. 184, n. 6) tells the reader that 
'box' means 'trunk, strong-box, coffer', which has a point only when one realizes that 
De Rijk's note (R, p. 207) referred to the word ' archa ' in a context where a previous 
example was ' archa Noe ' (Noah's ark). In one place (p. 12) Dinneen does add a note 
about a variant reading found in De Rijk's apparatus, but on p. 66 line 8 he follows 
a variant reading without noting the fact, and on p. 66 line 10 he silently corrects De 
Rijk's ' minus toto ' (R, p. 75 1. 16) to ' minus noto' . On p. 164 he silently adopts the 
variant reading 'Priscian Major', but on the very next page he reverts to De Rijk's 
reading, 'Priscian Minor'. Not one of the notes offers the reader any help in under- 
standing difficult logical points. 

Even without a proper introduction, bibliography and notes, this book would have 
been useful had it contained a reliable translation of the Latin text. Unfortunately 
Dinneen falls into every trap that awaits a translator. He is literal where he should 
be free, he paraphrases inaccurately where he should be literal, if several English 
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words are possible he chooses the least suitable, he fails to recognize or understand 
technical vocabulary, he makes straightforward errors, and his English is frequently 
clumsy or even unintelligible. Before I go on to document these claims, I would like 
to say that happily all of Peter of Spain's text, apart from Tract I and part of Tract 
VII, is already available in English. Tracts VI, VIII, IX, X, XI and XII were 
translated by J. P. Mullally {The Summulae Logicales of Peter of Spain, University of 
Notre Dame Press, Notre Dame, Indiana 1945, to be cited as M). While this transla- 
tion is very old, and was not based on a critical text, it does at least make sense, and 
in all the places where I compared him with Dinneen, Mullally is clearly superior. 
Tracts II, III, IV, V and part of Tract VII have recently been translated by Norman 
Kretzmann and Eleonore Stump ( The Cambridge Translations of Medieval Philosophy 
Texts. Vol. I. Logic and the Philosophy of Language , Cambridge University Press, Cam- 
bridge 1988, to be cited as KS). I compared every line of their translation with De 
Rijk's edition and with Dinneen's translation, and I found it to be immeasurably 
superior to Dinneen's. It is lucid, elegant and accurate.2 

Let me first speak of Dinneen's English. Even at its best, it does not flow. For 
instance, he writes: 'To become familiar with the Predicaments, prefacing a few 
necessary things, let us first distinguish with Aristotle a triple mode of predicating' 
(p. 25) where Kretzmann and Stump write Tn order to understand the categories cer- 
tain introductory remarks are necessary. First, we will distinguish with Aristotle three 
ways of making a predication' (KS, p. 88). He uses heavy formulations, such as 
'black co-occurs ... inseparably' (p. 23, cf. KS p. 86: 'black is an inseparable acci- 
dent') or 'unusable connexities' (p. 48, cf. KS p. 225 'useless combinations'). Some 
sentences both contain a mistranslation and make no sense: e.g. 'Shift is ambiguous 
in proof (p. 191) for the Latin ' Quia duplex est processus in probatione ' (R, p. 217 1. 2), 
that is, 'there is a two-fold process of reasoning in the disproof 'improbatione' , M p. 
75. He almost always uses 'like' where he means 'such as', 'for example' or 'e.g.'. 
Thus we read that some words are predicated equivocally, 'like "dog" by a single 
name is predicated of the barker, marine animal and heavenly body' (p. 24). 

Sometimes he is overly literal. Thus ' esse bipedem inest omni homini sed non soli ' (R, 
p. 22 11. 5-6) is rendered as 'being twofooted is in every man, not just one' (p. 22) 
rather than 'being twofooted is in every man but not in men alone' (KS, p. 85) which 
is the sense demanded by the entire passage. At other times he supplements the text 
in an unfortunate way. The word ' quarta ' makes him think of 'figure' (even if Peter 
of Spain admitted only three syllogistic figures) so we twice find references to the 
'fourth figure of the first mood' (p. 153, p. 154, cf. p. 42: 'This is reduced to the 
fourth figure'). He sometimes translates ' secundum prius et posterius ' as 'proportionally 
or analogically' (p. 78, cf. pp. 85, 89), even though in his Tractatus Peter of Spain 
never once uses ' analogia ' or words formed from it, and even though when logicians 
did start discussing analogy as such, they did not identify it in any simple way with 
predication secundum prius et posterius. 

His grasp of Latin vocabulary is unsure. Sometimes this is more a matter of choice 
than of actual error. Thus we find 'costume' for ' habitus' in places where 'possession' 
is the better reading (e.g. p. 18, p. 36); ' pena ' is translated as 'suffering' where 
'punishment' is better (p. 60); lpenitet' ergo deliquiť (R, p. 70 1. 20) is translated as 'he 
has regrets; therefore he has failed' (p. 62) rather than as 'He is repentant; therefore, 
he has done something wrong' (KS, p. 239). In other places, his choice of word is 
simply mistaken: ' volubile ' applied to the heavens is translated as 'changeable' rather 
than 'revolvable' (p. 66); ' genus ' is translated as 'genus' when it has to be 'gender' 
(p. 125); ' vitrum ' ('glass') is twice translated as 'field' (p. 59, p. 60); ' sanativus' is 
translated as 'healthy' rather than 'health-giving' (p. 32) with the result that the whole 
sentence is garbled; ' Castrum' (in the singular) is rendered as 'camp' rather than 'for- 
tress' (p. 64). 
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These difficulties with words become really serious where technical vocabulary is 
concerned. The least serious difficulty is that Dinneen is unaware of the words already 
used in the literature. Thus, he has 'hypothetic' for 'hypothetical proposition', 'exten- 
sions' for 'ampliation', 'diffuse supposition' for 'confused supposition'. Some notions 
he confuses. Thus both ' indefinita ' and ' infinita are routinely translated as 'nonfinite', 
which fudges the distinction between an unquantified proposition and a noun with a 
negative prefix. More seriously, ' inferens* and ' ostensivus ' are both translated as 
'demonstrative', which leads to the labelling of various syllogisms as demonstrative 
when they arc conspicuously not so in the technical sense (see p. 148, 153, 155). He 
resolutely translates ' medium ', which can mean 'premiss(es)', as 'middle term', even 
when it results in such sentences as 'a middle term is called that because it has two 
extremes' (p. 49). He is unaware that ' instantia ' means 'counterexample', so that 
' Neque est instantia de oratione ' (R, p. 32 1. 6) is rendered as 'Nor is there a further objec- 
tion from a sentence' (p. 29) instead of 'An expression does not constitute a 
counterexample' (KS, p. 93). He has great difficulties with 'consequential . Thus, ' secun- 
dum subsistendi consequential (R. p. 40 1. 10) and ' secundum essentie consequential (R, p. 
40 11. 21-22) get rendered as 'on the basis of subsequence in subsisting' and 'because 
of essential dependency' (p. 35) rather than as 'an existential consequence' and 'a 
consequence having to do with essence' (KS, p. 99. p. 100). 

It is not only vocabulary that is at stake, for Dinneen also has difficulties with Latin 
syntax. Sometimes these are of his own making, as when his preference for adjectives 
over genitives leads him to render 1 ratio substantie ' as 'substantial nature' (p. 25), ' nominis interpretation as 'nominal interpretation' (p. 54), and ' forma materie ' as 'material 
form' (p. 188). Others stem from simple misunderstandings. I shall give a list of the 
most serious examples. 'Ut sanativus dicitur eoquod habet naturalem potentiam ut nichil a 
quibuslibet accidentibus patiatur (R, p. 36 11. 23-24) is translated as 'One is called healthy 
because he has a natural capacity of not suffering from any things at all that happen' 
(p. 32) rather than as 'So, for example, something is said to be health-giving insofar 
as it has a natural power of preventing any suffering from certain accidents' (KS, p. 
96). ' Actio est secundum quam in id quod subicitur, agere dicimur (R, p. 38 1. 18) is 
translated as 'Action is that by which we are said to act on what is subjected' (p. 33) 
rather than as 'Action is that in the subject in accordance with which we are said to 
act' (KS, p. 98). He garbles some of Peter's syllogistic rules by misreading ' existenti! e' . 
Thus ' majori existenti particulari (R, p. 48 11. 5-6) is read as 'If the major is a particular 
existential" (p. 40, cf. p. 42, p. 44), when it simply means 'If the major premiss is 
particular' (KS, p. 221). Peter's example of a fallacy ' animal est Sortes , animal est 
Plato ,... ergo animal est omnis homo ' (R, p. 82, pp. 143-144) is twice rendered as 
'Socrates is an animal, Plato is an animal, ... therefore every man is an animal' (p. 
71, 124), which makes complete nonsense of Peter's explanations of why the argu- 
ment is fallacious. ' Accidentalis autem suppositio est acceptio termini communis pro eis pro 
quibus exigit adjunctum ' (R, p. 81 11. 5-6) is translated as 'accidental supposition is 
acceptance of a common term for those things for which it demands something added' 
(p. 70) rather than 'Accidental supposition is the acceptance of a general term for all 
those things its adjunct determines' (M, p. 5). ' Ergo altera est universalis .... Sed non nisi 
hec: " non-homo est iustus" ' (R, p. 225 11. 1-2) is translated as 'Therefore the first is 
universal.... But only if "non-man is just" is universal' (p. 198) rather than as 
'Hence, one of them is universal... but it can only be this one: "Not man is just" ' 

(M, p. 89). 
There is a fair number of typographical errors, repeated or omitted words, and 

other errors. I shall mention only the following: there is an extraneous 'not' on p. 69, 
section 2, para. 1, last line; 'not' should be inserted before 'non-cause as cause' on 
p. 155, section 168, last line but one. One p. 148, section 146, 'healthy' should be 
substituted for 'sick' in both occurrences of 'science of the sick'. Parts of the Latin 
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text have not been translated on p. 21, section 12, p. 51, section 3, p. 73, section 11, 
and p. 76, section 1. 

I do not recommend this book. It reflects little credit on its author or its publisher. 
Waterloo, Ont. E. J. Ash worth 

Notes 

1 Peter of Spain, Tractatus, called afterwards Summule Logicales. Edited by L.M. de 
Rijk, Van Gorcum, Assen 1972, to be cited as R. 

2 However, on p. 250, lines 22-23 'fallacy of composition' should read 'fallacy of 
division'. I was a little unhappy that they translated ' appellatio' as 'meaning' on p. 
89 para. 3. 

Marianne Heimbach, »Der ungelehrte Mund« als Autorität. Mystische Erfahrung als Quelle 
kirchlich-prophetischer Rede im Werk Mechthilds von Magdeburg (Mystik in Geschichte 
und Gegenwart - Texte und Untersuchungen: Abteilung I: Christliche Mystik. 
Herausgegeben von Margot Schmidt und Helmut Riedlinger, Band 6). 
Fromman-Holzboog, Stuttgart-Bad Canstatt 1989. 

Dieses Buch enthält eine Studie, die 1988 von der Katholisch-theologischen Fakul- 
tät der Universität Würzburg als Dissertation angenommen wurde. Der Zweck dieser 
Arbeit ist, anhand des Werks Das fließende Licht der Gottheit den 'Zusammenhang zwi- 
schen Mechthilds mystischer Gottesbeziehung und ihrem auf die Kirche gerichteten 
Sprechen und Schreiben' (S. 11) darzustellen. 

In einem ersten Kapitel skizziert H. mittels drei Grundlinien die Grundzüge von 
Mechthilds religiöser Erfahrung: 1 . die Selbsterkenntnis des Menschen im Licht sei- 
ner Gottesbeziehung; 2. die gegensätzliche Erfahrung von Trost und Trostlosigkeit; 
3. die mystische Erfahrung als Nachvollzug der Heilsgeschichte. Das zweite Kapitel 
gibt Ansätze zur Grundlegung einer Tugendethik: zur /m>z;z£- Beziehung zwischen 
Gott und Mensch gehört das Wirken und Handeln. Das dritte Kapitel beschreibt 
Mechthilds kirchenbezogenes Denken und Reden. Erst wird ihr Kirchenbild charak- 
terisiert, dann wird untersucht, wie sie das Wort innerhalb dieser Kirche ergreift, 
sowohl im Gebet wie in kritischer Weisung und Stellungnahme. Im letzten Kapitel 
macht H. deutlich, wie Mechthilds Auftreten sich in einer prophetischen Sendung 
gründet: Sie zeugt von der Erfahrung der göttlichen minne , wie sehr sie sich auch als 
kritische Begine der Gefahr eines Konflikts mit Gesellschaft und Kirche aussetzt. 

Ein Anhang gibt die bibliographischen Abkürzungen, eine gut gegliederte Biblio- 
graphie (über die 1989 erschienene, von G.J. Lewis, F. Willaert und M.J. Govers 
verfaßte Bibliographie zur deutschen Frauenmystik des Mittelalters konnte H. nicht verfügen, 
aber aus einem Vergleich der beiden Bibliographien ergibt sich die Gründlichkeit 
ihrer bibliographischen Arbeit), und ein Personen- und Sachregister. 

Die ganze Arbeit ist sehr kohärent und systematisch aufgebaut. Bei der Lektüre fal- 
len einem Mittelniederlandisten verschiedene Parallelen von Mechthild mit Hade- 
wijch und Ruusbroec und anderen mittelniederländischen mystischen Autoren auf. 
Aus dieser Sicht möchte ich einige Bemerkungen zum vorliegenden Buch machen. 

Im Laufe des ersten Kapitels beschreibt H., wie Mechthild die ganze Schöpfung 
einlädt, sich in dem Lob Gottes zu vereinen, wiewohl sie weiß, daß auch dann Gott 
nicht nach seiner Würde gelobt werden kann. Dieses Wissen ist aber kein Anlaß zur 
Entmutigung, sondern zur Freude: 'Herre, mag man dich volle loben? Nein, des 
vroewe ich mich' (S. 47). H. sieht den Grund dieser Freude in der Enthebung des 
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»Leistungsdruckes«. Es würde mich wundern, daß diese auf das eigne Ich gerichtete 
Erfahrung der Ursprung dieser Freude wäre: Das selbstlose Ich der Mystikerin weiß 
nur noch um eine Freude: den Geliebten. Dieses Vermuten wird verstärkt durch eine 
Passage in Ruusbroecs Brulocht , die der zitierten Passage bei Mechthild analog ist: An 
die Stelle des 'Löbens' tritt bei Ruusbroec das 'Minnen'. Überdies explizitiert Ruus- 
broec aber auch den Grund der Freude: 'Nochtan blivet god onghement na weerde 
van allen creaturen. Ende dat es der verlichter redenen cen grote walost ende ghe- 
noechlijcheit, dat hare god en de hare lief soe hoghe ende soe rijcke es, dat hi allen 
ghescapenen crachten onthoghet ende van niemenne ghemint en es na sine weerde 
dan van hem selven'. ( Opera Omnia , 3, bl 165-1 169). Grund der Freude ist also nicht 
die Enthebung des Leistungsdruckes, sondern 'dat hare god ende hare lief soe hoghe 
ende soe rijcke es', nicht das Ich, sondern der Geliebte. 

Im selben Kapitel wird behauptet, Mechthild nehme mit ihrer Beschreibung der 
mystischen Erfahrung mittels der gegensätzlichen Bewegungen des Auf- und Abstei- 
gens 'eine Sonderstellung innerhalb der Tradition ein, indem sie das Aufstiegsschema 
durchbricht, [...]' (S. 65, Note 249). Auf jeden Fall teilt sie diese Sonderstellung mit 
Ruusbroec (z.B. aus Tabernakel , Ruusbroec, Werken , II, S. 57: *[...] want nedergaen 
in oetmoedicheiden, dat es een opgaen boven alle hoecheit der hemele'), Claesinne 
van Nieuwlant (z.B. aus Samenspraak , hrsg. v. Mommaers, Z. 241: 'door den neder- 
ganc heeft den mensch eenen puuren opganck in Goď) und Marguerite Porete (z.B. 
aus Mirouer des simples ames , hrsg. v. Verdeyen, Kap. 98, 5-7: 'Ilz s'esbayssent en cel- 
luy qui est du mont de sa montaigne, et si s'esbayssent de ce mesmes qui est ou fons 
de leur vallee'). 

Abermals im selben Kapitel zitiert H. Richstätters Meinung, daß es sich bei der 
von Mechthild in Kapitel IV. 24 berichteten Schau um die älteste bisher bekannte 
Herz-Jesu-Vision handelt (S. 75, Note 308). Da sie dieser Meinung keinen Kommen- 
tar hinzufügt, scheint sie diese Ansicht zu teilen. Die Herz-Jesu-Vision von Lutgard 
van Tongeren (1182-1246) ist aber älter. 

Bei aller Verwandtschaft zwischen Mechthild und Hadewijch läßt auch die Lektüre 
dieses Buches die Unterschiede zwischen beiden schreibenden Beginen um so stärker 
spüren. Um nur das zentrale Thema dieses Studiums zu erwähnen: nirgendwo in 
ihrem ganzen Oeuvre erniedrigt Hadewijch sich selbst als 'ungelehrte' oder als 'snoe- 
des wib' (p. 175). In der siebten Vision zeigt sie sich im Gegenteil dem männlichen, 
gelehrten 'kimpe' überlegen. Zugleich aber findet man bei ihr nichts von der ganz 
konkret in der Geschichte wurzelnden Kirchenkritik der Mechthild. Wohl übt sie oft 
scharfe Kritik, aber diese gilt fast immer den Mitgliedern ihres mystischen Kreises 
oder denjenigen, die diesen Kreis bedrohen (den 'vremden'). Auch bezüglich des von 
H. untersuchten Themas wird der Befund von Frances Gooday (Diss. Harvard 1974) 
bestätigt: bei aller Ähnlichkeit ist das Werk beider Frauen grundverschieden. 

Antwerpen Guido de Baere 

Jürgen Sarnowsky, Die Aristotelisch-Scholastische Theorie der Bewegung : Studien zum Kom- 
mentar Alberts von Sachsen zur Physik des Aristoteles ( = Beiträge zur Geschichte der 
Philosophie und Theologie des Mittelalters, Neue Folge, Band 32). Aschcndorff, 
Münster 1989. xii + 501 pp. ISBN 3 402 03927 3 

Albert of Saxony is in no way a stanger in medieval circles, but rarely does he pres- 
ent a clearcut image. His works fared well among early printers, and more recently 
he has captured his fair share of attention as a notably "progressive" thinker in the 
fields of fourteenth-century philosophy and natural science. All this has meant that 
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his writings have provided a conveniently available source for sample opinions on 
Aristotelian issues of his time. But he always seems to be in the shadow of another, 
more original, and putatively greater, figure, Buridan, Bradwardine, or, more pro- 
blematically, Oresme. Sarnowsky faces the problem, and seeks a middle position 
between those of Pierre Duhem in his earlier writings, for whom Albert was one of 
"the most powerful and most original" of fourteenth-century scholastics, and Alex- 
ander Birkenmajer, who regarded him as little better than a plagiarist. A middle posi- 
tion is difficult to develop sharply, especially when one is dealing with such an 
apparently grey figure, and Sarnowsky' s strategy does not greatly facilitate this end. 

After some very useful opening chapters on Albert's biography, sources and influ- 
ence, Sarnowsky proceeds to a chapter-by-chapter analysis of his commentary on the 
Physics. This is very handy for general reference, but gives little sense of the cut and 
thrust of debate, nor of Albert's particular nuances of interpretation and his 
immediate reasons for choosing them. One longs for more diachronic appraisal 
(particularly over the short term), but most questions of this kind are left to the 
relatively short final chapter, 44 Der Physik-Kommentar Alberts von Sachsen und die 
Entwicklung der Naturerkenntnis" (pp. 405-434). In this Sarnowsky develops 12 + 
10 + 4 theses. Unsurprisingly and, one may say commendably, they are sound rather 
than exciting. In the first set he characterises Albert's relation to contemporary and 
earlier scholastic theories of motion: whether to describe his deviations as major or 
minor will depend on one's historiographical viewpoint. The second concerns Albert 
vis-à-vis the Classical Physics of the seventeenth century: Sarnowsky thinks in terms 
of preparation rather than anticipation, and in his search for a characterisation makes 
particular use of hints provided by Amos Funkenstein. The third set of theses relate 
to the limitations of his own procedures: here one seems to sense an impatience at the 
constraints that he has felt at the end of composing this relatively early work, and the 
desire for a more stimulating methodology to follow. Let us hope that such an able 
scholar succeeds in finding one! On a more prosaic level, we must accord him especial 
thanks for 56 pages of very valuable codicological and bibliographical information 
located towards the end of the volume. 

Aberdeen George Molland 
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